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Sheltering the Homeless:
Hospitals in Medieval Catalonia
James W. Brodman
University of Central Arkansas

S

helter for the temporarily homeless, whether or not they were needy
in the modern sense, was as typical a charity in the towns and
villages of medieval Europe as was providing food for the hungry. The
Rule of St Benedict, as well as local Hispanic customs, imposed the obligation of hospi tality upon monasteries,' and likewise the growing towns of
the eleventh and twelfth centuries saw the need to provide beds for those
who were not householders. Those served were a diverse lot: pilgrims wending their way to a shrine like Santiago, clergy and others in town on busi ness, wandering beggars and the local poor. Increasingly, those with means
seem to have secured their own shelters in inns or residences, while the poor
ought the more public shelters operated by churches, monasteries, town government , or private benefaction. By the thirteenth century, every town of
size in Europe, and in Iberia, had several hospitaller establishments.
The earliest-known hospital in Iberia was the xenodoquium established by bishop Masona at Merida in 580, but in post-Visigothic times
the timulus of urban development and the pilgrim road to Santiago gave
rise to many hospitals in the northern portion of the peninsula. These
served the local poor, the sick, and pilgrims; the latter were often in as
much need of care as shelter, given the dangers of the journey and the

'The Rule of Benedjc1 states: 'All gue ts who present themselves are to be welcomed
as hrisr. .. . The kitchen for the abbot and guests ought to be separate, so that guests monastcric arc never without them - need not disturb the brothers when they present themselves at unpredictable hour .... The guest quarters are to be entrusted to a God-fearing
brother. Adequate bedding should be available there' (RB 1980: The Rule of St. Be11ediu,
cdTimothy Fry [Collegeville 1981 ) 53.1, 16, 21, 255-9). The Spanish Rules of San Frucruoso
and l sidorc of cvillc mandated that a third of monastic goods be reserved for the poor. The
Benedictine Ruic called upon the monastic porter to welcome all regardless of class, but by
the ninth century this function was frequently divided between a limomero, who welcomed
the poor, and a custos hospitum, who had charge of those of higher estate (Carmen Lopez
Alonso, La pobreza en Espana medieval [Madrid 1986) pp 421-3).
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preexisting illne ses that motivated many pilgrimages. Thu , in 1084, at
Leon, bishop Pelayo established a place for the sick, lame, blind, deaf, and
hungry, as well as pilgrims; archbishop Gelmirez of Santiago did the same
in the early twelfth century. Elsewhere along the route, there was the Hospital
of San Juan in Oviedo, whose attendants washed the feet of pilgrims;
the late tenth-century Ho pita! de la Trinidad de Arre, near Pamplona; the
eleventh-century Hospital of San Esteban at A torga; and the early
t.velfth-century hospices at Aubrac and Roncesvalles in the Pyrenees.' In
Burgo , among the thirty known hospitals can be counted the Hospital
dcl Rey, the Hospital del Emperador, and the Ho pita! de Santa Maria la
Real, all of which specialized in sheltering pilgrims on the antiago road.l
1 ewhere, Astorga had twenty hospitals; Leon, seventeen; and alamanca,
twenty-eight.' Seville, a Castilian town only after 1248, had five hospitals
by 1300, including pi lgrim hospices established by king Alfonso X and
another by Aragonese settlers in the region, with another five established
in the fourteenth century, including that of San Bernando for poor, elderly
re ident ofSeville.s Cordoba counted at least thirty-three ho pi taller establi hments founded in the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries. 6 Valencia,
another 'new' city, saw a half-dozen hospitalier institutions establi shed in
the decades immediately after its conquest, most of an ecclesiastical nature.'
In Portugal, there were over forty-seven hospices just north of the Douro,
as well as another twenty-five leprosaria; the town of Porto itself had
eight ho pita! .'
The Iberian phenomenon mirrored practices found elsewhere in
Europe. In Paris, the large Hotel-Dieu, near otre Dame Cathedral, cared
for transients and the sick, plus the re were other hospices for lepers, pilgrims, orphans, ex- prostitutes, and the blind. Paris itself had about sixty

' Lopez Alonso, Pobreza en Espa,ia pp 410- 13; Gerard J ugnor, 'Del1l< fondations
augusrinienncs en faveur des pelerin s: Aubrac er Roncevaux', in A ssistance et chariti,
ed M. - H . Vicairc (Toulouse 1978) p 323.
•
' L. 1artinez G arcia, ' La asistcncia material en lo hospitalcs de Burgos a fines de la
£dad Media', Collogue de Niu: Manger el boire au moyen age, 1982 ( ice 1984) 1:349- 50.
' Lopez Alonso, Pobreza m Espa,ia p 449.
'Juan Ignacio Carmona Garcia, El sislema de hospitalidadpubliw en la Se,,illa de/ antiguo
Regimm ( eville 1979) pp 26, 49-5 1.
' Antonio Carela de! Moral, El H ospital J'vfayor de San Sebastian de Cordoba: Cinco
siglos deAsistencin Midiro-sanilarin I11stilutio11a/ (1363- 1816) (Cordoba 1984) p 39.
'Augu tin Rubio Vela, Pobreza, enfarmedady asistmcia hospitnlaria en la Va/mcia de/ siglo
XTV(Valencia 1984) pp 29-30, 41;Josc Sanchez Herrero, 'CofradJas, ho pitales y beneficencia en algunes di6cesis de! valle del D uero, siglos XI Vy XV', H ispania 34 no 126 (1974) p 34.
C . A.. Ferreira de Almeida, 'Os caminhos e a assisrencia no nortc de Portugal', in
A pobrezn e a assisttincia aos pobres 110 peninru/11 ibirica durante a idade midia. Ac/as das lasjornadas lusoespanholas de hisloria medieval, L isboa, 25-30 de Selembro de 1972 (Lisbon 1973) 1:52.
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hospitals in all; smaller towns like arbonne had fifteen, and Aries, sixteen .'
In the Low Countries, there is record of pilgrim hospices from 1137,
and of urban hospitals from 1090 (at Louva.in). 10 In 1154, England had
113 known hospital , and over 700 by 1300, not counting monastic infirmaries, e tablishments of the Hospitallers of St John, and the ubiquitous
small, undocumented establishments." T hus, the phenomenon of public
shelters was a general one that Catalonia shared along with the rest of
Europe.
While the olde tho pital in Catalonia will likely never be identified,
rwo of the earliest were the hospices, for pilgrims and travellers, located at
the Benedictine monasteries of Sant Pere de Rodes (which dates from the
late tenth century) and Sant Pere de Casserres (which was founded in
the eleventh century). 12 Instances of other such shelters, both urban and rural,
proliferated during the eleventh century. At Barcelona, bishop Deodat
donated to a hospital for the poor in 1024, and another named 'En Gui tart'
was established c1045, the same year one Arnau opened a hospital for the
poor next to the cathedral at Urgell. Girona possibly had a hospital in
the tenth century. Another hospital was established at Cardona in 1083, and
in 1068 Arsendis, the wife of Arnau Mir ofTost, asked her spouse to establis h shel ters fo r the infirm poor at Tost, as well as at Algar, Montmagastre,
and Artesa. Vic in the eleventh century had an Albergueria that was located
behind the cathedral and served as a residence for clergy as well as a hospital. At the beginning of the next century, in 1101, the chapter of Ager
established a shelter for travellers, and in 1116 count Arnau de Rosello instituted a shelter for Christ's poor at the C hurch of Sant Joan at Perpignan. 13
Throughout Catalonia, as indeed throughout Christian Iberia and western
Europe, bishops, chapters, confraternities, prosperous and perhaps pious

' Bronislaw Geremck, The Margim ofSociety in Late M edieval Paris, trans Jean Birrell
ambridgc 1987) pp 169-75; Jacqueline Caillc, 'Assistance et hospitalite au moyen age',
B11/le1i11 de la So<illides Eludes L illiraim, Srientijiques et Arlistiques du l oi 102 (1981) p 297.

" P. Bonenfant, 'Hopitaux et bienfaisance publiques dans les anciens Pays-Bas des
origincs ala fin du XVTIIe sied c', A11 11ales de la Soriili Beige d'H isioire des Hopi1aux 3 (1965)
pp 13-15.
" Edward Kealey, Medieval M edicus: A Social History of A11glo-N orma11 M edicim
(Baltimore 1981) p 83.
"Joan-Albert Adell i G isbert, 'L'hospital de pobres de anta Magdalena de Montblanc
i l'arquitcctura hospitalaria medieval a Catalunya', Acta historica el archaelogica mediaevalia
4 (I 983) p 240.
" Manuel Riu, 'Prcsentaci6n', La pobreza y la asiste-ncia a los pobres m la Cataluria mediroal,
cd Manuel Riu (Barcelona 1980- 1982) 1:10- 11; EduardJunyent, La ciutal de Vic i la seva
hir16ria (Barcelona 1976) p 404; Cesar Marti nell, 'Els ho pitals medievals catalans',
Pra<li<a

medi<a (1935) pp 110- 12.
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individuals, and eventually even municipalities established a myriad of such
shelters to house, and at times offered various types of material assistance
to, an assortment of the temporarily or permanently homeless: travellers and
pilgrims, the old, the sick and the dying, and the destitute. These bore names
like limosnas, pias almoines, limosnerfas, hostalets, and hospitalets. 1•
The purpose of this article is not to chronjcle this hospitaller explosion, or to fathom the social forces that created the phenomenon, but instead
to elaborate the organization, physical configuration, and ervices rendered
by these medieval houses of charity.
Through the end of the thirteenth century, the governance of hospitals tended to be ecclesiastical, with the bishop and chapter being especially
prominent. VirtualJy every episcopal town had its cathedral hospice; and
others, as ecclesiastical institutions, were subject to the bishop's oversight.
Even private hospitals were often placed under episcopal dominion by their
founders, who frequently gave bishops the power to appoint administrators
after the death of the founders. An alternative to ecclesiastical oversight
was municipal governance, but this doe not appear until the fourteenth
century when two Barcelona hospitals were entrusted to the municipal
council or Conse/1 de Cent. 1'
The case of the Hospital of Llobcra at Solsona illustrates how difficult it was for the founding family to retain direction of a hospital. This
institution was established by Francesca, the daughter of a prosperous local
merchant, in her will of 1411. Herc she nominated as its administrators three
relatives who were merchants in Barcelona. After them, future heads were
to be chosen from the family, but by the Dominican prior and the abbot
of the Augustinian monastary of olsona. These two ecclesia tics in 1446
nominated three younger relatives to take up the task, but unlike those of
the earlier generation, these younger family members no longer wished the
responsibi lity, in part because they lived at a distance in Barcelona. Thu ,
in 1447, they turned the hospital over to a canon of Urgell, Bartomeu
Travesset, to serve as its paid rector. "
''These names come from the territory of Roda in Aragon but were commonly found
elsewhere as well (Francisco Castill6n Cortada, 'El limosnero de la catedral de Roda de lsabcna
(Huesca]', Cuademos de Arag611 21 [1990] p 66).
'' Pere Desvilar, who founded a shelter as early as the late thirteenth ce ntury, placed it
under the Come/I de Cent in 1308, while the administrators of the older Hospital of Bernat
M arcus, facing bankruptcy in a time of serious economic difficulties, did so in 1338 (Carme
Batlle and Montserrat Casas, 'Carita! privada i lcs in titucions benefiques de Barcelona [scgle
Xl 11 ]', in La pobreza l :135-1); Dolors Pifarrc Torres, 'Dos visi1as de comicnzos dcl siglo Xl V
a los hospitales barceloneses d'En Colomy d'En Marcus', in ibid 2:83-4).
"'N{1ria Coll Juli ii, 'Documcntaci6n notarial relativa a los pobrcs en la Cataluiia del siglo
XV', in La pobreza 2:287- 9.
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Hospitaller administrators, usually called rectors, had many functions.
The letter ofl347 that appointed Berenguer de Molendinis as administrator
of the Hospital of En Colom of Barcelona conferred upon him all the
customary powers of supervi ion and obligated him to render annual accounts
and eek episcopal confirmation for any appointments to the hospital staff. 17
If clerics, rectors had priestly obligations, not only toward inmates but also
for their fin ancial benefactors. In 1363, for example, the rector of the Old
Ho pita! at Girona was obliged to say masses in the cathedral, including
anniversary masses for three priests of the diocese. Because these masses
yielded an income of 60 s, rhe rector was willing to employ, at the cost of
only 7 s, other clergy to see to the spiritual needs of those in his hospital.18
One su peers that many hospitaller administrators were only marginally
better off than the poor they as isted. For example, Bonanat d'Arques,
administrator of the 'new' hospital of Urgell in the fourteenth century,
had to ell his blanket in order to buy wheat.19 But others seem to have been
better off. An inventory of Girona's Old Hospital, taken in 1362 upon the
death of its hospiraller, Berenguer Verdaguer, shows that incumbent was
a moderately wealthy man. His room was well furni shed with a bed, chest,
armoire, chair, stool, and storage closet. Among his effects were a saddle,
sword, silver reliquary, a large supply of clothing that included sixteen overcoat , a gold altar cloth, two silver cups, a libra.ry of some twenty-five paper
and parchment books, about 200 sin cash, and an account book showing
receivable of over 1,400 s. 20
The communities that served the hospices for the poor were composed
of various clergy, dona ts, and hired servants, as the data for the Hospital of
En Colom in 1306-1309 indicates: a rector, two chaplains, two lay-sisters,
fo ur female servants, three alms collectors who begged bread at Barcelona's
churches, two gardeners, and five wet nurses.21 The staff of the nearby hospital of Bernat Marcus was even smaller; in 1306 it included a rector, one
servi ng brother and two sisters, and several hired maids.22
Of particular interest are the donats, who e relationship to the
hospital was quite complex in its combination of personal and religious

"J. . H illgarrh and Gu ilio Silano, The Register 'OTULE CO 1MU IUM 14 of the
Diocese of Barce/or,a (1345-1348) (T oronto 1983) 184 no 498.
" Luis Batlle Prats, 'lm•cntari dels Bens de !'H ospira! de la cu de Girona', E st udis
Ur,iwrsaris Cata/am 19 (193 4) pp 79- 80.
" Carme Batlle Gallarr, La Seu d 'Urgell med it'llal.· La ciutat i tis seus habitants (Barcelona
1985) pp 126-33.
"'Batlle, 'lnventari de Giro na' pp 68-76.
"The Hospital of En M arcus, at the sa me time, had a recror, a dona/, and two dona/as
(Pifarrc, 'Visitas a los hospitalcs', in La pobreza 2:85-6).
" Pifarrc, 'Visitas a los hospitales' 2:84-99.
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motivation. On the one hand, the dona! conferred all or most of his or her
personal property to the institution, and, in return for support and care,
promised to serve it for life. The founder of a hospital, for example, could
become a donat, like Roger de UncastiUo, a resident ofHuesca and seemingly a widower, who built a bridge over the Rio Guatizalema and built a
hospice alongside it to shelter the poor. In 1199, he relinquished control
over the hospi tal to the bishop ofHuesca, but the bishop in turn recognized
'brother' Roger as its rector and obligated the diocese to provide a chaplain to attend to the hospital's religious needs. 23 Individuals could become
donats in a variety of ways. Most directly, one could enter into a contractual relationship with a hospital, in which one would exchange service for
support. An example is the contract signed on 7 June 1336 by Bernat Albi6
with the Hospital of Sant Joan in Reus. A resident of Reus, Bernat offered
himself 'to the service of God and of his poor' and granted his 'person as
a donat of the hospital of Reus', promising the town councilors and the
hospital administrator that he would serve the poor there for his whole life
and that he would procure the alms, rents, and legacies belonging to the hospital. Furthermore, he granted the hospital £30, in return for which he was
to be given food, drink, clothing, and the other necessities that he needed
and was accustomed to have. If future administrators wished to terminate
this arrangement, then Bernat was to have his money returned, but if Bernat
decided to leave of his own volition, then he was not owed any refund." In
Barcelona, the practice was also common. For example, Pere Desvilar, in
endowing his ho pita!, required that support be provided for his maid, aria;
En Colom's administrator, Berenguer de Plani , guaranteed support to two
of his relatives, Saneha and Borracia. In both instances, we can assume that
the women lived as donats, especially Sancha and Borracia, who were guaranteed transfer to a house of religion should their places ever be eliminated.
Tn Lleida, a charter of 1220 contains the names of three ministres of the
Hospital of ant Marti, Pere Rubio and his wife aria, and Ermesenda de
Canals, who seem to have been dona ts of the house. In 1288, Pere Portoles,
evidently an elderly man, became a donatofthe same hospital in return for
a payment of150 s ofJaca, but one wonders whether Pere was merely purchasing nursing home care rather than embarking upon a career of service.2 5

" Antonio Duran Gudiol, Coleaio11 diplomtitica de la catedral de Huma (Saragossa

1965-1969) 2:533-4 no 560; 497- 8 no 519.
' 'Salvador Vilaseca Angucra, f-lospi11Jlt< medievales de Reus (Reus 1958) pp 31-2, 64.
" Perc's two sons, daughter-i n-law, and nephew assent to the arrangement, probably
by way ofrelinquishing their claim to the amount being given Sant Marti (Joseph F. T arrag6
Valcntines, Nt)'l)e, aportaciom a l'historia de/, n11tics hospitals de L/eida [Lleida 1977] pp 14-15).
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In addition to donats, the familia of the medieval hospital included
individuals who served in a variety of capacities. Among them were the
acaptadores (or baciners, or bacinadores), the alms collectors who stood at
church doors on Sundays and at other likely spots in town during the rest
of the week. 26 Indeed, the rivalry of competing collectors produced the
inevitable litigation. For example, in 1409, the Antonines ofL!eida, claiming an exclusive right, gained from king Pere III, to seek alms in the
streets of the city, while ringing bells, obtained an injunction from king Marti
that de manded that members of the Order of the Holy Spirit silence their
handbells.27 In the case of the Hospital of Sant Macia at Barcelona, these
almoners could be accom panied by inmates, even children .
Medieval hospitals were generally small, consisting of a handful of
wards or rooms, with only a dozen or so beds. In Catalonia, before the
fifteen th century, few could match in size the eighty-seven beds available
at the Hospital de! Rey in Burgos." Instead, hospices rarely held more than
a score of beds and these, when they were designated by gender, usually
allocated more space for men than for women. 29 For example, the hospital
fo unded by the noble Ramo n de Montros in his village outside ofL!eida
in 1324 had seven beds; at Urgell, the 'new' hospital had but five beds;
and Vic's Hospital de la Santa Creu contained twelve beds. 30 At Barcelona,
in 1306, the Hospital of En Marcus had a total population of nineteen
persons, staff and inmates together; in 1307, the Hospital of En Colom
housed ten sick, fo ur abandoned children near the age of five, and eight children being nursed.3' Santa Eulalia, despite a capacity of thirty, housed
but six inmates in 1305. 32 The Hospital of Sant Macia cl 404, as one of
Barcelona's larger hospitals, counted twenty-two beds for men and another
six fo r women. 33
The best evidence that we have regarding the size, configuration, and
function of the various shelters for the poor comes from a scattering of
" Lopez Alonso, Pobreza e11 Espana p 466.
"Tarrag6, Noves aportado11s pp 28- 9.
" Burgos's other major hospitals, those of the Emperador with twelve beds, and that
of anta Maria la Real with eighteen spaces, more closely approximated C atalan conditions
(Martinez, 'Asistence material' pp 351-2).
"At the Hospitad del Rey at Burgos, for c.xample, the hostel for women contained eight
beds, while that for men had twenty- nine, that of the Emperador had nine and three respectively, and of the original ten beds at Santa Maria la Real all were designated for males
(Martine-1,, 'Asistencc material' pp 350-2). In Catalonia, at Reus, the Hospital of ant Joan
had fifteen beds for men and only four for women (Vilaseca, R eus p 55 ).
"'farrag6, NO'Vesaportaciom p 33; Batlle, Urge/I pp 126- 32; Junyent, Vic p 124.
" Pifarre, 'Visitas a los hospitales' 2:83-9.
" Badie and Casas, 'La caritat privada' 1:141- 4.
"Joseph M aria Roca, L 'ho,pital migevnl de Sa11t Macia (Barcelona 1926) pp 4-12.
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inventories that have been made of their contents. The four such example
to be examined here run the gamut from the larger to the smaller and include
representatives of those in a variety of town settings. one of the buildings
were grand, but rather contained a warren of small rooms in one or two
stories. Of the four, the Old Hospital at Girona was the largest, with ten
rooms and a porch. There were t\vo sleeping rooms with eighteen and seven
beds respectively, most likely the former for men and the latter for
women. In addition, the building also contained a kitchen, with other rooms
for making bread, storing, milling grain and storing wine, as well as a
chapel, a sittingroom, and private rooms for the hospitaller and female attendants . At Sant Macia in Barcelona, there were nine rooms, five of which
were dormitories, that had capacity of thirty men and six women, but
this seems to include its permanent personnel. In addition, there were a
kitchen, storage hall, and two dining rooms. The Hospital of Pere Desvilar
in Barcelona had two small dormitories, each with six bed and one with
two smaller beds, probably for children. At Reus, though the inventory shows
no breakdown by room, it does indicate accommodations for nineteen and
a modest amount of kitchen equipment. \,Vhile we do not know the size
of the bed , or whether they accommodated more than a single inmate, the
inventories how that each was provided with a mattress, a pair of sheets,
a cushion, a blanket (or two) and less frequently a coverlet. At Girona, the
kitchen was well equipped and provisioned and must certainly have provided its clients with food and drink; Sant Macia, with a larger population,
had two upstairs dining rooms but far le sin terms of cooking space or equipment; Reus, with but one caldron and fireplace iron, and Pere Desvilar, with
its paella pan and fireplace iron, were even less prepared to provide meals.
Thus, the regularity and amounts of food erved to the poor varied considerably. The impression is that space was cramped, because extra beds and
mattresses were placed in every nook and cranny. At Girona, four mattre es
were put in the sittingroom and another in the torage room. ant Macia
had an extra bed in each of the dining rooms and in the kitchen. Of the four
hospitals, religious services were possible only at the O ld I Iospital of Girona,
where there was a hapel equipped with various hangings, crosses, altar cloth ,
vestments, and liturgical books. Girona and Reus both had axes for cutting
wood, and words; Reus also had a pair of hoes, presumably for a garden.,.
While most, if not all, medieval ho pitals were dedicated to the service of the poor, the tendency to differentiate different classe of the poor
" Batlle, 1 nventari de Girona' pp 65-76; Joseph M. Roca, Ordi11aci611,s def H ospital General
de la Sa11ta Creu de Boru /0110 {any MCCCCXVII): Cop iades textualment de/ manuscrit original y p rologades (Barcelona 1920) pp 78, 83- 5; Vuascca, R eur p 55.
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is evident by the fou rteenth cen tury. T here were those whose condition, or
age, or status required services beyond mere asylum. A distinction was made
between the deserving and undeserving poor, motivated by the fear that
society's chari ty might be abused by the lazy and shiftless. Thus, the limosnero
at the Ho pita! del Rey in Burgos was admonished to admit only genuine
pilgrim and the true poor, and his colleague at the nearby Hospital de Santa
Marfa la Real was forbidden to admit knaves, scoundrels, vagabonds, and
vile women. By statute, the Hospital of Jesucristo in Cordoba could not
admit those who begged at the town gates or at the entrances to its churches."
The natu re and duration of services afforded the poor naturally
varied with the type of institution. Many monasteries, for example, like the
Cistercian monastery at Poblet, maintained separate facilities for rich and
for poor guests. 36 At pilgrim hospices, tays were expected to be of short duration, and at the smaller and poor hospices, meals were provided only on
special occasions. In Burgos, for example, the Hospital del Emperador
limited accommodations to one or two nights, except in case of illness or
inclement weather. Guests were given bed, charcoal and firewood for cooking, but no food , except on Fridays and the days of Lent. The larger and
better endowed H ospital de! Rey was more generous. Those who came in
the morning were given a meal; evening arrivals got bed and board; the
sick received better food and a bed for the duration of their illness. 37 But,
nonetheless, only the sick cou ld stay beyond the night. The Pyrenean hospital at Roncesvalles also limited hospi taEty to one night fo r travellers, but
up to three for genuine pilgrims.38
Withi n Catalonia, this same sort of discrimination is evident. The
Hospital of Giro na would provide shelter for the poor up to three day ,
unless the individuals were 'lunatics', 'wicked', or the type of vagrant who
"Lopez Alonso, Pobrn;a en Espana pp 429-31.
~Ibid pp 415, 423-4.
"A ration of bread was provided on Fridays, and a small meal of bread, fi sh, beans and
,-cgetablcs during Lent. Santa M aria la Real, another pilgrim hospice, also provided no food
but did dispense over fifty pairs of shoes to guests as replacements fo r worn-out footwear;
during Lent, again, thirteen poor (five fewer than the number of available beds) were fed
(i\ laninc-.<, 'Asistcnce material' pp 351-2). Rodrigo Jimenez de Rada gives this contemporary accou nt of the services provided by the Hospital dcl Rey: 'And he [king Alfonso VJll
of Castile) constmctcd buildings and houses for a hospital ... which he enriched with so
much wealth that at all hours of the day necessities were administered to all pilgrims, and
no sufferer was turned away. Through a marvelous [system], beds were constantly made ready
for all wishing to spend the night. Al o for the sick, even [those) close to death, everything
necessary to restore them to pristine health was used by the hands of merciful men and women'
(sec his De Rtbm Hispaniae, ed Juan Fernandez Valverdc [Turnholt 1987) bk 7 chaps 13-14
pp 173-4).
Lopez Alonso, Pobreza m Espa,ia p 415.
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merely wandered from hospice to hospice. ick people would be accepted,
presumably for longer terms; but to protect itself from excessive burdens the
hospi tal ac knowledged an obligation to serve only the inhabitants of the
castle of Palagret, where the hospital held lands and whose people were
thus its responsibility. Completely excluded, for lack of proper facilities,
were abandoned infants. But older children like Johan Bartholomeu of
Esterria, near Banyoles, were helped. Johan's father, a poor widower, was
presumably unable to care for his son. Thus the hospital accepted Johan into
its care, promising him 'sustenance, food, shoes, and all his needs'.39
But, despite efforts to exclude the unworthy, Catalan hospitals had
remarkably diverse populations. The Hospital of En Colom in Barcelona,
for example, had the charge to serve pilgrims, vagabonds, and the poor individuals who would likely be transients. Yet in 1307 its inmate population also contained those whose stays must have been extended: ten sick
people, four abandoned children around the age of five, and eight children
still being nursed.40 ome hospitals must even have had permanent residents
if the payment of300 s made by Ramon C adena in 1290 to the 'new' hospital of Urgell is at all typical. This obligated the ho pital to care for his
daughter, Bernarda, from his death until hers."
The Hospital of Sant Macia in Barcelona was perhaps typical in the
diversity of its clientcle. T here were, first of all, those of diverse station who
came to the ho pital to die: the slave woman Margarita Baciners, or a woman
from the village of Llobregat named Na Bacona, or an unnamed beguin.
For these the hospital had to provide care until their death, but the seriousness of their illnesses is indicated by the brevity of the stays - three days
for Na Baco na and eight fo r the slave argarita. Sant Macia then became
responsible for the cost of the burial shroud and funeral, fo r which special
collections seem to have been taken up.
The hospital al o provided shelter for travellers and/or pilgrims who
had fallen ill. In one instance, two individuals too ill to beg their own alms
in the city were fed and sheltered for six days at a cos.t of 2 s. In 1390,
shelter was given at Sant Macia and other hospitals in Barcelona to the
casualties of the battle of Bascara, where Catalan forces led by Bernard de
Cabrera had halted the invasion of the French count of Armagnac. Also care
was given to infants like the child of fou r or five months who was found at
the hospital's door on Monday morning, 30 Augu t 1390. This child was
given to a woman named Alfonsa, who nursed it until its death in October.
" Batlle, 'I nventari de Girona' pp 78-9.
"'Pifarre, 'Visitas a los hospitales' 2:87.
" Batlle, Urge// pp 125-33.
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While most such abandoned chiJdren were similarly given out to wet nurses,
some were housed at least temporarily at the hospital when a wet nurse was
on staff or else goat's milk was available. ln 1386, for example, the admini trator, Guillem Rossell, rented a slave to serve as a wet nur e for seven
mon ths. Sant Macia also aided those who were not inmates, giving, for
example, 2 s to the woman Eulali a so she could purchase medicine for her
child."
My study of these medieval Catalan shelters has reveaJed no guiding
phi lo ophy. Religion, of-course, played an important part in their creation,
staffing, and ongoing support, because Christianity recognized merit in
helping the poor. The church helped to administer medieval hospitals, and
some of their serving brothers and sisters did so under religious vows. Gift
to hospitals arc found in wills alongside other pious bequests, and alms were
often collected by ho pitallers at the portals of churches. Yet the ho pitaller
phenomenon lacks the institutional coherence of the Gregorian reform movement or the mendicant revival. HospitalJerism was more of an impulse than
a movement. It was tied to individuals and neighborhoods more than to
institutions with a wider purpose. As shelters, hospitals welcomed, within
limits, whoever wandered by, and their inmates thereby reflect the diversity of the medieval needy. Without substantial external support, hospitals
themselves were needy - short of space, spar ely furnished, equipped to
provide little care beyond mere nourishment. Their existence, however,
testifies to the presence of some sort of spirit of charity and service, as well
as to the multin1de of the needy. Their configuration is additional evidence
for the essentially decentralized character of the medieval church and for
the institutional immaturity of the medievaJ town .

'' Roca, San/ Matiil pp 8-9, 25-9.

Crusader Warfare Revisited:
A Revisionist Look at R. C. Smail's Thesis:
Fortifications and Development of Defensive Planning
Paul E. Chevedden
alem tate College

1 The influence ofSmail's study

T

he study of medieval military architecture - Islamic, Byzantine,
western, and crusader - has received much attention, but the
major emphasis has been placed on archjtectural description. Little
attention has been devoted to the study of the development of fortifications
during the iddle Ages. Smail's Crusadi11g Warfare, 1097-1193 was not
primari ly devoted to the subject of fortifications and the development of
defensive planning in the crusader states, but his comments on trus topic
have been extremely influential and have served to stifle further discussion
on this important subject. T he Midd le Ages saw notable changes in the
design of fortifications, yet Smail denies that any changes in defensive
planning occurred during this period. According to Smai l, the scientific
principles of fortifications remained unchanged during the cru ader period;
only the details of fortifica tion and construction were modified: 'At fi rst
sight, a Chateau Gaillard, a Crac [Hisn al-Akriid], or a Caerphilly bear
l.ittle resemblance to the motte and bailey castles of the early twelfth century or to the earthworks of primitive peoples, but the principles of defense
which their respective architects sought to express were unchanged'.'
Although primitive earthworks, motte and bailey castles, and castles having concentric defences all have in common a defensive enclosure to ward
off hostile intruders, the defensive principles upon which they were constructed vary considerably. The vast changes in weaponry and siege methods made over the centuries were countered by corresponding changes in
the design of fortifications, and this is particularly true of the crusader period.
Smail' tatic view of medieval fortifications has been echoed in Geoffrey
Parker's The Military Revolution; and P. . Holt, also relying on Smail's
' R. C. mail, Crusading Wa,fore, 1097- 1193 (Cambridge 1956) p 217.
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seminal study, agrees that in the crusader period there were 'no significant
developments in military technology or tactics'.2 The sequel to Smail's work,
Christopher Marshall's Waifare in the Latin East, 1192-1291, inherits Smail's
approach to fortifications. While observing that the crusaders built, or rebuilt,
a number of castles on concentric principles during the thirteenth century,
Marshall, nevertheless, affirms that for the period considered in his study,
'there appears to have been little change in the methods of attack and defence
which were employed'. 3
2 T he interaction between the advances in siege technology
and the development of fortifications

The development of fortifications in any period is closely connected
with corresponding developments in siegecraft, and an understanding of the
one is essential to an understanding of the other.' Although it may seem
obvious that new or improved offensive devices g reatly affect the character of defensive systems, the available studies on medieval fortifications in
the Middle East (by Deschamps, Creswell,Johns, and Sauvaget) focus primarily on architectural concerns and ignore the continuous interaction of
offensive and defensive planning that spu rred developments and counterdevelopments in both fields. I argue that the medieval citadel ofDama cu
represents a critical transition in defensive planning and is of crucial importance in the history of medieval military architecrure because it is based on
a new system of fortification design initiated by al-'Adil that transformed
the construction of military defenses during the medieval period. 5 Rather
' Geoffrey Parker, The Military Revolutio11: Military Innovation and the R ise ofthe West,
1S00-1800 {Cambridge 1988) p 7; P. M . H olt, The Age ofthe Crmades: The Near East.from
the Elroenth Century to 1S17 (London 1986) p 76.
' Christopher Marshall, Warfare in the Latin East, 1192-1291 (Cambridge 1992) pp 100,212.
'My methodology is not novel, but is patterned after the approach taken to the study
of Greek fort ifications by F. E. Winter (Gruk Fortifications [Toronto 1972]} and A. W .
Lawrence (Greek Aims i11 Fortijicatio11 [Oxford 1979]}.
' Clive Foss, in his study on the citadel at Kutahya in western An atolia, has suggested
that the add ition of numerous close-set solid towers during the great rebu ilding of
period II was the result of the introduction of the counterweight trebuchet. This machine,
argues Foss, 'demanded a solid platform to support (its] great weight, and an open space
to give the arm room to swing' (Survey ofMedieval Cmtlcs ofAnatolia, I · Kiitahya [Oxford
1985) p 77). Hence, the solid platform towers of period TI were introduced to accommodate the new machine. Foss contends that the cou nterweight rrebuchct reached Byzantium
by the middle of the twelfth century or earlier and accordingly places the rebuildi ng of
period II in the middle of the twelfth century (Foss, Survey pp 83-4}. Certainly, sturdier
towers are required to support the weight of heavier artillery, but they need not be solid, as
the hollow towers of al-'Adil indicate. T he purpose behind solid towers may be to create a
nearly indestructible platform on which to mount artillery. But the original purpose of
such construction may have been li mited to preventing rams or mines from breaching the
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than crediting the transform ation of defe nsive planning in the thirteenth
cenrury to a slavish imitation of al-'Adil's new fortifications, I propose that
the changes that occurred were the result of defensive planners reacting to
the destructive effects of a new and more powerful piece of artillery - the
counterweight trebuchet. The architecrural responses devised to challenge
this new arti llery had two basic aims: to develop a defen ive system to both
wi thstand the new artillery and to utilize the new artillery in a defensive
mode.

3 Defensive planning in the M uslim east
during the twelfth century
and al-'Adil's innovations in fortification design
To appreciate the novelty of al-'Adil's defensive system and the
radical transition in fortifi cation desig n it represents, one must first
become acquainted with the system of defensive planning current in the
twelfth centu ry. During the twelfth cenrury, defensive circuits were fo rtified with towers similar in dimensions to those fo und in Roman Syria,
averaging 5.0 to 6.0 m in width and projecting 3.50 to 4.0 m from the
wall. In accordance with the Roman scheme of defensive planning, these
towers we re positioned at roughly 30- meter intervals. The city walls of
Damascus and H oms, rebuilt by ur al-Din during the middle of the twelfth
cenrury, conform to this arrangement. The city wall of C airo and its citadel,
built by alah al-Di'n, follow a simi lar plan but with towers spaced at even
greater distances.
Al-'Adil, Salah al-Di'n's brother, drastically altered the construction
of defensive circuits and the building of towers, which became larger,
higher, thicker, and more closely spaced. His towers, found on the citadel
of Damascus, Cairo, and Bosra, are immense - as large as 30 m square and a yet the only explanation offered for these abrupt and radical changes
has been the advances made in ballistic technique.• W hat brought about
defensive enclo ure. Foss's thesis rests upon his dating of the rebuilding of period II, and
this has recently been called into question by Robert W . Edwards. Edwards has suggested
that the work of period 11 covers part of period I construction of the mid-ninth century (review
of Survey ofM ediroal Castles ofAnatolia, L· Kiitnhyn by C live Foss, Speculum 62 no 3 [1987]
pp 675-80). If Foss's thesis and dati ng of period 11 construction prove enduring, then it would
be Byzantium, rather than Islam, that was the fi rst to introduce changes in the de ign of
fonificatio ns to utilize the more powerful counterweight trebuchet. Even so, this would not
diminish the novelty of al-'Adil's system of defensive plan ning for greater yria nor negate
the effect this defensive system had upon this region.
'Jean auvaget, 'La citadcll c de Damas', Syria 11 (1930) p 229; A. Abel, 'La citadellc
eyyubite de Bo ra Eski Cham', Amwles ar,hiologiques nrobes Syriennes 6 (1956) p 123; Janine
ourdel-Thomine, 'Burdj', Emyclopaedia ofIslam (2 cd) 1:1316.
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al-'Adil's new system of defensive planning was the introduction of a new
and devastating piece of artillery- the counterweight trebuchet - which
was first introduced during the early part of the twelfth century. This very
powerful and extremely accurate weapon revolutionized the defensiveoffensive pattern of warfare and helped to stimulate the development of an
entirely new system of defensive planning designed to counter this new
weapon.
To appreciate what a revolutionary impact this weapon had and
to understand how a\-'Adil's system of defensive planning was designed to
counter it, we must first exami ne the weapon.
4 The counterweight trebuchet:
The twelfth-century revolution in siegecraft

The counterweight trebuchet, a new and far more deadly piece of
artillery, was a weapon so far superior to any siege machine yet invented that
its introduction brought about a revolution in siegecraft and turned the tide
of siege warfare in favor of the offense. The counterweight trebuchet
employed gravity rather than manpower to propel a missile at an enemy
target. The team of men that had provided the motive power fo r the traction trebuchet was replaced by a ma sive counterweight. ince the weight
of the missile launched by this machine was determined by the weight of
the counterweight, the only factors limiting the power of the weapon
were the material, financial, and human resources needed to construct it.
The counterweight trebuchet could discharge missiles of far greater
weight than the traction trebuchet and could do so with remarkable
accuracy. The machine was thus able to deliver devastating blows against
the same spot of masonry time after time, and this made it potentially
capable of demolishing the strongest built fortified enclosures.
The earliest unambiguous reference to the counterweight trebuchet
(trabuchium) in a European historical source cites its use at the siege
of Cremona in northern Italy in 1199. 7 Because. no earlier references to
the use of the counterweight trebuchet in siege operations of the twelfth
century have been found, most scholars have suggested that this machine
was first introduced at the end of the twelfth century. ave for the sole
reference to this machine at Cremona, historical sources for the twelfth
century written in Greek, Latin, or European vernaculars do not employ
' Kalcvcro Huuri, 'Zur Gcschichte des mittclalterlichen G e chiitzwesens aus oricntalischcn Qiellen', in Societas Orienta/in Fw11icn, Studin Orimtalia 9 no 3 (H elsinski 1941)
p 171.
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a different term for the counterweight trebuchet to distinguish it from the
traction machine. However, Middle Eastern sources for the twelfth century,
in both Arabic and Syriac, do at times utilize different terms for the traction and counterweight trebuchet. The earliest references in these sources
to the counterweight trebuchet indicate that this machine first came into
u e during the early part of the twelfth century.
Arabic sources of the twelfth century identify the counterweight trebuchet as a 'great trebuchet' (manjaniq 'azim) or 'big trebuchet' (manjaniq
kabir) and as a 'frightful trebuchet' (manjaniq ha'il). The anonymous Syriac
chronicle of 1234 uses the term 'great trebuchets' (manganiqe rawrabe) to
refe r to counterweight trebuchets.
T he fir t mention of the counterweight trebuchet under such new
terms is in the anonymo us Syriac account of the second siege of Tyre
by the crusaders in 518/1124. It refers to the crusaders' use of 'great
trebuchet ' (manganiqe rawrabe) and 'many traction trebuchets' (qalqzime
sagi'e) during the siege. 8 William of Tyre's account of this same siege
mentions that the crusaders sent to Antioch for an Armenian artillery
expert named H avedic, who came to Tyre and 'displayed so much skill
in directing the machines and hurling the great stone missiles that
whatever was as igned to him as a target was at once de troyed without
'Anon., Ario11ymi au<loris rhronico11 AD 1234 perti11e11s, cd J. B. Chabot (Corpus
Chri1tianorum orientalium, S,riptom Syri, scr 3 [Paris 1916)) 15:92. The Syriac term qalqumi
comes from the Greek xapa,miµa (H assano Bar Bahlul, Lexiron Syriarum, 3 vols [Paris
1901) p 1797). According ro Bar Bahlul, this term may refer to a 'tower', ' rhe platform of
a trebuchct or a tower', or 'a tower (manor) similar to a trcbuchet'. one of these definitions, however, match the operations of the qalqumi described in the yriac chronicle. These
machines arc described as functio ning in the sa me way as the 'great trebuchets' (manganiqi
rawrabi): they are 'set up' before cities and castles, just as manganiqi are (A11on. Syriac Chron.
pp 92, 94, 120, 126, 140, 155, 161); and they batter or strike the walls of cities and castles
(A11011. Syriac Chro,1. pp 92, 94, 120). The qalq1imi employed by Zangi in his siege of
Edessa in 1144 arc credited with breaking down the city walls on all sides and destroying
seve n towers and making breaches in the wall (Anon. Syriac Chro11. pp 121, 132). During
the siege of A calon by Baldwin 1l1 in 11 53 a single qalq,imi was mounted on a mobile
icge tower, and this machine discharged small stone-shot (A11011. Syriar Chro11. p 155). This
information on the operation of the qalqfimi suggests that this machine is a trebuchet. When
it is mentioned in conjunction with 'great trcbuchets' (ma 11ga11iqi rawrabe), it most probably refers to a traction mach ine (A11011. Syriac Chron. pp 94, 120). When it is not paired
with 'great trebuchets' (ma11ga11iqi rawrabi), it is probably being used as a generic term to
refer to any iypc oflcvcr artillery (A11011. Syria, Chro11. pp 92,121,126, 132, 140). The qalqumi
used by the crusaders at the siege of Ascalon on t0p of a mobile siege tower was most
probably a pole-frame trebuchet, since it is described as discharging small stones. Bar H ebracus
uses both qalqzimi and ma11ga11iqi to refer to trebuchets, and in his account of the siege of
Keysun (Kaysum) by 'Abd Allah ibn T ahir in 824, he states that trebuchets (qalqzimi) hurled
stones each large enough to form an a s's load (Makhtebhlmuth Zabhni, ed Paul Bedjan [Paris
I 90] p 141). 1-luuri c ti mated the weight of the stone-shot to be between 50 and 100 kg
(110-220 lbs; Huuri, 'Geschur-~wcsens' p 150).
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difficulty'.' In 519/ 1125 Aqsonqor al-Bursuqi of M osul besieged 'Azaz
using 'great trebuchets' (manganiqe rawrabe).'0 The Byzantine emperor
John II Komnenos besieged Shayzar in 532/1138 with counterweight
trebuchets, identified by Usamah b. Munqidh as 'frightful trebuchets'
(majimiq hti'ilah)" and by lbn al-'Adim as 'great trebuchets' (majtiniq 'izam)."
The eyewitness accoun t of the siege of Baghdad by the Saljuq sultan
M uhammad in 551- 552/ 1157 recorded by 'lmad al-Din al-lsfah ani
mentions the employment of two counterweight trebuchets (manjaniqayn
'azimay 11) ." T hree 'big trebuchets' (m aj aniq k.ibar) were used by the
Normans in their attac k on Alexandria during the summer of 1174.'•
'lmad al-Din identifies alJ three types of trebuchets in u e during the
twelfth century in his account of Saladin's siege of Amid in 579/ 1183:
the 'arradah or pole-frame trebuchet, the ma,!}aniq or trestle-frame traction trebuchet, and the manj aniq ha'il or trestle-frame counterweight
' Guillaume de Tyr, Chro11i<I'"• ed R. B. C. H uygens (Turnhout 1986) 13.10; W illiam
of T yre,A J-Jistory of Deeds Done beyond the Sea, trans E. A. Babcock and A. C. Krey, 2 vols
(New York 194 1) 2: 15.
"A11011. Syriac Chro11. p 94.
" At the siege ofShayzar in 532/1138, Usiimah b. Munqidh states that the Byzant ine
forces under emperor John II Komnenos set up rrcbuchcts that fired stone-shots weighi ng
between 20 and 25 rails a dista nce farther than a bow-shot (Kilab af-i'tibdr, ed Q!sim
al-Samarra'i [Riyadh 1987] p 134). Since Usamah was a native ofShayzar, the measure of
weight he utilized was most probably the Shayzar rntl, which was equivalent to 2.137 kg
(W alther H inz, lslamische Masse und Gewichte [Leiden 1970] p 31). The weight of the
stone-shots launched by the Byzantine army was therefore between 42.74 and 54.425 kg
(94-120 lbs). The information provided by Usamah also allows us to gauge the distance
of the lau nch of these stone-shots. If the stone-shots were fired farther than a bowshot, this distance would pro bably be beyond the effective range of a military, rather than
a sporting, bow. According to Marsden, the maximum effective range of a composite bow
for military purpose was in the region of 150 to 200 yds (137. 16 to 182.88 m) (Historical
Devek,pmmt p 12). Denys P ringle, utilizi ng information contained in J\11.aurice's Strategiron,
estimates that the maximum effective range of a bow-shot to be 140 m (The Dejmu
of Byza11ti11e Africa from J11sti11ia11 to the Arab Co11quest, 2 vols [Oxford 1981] 1:150).
Considering that the Byzantine trebuchets fired stones beyond the range of a bow-shot,
the distance reached by these stones would probably have been. at least 150 m and most
probably closer to the 200 m mark or beyond. Commenting on the power of these
'frightful trebuchets', Usamah mentions that a house was destroyed by a single stoneshot discharged by a Byzantine counter-weight trebuchet and that a breach was made in
the wall of the fortress by the bombardment of the B)'Lantine machines (Kittib a/-i'tiblir
p 134).
"'Umar b. Ahmad l bn al-'Adim, Zubdat a!-hnlab mi11 ta 'rikh Ha/ab, ed ami
al- Dahhiin (Dama cus 1954) 2:268.
" Al- Fath lbn Bundari, Zubdal af-11usrah wa-1111khba1 al-'usrah, ed M. T. Houtsma in
Ret11ei/ de Tex/es Re/at ifs a l'Histoire des Seljoucides (Leiden 1889) 2:249.
" AJ- Katib al-Isfahani, Kitliba!--fayh al-qussifi al--fath al- Qudsi, ed . Landberg (Leiden
1888) pp 227- 8; 'Abd al-Rahman b. lsmii'il Abu hiimah, Kitlib af-rawdntay11 Ji aMbtir
a!-dawla1ay11, cd M. H . M . Ahmad and
. M. Ziyadah (Cairo 1962) pp 598~00;
Muhammad b. Salim lbn W iisil, Murarrij af-k,mib Ji akhbar bani Ayyub, ed J. Shayyal,
S. 'Ashur, and H. Rabli', 5 vols, in progress (Cai ro 1953- ) 2:11- 16.
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trebuchet.'s The counterweight machine used in this siege is given the name
al-Mufattish (The Examiner), indicating that this piece of artillery was given
pecial regard. Saladin utilized al-manjaniqat al-kibtir at the siege ofMasyaf
in 572/1176. 16 He employed a total of nine al-marzjaniqtital-kibtirat the siege
ofKerak inJumada I 580/August 1184. 17 A t the siege of Tyre in 583/1187,
al-Bu ndari's abridgment of a!- Barq al-Shami records that 'arrtidat and
manjaniqat were employed, while 'lmad al-Din's Fath al-Qudsi records that
al-majtiniq al-sighar wa-al-kibar were used .19 At the siege of Acre, '!mad
al-Din mentions that the ·garrison of the city launched a sally in fo rce
on 1 Sha'ban 586/3 September 1190 that destroyed two counterweight
trebuchets (manjaniqayn kabirayn) of Henry of Champagne, one costing
1500 dinars. " lbn Shaddad records the same event but states that a manjaniq kabir 'azim al- shakl, costing 1500 dinars, and another manjaniq smaller
in size were burnt.'° L ate r during the month of Sha'ban/September, lbn
haddad records that two fire-arrows shot from a large crossbow set fire to
two counterweight trebuchets (ma1zjaniqat hti'i!ah). 21
The earliest historical narrative to provide descriptive details on
the counterweight trebuchet is the twelfth-century Byzantine chronicle
of iketas Choniates. In the account of the siege of Zevgminon in
1165, Choniatcs states that, 'Andronikos [Komnenos] took charge of a
nF.tpo p6Aouc; µ,ixcxvac; (petrobolous mekhands) and by using the sling
(aq>EvOoVT) = sphendone), the winch (o r windlass) ( <np6q>cxAOc; =
strophalos), and the beam (luyoc; = lug6s), shook the section of the wall
between the two towers violently'.'' This petrobolous must have been some
type of trebuchet, not a tension or torsion engine of cla sical antiquity, since
Byzantium was using as its heaviest siege machine the traction trebuchet
(identified as a ne1:pop6AOc; [petrobolos] or EAE7tOAEtc; [helepolis], as well
as by other terms) from at least as far back as the sixth century. T he petrobo!ous
"'l m:id al- Din Muhammad b. Muhamm ad al- Katib al-Isfahani, al-Barq al-Shami,
cd F:ilih Husayn (Amman 1987) 5:85.
"'l m:id al-Din Muhammad b. Muhammad al-K:itib al-Tsfahani, Sana al-barqal- Shami,
562/1166-583/1187, abr al-Fath b. 'Ali al-Bundari, ed Fathiyah al- abarawi (Cairo 1979)
pp 105- 6; Abu hamah, Kitab al- rawdatayn vol 1 pt 2 pp 669-70; Tbn W asil, Mufarrij
n/-kuriib 2:47- 8.
"Al- K:itib al-Isfahani, Sana al-barq n/- Sh!imi pp 241- 3.
" lbidpp 317-23; AJ- Katib al-l sfab :ini, al-fath al- Qudsi pp 73- 86, 110.
"Al- K:itib al-lsfahani, al-fath al- Qud,i p 282.
"Baha' al-D in Yusufb. Rafi' l bn Shadd:id, al-Nawodiral-sultariiyah, ,irat Snlahnl-Di11,
cd Jamiil al-Din al - hayyal (Cairo 1962) pp 134-5.
" Ibid p 136; 'Abd al-Rahman b. Ism:i' il Abu Shamah, Kitab al-rawda1ay11 fi akhbar
al-daw/111ay11, 2 vols (Matba'at W adi al- ii, Cairo 1287-1288/1871-1872) 2:162; Ibn W asil,
M,,farrij al-kuriib 2:335.
" icctas Choniatcs, Nicetae Chronialae Hi<toria, cd J. van D ieten, Corpus fontium
historiac byzantinae (Berlin 1975) vol 11 pt l p 134.
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at Zevgminon is definitely a counterweight trebuchet because it has a
winch or windlass, which the traction trebuchet does not need or employ
for drawing down the beam to prepare it for firing. The word lugos, here
translated as 'beam', can be interpreted as a withe, or branch," or several
branches bound together and so may refer to the rotating beam of the
trebuchet, which can either be composed of a single shaft of wood or of
several bound together. The verb from which lugos is derived has a secondary
meaning of 'to throw', or 'to turn', or to 'play, as a joint in the socket'.''
These actions correspond perfectly with the operation of a rotating beam
of a trebuchet, and hence the identification of lugos with this component
of the trebuchet appears to be certain. During the siege of Prosakos in 1197,
Choniates writes that the man responsible for discharging the stone missile from the ltE'tpo~6Aa µT]xav11µa-ra (petrobola mekhanemata) turned
the lugos around and aimed the sling, which also sugge ts that the lugos
is the rotating beam of the trebuchet.2' Earlier, at the siege of icaea in 1184,
Choruates states that Andronikos 'positioned the &rr6AE~ (helepolis), carefully examining the sling (oq>EVOOVTJ = sphendone), secured both the beam
( t..uyoc; = lugos) and the windlass (o -rpoq>aAOc; = strophalos).'2• The fact
that the beam and the windlass must be secured indicates that thi
helepolis is a counterweight, not a traction, trebuchet.
The driving force behind the development of the counterweight
trebuchet was most probably the increased military activity in the eastern
Mediterranean during the early part of the twelfth century, generated
by Turkoman and crusader activity, Byzantine military resurgence under
John II Komnenos (1118- 1143), and Armenian settlement in Cilicia and
the employment of Armenians in the military services oflslamic, Byzantine,
and crusader states in the region. Rogers suggests that 'it is likely that more
effective artillery was developed by expert siege crews in the regular employment of a commander who could afford them'.2' If this was the case, artillery
experts employed by the Byzantine empire may well have developed the
counterweight trebuchet. The first Mediterranean civjlization to utilize
the traction trebuchet was Byzantium; and the largest traction trebuchet
described in a historical source was a Byzantine machine, indicating that
Byzantine artillery experts brought the traction trebuchet to the peak of its
development. ] n 463/1071, just prior to the battle ofManzikert, al-Bundari
" Henry George Liddell and Robert cott, A Greek-English Lexicon (Oxford 1968)
p 1063 .
1
• ce above note.
" Choniates, Historia p 506.
U[bidp 282.
17
Randall Rogers, Latin Siege Wmfare ;,, the T welfth Century (Oxford 1992) p 247.
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records that among the trebuchets transported by the army ofRomanus IV
Diogene was one that had a composite beam of eight spars and wa
operated by a pulling crew of 1,200 men. This trebuchet could fire
stone missiles weighing one large Khilati qintar (96.21 kg or 212.10 lbs).2
De pite the achievements made by Byzantium in the development of
artillery, misunderstandings persist about Byzantine knowledge and
u e of these weapons. Gillmor, citing Huuri, states that the traction trebuchet did not appear definitely in the Byzantine Empire until 1071.2''
R. W . Edward has flatly denied that the counterweight trebuchet
was known in twelfth-century Byzantium.30 Foss and Winfield have
ugges ted that the counterweight trebuehet 'was introduced into Europe
in the twelfth century, [was] taken up by the crusaders, and rapidly
spread through the Mediterranean and Near East'. They contend that
this machine came into com mon use during the reign of Manuel I
Komnenos (1143- 1180), but they provide no historical evidence for this
conclusion.31
Father George Dennis SJ presented a paper in honor of John and
Manuel Komnenos at the 1994 Dumbarton Oaks Symposium. His paper
on some panegyrics corroborates my conclusions on Byzan tine involvement in the development of advanced artillery. He states that panegyrics
written earlier than the reigns of these two emperors praise the ruler's
generalship and personal bravery but do not say much about siege warfare.
Beginning, however, with John Komnenos (1118 - 1143), the panegyrists
devote attention to siege operations, especially to artillery. One panegyrist,
Nikephoros Basilakes, gives a vivid account of the campaign of John
Komnenos in Cilicia in 1137:
You prepare war. The stones crash down from the sky. They
destroy the fo rward towers and take away the circuit wall. Your
fi rm hand weaves a tunic of stone for your enemies, and they
experienced the Homeric cu rse as they are covered with stones.
A stone large enough to fill a wagon is hurled as though by ten
thousand hands."
"Al-Bundari, Zubdal a/-1111,rah wa-nukhbal a/-'mrah, in Hoursma, R ecueil de Tex/e,
Rtlatift2:42.
Carroll 1. Gillmor,'The Introduction of the Traction Trcbuchet into the Latin We t',
Viator 12 (1981) pp 1- 2.
• Edwards, review of Survey ofMedieval Cmtles ofAnatolia by Clive Foss, Spew/um 62
no 3 (1987) p 678.
"Clive Foss and David Winfield, Byzantine Fortijicatiom: An Introduction (Mucklcncncuk, Pretoria l 986) p 48.
~, ikcphoros Basilakcs, Nikephori Basilacae Oratione, et epi,tolae, ed A. G arzya (Leipzig
19 4) pp 10- 15, 57.
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The emphasis placed on the size of the stone-shot launched by the
artillery ofJohn Komnenos indicates that hjs machines were counterweight,
rather than traction, trebuchets and serves to corroborate the Arabic accounts
of the campaign of John Komnenos, which indicate that he rud employ
counterweight trebuchets.

5 T he artillery revolution of the Middle Ages
and the resultant changes in fortification design
A . Al-'Adil's new system of defensive planning
Al-'Adil's system of defensive planning was designed to counter the
tremendous advantage the counterweight trebuchet gave to offensive fo rces.
This machine could not only launch missiles of enormous weight, but also
it could do so with pinpoint accuracy. It was the first truly accurate artillery
weapon to be introduced. A counterweight trebuchet used by the crusader
agai nst D amietta during the Fifth Crusade is srud to have launched stones
weighing a full Syrian qintar (185 kg or 407.84 lbs). 33 A manjaniq maghribi
employed by al-Salih Ayyub in his siege of Homs in the winter of 646/
1248- 1249 threw a stone weighing 140 Syrian rat/s (259 kg or 570.98 lbs).''
The large Frankjsh trebuchets (manjan iq al-kibar al- ifranjiyah) employed
by sultan al- Ashraf Khalil at the siege of Acre in 690/1291 launched stones
weighing mo re than one Damascu qintar (185 kg or 407.84 lbs). 35
Rounded stone missiles of trebuchets preserved in Qal<at Sahyun vary in
weight from 50 to 300 kg (110.22 to 661.37 lb ). 36 With missiles uniformly
calibrated and with a counterweight set at a fixed weight, this machine
was capable of pinpoint accuracy.37 Huge missiles, of the size previously
" Sawirus b. al-Muqaffa', History ofthe Patriarchs ofthe Egyptian Church, ed and trans
Y. 'Abd al-M asih and 0. H . E . Burmester, 4 vols (Cairo 1942-1974) vol 3 pt 2 p 218.
" I bn W asil, Mufarrij(MS B 1703) fol 61r; D. Hill, 'Trebuchets', Viator4 (1973) p
106.
" al-Y(inini, Dhayl mir'tit a/-zamfi11, in Antran ig Melkonian, Diejahre 1287-1291 in
der Chro11ik a/-Y1ini11is (Freiburg 1975) p 86 (Arabic text). Mcll<onian unfortunately provides the equivalent weight of 44.93 kg for one D amascus qinttir by considering it to be equal
to JOO Egyptian rat/, (al-Yunini, Dhay l mir'tit a/-za111ii11, in M elkonian, D ie j ahre p 162).
Little has followed Melkonian in this error (Donald P. Little, 'The Fall of 'Akka in 690/ 1291:
The uslim Version', in Studies i11 Islamic History a11d Civilization in Honour of Professor
David Aya/011, ed M. haron [Jerusalem- Leiden 1986] p 171). The D amascus qintiir, composed of 100 rails, was equal to 185 kg or 407.84 lbs (see H inz, lslamische M am pp 26, 30).
" P aul Deschamps, Terre Sai11te Romane (Paris 1964) p 34; Jabra'il Sa'adah, 'Ta'rinkh
Qal'at Salah al-D in', A1111a/es archlologiques arabts Syrienr,es 17 (1967) p 66 and fig 5.
bn Urunbugha mentions other adjustments that can be made to the cou nterweight
trebuchet to vary the range of the shot 0bn Urunbugha al-Z aradlcish, a/-Anliq fl
a/-ma116ja11iq, ed abil Muhammad 'Abd al-'Aziz Ahmad Nabil Muhammad 'Abd al-'Aziz
Ahmad [Maktabat al-Anglo al-Misriyah, Cairo 1981] pp 22-4; l bn Urunbugh:i al-Zaradkash,
al-A11liqfi a/- ma11tija11iq, ed Ihsan Hi ndi [Aleppo 1985] pp 41-4).
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mentioned, launch ed repeatedly against the same spot of a fortified
enclosure would eventually demo lish the best defensive masonry.
The devastating effect of the counterweight trebuchet is exhibited
in the following accou nt of al- Kamil's siege of Hardin and Edessa m
633/1236:
The Sultan [al-Kami]] returned to Harran ( larr:in), and took
up position against its fortress, and he besieged it for some
days, and it resisted, and he set up a Western-Islamic trebuchet
[mm1janiqal-maghribi], ana he took it by the sword.... And he
(the Sultan) went to Edessa (al-Ruha), and he took up position
against its fortress, and it was more fortified and more impregnable than the fortress ofHarran (Harriin), but it did not withstand the Western-Islam ic trebuchet [al- manjaniqal-maghribi] ,
for it demolished its curtain walls the day it was set up against
it, and it (the fortress) was also taken by the sword."
The ease with wh ich these two well-fortified cities were taken demonstrates
the effect the counterweight trebuchet had upon siege warfare.
Al-'Adil's architects fo rmulated a defensive system that utilized the
large counterweight trebuchet as a defensive weapon in order to prevent
the enemy's battery of trebuchets from comi ng within effective range. The
most important element of this new defensive system was the extensive use
oftrebuchets moun ted on the platforms of towers. Since these towers were
designed primarily as arti llery emplacements, they took on enormous propo rtions to accom modate and support the massive trebuchets, and castles
were transformed into a cluster of large towers joined by short stretches of
curtain walls. T his new system of defensive plan ning revolutionized the
construction of fortifications during the latte r part of the Middle Ages
and constitutes the las t transition that fo rti fications were to undergo prior
to the development of the bastion system of defensive planning in the sixteenth century, which arose out of a need to withstand the devastating blows
of more effective gunpowder artillery.
The use of arti llery on the platforms of towers was not the only
development in this new defensive scheme. The counterweight trebuchet
rendered the passive system of defense a thing of the past. o longer could
strong masonry and stout walls be relied upon for protection. T he floors
of towers and curtain walls were brought down to ground level, and
postern gates were erected, so that sallies in fo rce could be mounted to
destroy the enemy's siege machines. If the enemy attack could not be
stopped by bombardment and sallies, the ditch and the walls, flanked
"lbn al-Muqaffa', History vol 4 pr 1 p 147.
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by boldly projecting and closely spaced towers, provided the la t line
of defense. This new system of defensive plann ing was first realized
by al-'Adil in his con truction of the citadel of Damascu . Al-'Adil's rebuilding of the citadel of Bosra was begun nearly a year before construction commenced on the citadel of D amascus, but activi ty abruptly halted
following the completion of just one tower. Work on the citadel of Bosra
was not resumed until nearly all of the outer defenses of the citadel of
D amascus were completed, and the citadel of Bosra did not take its fin al
form, with eight massive towers projecting from its defensive perimeter, until
615/ 1218.
Al-'Adil's work on the citadel of Cairo amounted to additions to the
fortress of Salah al-Din rather than to a thorough revampi ng of the fortifications, as was the case at D amascus.>• T he citadel of M t. Tabor, begun
by al-'Adil in 607/ 1211, and completed by hi s son al-Mu'azzarh 'Isa in
612/1215, wa not equipped with a great many towers - only thirteen have
been located along the partly preserved walls of its vas t 580 x 250 m
rectangular enclosure. The largest of these is the rectangular west gate-tower,
which measures 20.0 m by 15.0 m.40 T he citadel of Damascus, therefore,
represents an important transition in the development of medieval fo rtifi cati ons and remai ns one of the finest ac hievements ofl slamic military
architecture.
B. T he transfimnat ior1 effartificat io11s in the eastern M editerranean
during the thirteenth century

Throughout the thirteenth century, defensive ci rcuits were fo rtified
with massive towers to counter the devastating counterweight trebuchet .
\ ,Vithin the Ayyubid realm, new towers of massive dimen ions were added
to castles and citadels, such as those of Shayzar, Olil'at Mudiq, Baalbek,
" O n al-'Adil's work on the citadel of Bosra, see Abel, 'C itadellc', and alim 'Adil 'Abd
al- H aqq, 'Masrah Busrii wa-qal'atuha', A1111ales archlologiques arabes Syriemm 14 (1964)
pp 5-22. The work on the defenses of the citadel of Cairo, undertaken by al-'Adil's son
and successor al- K:imil, comprised the construction of six massive square towers (Burj
al-Suffah, Burj Kirkyilan, Burj al-Turfah, Burj al-Sahr:i, the northwest corner rower,
and the square rower immed iately to rhc south of the northwest corner rower), and the
rebuilding and enlargement of four semicircular rowers built by alah al-D in (the rwo
rowers Ranki ng Bab al-Qctritfah, Burj al- Ram!, and Burj al- H addad). The large square
rowers are immense structures: Burj al-Suffah is approximately 25.0 m quare, Burj Kirkyilan
i roughly 21.0 m square, Burj al-T urfah is about 30.0 m square, the northwest corner
rower is approximately 21.0 m square, and its southern neighbor is about 25.0 m square.
On these fortifications, see K. A. C. Creswell, The Muslim Architecture ufEgypt (Oxford 1952)
2:1- 40.
" A. Battista and B. Bagarti, La fartezza saracena def Monie Tabor: AH 609- 15/ AD
1212- 18 (Jerusalem 1976) pp 45- 6 pis 1, 33.
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Qil'at al-Shaqif, Qal'at al-Subaybah, and Qal'at 'Ajlun." Urban defenses
were also revamped with the addition of large towers. In Jerusalem, a large
tower erected by al-Mu'azza m 'Isa in 609/1212 was recently uncovered
along the southern part of the city wall. It measures 23.0 m square." The
other towers constructed by this prince along the city walls of Jerusalem were
probably of similar size, but all trace of them now lies below ground level.
The new city walls al- u'azzam 'Isa erected in Jerusalem were dismantled
in 616/1219 shortly after their construction, and what portions survived
were reused in the building of the new city walls constructed by sultan
ulayma n I between 944/1537 and 947/1541. The city walls of Aleppo,
rebuilt by al- a.sir Yusuf in 642/1244-1245, were fo rtified with massive
towers. Some twenty towers we re erected between Bab al-'Arba'in and
Bab al-Qinnasrin, and lbn Shaddad states that each resembled a castle
(qal'ah). According to him, the towers exceeded 40 dhira' (21.62 m) in height
and were between 40 to 50 dhirit (21.62 to 27.02 m) in length. Each tower
had galleries to protect the combatants from arrows and the stones of
the trebuc hets (majaniq).' 1 T he city wall of Damascus also appears to have
"On the citadel ofShayzar, see M ax van Berchem and Edmond Fatio, Voyage en Syric,
2 vols (Cairo 1913-1915) 1:178-87, 2: pis 25-7; Kiimil Shahiidah,'Qal'at Shayzar',
A1111ales archiologiques arabes Syriem,es 31 (1981) pp 107-28; and &pertoire chro11ologiq11e
d' ipigraphie arabc, ed Gaston Wiet, Jean Sauvaget, and Etienne Combe, 17 vols, in progress
(Cairo 193 1-) 11:36-7 no 4057 (hereafter cited as 'RCEA'). On ~ 'at al-Mudiq, see
Bcrchem and f atio, Voyage 1:189- 94, 2: pl 27; and RCEA 10:5 no 3608. On the citadel
of Baalbck, sec Baalbek Ergebnisse der A11sgrabu11gm tmd U11tersuch1111gm in dem ]ahren
1898-1905, ed Theodor Wiegand, 3 vols (Berli n and Leipzig 1921- 1925) 3: 15-16, 62-5,
69- 72 pis 3-4. On Qa!'ar al-Shaqif, see Paul Deschamps, Les chtiteaux des croises er,
Terre Sainte, 3 vols (Paris 1934- 1973) 2:177-208 pis 53-7. On ~l'at al-Subaybah, see
Deschamps, Chateaux 2:145-74 pis 35-52. O n ~]'at 'Ajliin, sec C. . Johns, 'Medieval
'Ajliin', Quarterly ofthe Depar/mer,t ofA111iquities i11 Palestine 1 (1932) pp 21-33.
~on this tower and the inscription commemorating its construction inJumiid:i I 609/29
eptember- 28 October 1212 by al-Malik al-Mu'az:~am 'l s:i, see Magen Broshi,' otes and
News: Mount Zion', Israel Exploratio11 j ournal 24 (1974) p 285; M agen Broshi, 'Along
Jerusalem's W alls', Biblical Archcologist 40 (March 1977) pp 11-17; M . Sharon,'The Ayyiibid
Walls of Jerusalem: A ew In scription from the Time of al-Mu'azzam 'l s:i', in Studies;,,
Memo1yofGasto11 Wiet, ed M. Rosen-Aya!on Oernsalcm 1977) p 182; ahman Avigad, • cws
and otes: Jernsalem, the Jewish Qiiarter of the O ld City, 1977', Irrael Exploration j ournal
28 (1978) pp 200- 1; al1man Avigad, Discovering Jerusalem (Nashville 1980) pp 25 1-5. Both
Broshi and Avigad believe that this rower is a gate-rower, which they identify with the
Nca Qare, since it is situated in line with the cardo of Roman-Byzantine Jerusalem running south from the D amascus Gate. H owever, this tower is most likely nor a gate-tower.
T he stones Broshi ascribes to the gate do not offer convi ncing proof of the existence of
a mai n gateway on the rower; there are no surviving Ayyiibid or M amliik gate-rowers like
this one, designed with an obrrnsivc pillar in the center; and rhe foundation inscription makes
no mention of a gate, only of the construction of a rower. T he tower may have been provided with a postcrn, but not a main gate .
" 'lzz al-Din Muhammad ibn Shaddiid, a/-A 'ltiq al-lt.hatirahfi dhikr 1111,anl' al-Sham
wa-al-Jazirah: [Ta'rilt.h madirrat Ha/ab}, cd Dominique Sourdel (Damascus 1953) p 19.
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been refortified with some large rectangular towers at this time. The northeast corner tower (face, 8.58 m; E side, 5.14 m; W side, 5.82 m) was
constructed by al-Salih Ayyub in 646/1248-1249 ... In 1967, the foundations of a large rectangular tower dating from the Ayyubid period were
uncovered at the southeast corner of the city wall. The tower measured
20.0 m along its face and its west flank projected 17.0 m from the curtain."
Very likely this tower was erected by al- u'azzam 'Isa in 623/1226, since
his inscriptions dating from this time on Bab Sharqi, to the north of this
tower, and on Bab al- aghir, to the west of this tower, both record the
rebuilding (tajdid) of the city wall. 46 Sibt b. al-Jawzi even credits al-Mu'azzarn
'Isa with building the city wall of Damascus (band sur Dimashq)," so it
is quite likely that the wo rk of al-Mu'azzam 'Isa was extensive and that
he erected a number of large rectangular towers along the section of wall
stretching from Bab al-Saghir to Bab Sharqi. Stephan von Gumpenberg,
who visited Damascus in 1449, records that all of the towers along the
city walls were semicircular, except for every fourth tower, which was a large
rectangular tower ('ein grosser vierecketer Thurn').<t These large ~ectangular
towers, which have long since vanished, most probably date from
al-Mu'azzam 'Isa's rebuilding of the city wall in 623/1226.
In the Islamic realms of Anatolia, towers erected during the thirteenth
century took on immense proportions. The enormous circular towers
constructed by the Artuqid su ltan al-Salih a.sir al-Din Mahmud
(597-619/1201-1222) on the city walls of Diyarbakir, the Ulu Badan and
Yedi Kardas h, are over 25.0 min diameter.'' The octagonal Red Tower at
Alanya erected in 623/1226 by the sultan of Rum 'Ala' al-Din Kayqubadh
"Saliih al-Din al-Mu najjid, Dimashq al-qadimah: Aswaruha, abrtijuhti, abwtibuhti
(Damascus 1945) pp 31-3.
'' asib Salibi, 'Asbftr al-burj aljanubi al-sharqi li-sur Dimashq', Anna/es archfologiques
arabes Syriermes 32 (1982) pp 23-34.
" ikira Elisseeffhas published the inscription at Bab Sharqi ('Apropos d'unc inscription d'al-Malik al-Mu'a2zam 'Isa; contribution ii. 1-etude de son regne',Annales arrhfologiqut1
arnbes Syriermes 4- 5 [1954- 1955] p 4), and Saliih al-Din al-Munajjid has published the
inscription at Bab al- Saghlr (Dimashq al-qadimah p 50).
" Shams al-Din Yusuf Sibt ibn al-Jawzi, Mir'dt al-zamdnfl ta'rikh al-dyim, cd J. R.
Jewett (Chicago 1907) p 429, and Shams al -Din Yusuf Sibt ibn al-JawLi, Mir'dt al- zamlm,
2 vols (Hyderabad 1951- 1952) 2:650.
" Von Gumpcnbcrg's description of the city wall of D amascus is found in Sigmund Fcycrabend, R eyszlnuh desz heylige11 La11d1 . . . (Franckfort im Mayn 1584) 242v243r.
" The Ulu Badan, which is 25 .50 m in diameter, was constructed, according to its
fou ndation in scription, in 605/1208-1209 (Albert Gabriel, Voyages arrhtologiques dans
la Turqui, oriental,, 2 vols [Paris 1940) 1:115-21, 323-4). The Ycdi Kardash, which is
27.80 min diameter, carries a foundation in scription, but it is not dated (Gabriel, Voyages
1:121- 5, 324).
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(613- 634/1219-1237) i 29.0 min diameter and reaches a maximum height
of33.0 m. so
Cru ader fortifications were also transformed to meet the threat posed
by the counterweight trebuchet. During the early thirteenth century, the
Krak des Chevaliers (Hisn al-Akrad) was ringed with an outer wall. Once
this work was completed, the inner defenses were revamped, and the southern front, which was the side most vulnerable to attack, was provided with
three massive towers (towers K, J, and I) . These towers surely functioned
as artillery emplacemehts.5' The defenses of the Chateau Pelerin at 'At:lit,
begun in 1217, were designed with artillery in mind. Since the castle is
urrounded on three sides by sea, its defensive strength is concentrated on
the landward or eastern side. Here the outer wall is fortified with three
rectangular gate-tower set approximately 44.0 m apart. These towers are
composed of two floors and were originally surmounted by a spacious platform enclosed by a parapet. The two southernmost towers are approximately
20.0 m long and the northern tower is roughly 16.0 m long. All three
towers project about 12.0 m from the curtain wall. Behind this formidable
outer defense is the inner wall, fortified by two enormous towers that are
approximately 28.0 m long by 18.0 m deep. Both of these towers originally
rose to a height of over 34.0 m. The reason for the great size and height of
the e towers is that they were designed primarily as artillery emplacements.52
The fortifications of crusader cities were also transformed during the
thirteenth century with the addition of large towers. Acre is a good
example of a well-developed scheme of urban fortifications. It outer defenses
consisted of a double line of walls fortified by enormous rectangular
towers. 5' Only the most massive bombardment of trebuchets ever mounted
was able to break the defenses of this city. 5'
6 Conclusion

Contrary to Smail's assessment, medieval fortifications and defensive
planning underwent revolutionary changes during the crusader period in
"' cton Lloyd and D . Storm Rice, Ala11ya t AM'iyya) (London 1958) pp 11-16, 50-4.
" Deschamps, Chaleaux 1:190-2 pis 25, 32, 38, 40, 41, 43.

" C. N.Johns, 'Excavations at Pilgrims' Castle, 'Adit (1932): The Ancient Tell and the
Outer Defences of the C astle', Quarterly ofthe D epartmml ofA11tiquitie1 in Palu ti11e 3 no 4
(1933) pp 145-64.
" Wolfgang M uller-Wiener, Ca,tles of the Cnuader (London 1966) pp 72- 4; David
Jacoby, 'Crusader Acre in the Thirteenth Century: Urban Layout and Topography', Studi
Mediroali (3d ser, 20, fasc 1, 1979) pp 1-45.
" According to Abu al - Fida', more trebuchers were employed in the siege of Acre than
against any other place (al-Mukhtmarfl ta 'rikh al-ba,har, 4 vols [Cairo 1907-1908] 4:24).
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order to counter the greater destructive power of the counterweight trebuchet
and to exploit this new artillery for use in the defense of strong points. This
transition in defensive planning was the last major change in the design
of fortifications prior to the introduction of the platform-bastion system of
defensive planning, which was fully developed by the second half of the
sixteenth century. The new system of defensive planning of the thirteenth
century was devised to resist the bombardment of counterweight trebuchets
and to provide platforms for the positioning of the new artillery in order
to out-range enemy artillery of greater power. The transition from tractiontrebuchet fortifications to counterweight-trebuchet fortifications was fully
realized by the early thirteenth century, and the new system of defensive planning was widely adopted during the course of this century. An
artillery revolution of the twelfth century generated a revolution in the
development of fortifications during the thirteenth century.

The very detailed and authoritative accounts of the siege by Shams al-Din al-Jazari and Badr
al-Din al-'Ayni put the total number of trebuchcts employed by the Muslims at seventy·
two (al-Jazari, Hawadith al-uimim IS 6739 fonds arabe fol 24v, Bibliotheque Nationalc,
Paris; al-Jazari, lA Chroniqu, d, Damas d'al-]auirli [Paris 1949) p 5; al-'Aynli, 'lqd al-juman
fl ta'rikh ah/ al-zamtin MS 2912/4 fol 144v, Ahmet JlI Collection, Topkapi Sarayi Muzesi
Kutu phanesi, Istanbul). l bn al-Furat and al-Maqrizi set the number of trebuchcts at ninety·
rwo, but this figure is most probably a scribal error for seventy-two, since the unpointed
sab' and tis' arc often confused (lbn al-Furat, H istory 8:112; al-Maqrizi, Kitab a/-sulu>.
li-ma'rifat duwal a/-11111/uk, 4 vols [Cairo 1934-1973) vol l pt 3 p 764). Al-Yunini mentions that fifteen of the machines were large Frankish trcbuchcts (al- majtiniq al-kibtir
al-ijra,,jiyah) , and al-'Ayni states that fifty-two were traction Devilish trcbuchets (111a,,ja11i9
shayttini) (al-Yunini, Dhayl mir'tit a/- uimtin, in Melkonian, Di,jahre p 86). While al-Jazari,
al-Yi.inini, and lbn al-Fur:l.t all state that qartibughrli trebuchcts were used in the siege, no
author specifies how many (al-Jazari, Hawtidith al-zaman fol 24v; al-YOnini, Dbayl mir'at
al-zamtin, in Melkonian, Di, ]ahre p 86; lbn al-Furiit, Hi,tory 8:112). If the above accounts
can be reconciled with one another, a figuse of five qartibughra trebuchets is reached by deducting al-Yunini's fifteen large Frankish trebuchets and al-'Ayni's fifty-two Devilish trebuchcts
from the total number of seventy-two. Although al-Y(mini states that the pole-frame
traction trebuchet known as the /ucbah was employed in great numbers in the siege, this
machine is probably included in al·'Ayni's count of Devilish trcbuchets. Also sec the excellent article of Donald P. Little, which analyzes the Arabic accounts of the siege of Acre in
great detail ('Fall of 'Akk:i'). I would like to thank Professor Little for kindly providing me
with transcriptions and photocopies of still unedited relevant sections of Arabic chronicles
dealing with the siege of Acre.
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References to Counterweight Trebuchets
Employed during the Twelfth Century

Site

Term

Source

518/1124

Tyre; besieged by

ma.,,ganiqi raw rahe

A11011. Syriac Chro11. 92"

519/1125

'Aziz; besieged by

manga11iqi rawrabi

Aqsonqor al-Bursuqi

(great trebuchcts)

D ate

Crusaders

532/1138

(great trebuchcts)

Shay,ar; besieged by

majaniq ha'iah

John 11 Komncnos

(frightful trcbuchets)

A11011. Syriac Chro11. 94"

Usamah b. Mu nqidh"
lbn al-'Adim"

majaniq 'iuim

(great trcbuchcts)
551-552/1157 Baghdad; besieged by the

manjaniqay n 'azimayn

aljuq Sultan Muhammad (two great trebuchets)

'!mad al-Din,
abri by Bundari,
Zubdat al-11usrah"

1165
26Dhu
al-Hijjah 569-

Zevgminon; besieged by

xt1pop6M>u, µnxava,

Andronikos Komncnos

(petrobolous mekha11bs)

Alexandria; attacked by

3 majaniq kibar

N icctas Choniatcs'°

'1mad al- D in"
Abu Shamah"

ormans

1 Muharram

Ibn W asil"

570/28 July2 Aug 1174
572/1176

Masyaf; besieged by
Saladi n

al- manjaniqat al-kibar
al-majaniq al-kibar

'l mad al-D in"
Abu Shamah"
Ibn W asil"

" A11011. Syria, Chron. 15:92 .
" lbidp 94.
'' cc n 11 above.
" Ibn al-'Adim, Zubdat al-ha/ab min ta'rlkh H a/ab 2:268.
" Al-Bund:iri, Zubdat al-nusrab wa-n11khbat a/-'usrah, in H outsma, R ecueil de Tex/es
Rdatifi 2:249.
iccrac C honiatcs, N icetae Chro11iatae Historia vol 11 pt 1 p 134.
" AI-Katib al-l sfahani, al-Jath al- Qudsi pp 227-8.
" Abu ham ah, Ki tab al-rawdatay11 vol 1 pt 2 pp 598-600.
"l bn W asil, Mufarrij al-kurub 2:11-16.
" AI-Katib al-l sfaha ni, Sand al-barq al- Shami, 562/1166-583/1187, abr al-Fath
b. 'Ali al-Bundari, ed Fathiyah al-N abarawi (Cairo 1979) pp 105-6.
" Abu Shamah, Kitiib al- rawdatay11 pp 669- 70.
" lbn W asil, Mufarrij al-k,mib 2:47-8.
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D ate

579/1183

Site
Amid; besieged by
Saladin

Term
'arrlidah

Source
'lmad al-Din"

majtiniq
ma,,janiq ha'il

called al-mufattish
(The Examiner)
Jumada I 580/ Kerak; besieged by

9 al-ma,,janiqtit

Aug 1184

al-kihar

9 Ramadan-

29 hawwal

Saladin
Tyre; besieged by
aladin

al-majtiniq al-sighar

'lmad al- D in.,
'!mad al-Din"

wa-a f-kibtir

583/
12 Nov 11871 Jan 1188
585-587/
1189-1191

Acre; sieged by crusaders

maja11iqay11 kabirayn

'] mad al- Din'°

Sally in force destroys
2 trebuchets of Henry of
Champagne, one costing
1500dinan

" Al-Katib al-Isfahani, al-barq al-Shami, cd Falih Husayn (Amman 1987) 5:85.
" Al-Katib al-Isfahani, Sa11a al-barq al-Shlimi pp 241-3.
" Al- Ka.rib al-Isfahani, al-fathal-Qudsipp 73-86, 110.
'°Ibidp 282. The Anglo-Norman poet known as Ambroi se has an importa nt account
of a powerful and effective trebuchct used by Acre's defenders against the trebuchets of
Henry of Champagne: Within the city walls there were,/ As doth the chronicle aver,/ Full
many a stone-throwing machine/ The like of which was never seen,/ And one there was
that aimed so well / That it did damage dire and fell : / It smashed 19 pieces from afar / O ur
engines and machines of war,/ For rocks of such huge size it threw - / As if borne on by
wings they Aew / That all of two men's strength it took/ To draw its sling, so saith the
book; / And when the stone thus swiftly sent / Struck on the earth in its descent, / The
missile sank into the ground / A full foot deep, and there was found. This same machi ne
it was that smote/ A man upon the back. Take note / That never could a tree of wood /
Or marble column have withstood / Such blow, but would have split in two,/ So straight
and hard the missile flew. But the man did not even know/ That he was struck. God willed
it so./ One needs must in a God believe, /Who can such miracle achieve' (Ambroisc, L'Estoire
de la Guerre Sainte, cd G. Paris [Collection de Documents lnedits sur l'Histoire de la France,
Paris 1897] vv 3,535-60). The facr that two men are required to draw down the beam (cithcr
by pulling on the sl ing or by operating a windlass) in order to reload the sling for the next
discharge indicates that the machine is a counterweight, not a traction, trebuchet. A traction trcbuchet requires only a single person for thi s operation.
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Date

ite

1 ha'ban 586/ Acre; sieged by crusaders

3 ept. 1190

Term
manjaniqat ha'ilah

Source
lbn haddad"

2 fire-arrows shot from a

Abu Shamahn

large crossbow set fire to

l bn W asil"

2 cwt. rrebuchets

" lbn haddad, al- Naw!idir p 136.
"'Abd al-Rahman b. l smft'il Abu Sham ah, Kitab al-rawdatay11fi akhbar al- dawlatayn,
2 vols {l\1latba'at W adi al-Nil, Cairo 1287- 1288/1871-1872) 2:162.
"l bn W asil, Mufarrij al-kurflb 2:335. Philip ll launched an artillery bombardment with
7 majli11iq on 4 Jumad:i I 587/30 M ay 1191. Philip's chief trebuchet was called M al Voisin
(Bad cighbor) (1). I t was knocked out of action on everal occasions by a trebuchet known
as Mal Cou in (Bad Kinsman) operated by the garrison of Acre. It was subsequently repaired
and put back into action and was credited with breaching the main wall of the city and doing
great damage to Ma!cdicta Tower. The Templars (2) and H ospitallcrs (3) both had a trebuchet. One machine, known as the Periere Deu (Stone-Thrower of God) (4) was operated
communally by the crusaders and fin anced through pious donations collected by a priest who
preached while the trcbuchet was bombarding the city. This trebuchet made a breach in the
city wall near M aledicta Tower. King Richard initially operated one trebuchet that he had
inherited from the count of Flanders (5) and one of his own trebuchets (6), which was smaller
than this one. Later he constructed two more trcbuchet s (7 and 8) and two mangonels
(9 and 10); these last two were used to bombard the interior of the city (Ambroise, L 'Estoire
de/a Guem Sai11te w . 4,743- 808).

Two Towns Where There Was Once One:
The Aldea in Medieval Aragon
Donald J. Kagay
Albany State College

N

o medieval era was more significant for the creation of royal,
clerical, and urban institutions than the thirteenth century as
overeign and pope alike began to form the political structures of
western European society in a way that closed many avenues of power to
the trustees of societal authority of an earlier period, the nobility. Baronial
resistance to the monarchical 'innovations' of the era would eventually direct
the course of such state - building towards a fuller partnership between
sovereign and subject.' Though the best-known examples of such conflicts
between custom and law occurred in England with the royal issuance of the
Magna Carta in 1215 and the broad-based reform package enforced on
the crown during the baronial wars between 1258 and 1266, the same type
of institutional war raged across Europe from Sicily to Hungary! ozone
was more deeply etched by this struggle than the landlocked, xenophobic,
mountain kingdom of Aragon, which between 1265 and 1348 repeatedly
went to war to stop the Romanist alterations wrought by Aragon's royal
govermnent. Ironically, this institutional brake on the crown, which
materialized as a number of seminal law extorted from the throne
between 1283 and 1325, was itself drawn up from a Roman law blueprint.
Thus, Aragon's disgruntled barons turned to the corporation as the principal agency of their rebellion. Through this Union, the barony was able to
define policy and deal with the crown on an all-but-equal footing. If war
loomed, the unionists could marshal their defensive and offensive forces very
'Walter Ullmann, The I11dividual 1111d Society in the Middle Ages (Baltimore 1966)
pp 25-6; Ralph A. Giesey, If N ot, N ot: The Oath of the Arago11eu and the Legendary laws
of Sobrabe (Princeton 1968) p 222; Fritz Kern, Kingship 1111d law in the Middle Ages,
trans . B. Chrimes ( ew York 1970) pp 69- 96.
'J.C. Holt, M ag11a Carla (C ambridge 1965) pp 63-5; R. F. Treharne, The Baro11ial
Plan of Reform, 12S8-1267 (M anchester 1971) pp 102-56; Z oltan J. Kosztolynik, 'Defacultalereristendi: Two Essential Characteristics of the Hungarian G olden Bull of1222', Studies
in Culture 5 (1975) pp 97-104.
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quickly and then keep men in the field for quite a long time, paying for their
maintenance from a war chest collected from all members of the organization.3The model taken up by the Aragonese Union, the universitas, was
a well-worn fixture of European in titutional life by the end of the thirteenth
century.' What concerns us in this article, however, is not the emergence
of the corporation (chronicled so long ago and so well by Gaines Post 5), but
rather the amoeba-like division of one universitas into two. For this remarkable development, we must tum to the history of certain Aragonese hill towns
and the small rural settlements that surrounded them.
Perhap no land's history is so conditioned by its geography as is
Aragon's. Ringed off from its French, Catalan, avarrese, and C astilian
neighbors by rugged mountain ranges, the interior of the old Aragonese kingdom is also parcelled into distinct zones by the same tectonic forces.
Communications in this 'mountain labyrinth' were facilitated by the
action of the Ebro River as it meandered from its headwaters in the Sierra
de! Cadi to its mouth near Tortosa, depositing a broad alluvial basi n in the
process. This zone of flat, ferti le land became the center of Aragon's population and the site of its greatest city, Zaragoza.6 Between Aragon's high
central peaks and its Ebro granary stands a long band of uplands and mountain valleys stretching to the south and west from Zaragoza. ln medieval
times it supported a marginal agricultural base and a thriving sheep and mule
industry.' This bleak, treeless meseta, however, would prove extremely productive in institutional innovation.
The first phase of our investigation must focus on the initial cells of
urbanism in the Aragonese uplands. The most significant of these towns Daroca, Calatayud, and Teruel - were all reconquered from Islam in the first
half of the twelfth century. By the dawn of the next century, all three sites
had received royal recognition of their legal existence with the issuance of
settlement charters or fueros. These grants established the legal baserock on
which later municipal structures were founded. Though unique to the sites
' Luis Gonzalez Anton, Lm uniones aragomsas y las Cortts de &ino (1283-1301), 2 vols
(Zaragoza 1975) pp 76-86, 201-14; D onald ] . Kagay, 'Structures of Baronial D issent and
Revolt under James I (1213-76)', Mediaevistik 1 (1988) p 66; H olt, Magna Carta pp 67- 8.
'Marc Bloch, French Rural Society: An Essay 011 Its Basic Characteristics, trans Janet
ondhcimer (Berkeley 1966) pp 173-4.
'Gaines Post, Studies in Meditval LtgalThought, Public Law, and the Stale, 1100-1322
(Princeton 1964) pp 108--u2.
' W . B. Fisher and 1-1. Bowen-Jones, Spain: An Introductory Gtography (New York 1966)
pp 159--u0;J. M . H ouston, The Westen, Mediterranean World:An l11troduction tolls &gio11al
Landscapes ( ew York 1967) pp 287- 93; M argaret Reid hackleton, Europe: A Regional
Geography (Washington D C 1964) p 108.
' Naval Intelligence Division, Great Britain, Spain and Portugal, 3 vols (London 1944)
p 251.
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to which they were issued, such faeros shared common fearures and influenced
the course of later formal law. In this regard, the laws of Teruel were clearly
paramount for southern Aragon, influencing numerous townfaeros and the
first great territorial code of the region, the Fueros de Aragon (1248) ."
Even a cursory reading of the Teruel laws shows how long a shadow
a town could cast over its hinterland. The very way in which Christian conquerors organized land reconquered from Muslim Hispania meant that broad
waths of territory would be subordinated to the conquered Islamic towns,
which served as administrative centers for both church and crown. 9 The organizational dominance of the towns was reinforced by their strategic locations
in the midst of broad basins cut through the mountains by riverine erosion.
ueh 'hill-girt valley ' became not only the governmental but also religious
and economic core of a broad expanse of rural land. 10 With the passage of
the thirteenth cenrury, however, this monopoly of law and geography was
first challenged and then replicated by the rural hamlets or aldeas.
The concept of an urban district that extended far beyond the municipality was largely bequeathed to the Middle Ages from Roman law. As the
Digest interpreted it, 'a territory [was) .. . constituted by a totality of lands
within the boundaries of each city'. 11 As we have seen, this territorium or
tierra could be quite large in reconquest Spain, but the circuit that divided
the inner core of power from the periphery was a small one that seldom took
more than an hour to walk around." I refer, of course, to the walls that protected and defined urban space. From northern Europe to the Middle East,
a sharp legal distinction was drawn between the city (civitas, medina)
and the suburb (burgus, wik, arrabal). u Beyond 'the growing edges of the
'Domingo J. Buesa ondc, Teruden ta,dad media (Zaragoza 1980) pp 18-20;Josc Maria
Lacarrn, 'El dcsarrollo urbano de las Ciudadcs de Navarra y Aragon en la edad media', Pirineos
6 (1950) pp 5- 6; Jesus Lalinde Abadia, Los fueros de Aragon (Zaragoza 1979) pp 33-9.
artin Almagro Basch, 'Las ticrras de Teruel antes de la reconquista cristiana', Terual
57-8 (1977) pp 47-8.
"Richard Ford, A Handbook for Travellers i11 Spain and Readers al Home, 3 vols
(Carbondale, Ill. 1966) 3:1297- 8, 1319-20.
"Edith Esse n, The M,di,val Town, trans atalie Fryde (Amsterdam 1979) p 5;
Luis Garcia de Valdcavellano y Arcimus, Curso d, historia de los imtituci6,us ,spmiol,s d, la
,rigenes alfinal d, la ,dad media (M adrid 1968) p 204.
"Alfonso Garcia-Gallo, Curso dt historia de/ demho erpafiol, 2 vols (Madrid 1947) 1:300.
Josiah Cox Russell estimates that medieval Teruel had an area oftwenry-eight hectares and
Ca!atayud, thirty-one hectares (Josiah Cox Russell, Medieval Regions & Thtir Cities [ ewton
Abbot 1972] p 169).
11
1<:\tluyn L. Reyerson, 'Urbanism, Western Europe', Dictionary ofthe Middle Ages, ed Joseph
R. traycr and others, 13 vols (New York 1982- 1982) 13:313-S; Essen, Tht M,dieval Town
pp28-9; Lewis Mumford, The City in History: Its Origim, Its Transfonnations, and Its Prospects
1 cw York 1961) p 251; Ho,vard aalman, Medit'l/a/Citi,s( ew York 1968) p23; Leopoldo
Toms Balbas, Ciudades hi;panomusulman,s, cd Henri Terrnsse, 2 vols (Madrid 1971) 1:37, 17-5;
Thomas F. Glicl<, Islamic and Christian Spain in the Early Midd!eAges(Princeton 1979) pp 112-3.
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town', which the suburb constituted, stretched the pagus, the wide extent
of rural lands. "
The long Roman domination of Spain had left an indelible mark but
could not obliterate the agrarian record of earlier peoples. Thus small Iberian
settlements (vici) worked by freemen coexisted with huge Roman estates
(v illae} worked by slaves. " Despite the constant stress of this multiform system, Spain soo n emerged as an imperial granary 'fruitful in every kind of
crop'. " Even with the Islamic invasions, the Hispanic countryside still functioned with a great deal of agricultural efficiency, as is evidenced by the
izeable population living outside the cities of Al-Andalus.
Though settlement terminology generally differed between Muslim
Hispani and Christian Iberia, it described much the same situation. Thus
on either side of the line of reconquest, the very real possibility of attack
saw the creation of rural communities or hamlets (aldeas, alquerias), consisting of houses, outbuildings, fields, and pastureland, within easy reach
of a fortress or defensive site (turris, castrum, him)." Only in Christian Spain,
however, were rural districts able to challenge the dominance of nearby towns.
The movement of the countryside towards a foller share of power took
two forms in Spain and in much of the rest of Europe. In the first, gradual population growth caused hamlets and villages to start acting like towns
by encircling themselves with walls and by attempting to gain full legal recognition from the crown. 18 In some cases, as in the Aragonese town of Jaca,
this move ment towards urban status came to quite small settlements
not as a reward for their increase in size but rather from a consistent royal
patronage." In the second (and, admittedly, the more important one for our

" D. J. Keene, 'Suburban Growth', The E11glish Medieval Town: A Reader in Engli;h
Urban History, 1200-1540, ed Richard Holt and Gervase Rosser (London 1990) p 98.
" Leonard A. Curch in, Roman Spain: Co11qum and A ssimilation (London 1991)
pp 124--6; John Percival, The Roman Villa: An Historical I11trod11ttio11 (Berkeley 1976) p 177;
Georges Duby, The Early Growth efthe European Economy: Warriors and Peasants.from the
Seventh to the Tw,lfth Ce11111ry, trans Howard B. Clarke {Ithaca, IY 1974) p 20; Josc Angel
Garcia de Comizar, La ,o,iedad rural en la Espana medieval (Madrid 1988) pp 3-1 2.
" Percival, The Roma11 Villa p 59.
" Piere Bonnassie, From Slav,ry to Feudalism in South-Western Europe, trans Jea n Birrell
(Cambridge 1991) pp 263- 5; Robert I. Burns SJ, Islam under the Cru,ad,rs: Colonial Survival
in the Thirtemth- Century Kingdom of Valenica (Princeton 1973) pp 60-1; Lynn H. elson,
'Land Use in Early Aragon: The Organization of a Medieval Society', Socit1as 3 (1973)
pp 122-3; Valdeavcllano, Curso de historia de lo, imtitutiones e,pa,ioles p 647; Glick, Islamic
and Christia11 Spain pp 86-7, 118; Garcia de Cortazar, la so,iedad rural pp 13-4, 82-90. For
etymology of a/dea (derived from Arabic al-day'a), sec Dirionary ofMedi,va/ Latinfrom British
Sources, ed R. E. Latham (London 1975) p 59; The Encyclopedia of Islam, ed B. Lewis,
Ch. Pellat, and J. Schacht, 6 vols (Leiden 1965) 1:187-8.
''John H. M undy, The M edieval Town (Hunti ngton, Y 1979) pp 69-70, 101.
" Lacarra, 'El desarrolJo urbano de las ciudades' pp 139-40.
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purposes), small settlements pooled their manpower and wealth to attain
a higher threshold of power over their immediate environs. Such concerted
action was indeed part of the very fabric of village life in all of Europe. The
inhabitants of such itcs were, as Aquinas observed, 'parts of a whole'.
Villagers were in constant need of each other's help during the agricultural
year or when the village itse.lf had to be defended from enemies. 20 From such
long- term pha es of cooperation among individual villagers and extended
families, it was a sh rt rep to a more permanent collective arrangement,
that of communal government responsible for gathering taxes, raising troops,
and representing the village in a myriad of ways to the outside world." To
see mall rural settlements acting collectively, very much as a town government, we must turn to the rural landscape of Aragon.
Judging from the poor soil of the Aragonese meseta and its harsh
weather, it seems incredible that any population - let alone any ocietal in ti tutions - developed in these inclement clime , considered by many to be
'the most repellent found in Spain'." Yet the possibilities of ranching and
small- cale agriculture assured that this bleak di trier supported not only
towns but also 'a thin catter of hamlet and small villages'. 2' The legal
status of these tiny settlements seldom came to them by individual charters from royal, clerical, or noble overlords. Instead, their judicial existence
Aowed out from the town to which they were attached. Thus the urban Ji1ero
defined and regulated the hinterland.2'
Like any lord, the town and its cou ncil functioned as judge for the
inhabitan of the hamlets. In Teruel, this adjudicative duty was formalized
bydesignating each Friday as the day the suits of the aldeanos or hamlet residents would be heard. Since the small settlement had no law of their own,
such ca es would be settled in line with legal procedures of the townji,ero.
If any of the aggrieved panic did not appear at the scheduled hearing, he
forfeited all possibility of having his complaint heard. If he did appear,
a prerequi ite for winning his suit was the appearance of two neighbors who
would swear to the rightness of his cause. Any hamlet resident who failed

' usan Reynolds, Ki11gdoms a11d Commu11ities in Westen, Europe, 900- 1300 (Oxford
1984) pp 102-3, 153--4; Robert A. Nisbet, The Quest for Commu11ity (London 1969) pp 81-2;
Jeannine OJ/illet, 'Community, ounsel, and Representation', The Cambridge History of
M,diroal Political Thought, cd J. H . Burns {Cambridge 1988) pp 520- 70, at pp 522-3.
" Bloch, Frenth Rural Society pp 180- 2; Reynolds, Ki11gdoms a11d Commu11ities in Westem
Europ, pp 147-9, 238- 9; Nisbet, Quest for Community pp 82-3; George Holmes, The Firrt
Ageoft!u Western City, 1300- 1500 (Oxford 1990) pp 425-6.
" Russell, Medieval Regiom a11d Their Cities p 174; Fisher and Bowen-Jones, Spai11
PP !60-1.
"Houston, Western M editerra11ea11 World p 292.
"Almagro Basc_h, 'Las ticrras de Teruel' p 53.
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to follow the letter of Teruel law in such litigation ran the risk of losing
a tenth of his chattels as a fine. 25 In return for its role as judge, the town
made co nstant demands on the hamlets, requiring tha't they share in the
military and taxation burdens imposed by the crown. None of these services
or dues were to be excessive or extorted; instead, they were to be in li ne with
the town ji1ero and carried out 'with the assent an d counsel of the ham lets'
best men'. 26 Despite such assurances, the urban influence was a pervasive
one that touched such varied phases of ham let life as the purchase of real
estate or contractual arrangement of marriage." Even the concept of 'town
peace' extended beyond the urban boundaries to include the hamlets. Thus,
murderers, robbers, thieves, and all perpetrators of such 'exces es' in the hamlets were to be punished before urban officials. Any fines or securities assessed
would be divided between the victim and the town council."
While the relationship of town to hamlet seems a simple and straigh tforward one in the mirror of law, it could be as com plex and fleeti ng a the
bond that tied lord to vassal, which indeed it most resembles. Even the power
bases in town and hamlet seemed to shift somewhat as the thirteenth century progres ed. While the tow ns' great citizens or probi homines extended
their control to near-monopoly, a similar movement took place among the
hamlets. Added to this drive for political dominance came an intensified
competition among hamlets fo r favors from the lord town ." Since mo t
of the urban territories of southern Aragon still had borders with M usli m
Hispania in the early thirteenth ce ntury, there was a constant expansion
into the no-man's-land which served as a frontier with Islamic territory.XI
The end result of this movement to the south was a fluctuating number of
aldeas as new settlements were founded and older ones abandoned. By
the thi.rteenth century, this number became fairly constant, rangi ng from
65 hamlets in Teruel to 117 in Daroca.3'
For the hamlets that formed satellite networks of Teruel, Daroca, and
Calatayud, political development was clearly molded by the towns and their

" Elji,ero latinode Teruel, edJaime Caruana Gomez de Barreda (Teruel 1974) am. 7,
255,298 pp 81,207, 269;Jaime Caruana Gomez de Barreda, Judice de lo, pergami110,ydo,umento, imertos en e!los, exi,tentes en el Archivo de la Ciudad de Teruel (Madrid 1950) p 37.
" Elji1tro latino arts. 56, 66 pp 101- 2, 106.
" Ibid.
" Esteban Sarasa Sanchez, Sociedad y conflictos socialer en Aragon: Siglos Xlll- XIV
(E,truc/uras de J>oder y co,,jlictos de dares) (Madrid 1981) pp 118-9; Docume11tos de Jaime I de
Aragon [hereafter DJ], ed Ambrosio Huici Miranda and Maria Desamparados Cabanes
Pecourt, 4 vols (Valencia 1976) 2:doc 540 pp 356-7.
" Valdeavcllano, Curso de historia dt lo, institu,ione, tspaiioles p 537.
»Garcia de Cortazar, La sociedad rural pp 20-7.
" Almagro Basch, 'Las tierras de Teruel' p 53; Buesa Conde, Teruel e11 la edad media
pp 50-1; Cristobal Gui tart Aparicio, Castillo, de Aragon, 2 vols (Zaragoza 1976) 1:60.
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role in the wider political world. Thus, when the crown demanded taxes
or extraordinary grants from the town, some portion of these funds came
from the hamlets." If the towns independently went to war or were called
to the battlefield by the sovereign, hamlet troops were to answe r the military summons 'without delay or excuse' or pay a sizeable penalty. The aldeano
warriors could not serve and die under their own colors but rather served
as members of the urban host." Much of the same type of service without
recognition wa required from the hamlets when the towns tied themselves
in leagues of mutual protection to other towns or to the great nobles generally to protest unpopular royal policies." In point of fact, the town
remained a sounding board for the ham let, and so when the king wanted
olcliers for his armies or representatives fo r his parliaments or wished royal
orders disseminated throughout the countryside, he made his wishes
known to the towns which normally had the responsibility of informing the
rural settlements. 3s
Town and hamlet were, however, not the only products of the
southern Aragonese political environment. They were intermittently
affected by a fluctuating grid of eccle iastical and baronial rights and
claim that existed all arou nd them. ince Calatayud, Daroca, and Teruel
had come into being as frontier settlements, large areas of the towns
and the urrounding countryside came under the control of clerical
agencies, mo t especially the crusading orders of Temple and Hospital.
With such clerical lordship over hamlets came a wall of immunity that
prevented the full exercise of royal and urban power in portion of the
southern Arago nese countryside."' In addition to clerical masters,
the territori es of the three towns were also settled by lords of all grades
of the nobility. Whole units of the reconquering royal host were
assigned former Islamic hamlets for their ow n se ttlements . Most
of thi reclamation, however, wa carried out by lesser noble , who
brought in ettlers by promi ing sizeable land grants and advantageous
"Caruana, Indiu pp 36, 38, 43.
"Ihidpp 34, 37- 8;Joaquin Miret y Sans, Itinerari de]aimt l'el Co11queridor'(Barcelona
1918) p 325.
~sarasa anchcz, Sociedad y conjfictos sociales en Aragon pp 121- 2; Caruana, lndice
pp 34, 39-40.
"Archive de la Corona de Aragon [hereafter ACA]. Carias reales de Jaime I no 64;
Manin Almagro Basch, Historia de Albarracin y su sierra, 4 vols (Teru el 1964) 4:docs
95, 101 pp 120, 129; Gonzales Anton, Las 1111iones arago,mas 2:doc 273 pp 377- 90 ;
Miret y ans, lti11erari de Jaime I 'el Co11911eridor' pp 267,408.
i.A_J. Forey, The T,mplars in the Corona de Aragon (London 1973) pp 143, 190- 1, 405;
J.M. Lacarra, 'Documentos para cl esrudio de la rcconquista y repoblaci6n dcl Valle dcl
Ebro', E,tudios deedad media de la Corona de Aragon (1947-1948) 3:docs 122, 126 pp 524-5,
"29; Djl:docs 134-6 pp 247-50; 2:doc 566 p 28; 3:doc 699 p 189.
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fueros!' While such impresarios of the petry nobility might themselves take
up residence in the hamlets, much of the Aragonese countryside came under
the control of g reat barons and members of the royal fami ly who acted as
typical absentee landlords who seldom saw their holdings and who managed them through agents."
With the feudal ties of nobles and churchmen to the ru tics of southern Aragon in competition with the quasi- feudal bonds of town to
hamlet, conflict was the natural result. 39 War flared with some regularity
between the urban/hamlet forces, on one side, and the nobility, on the
other. Even when not all of the hamlets were involved, they were expected
to co ntribute to the fund that made such wars possible.'" An even more
frequently employed but no less expensive means of settling such disputes
was litigation. Thus, we see noble and ecclesiastic landlo rds or their lieutenants locked in lengthy court cases with the town councils to establish
the ex tent of privilege within areas of clerical or baronial immunity." The
inhabitants of the hamlets, caught in the midst of such destructive
struggles, were often put in a dangerous bind because of their allegiance
to both parties of a war or lawsuit. Eventually, this atmo phere of violent
dispute fashioned the crucible from which the ham lets would gain a much
fuller measure of free dom.
It i one of the ironies of the Arago nese reconquest that, during the
glorious era of the first half of the thirteenth century when I Jamie Majorca
and Valencia were defeated in short order by James 1, outhem Aragon, which
had been on the cutting edge of the frontier, became a virtual backwater
almo t overnight. It is equally ironic that, during rrus same period of role
di placement for the urban centers of the region, the hamlets, freed from
the fea r of the Muslim enemy, dared to conquer a political autonomy equal
in most respects to that of their lord towns. Such a development is perhaps nor so surprising when background events are fully scanned. With
James l's drive toward the Valencian south, many residents of Aragon " Almagro Basch, Semnio 4:doc 98 p 124; DJ 3:doc 858 p 308; Mirct y Sans, ltinerari
de Jaime I el Conqueridor"p 213; Garcia de Comizar, La sociedad rural pp 64- 5.
" Memorial histdrico espa,iol: Co/eai611 de docummtos, op1im1/os y 11111ig,ledadts, 48 vols
(M adrid 1851- 1918) l:doc 106 p 239; Almagro Basch, Senorio 3 pt 2:doc 5 p 313.
" For feudalism in the Aragonesc and Castilian countryside, sec Thomas . Bisson,
'The Problem of Feudal Mon archy: Aragon, C atalonia, and France', Speculum 53
(1978) pp 463-5; Abilio Barbero and M arcelo Vigil, La far1naci611 de/ feudalismo t ll la
pminmla fberira {Barcelona 1982) pp 354- 80; Garcia de Cort:lzar, La socitdad rural
pp 47-54.
"'ACA, Carias reales de Ja ime JI caja 2 no 61; Almagro Basch, Senorio 4:docs 86- 7,
pp 121- 2.
" C aruana, l ndiu pp 42- 5; Mi rct y ans, J1i11erari dt ] aim, I 'el Co11q11tridor' p 199;
Almagro Basch, Smorio 4:22- 3, 114; DJ 3:doc 732 pp 220- 1.
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of Teruel, in particular - joined the crusade and eventually settled in the
southern kingdom.'2 Along with this shift in reconquest focus came a breakdown in the enforcement of public peace as clan violence held most of southern Aragon in its gri p.'3 To prevent Castilian interference in this volatile,
yet strategic region,James I granted control over much of it to one of his overmighty su bjects, Alvaro Perez de Azagra." With the e new variables thrown
into the political mix, cooperation between town and hamlet as virtually
equal partners now became essential for full jurisdictional survival of both.
With the dangers the first half of the thirteenth century posed for the
outhern Aragonese towns and their hamlets, the second half of the century emerged as an era of power redistribution and near- rebellion among
the hamlets. The end result, however, was not the full independence of the
hamlets but rather a full declaration of their right vis-a-vis the town. This
was accomplished by the crown's issuance of speci fic laws for the aldeas: fo r
those ofCalatayucl and D aroca in 1256 and of Teruel in 1277. The purposes of the e statutes were (1) to include hamlet representatives in the urban
tax assess me nt proce s, (2) to oversee the policing and defense of hamle t
society, (3) to assure an independent role fo r the hamlet militias, and
(4) to lay out procedures for the settlement of legal disputes between hamlets.'5T he most important change of this era centered on the naming of
a ruling council fo r each set of hamlets. This body, composed of regularl y
elected councilmen who acted for the hamlets as a whole, clearly symbolized the transmi s ion of the urban corporation into the countryside."6
Even with this institu tional underpinning, the hamlet councils
very ea ily could have been overturned during the political maelstrom of
Peter Ill's reign. Instead, the aldeanos proved to be very astute at playing
off the towns and great nobles against the crown. As member of the
ragonese Union, the hamlets profited from the years of rebellion with
repeated royal reaffi rmations of their earlier constitutional gains. The most
important of these renewed privileges, granted in 1283, was the thorough
rcshifting of the tax burden between town and hamlet in favor of the
~J,mcs F. Powers, A Society Orga11iudfor War: The I berian Municipal Militias in the
Cmtra/Middle Ages, J000- 1284(Berkclcy 1988) pp 82-3; Buesa onde, T eruel en la t dad
mtdia p 28.
" Vincente de la Fuenre, Historia de la riempre augusta yjideliJsima ciudad de Calatay ud
h ols (Calatayud 1880) 2:279.
"DJ 3:docs 702, 741 pp 191-2, 228- 9; Almagro Basch, Senorio 3 pt 2:docs 59, 68
pp 311- 2, 346-7; 4:doc 90 p 11 5; Miret y ans, Itinerari dt ] aimt I 'el Co11q11eridor' p 251.
''DJ 3:docs 700, 707, 728 pp 189-90, 197- 8, 213-5; Colmio11 diplomatica de/ ,011c,jo
dt Zaragoza, ed Angel Canellas Lope2, 2 vols (Zarago2a 1975) 2:docs 38, 88 pp 73- 4, 99;
Miret y ans, ltinerari de Jaime I 'el Conqueridorp 255; Caruana, l 11dice p 49.
~AClf, Ca11cilltria real R. 9 f 68v.
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latter.'' With such rights came extended responsibilities for the hamlets, most
especially with the dispatching of fulJy constituted procurators to both
unionist meetings and parliaments, both of which were convened with great
frequency between 1283 and 1291." While the town and hamlet retained
their earlier ties, the latter's institutional advances were never forgotten. A
the fourteenth century dawned, hamlet councils met separately to suppres
violence within their own jurisdictions,.. to provide troops for frontier duty,so
to pledge the entire hamlet population to the vassalage of a local lord," to
gain local autonomy by having the bonds that had been put up in urban
courts by hamlet residents returned to them,S2 and to enter into litigation
with the towns in defense of customary rights and exemptions." Despite
such independent actions that could lead hamlets into war with their
towns, such conflicts were avoided at all costs since the principals were surrou nded by powerful enemies among the barony waiting to overwhelm the
unwary. Like the mountain communes ofltaly and Castile/' the nexus of
town and hamlet in southern Aragon was by and large one of participation
and mutual protection from the outside world. The community, as such
symbiotic units came to be called, combined, until modern times, two traditionally antagonjstic areas, the urban and the rural, the mountain and the
plain. 55 The forces of Roman law in service of the crown, and feudalism a
an impregnable bastion of the nobility, acted to transform the Aragonese
countryside of the early M iddle Ages, which had stood as 'a space of economic activity claimed by a kindred group'.56 Even from the tenth
" G onzalez Anton, Las 1111io11es arago11esas 2:docs 1,328,388, 50 pp 33-5, 469, 512-3,
588; ACA, Cancilleria real R. 325 f 2v; R. 331 f 260; Rent academia de hiuorin, 'Colecci6n
Salazar' MS M-139, A11afesdeArag611 ff20-l.
'"ACA, Pergami11os de Jaime II no 1436; Cancilleria real R. 25 ff 166v, 167; R. 83
f 27; Bibfioteca de fa Escorial MS P, II, 3, f 69; Caruana, I11dice p 50; Gonzalez Anton, Las
,111io11es arago11esas 2:doc 327 pp 488-9.
" de la Fuente, Ciudad de Cafatayud 1:280-1.
'"ACA, Cnnci//erin real R. 87 f78v; Gonzalez Anton, Lm u11io11es aragonesas 2:doc 327
pp 488-9.
''ACA, Ca11ci//eria real R. 81 f 71; Gonzalez Anton, Las u11io1m aragonesa< 2:doc 274
p 400.
" de la Fuente, Ciudad de Calntayud 1:440.
" Jbid2:222-7.
''Susan Tax Freeman, Neighbors: The Social Co11tract i11 a Castilia11 Hamlet (Chicago 1970)
pp 83-4; C. J. Wickham, The M o,mtaim and the City: The T11sca11 Ape1111ines i11 the Early
Middle Ages (Oxford 1988) pp 138, 349-50, 365.
•ryulio C aro Baroja, 'The City and the Country: Reflections on ome Ancient Commonplaces', Mediterraman Cou11tryme11: Essays in the Social Anthropology of the Mediterra11ea11,
ed Julian Pitt-Rivers (Paris 1963) p 27; Buesa Conde, Teruel en In edad media pp 50- 2;
Valdcavcllano, Curso de historia de los imtilmiones espmioles p 542; Luis Gonzalez Anton, las
Cortes de Arago11 (Zaragoza, 1978) pp 153-4; Ordena11zas de la junta de gobierno y pueblos de
la Communidad de Calatayud (Calatayud 1751) p 3.
" Carda de Cortazar, La sociedad rural p 14.
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century, all lberian rural districts underwent what has been called 'the
formation of hierarchies'. Certain families attained wealth and power while
the vast majority of the rustic population remained under economic and social
subordination." Trus differentiation was clearly visible in the Aragonese aldea
with the emergence of great families. With this advance toward a patriciate, the hamlets brought urban forms to the countryside without the
attendant urban structures. This fluency in urbanism, in effect, made much
of the southern Aragonese countryside act as if it were a town. From an
institutional point of view, it can thus be said that where there once had been
one town, now there were two.

"Ibid pp 31- 6.

The Experience of the Black Death in Bologna
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T

he Black Death of 1348 has fascinated readers and scholars for
centuries. In this century it has been the subject of innumerable
debates. Historians have argued back and forth about the demographic effects of the plague, about whether or not it instigated a period
of economic depression, or even whether it represented a major event in
history. Similarly, disagreement has raged, both inside and outside of the
historical discipline, about the medical history and epidemiology of the plague.
Fewer studies, however, have focused on the more immediate effects of
the plague in localized areas. These scholars have attempted to uncover the
actions and reactions of people undergoing this remarkable disaster. They
have tried to discover how medieval people reacted to something for which
their knowledge of the past and of science could not prepare them. Italian
towns have proved important and fertile ground for such case studies due
to the richness of their archival sources and chronicles. In this article I will
offer a new contribution to this tradition of the study of the plague in Italian
towns with an examination of the experience of the Black Death in Bologna.
In 1909 Mario Brunetti initiated modem investigations ofltalian towns
and the Black Death with a detailed study of the reaction of the Venetian
government to the plague. The methods and conclusions of his article
set the stage for future work. The bases for his study were the deliberations
of the senate and general council both during and after the plague. Brunetti
found that during the epidemic the Venetian government tried to protect
public health by regulating burials.' Governing bodies also took measures
to control the unruly and violent behavior of residents by closing taverns
and prohibiting the sale of wine from boats in canals.' After the plague had
'M ario Brunetti, 'Venezia durante la peste dcl 1348', Ateneo Veneta 22 no 1 (1909)
pp 291- 4.
'Ibidpp295-7.
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subsided in Venice, the government officials turned to raising much-needed
fund , passing measures to revitalize business and to encourage artisan and
professionals to make their homes in Venice. Professionals who had fled the
city during the plague, especially notaries and doctor , were ordered to return
or suffer strict penalties. 3 Government officials also braced themselves to
face an overwhelming number of suits contesting successions and inheritances.' Through Brunetti's study of the reactions of the government we can
gain an idea of what might have been the reactions of the inhabitants of the
town: many must have fled and many who stayed behind must have behaved
violen tly and recklessly. tores and workshops must have closed down
(although wh ich ones and for how long we do not know). Filled with fear
and dread, many Venetians must have made their wi lls in haste while
others surely did not have time to do so, leaving their heirs to fight out the
problems of inheritance in the cou rts. Thus, the admini trative records of
Venice reveal an atmosphere of general flight and disorder during the plague.
Throughout this chaos the government struggled to maintain some sort of
order and afterwards worked to revive the commercial life of the city.
Later studies of municipal reactions to the Black Death in Italy reveal
a similar picture.' Studies produced in the 1960s, such as Elisabeth
Carpentier's monograph on Orvieto and William Bowsky's article on Siena,

' Brunetti, 'Venezia' 22 no 2 (1909) pp 18-19.
'Ibid pp 29-33 .
,
'lt wa not until the 1960s that such studies were continued by Elisabeth Carpentier
and W illiam Bowsky in the works discussed below. I n 1971 Aliberto Benigno Falsini
produced new research on the effects of the Black Death in Florence, again using the
government records or Provvisioni. Sec his 'Firenu dopo ii 1348: Le conscguenze della pe tc
nera', Archivo Storico Italiano 129 (1971) pp 425- 503. More recently John H enderson has
written on 'The Black Death in Florence: Medical and Com munal Responses' in Death in
Tow n,: Urban R t1pomt1 to the Dying and the Dead, 100-1600 (Leicester University Press,
Leicester 1992) pp 136-50. Again, Henderson makes use of chronicle accounts and
government records. H owever, his is a study of medical history. He examines the relationship berween medieval physicians' views of the plague and the policies adopted by the
Florentine government. Jn 1979 the subject of Venice duri ng the plague was reopened with
an exhibition and catalogue on Venezia e la pestd 348/1797 (Marsilio Edi tore, Venice 1979).
Reinhold Mueller contributed an aniclc on the Black Death in Venice. H is work drew on
Brunetti's but added important new depth with evidence from chronicles. Sec Mueller, 'Aspetti
sociali ed economici della pesta a Venezia nel Medioevo' pp 71-6. The plague in Italian cities
is the topic of Samuel K. Cohn's new work, The Cult ofRemembrance a11d th, Black Death:
Six R enaiJJa11u Cities i11 Central Italy Qohns Hopkins University Press, Baltimore 1992).
However, this work is not part of the tradition of studying the reactions of municipalities
to the plague. Rather, Cohn is interested in the psychological and cultural reactions of
individuals, especially with regards to piety and self-consciousness, over the 'longue duree.'
A renewal of interest in the study of municipalities during the plague may be indicated by
the new edition ofCarpentier's work on Orvieto, which contains revised population figures
(De Bocck-Wesmael, Brussels 1993).
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are based on similar sources and present similar conclusions. Unfortunately,
the municipal records that form the basis for these two works are either
unavailable for some of the months that the plague was active or else they
offer few references to the plague during these months.• However, the reactions of the government after the plague had subsided give one an idea of
what must have happened during the chaotic summer months. In Orvieto
the government passed measures to stop the pillaging of abandoned homes
and to revive business after the shops had closed.' Both town governments
made strong efforts, as did Venice, to recall people who had Bed and to
encourage new immigrants into the town. 8 Both governments issued harsh
penaltic in an effort to restrict the increased level of violent crime.• The
courts prepared to handle many fraudulent claims and suits concerning the
large amounts of property and goods released from ownership at the death
of so many citizens. '0 Also, the protection of orphans became a concern
for both towns. 11 Desperate for legal and medical services, city officials
in 0rvieto, iena, and Venice offered high salaries to lure notaries and
doctors to the cities. 12 These then are the reactions of] tali an communes
to the year of the Black Death, as revealed by modern investigations of the
municipal records. The pictures pre ented to us are impressive and fearful. However, they are vague and tell us little about the actual unfolding
of the epidemic during the deadly summer months of1348. What happened
to the average citizen? What was it like in the city as each day brought more
death and greater fear? What did people do? How long did they try to carry
on with their lives a normal? How far along into the epidemic did people
realize that they were actually in the midst of an epidemic, that they would
probably die, and that they should put their affairs in order and write a will?
The municipal records cannot answer these questions. These records contain the reactions of the ruling groups to the diverse actions of many
individuals. They show us very little of the individuals' actions themselves.

'There arc no deliberations of the city council of Siena for the month of May. There
,re two meetings concerning business not related to the epidemic in June and no meetings
in July. Normal council sessions resume on 15 August. cc William Bowsky, 'The I mpact
of the Black Death upon ienesc Government and Society', Speculum 39 (1964) p 14,
nn 73, 75, 76. The Rifarmagio,,i_rccords ofOrvicto mention the plague only once between
I Ma)' and I cptember. ec Elisabeth Carpentier, U11e Ville deva111 la Pu le: Orvitto el
laPt!ttNoiredt1348(S.E.V.P.E . ., Paris 1962), pp 121- 2.
'Carpentier, Orvieto pp 129- 30 and 135-6.
1
/hidpp 147-8 and 128- 9; Bowsky, 'Siena' pp 26, 31- 3.
'Carpentier, Orvi,10 p 129; Bowsky, 'Siena' p 27.
''Carpentier, Orvieto pp 145- 6; Bowsky, 'Siena' pp 27-8.
"Carpentier, Orvieto p 146; Bowsky, 'Siena' p 28.
"Carpentier, OT'Vitto pp 146-8; Bowsky, 'Siena' pp 29-30.
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The chronicles of the epoch, however, offer a much richer picture of the
reaction ofindividuals in the midst of the panic and chaos of the Black Death.
Modern scholars have used chronicles to understand the experience
of the plague." Modern readers are fami liar with medieval chronicle
accounts of the chaos that took place in some Italian cities struck by the
Black Death. In these literary records are similar descriptions of economic
disruption, social upheaval, and panicked flight from the cities. However,
added to these accounts are depictions of individual Italians and their
families during the plague. The reactions of these people, as de cribed
by the chroniclers, are often pitiful and quite disturbing. One famous
example is Boccaccio's account of the plague in Florence where
this scourge had implanted such terror in the hearts of men
and women that brothers abandoned brothers, uncles their
nephews and sisters thei r brothers, and in many cases wives
deserted their husbands. But even worse, and almost incredible,
was the fact that fathers and mothers refused to nurse and
assist their own children, as though they did not belong to
them.''

In nearby Siena the chronicler Agnolo di Tura del Grasso reported
that during the Black Death 'father abandoned child, wife husband, one
brother another.' 15 A similar case is reported by Guglielmo Cortusi of Padua,
where 'wife fled from the embrace of her loving husband, father from his
children, brother from brother' .16 Thus, according to these Italian chroniclers, the chaos struck at the heart of society, dissolving even the solid
bonds of the family.
In this article, I will examine these types of experiences in Bologna,
a prominent Italian city, but one that has been overlooked by researchers
of the Black Death. I will depart from the previous methods of examining
the city's reactions through the administrative records and instead will use
more mundane sources - notarial records. Through an examination of
notarial contracts redacted in Bologna during the entire year of 1348, I will
show what happened during the crucial months of the epidemic, the
period about which the administrative records are often silent. In addition,

" All of the studies of the reactions of municipalities discussed inn 5 above make some
use of these types of sources.
" Giovanni Boccaccio, The Decamerott, trans G . H . McWilliam (Penguin Classics,
London 1972) p 54.
''Translation from Bowsky, 'Siena' p 15.
" Guglielmo de Comisi, · hronica de novitatibus Padue ct Lombardie', ed B. Pagn in,
Rerum Itali<arum Scriptom 12 pt 5 (S. Lapi, Citta di Castello 1941) pp 926-7.
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I hope to clarify the vague picture presented by these other sources and to
recapture some of the vividness of the chronicle accounts from other Italian
cities.I also hope to do this because the chronicles of Bologna offer very
little detail. 17 The late medieval chronicles simply report that the plague
entered Bologna during either March or May and that it killed either twothirds or three-fifths of the population. We also learn that several of the city's
famous law professors died of the plague. 18 The most vivid description of
the effects of the Black Death on the economic and social life of Bologna
is offered not by the chronicles but by the city's abundant notarial registers
pre erved in the Libri Memoriali.
In 1265 the commune of Bologna issued laws that required all notaries
working in the city, but outside of judicial and administrative offices, to
regi ter in the so-called Libri Memoriali certain types of contracts dealing
with articles of a value higher than 20 Bolognese lire. 19 ot all types of contract had to be registe red. Apprenticeship and work contracts as well as
contract of a juridical nature were excluded from registration.'° The bulk
of contract in the Memoriali are fin ancial (that is, they document sales, loans,
and other financial settlements). Contracts of a less financial nature such
as pacts and agreements between parties, dowry and emancipation contracts,
and last wills and testaments also appear. The rich variety of contracts
';The relative silence of Bologna's medieval chronicles on the experience of the Black
Death in that city may partly explain why Bologna has been overlooked by researchers of
the plague.
"For the March arrival date of the plague and the mortality rate of three-fifths, see
'Cronica di Bologna', ed L.A. Muratori in Rerum ltalicarum Scriptom 18 (1723- 51; repr
A. Forni, Bologna 1975- 82) col 409. For the May arrival date and mortality rate of t:wothirds, see Mattheo de Griffoni (1351-1426), 'Mcmorialc historicum de rebus Bononiensium',
cd L. Frati and A. orbelli, &rum ltalicarum Scriptom 18 pt 2 (Citta di Castello: S. Lapi,
1902) p 56. For information similar to Griffoni's account, sec the chronicle of Renaissance
Dominican prior Fra' Gerolamo Bursclli, translated in Bologna am,o per anno byTiziano Costa
( tudio Costa Editore, Bologna 1988). The original chronicle, 'Cronica gcstorum ac
factorum memorabilium civitatis Bononie edita a fratre Hyeronimo de Bursellis ab
urbc condita ad a. 1497', is edited by A. Sorbelli in RJS 23 pt 2 (S. Lapi, Citta di Castello

1911-29).
1

or recent descriptions of the source during the Middle Ages, see Giorgio Tamba,

'I Mcmoriali del Comunc di Bologna nel Sccolo XIU: Note di Diplomatic•', Rassegna degli
Arrhivi di Stato 47 nos 2-3 (1987) pp 235-90; L'Archivio dell'Ufficio dti Memoriali:
lntvntario (cd Luisa Continelli, L'lstituto per la toria dell'Univcrsita, Bologna 1988),
pp. ix-xxxvi; Giorgio Tamba, 'Un archivio notarile? No, tuttavia .. .', Archivi per la storia
J no I (1990) pp 41- 4, 72-4; Martin Bertram, 'Bologncser Testamentc: Zwcitcr Tei!:
ndierungcn in den Libri Memoriali', Quellen 1111d Fomhu11ge11 am ltalienischen Archivm
•ndBihliothekm 71 (1991) pp 195-8.
~Apprenticeship and work contracts were excluded because of the difficulty of establishing a value for the object of the contract. Juridical contracts would have been recorded
and preserved in administrative offices and thus would not require guarantee through the
office of the Memoriali.
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contained in these registers offers a wealth of information about the
daily commercial and social activity of medieval Bologna. However, it is
important to stress that, due to the 20 lire minimum value, the Memoriali
contain only a part (estimated at between one-third and one-fourth) of all
contracts redacted in Bologna. 2' The types of contracts that most often
escaped being registered in the Memoriali involved petty business transactions such as the many small loans and the rental of work animals to
artisans, shopkeepers, and peasants. Contracts whose importance remained
over time, such as wills, dowries, emancipations, sales of real estate, sizeable loans, and pacts were more likely to be registered.
Several registers are missing from the Memoriali volumes for 1348,
especially from the first half of the year. 22 However, the significant gaps in
source material from 1348 can be largely reduced through the examination
of a parallel series of registers, the Provvisori, which were retained for tax
purposes. They registered the essential information of a contract, while the
contract itself would later be copied out in full in the Memoriali. These registrations con i t of basic information from each contract (that is, the date
and place where the contract was drawn up, the subject matter, and the names
of parties involved and witnesses). All of the registrations in the Provvisori
for the first six months of the year 1348 remain.23 I have examined and
counted 2,708 notations of contracts in the Provvisori." I have counted
a furth er 2,207 contracts from the Memoriali registers from the second
emester. It must also be noted that these registers are incomplete - 9 out
of 25 or 36 percent of the quaderni or registers may be missing. I have
drawnup an inventory of the Provvisori registrations for the first half of
the year and have combined it with my inventory of the contracts contained
in the Memoriali for the second half of the year. This combined inventory
of over 4,900 contracts provides a detailed snapshot of daily city life. While
keeping in mind the limitations of the source material that I discussed
above as well as the fact that one-third of the contracts may be missing from

"Tamba, 'Un archivio notarile?' pp 43-5.
" Of the 25 quaderni or registers 12 are missing from the first six months of the Memonali.
I counted 1,360 contracts in the first semester of the Memoriali.
"The Provvisori registers were first drawn up in paper (the so-called provvi,ori
car/ace,) and then copied onto pergamen (the pro'U'Uisori pergame11am). The notaries were
stationed at three separate city offices: ad cambium, ad gabel/am, and ad scara11ie. The paper
registers from the cambium and gabella survive, and pergamen registers exist for the gabel/a
and scara11ia offices. For the second half of the year there remain only pergamen registers
from the gabella and scarania offices.
1
' Noticc that this is twice the number of contracts remaining from the M emoriali
registers for the first semester (which are missing half of their quadernt).
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the second half of the year, we can examine this inventory to gain a greater
understanding of what kind of experience the people of Bologna underwent
du ring the first year of plague.
I have produced graphs of the notarial transactions in the city over
the entire year. Figure 1 (see appendix) charts the changes month-by-month
in commercial and testamentary activity over the year. Along with the miscellaneous business contracts such as loans, sales, and settlements of debts,
there appear on the graph curatele contracts, which involve the appointment
of a cum tor or advisor for a minor carrying out a financial transaction. These
contracts are always followed by the relevant fin ancial contract, and thus
I have included them here as indicators ofbusiness activity. We see normal
commercial activity for the months of January through May. However, more
will than usual appear during May. The months ofJune,July, and August
display the mo t aberrant behavior with wills taking over most of the notarial activity. Busi ne s contracts decrease to unprecedented numbers during
July and August. During the last four months of the year the number of wills
diminishes as the number of business and curator contracts increa es.
Moreover, an increase in the number of miscellaneous testamentary contract occurs in the last four months. J will discuss this change later. From
this chart it appears that the chronicle account stating the date of arrival
as March must be wrong (perhaps due to a transcription error by the
editor, Ludovico Muratori).
One might argue that this may be normal will- making activity. It could
be the case that people u ually made their wills during the summer months.
However, a comparison with the work of another scholar will put aside any
doubts that the e wills arc being made in response to the plague and are not
following normal practice. M artin Bertram ha been interested in the wills
preserved among the records of Bologna, and he has published an article
on the number of wills existing in the M em0riali for certain periods of time.
According to his findin gs for the years 1268 and 1300, more wi lls were
redacted in August of1268 than in any other month that year; however, the
increase doe notrival that of1348." June and Ju ly of both 1268 and 1300
do not display the same kind of behavior we have seen for 1348. Thus, we
can without hesitation ascribe these changes to the plague.
Figure 2 presents a monthly view of the less financial types of activity in Bologna. T hese contracts are more co ncerned with family life, that
is, the arrangement of marriage, the emancipation of children to allow them
to act as legal individuals, and the assignment of tutors or guardians. Dowry

"Bertram, 'BologncscrTcstamente' pp 213,2 15.
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contracts make up a large part of the social activities registered in the
M emoriali and PrO'VUisori. It is interesting to note here that marriages decrease
less than would be expected during the plague-ridden months ofJune,July,
and August. If we were to take into account the potential one-third of
contracts missing from the second semester, the decrease would appear
insignificant. In any case, it seems that people in Bologna a.re marrying during the epidemic. In the winter months the number of marriages ha ri en
almost to normal levels (and again, may well have surpassed the earlier
levels). An increase in number of restirution of dowries takes place during
September and ovember, presumably due to the death of bride or groom.
The most ignifieant change is the increase of tutele or guardianship
contracts that appear along with inventories. This makes perfect sense there was a large number of orphans as a result of the plague. The number
of guardianship contracts takes off in August and reaches unprecedented
levels throughout ovember.
We can now move from this general level and get a new view, a look
at weekly and daily city life. When did people realize they were in the midst
of an epidemic in Bologna? When did they give up business as usual and
write their wills? Figures 3, 4, 12, and 13 show the weekly activity throughout the year. Figure 3 displays the normal types of commercial and social
activity of a medieval city (the number of emancipation and guardianship
contracts i too low to be evident on these charts). Change arrives the
la t week of May and we have a completely different siruation after
the second week of June (see Figure 4). People seem to have realized th at
they are in the midst of an epidemic, that it is no longer usefu l to try to carry
on with their normal daily activities, but that they should make their
wills. We can see th is change in greater detail by looking at the daily
activity. Figure 5 shows activity during the las t half of May. We see only
a slight incrca e in wills during this period, and business continues with
little change. Figure 6 shows the contracts made each day during the fir t
two weeks of June. On 8 June more Bolognesi decided to make their wills
than on any previous day that year. This frenzied will- making continues
through June and July and well into August (see figures 7-11).
These charts also tell us that people arc not only making their wills,
but that they are in fact carrying out business transactions. According to
the inventory itself, the majority of these business transactions are loan and
receipts of payment, precisely the kind of transactions that made up the
largest part of normal activity earlier in the year.
W e can next ask the question of when people started to realize that
they might emerge from the epidemic and begin to live their Lives as before.
We can rerurn to the weekly graphs to get a clearer picrure. It appears from
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Figure 12 that the number of business contracts begins to increase in the
econd and third weeks of eptember. During the last week of September
we sec a much more normal pattern of behavior with a variety of business,
curator, and dowry contracts, and only a few wills. This normal pattern conti nues throughout the rest of the year (sec Figure 13). If we compare the
patterns of activity in the last three months (Figure 13) with the first three
months (Figure 3), we ee much si milarity, although the number of contracts is lower than before. Figures 14 and 15 reveal in more detail this return
to normal li fe . We can sec that commercial activity begi ns to increase on
10 eptember and continues to gain momentum, although fitfully, throughout the month. (The 14th of September is an odd day- no contracts are
drawn up). From a tudy of these charts we can conclude that the plague
had its greatest impact on Bologna from the middle of June through the
middle of September. Although it entered the city in M ay, it must not have
killed or sickened significant numbers of people for at least two to three
weeks.
From these diagrams it is clear th at people arc making their wills in
huge numbe rs. The number of contracts redacted in June is as high as that
for January ( ee Figure 1). July, on the other hand, marks a period of greater
activity than any other time that year. This tells us something quite different
fro m the ch ronicle and administrative records: there is no ma sive flight.
People are staying in town, trying to keep their affairs in order. Of course
they may have been leaving as soon as they can after they have written their
wills and any other contracts they feel necessary. o evidence appears here
of a general panicked Aight, at least not during June and July. Still, there
doe appear to be a significant decrease in activity in August. Part of this
decrease may well be the fact that there are missing contracts. However, flight
and death mus t also have decreased th e number of contracts.
The fact that these contracts were written and registered means that
the notarie of Bologna must have remained at their posts during the plague
months. Again, thi clashes with the conclusion that the notaries ofltalian
cities fled during the plague.26 They may well have left in August, but the
high number of contracts written in June and July indicate that a substantial
number of notari es remai ned at work in the city during much of th e
epidemic.

Bologna did not experience the serious lack of notaries that iena suffered. According
to Bowsky, only one notarial cartulaiy 'begun before the plague and continued after it'
1s extant in iena. Although this notary did not usually take vacations in the summer, in
134 he left icna sometime in the summer and did not return until January of the next year.
Bowsl.-y,' iena' pp 18-19.
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It is important to note that during the plague people are actually
making their wills, that they are writing up dowry and guardianship contracts. They are concerned with preserving and protecting their families over
time. We do not see here the complete abandonment of fami ly members
that is stressed by the ltalian chronicle accounts mentioned earlier.
Our records tell us little about the level of violent crime in Bologna.
We cannot test the conclusions of previou research on the rise of violence
in ltalian cities during the Black Death. However, one type of contract involving violence does appear in the M emoriali. These are pacis
contracts or pacts of peace-pacts made between two or more parties after
a violent crime has been perpetrated against one party. These contracts
involve a de cription of the violent act, usually a murder of an individual,
either male or female, and a penalty fee for transgression of the terms of
the contract. 27 There are 32 registrations of such peace contracts in the
Pro'U'Visori for the first semester and 23 such contracts in the Memoriali
for the second semester. otaries continued to redact these contracts
throughout the summer months and thus an examination of their numbers
gives us an estimate on one aspect of violent crime. In fact, according to
Diagram 16, the number of pacts drops during the plague-ridden months
and begins to rise at about the same time that regular business activity
picks up. While it is very likely that Bologna suffered the kind of random
violence and murders brought on by despair or drunken behavior de cribed
in Venice and other towns, it appears that less random murders, such as
vendettas, may have been suspended during the plague.
Another consequence of the plague revealed in the administrative
records, but only hinted at in the notarial contracts, is the increased number of contested wills. Even though the documents recording such suits do
not appear in these notarial records, we do have an indication of an increase
in contested wills. These are the miscellaneous testamentary contracts that
are shown in the graphs (see Figure 17). During the second half of the year
there appeared 16 contracts nominating new heirs (compared with 2 for the
fir t seme ter), 10 contracts involving new divisions of inheritances (against
2 for the first semester) and 6 repudiations of inheritances (while none were
written earlier).
In sum, the notarial registers of Bologna have both clarified and cat
doubt upon the experiences depicted by the administrative records and chronicle accounts of other towns. People wrote their wills in record numbers and

" F or more information on these pacts in Bologna see Sarah Rubin Blanshei, 'Criminal
Law and Politics in Medieval Bologna', Criminalju, titt H i,tory 2 (1981) pp 1- 30.
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naturally this re ulted in many suits and contested inheritances. A large
number of orphans were left as a result of the plague in Bologna as in other
researched areas. However, these orphans were not abandoned by their
parents, as the chroniclers would have us believe. Parents were providing
guardians for their children in larger numbers than before from August
onwards ( ee Figure 2). Similarly, people were providing for their
spouses, children , and friends and relative in their wills throughout the
epidemic. The townspeople of Bologna were even planning marriages
during the plague.
Thus, the bonds of the family remained strong, contrary to the longaccepted statements of Boccaccio and others. Similarly, the descriptions of
mas ive fl_ight found in both the municipal records and the chronicles needs
to be questioned!' Some townspeople may have fled Bologna during the
um mer months of 1348, but certainly many stayed to provide for their
families and friend . otaries also stayed to carry out their important
duties for the townspeople. Trus lack of flight and disorder is not because
Bologna was spared from the experience of the plague. The mortality rate
in Bologna during the Black Death has been estimated at between 35 to
40 percent." Thus, Bologna does appear to have suffered less than other cities
uch as Venice, iena, or Orvieto, with an estimated mortality rate of at least
50 percent, but not so much less that its experience wou ld have differed
greatly from that of other towns.30
T he reaction th at took hold of Bologna d uring the second week of
June 1348 was one of great fear. Yet people were able to overcome their fear
and continue to plan for the future until the last weeks of September, when
they fel t they could begin to return to their normal lives. Earlier studies have
nnaled a remarkable strength and continuity in the governments of medieval
Italian town faced with an unprecedented disaster. We should now recogn_ize
1hatthe medieval ltalian family possessed equal strength and vitality.
1ost have assu med, as did Bowsky, that ' those who could do so did in fact Ace the
city during the epidemic'(' icna' p 18).
~Antonio Ivan P ini, 'La societa italiana prima e dopo la "'pe tc nera"', in lnrontri Pist~Ii
d,St•ria Art, Cu/turn 8 (1981) p 9.
Carpentier, Bowsky, a nd Mueller have each estimated the population decrease in
Onitto, iena, and Venice as 'at least half' (Oruieto p 135; 'Siena' p 18; Reinhold C. M ueller,
'Ptstc c dcmografia: M ediocvo e Rinascimcnto', Venezia e la Peste 13 48/1797 [Marsilio
Editorc, Venice 1979) p 94). Frederic C . Lane states that 'something like three-fifths of the
mh,bitants of Venice died' between the fall o f 1347, when the plague e nte red the city, a nd
~end of 134 . See Frederic C . L ane, Venire: A M aritime ~ublir (Johns Hopkins University
Press, Baltimo re and London 1973) p 19. Florence also suffered a great deal, losing abou t
6. percent of its population duri ng th e Black D eath . cc D avid H e rlihy and Christiane
Klap,sch- Zube r, Turram and Their Families: A Study of the Florentine Catasto of 1427
Yale University Press, ew H aven and L o ndo n 1985) pp 68- 70.
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Sympathy for the Monastery:
M onks and Their Stereotypes in The Canterbury Tales
Shiela Pardee
University of D elaware

T

he two monks that appear in Chaucer's Canterbury Tales, the
pilgrim Daun P iers and Daun John in The Shipman's Tale, seem
to be everything one would expect from medieval estates satire.'
They arc attractive outdoorsmen with sophisticated appetites, fine clothing, and healthy complexions; in spite of their vows of poverty, they are the
very image of medieval prosperity. Although Chaucer conforms to the image
of the worldly monk familiar to his audience, his intentions a.re more complex than simply to replicate and confirm the stereotype. In addition, he calls
attention to the effects of the stereotype on the clerics themselves. The
extended endorsement of the materialistic, active life of the Monk in
the General Prologue is impossible to ignore, but recent criticism usually
regards it as ironic or satiric,' assuming that Chaucer held the opposite
opinion. However, examining the portrayal of monks in The Canterbury Tales
as a whole reveals an attitude that is sympathetic with, but not identical to,
the narrator's opinion.
In tead, Chaucer hows how the monks' responses arc limited by the
preference of laymen like the narrator for behavior that corresponds to
the prevailing stereotype. The portrayal of Daun John, the outriding womanizer in The Shipman's Tale, is complicated by the 'enthusiasm' of the tale's
other characters for the wealth and virility of the worldly cleric.' The
characterization of the pilgrim Monk is si milarly complicated by the Host's
fascinatio n with his sexuality and hunting prowess. In both cases, Chaucer's
monks are best viewed in the context of a stereotype approved and promoted

'Jill Mann, Chaucer a11d M edieval Estates Satire (Cambridge University Press,
C,mbridge 1973) pp 17- 37.
'Larry D. Benson, ed, The Riverside Chaucer (Houghton Miffiin, Boston 1987) p 806.
' ec Mann, Chauura11d Medieval EJ/ates Satire pp 36- 7, for a discussion of this technique in the characterization of the monk in the General Prologue.
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by oth er characters who expect entertainment and business sense from the
monks charged wi th teaching them morality. Chaucer's sympathy for
the monks' predicament can be inferred from the inverted situation of his
character Chaucer-the-poet, who is expected to teach morality while he
entertai ns, and from biographical evidence of the financial complexities
Chaucer managed at the same time that he undertook writing poetry to
entertain and to instruct.
Financial sophistication is the fo remost component of the cleri cal
tercotype, and there is considerable historical bac kground for assuming
that mo nks could exploit the wealth of monastic complexes, which were
heavily involved in lendi ng and investment. The well-fed, well-appoi nted
monk was a personal representative of the monastery to the people of the
surrou ndi ng countryside, who probably regarded the local monastery as
'one of the natural creditors' of the area, with 'capital to lend in most of the
debt transactions available to country folk'.• Further, in many monasteries,
an officer's position such as D aun John's was an endowed 'obedience' with
incomes in the form of rents, tithes, meadows, vineyards, and other assets
separate from the general income of the monastery itsclf.S This would explain
his largesse and make him a logical target for th e wife's attempt to borrow
money. A closer look at T he Shipman's Talc raises the possibility that Chaucer
invoked common assum ptions about monastic financial dealings, especially
moneylending, to draw a parallel between D aun John and the merchant,
a parallel that would have greatly en hanced the humorous effect for an audience that shared the e assumptions. T he possibility that Chaucer wanted
the roles of the businessman and cleric to appear interchangeable has been
uggested by John Hermann.• icholas Havely has explored a similar parallel between the Friar and the Me rchan t in the G eneral Prologue, which he
acknowledges may prefigure 'the play of affini ties and contrasts' between
the monk and the merchant.' However, those who believe Chaucer created
thisequivalency just to condemn clerics have failed to notice how D aun John's
behavior is shaped by the expectation of those in the merchant's household,
especially his wife, that the monk act like th e prosperous businessman
they think he is and prefer him to be. Further, those who underestimate the
subtlety of Chaucer's intentions may oversimplify those of hi creati on as

'Eleanor carlc, Lordship and Community: Battle Abbey and Its Banlieu 1066- 1538
(Pontifical Institute of 1ediacval Studies, Toronro 1974) pp 126-7.
' R. H. Snape, English M onastic Fina11ct1 i11 the later Middle Ages (Cambridge University Press, Cam bridge 1926) p 47.
'John P. Hermann, ' Dismemberment, Dissemination, Discourse: Sign and Symbol in
the Shipma11 's Tall, Chaucer Review 19 (1985) p 316.
'Nicholas Havely, 'Chaucer's Friar and Merchant', Chaucer Review 13 (1979) pp 302-45.
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weU and fail to entertain the interesting possibility that Daun John's trick
was meant to be a warning and a gentle admonishment.
Chaucer's medieval audience probably accepted quite easily the idea
of applyi ng to a representative of a monastery for a loan. In her study ofBanle
Abbey, E leanor Searle shows how a fourteenth-ce ntury monastery earned
its reputation fo r financial acumen by active investment in an inflating
land market in which abbots could command 'consistently higher rates of
interest' (12 to 14 percent) than burgesses. Several methods were used to
increase holdings and enhance income from interest without, technically,
committing the si n of usury. One way was to buy the rental income on land
owned by others, which was commonly old independently of the property
itself. earle points out that if rents could later be sold for at least their purchase price, these investments paid the buyer about 10 percent per annum,
and she agrees with Audrey \"loodcock that monastery records of such
purchases indicate a planned investment strategy for a regular income.'
Another possi bility for earning legitimate interest was 'mortgage', the transfer of a piece of real estate 'by the borrower to the lender fo r the duration
of the loan'. Revenues from the property 'represented the interest on the loan
fo r the lender' without diminishing 'the amou nt of money owed in reimbursement by the borrower'.' Depending on the amount of revenue, the interest realized could be very high. In addition, monasteries could be the source
oflocal loans, which could actually be more profitable if the borrower defaulted than if the debt was paid promptly. At the court at Battle Abbey, a
creditor could usually get between 15 and 30 percent additional interest after
taking a delinquent debtor to settlement, and 'the abbots themselves lent
cash and had their commercial transactions enrolled' in such prosecution .'0
An important aspect of these moneylending activities was that
middle-class villagers in financial trouble, such as the t Denis wife in
The Shipman's Tale, would have regarded the monastery as a possible
source of credit. The above-mentioned loans that were settled in court
were 'short-term, small loans . .. evidently made without security', and the
pro ecution for repayment, in some case , could have been prearranged so
that the higher interest could be collected wi thout violating Church
restrictions on usury.u Selling rent-charges to the monastery could have been
' Searle, Lordship and Community p 126. Sec also Audrey M. W oodcock, Cartulary

oftht Priory of St Gregory, Canterbury (Royal Historical Society, London 1956) p xvij for an

account of similar purchases at Sr Gregory, cited by earlc.
' Kathryn L. Reycrson, Business: Banking and Finance in Medieval Montpellier
(Pontifical Institute of Mediaeval Studies, Toronto 1985) pp 61-2.
" Searle, Lordship and Community pp 401-3.
"lbid p 63.
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a way out of a financial tight spot for a medieval debtor, a long-term,
relatively safe loan. It could also have been a way for an expanding mercantile population to real ize its ambitions, such as enlarging shops and
improving farms. 12
On the basis of such experience, then, Chaucer's contemporaries were
probably quicker to assign the quality of financial sophistication to the monk
and therefore quicker to note, as Hermann does, that the merchant and
monk in The Shipman's Tale change roles, with the monk taking over the
role of borrower as well as husband. Critics have examined the financial
dealings of the merchant in detail, providing a good basis for the comparison of roles that Hermann suggests. The merchant borrows money to
purchase goods (probably fabric), buys the goods, sells them at a profit,
conver ts the currency at a more favorable exchange rate, then pays off
his loans and pockets the profit. ore simplistically, he uses someone else's
money to realize a profit in a different medium of exchange. 13 So does the
monk, who borrows the merchant's gold and realizes his profit in sexual
tokens. In addition, this transaction is representative of how monks
achieved a high standard of living without 'owning' money. We have only
to imagine the merchan t's money as a charitable contribution instead of
a loan to sec the monk as a circulator of currency equal in potency to the
merchan t. The donations of the faithful could travel an interesting circuit
through the lives of their friends and enemies as they accrued interest in the
fo rm of a sensually indulgent life (good food and drink, extravagant clothing) for the monks.
Since the easier circulation of money was both exciting and disturbing for haucer and his contemporaries, 'still struggling to absorb the moral
consequences of money and credit mechanisms into its religious view of the
world '," it is important in assessing Chaucer's viewpoint to consider the
monk's motivations. In the various readings ofThe Shipman's Tale these
are not u ually explored . Granted, Chaucer docs not make them explicit,
so the monk's free ride on the merchant's wife is assumed to be his single
premeditated end. General ly, all the characters in the tale are read as
hallow, amoral types, 15 with a few exceptions that take a more indulgent

"Ibid p 127.
11
cc Gerhard Joseph, 'Chaucer's Coinage: Foreign Exchange and the Puns of the
hipman's T alc', Chaucer Review 17 (1983) pp 341- 57) for an excellent clarification of
[he fina ncial transactions, including exploitation of international exchange rate differences.
"Lauro Marti nes, PO'Wtr and Imagination: City-State, in &naissance Italy (Vintage Books,
New York 1980) p iii.
11
c, for example, Helen Cooper, Oxford Guides to Chaucer: The Canterbury Tales (Oxford
University Press, New York 1989) pp 278-84.
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view of the wife or the merchant. 16 Yet in assuming that all the characters,
including the monk, are merely shallow and greedy, some of the tale's
subtlety may be lost. The monk's motives must be assumed to be no higher
th an those of the crudest trickster who can plan an elaborate trick but cannot see far enough ahead to imagine the consequences. T his would put the
character ofDaun John on the same level as some of the other fabliau tricksters of The Canterbury Tales such as Alisoun and icholas in The Miller's
Tale or May and D am ian in The Merchant's Tale. Yet Daun John's urbane
image does not accord with such a type.
One problem is that the text does not support the assumption that Daun
John planned the seduction of the merchant's wife in advance. The wife clearly
takes the initiative in the seduction. " W e are told that the monk was up
early walking in the garden as part of his religious rituals, that he 'hath his
thynges seyd ful cunei ly' (91).'"The first indication of secrecy is given by the
wife's actions, who 'cam walkynge pryvely / Into the gardyn ... / And hym
saleweth' (92-4). While the monk's bawdy joking about how the wife spent
the night reveals his sexual preoccupations with her, it doe not necessarily
reveal prior intent. In fact, his involuntary reaction to his own thought , hi
blush (111) could as well indicate embarrassment that his fan tasies have
intruded into the salutations. This po sibility is reinforced when tl1e wife picks
up the sexual theme in a straightforward, personally revealing way, and the
monk, shocked and surprised, 'bigan upon this wyf to stare' (124). Although
the emphasis on secrecy may reveal a more than ordinary curiosity about the
sex life of his 'nece', the monk's response is otherwi e proper:
Alias, my nece, G od fo rbede
T hat ye, for any sorwe or any drede,
Fordo you reself; but telleth me youre grief.
Paraventure I may, in youre meschief,
Consei llc or heipe; and therfo re telleth me
Al youre anoy, fo r it shal been secree.
For on my portehors I make an ooth
T hat nevere in my lyf, fo r Lief ne looth,
e shal I of no conseil yow biwreye.
(125- 33)
" Lorraine Kockanskc Stock, 'The Meaning of Chevy,saunce: Complicated W ord Play
in Chaucer's Shipman's Tall, Studies in Short Fiction 18 (1981) pp 245-9 is one example of
a more tolerant view of the wife.
"John C. Mc:Galliard, 'Characterization in Chaucer's Shipman's Tale', Philological
Quarterly 54 (1975) pp 1-25 .
" All quotations Ii-om Geoffrey Chaucer, ed Larry D. Benson (H oughton Mifflin, Boston
1987).
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When the wife swears secrecy in return, premeditation is more
obvious. First, she vows that she will never 'B iwreye a word' that the monk
might tell her, though it is rather unusual for the one seeking counsel to offer
secrecy to the counselor, and the monk has not mentioned that he has any
ecrets. This clears the way, though, for him to verbalize his obvious attraction to her, which the wife intends to use. Moreover, the wife makes a
special effort to effect a transfer of the monk's loyalty from her husband
to her, as she swears never to betray ' at for no cosynage ne liance, / But
vcrraily for love and affiance' (139-40).
Her husband's relationship with Daun John has been characterized
by cosynage and alliance, while she clearly indicates that she expects her new
relationship wi th the monk to be one of'love and affiance'. She is thus also
the fir t to speak oflove.
Because the wife has made her intentions so clear, the monk can shape
his re ponse to her cues. When she begins to tell what she has suffered 'with
myn housbonde, al be he youre cosyn' (147), the monk knows that she expects
hi m to renounce cosynage for 'love and affiance' and he answers accordingly:
He is na moore cosyn unto me
Than is this leef that hangeth on the tree!
I clepe hym so, by Seint Denys ofFraunce,
To have the moore cause of aqueyntaunce
Of yow, which I have loved specially
Aboven alle wommen, sikerly.
(149-54)
Although this speech, if taken as truth, suggests premeditation, it could
as easily be the dissembling response of a quick wit with an irresistible opportunity to flatter. John C. McGalliard rightly calls Daun John an opportunist,
and lu t certainly is one of his motives: 'he caughte hire by the flankes, /
And hire embraceth harde, and kiste hire ofte' {202- 3). But other motives
of personal curiosity and impersonal concern about the relationship of his
two friends may have been operative as well.
A econd problem in interpreting Daun John's motives involves the
monk's decision to tell the merchant that he made repayment to his wife
- a completely unnecessary lie. The text states twice that the merchant
did not ask the monk to repay the loan (338, 394). However, even if the
monk felt compelled to respond to the merchant's hints about needing a loan,
he could have either put him off with an excuse or (since his generosity to
the household indicates that he is not poor) simply paid the loan. Either
of these responses would have insured the secrecy of the liaison and enabled
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him to maintain the relationship if sex were his sole motive, but the tactic
he chooses instead would decrease the likelihood offurure assignations. His
insinuation almost insures that there will be a confrontation between
husband and wife, a confrontation that could serve as a warning to both.
The husband is given the opporrunity to realize that his wife is not being
honest with him and that money could be disappearing from his household
without his knowledge. The wife is given the opporrunity to realize that not
everyone who is willing to accept her body in payment for a loan can be
trusted, even a monk who swears secrecy on his breviary.
Strictly speaking, though, the monk does not betray her. He does not
reveal a single one of the secrets she confides in him, nor does he directly
tell her husband of her infidelity. In the moral terms of The un's Priest's
Tale, he nei ther winks nor jangles, but merely leaves a sign, a token. In looking for the motives Chaucer may have assigned to this quick-witted, complex character, we cannot dismiss the possibility that he imagines D aun John
deliberately sti rring up a little trouble to put a wayward couple on their
guard against the possible consequences of their lifestyle, accepting a night's
pleasure for his 'interest'. Like Chaucer's Pardoner, but less crude, Daun John
allows his victims the opportunity to see that they have been tricked and
to examine the part their own weaknesses played in the process.
Unforrunately, neither husband nor wife senses danger, and the opporrunity is lost. 'This wyf was nat afered nor affrayed' (400) as she put together
a quick strategy to distract her husband's attention from the details of the
payment. Both put off a serious reconciling of their household accounts for
pleasure in bed. In addition, the merchant's concern for appearances deflects
his focus away from obtai ning a true account of the incident from his
wife. Iis only real admonis hment to her is 'That ye han maad a manere
straunge nesse / Bitwi.xen me and my cosyn daunJohn' (386-7). He is very
much concerned about his standing with his friends and the appearance
of solvency, for, as he reminds the monk, businessmen may only borrow
'whil we have a name' (289). He has unwittingly encouraged his wife's overextending to keep up appearances while expla.ining his private preoccupation
with money despite an appearance of sufficiency:
We may wel make chicrc and good visage,
And dryve forth the world as it may be,
And kepen oure estaat in pryvetee.
(230-2)
It is easy to picrure the financial affairs of the husband becoming
ever more complicated as the years go by, with the complexity of the wife's
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domestic affai rs at an equivalent level. The wry comment of the narrator
implies he can forsee this. In his plea that 'God us sende /Taillynge ynouqh
unto oure lyves ende' (433-4), though, he shows his sympathy with the
couple, his acceptance of thei r lives as representative of the general condition.
Herry Bailly does sound a warning to similar couples, but he focuses
on the convenient target, the monk, and not on the couple's marital and
spiritual vulnerabilities:
God yeve the monk a thousand last quade yeer!
A ha! Felawes, beth ware of swich a jape!
The monk putte in the mannes hood an ape,
And in his wyves eek, by Seint Austyn!
Draweth no monkes moore unto youre in.

(438-42)
The Host's attitude toward the monk in the tale proves hypocritical,
however, when it is set alongside his attitude toward the Mo nk who is his
fellow on the pilgrimage. Although one would think from Herry's reaction
to Daun John that he expects monks to be religious rather than worldly,
his own expectations of the pi lgrim are quite the opposite. When he as ks
Daun Piers to tell a tale, he exhorts him to 'be myrie of cheere' (1924). The
pilgrim Monk responds, however, with a series of gloomy tales, based on
true stories, about people favored with every sort of worldly abundance,
who have falle n from a high estate to a lowly one. The tales have religious
significance, the transience of worldly fame and riches that 'Passen as dooth
a shadwe upon the wal' (ShT 9) .
Herry Bai Uy does not want to hear such an unrelenting accumulation
of religious import from the Monk, however. He supports the Knight's opinion that people do not want to hear of such 'hevynesse' and prefer, instead,
As whan a man hath been in povre estaat,
And clymbeth up and wexeth fo rtunat,
And there abide th in prosperitee.
(2775-7)
onks, it seems, must be able to preach materialism, fo r as the Host
says, 'Whereas a man may have noon audience,/ Noght helpeth it to tcllen
his sentence' (2801-2). He even has a suggestion for the Monk along these
fines - 'sey somwhat ofhuntyng' (2805). In this request, Herry echoes the
admiration of the narrator in the General Prologue, who thinks it fine that
the 1onk scorns working in the monastery for hunting and horsemanship,
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and admi res his appearance, 'fut fat and in good poynt .. . His bootes
souple, hjs hors in greet estaat' (200, 203). 'I hese are, of cour e, the
very kinds of 'worldly' activities for which medieval estates satires criticize
monks.
Hunting and horsemanship also have associations with moneylending and sexual proclivity, both witrun The hipman's Tale and withi n
medieval culture generally. These associations have been thoroughly
explored by other scholars. 19 In general, the Monk's success in hunting i
associated with the abundance of property owned, held, and used by the
monasteries. Since monasteries held many of the surrouniling lands in 'mortgage', or had purchased rent or commoility rights that monks had the responsibility to collect, the monks would probably have hunting rights on a great
deal of land as well. The requirement that officers like Daun John oversee
the land and ride about collecting rents would, in turn, give them even more
opportunity for hun ting. They might also scare up other types of game in
the course of this 'outryding'. Opportunities for socializing, womanizing,
addjtional financial dealings involving contracts for monastery staples,
and so forth, could all be demonstrated to result from the monks' travels
about the countryside as they kept watch over their holdings. In addition,
the association of monks with 'game' and 'beestes' was a euphemjsm for their
supposed rampant sexual adventuring, and Chaucer takes advantage of
this association when he has Daun John use the excuse that he needs to
borrow money from the merchant in order to buy certrun 'beestes' (278). 20
The pilgrim Monk's sexuality is also of great interest to the Host, who teases
him before he begins his tale:
Thou woldest han been a tredefowel aright.
Haddestow as greet a leeve as thou hast myght
To parfourne al thy lust in engendrure.

(1945-7)
In effect, then, Herry Bailly is attracted to the very qualities in the
pilgrim Monk which come as the result of the monastic 'worldliness'
denounced in Chaucer's times. In the fictional world ofThe Shipman' Tale
the same is true of the admiration of the merchant, his wife, and their whole
household for Daun John's 'manly' dispence:
" Thomas H ahn, ' loney, Sexuality, W ordplay, and Context in the Shipman's T ale',
in Chaucer in the Eighties (Syracuse University Press, Syracuse 1986) is one good example.
Also see Janette Richardson, Blameth Nat M e: A Study of Imagery i11 Chaucer's Fahliaux
( 1ouron, Pari s 1970) especially pp 110- 11.
"'Mann, Chauttr and l\lledieval Estates Satire p 25.
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To doon plesaunce, and also greet costage.
He noght fo rgat to yeve the leeste page
In al that hous; but after hir degree,
He yaf the lord, and sitthc al his meynee,
Whan that he cam, som manere honest thyng,
For which they were as glad of his comyng,
As fowel is fayn whan that the sonne up riseth .

(45-51)
Daun John's frequent visi ts, and probably the gifts he brings as well,
are made possible by the extensive holdings of the monastery that his abbot
has given him the job of overseeing, 'out fo r to ryde / To seen hir graunge
and hire bernes wyde' (65- 6).
On both the level of the tale and of the frame tale, we are shown a
preference for monks who do not bore their company with religion, but who
can instead appeal to their fe Llows' interest in accumu lation and acquisitiveness. The Monk is not allowed to continue with a 'tale' that violates this
social stereotype. He may be in an awkward position if, as G lending Olson
helieves, he is of the nearby Rochester monastery, formerly known for
laxity in religious principles, but now under the supervision of a stricter,
reform-minded abbot." If this is the case, he is a perfect representative
of a monk caught between the expectations of an old stereotype and the
imposition of a new, possibly unrealistic standard . Little wonder that
he resort to formu la both in his tales and in his response to criticism
(1 have no lust to pleye' [2806]). His interruption gains ignificance in light
of the fact that the only other pi lgrim forcibly' tinted' of his tale is Chaucerthe-poe t. Ironically, while the Monk is asked to abandon tales of morality
for worldly tales of hunting, which he refuses to do, the poet successfully
abandons poetry for moralizing. The unforgivable sin for a poet, apparently,
i to be too obviously and insufferably poetic; the outstanding feature of
The Tale of Sir Thopas is its gently satirical 'sing-song' rhyme. For a
re~gious figure, on the other hand, the unforgivable sin is to be an unrelenting moralizer. The un's Priest fares the best of the religious pilgrims
by telling a tale in which a moral is given, but in which the main character escapes the consequences of his worldly preoccupations. Curiously,
The Shipman's Tale functions in much the same way, although the narrator hipman fails to moralize at all but even seem to delight in the tale's
amorality.
"Glcndi ng Olson, 'Chaucer's M onk The Rochester Connection', Chaucer Review 21
(1986) pp 246-57.
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Chaucer-the-author was the epitome of the successful poet, and he
never neglected a proper proportion of moralizing in his poetry, because this
was expected of him. The little biographical evidence which exists indicates
that whatever his private, spiritual concerns, his daily life was materialistic and practical. Paul Strohm has emphasized the upward mobility and social
aspirations of Chaucer and a projected group of contemporaries 'at large
within the turbulent and ill-defined middle ranks of society'.22 Chaucer, as
a member of this group, would have been touched by some of the same concerns as the merchant and his wife. One was the expectation of fashionable
appearance within the context of a set of laws restricting the types of clothing the middle ranks might wear. ore generally, they were participating
in 'a new form of relation based on independent calculation, defined by
written or oral contract, and secured by ... cash' 23 within the context of an
awkwardness in the handling of this new money economy and a creaky
bureaucracy that made money difficult to obtain .
The merchant's debts are inseparable from the way he makes his living. In order to take advantage of a good deal and maximize his profits, he
must sometimes 'make a chemryssaunce' (329). The same was true of Chaucer.
Donald Howard relates how borrowing money was a routine part of
Chaucer's life, both in his official duties and in his personal life. At lea t
one important mission fo r Edward III gave Chaucer the specific task of
raising money-the trip to Florence in 1373. This secret and probably
delicate mission of negotiation with F lorentine bankers probably gave him
background for his portrait of the merchant, as welJ as experience with the
more 'advanced' Florentine money economy." As wool customs controller,
he had additional contact with shippers and businessmen; he kept the books
and theoretically supervised the collectors, actually 'merchant-financier',
who paid themselves out of unrecorded fees and 'were rich enough to lend
money to the Crown'." He handled even greater sums of money as clerk
of the works, with responsibility for a large payroll and a 'multiplicity'
of finan cial transactions. Because it was so difficult to get the money he
needed fo r these transactions from the Exchequer, he found himself
loaning money, in a sense, to the 'Crown', advancing his own money to
cover expenses, and he once fo rmally loaned a large sum to the Exchequer."
More often, the slow medieval bureaucracy caused him to borrow rather
than lend. In his personal life, he had to deal constantly wi th an inconstant
12

Paul Strohm, Soda/ Chauur (Harvard University Press, Cambridge, Mass 1989) p 10.

" Ibidp 14.
" Donald R. Howard, Chaucer: His Lift. His Work<, H is World (E. P. Dutton, New York
1987) p 201.
" Derek Brewer, Chaucer a11d His World(Ncw York D odd, Mead, 1978), p 134.
" Malche Chute, Geoffrey Chaucer ofE,ujland E. P. Dutton ( ew York 1946) p 225.
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income, to wait long periods of time for his earnings or for reimbursement
of his own money he had advanced to cover expenses. After his success in
raising funds for the king in Italy, Chaucer spent 'most of the next year
... trying to collect the money owed him', and during that time there
was 'nothing to do but borrow and wait'. 27 Perhaps his familiarity with
methods of financing, as well as contacts he made in his official capacity,
helped him. At any rate, it became a way of life. From the late 1380s,
when he resigned as customs controller, to the end of hi s life, Chaucer
'lived on credit most of the time' and soon 'began to be sued for debts'. 2
During the time he served as clerk of the works, using his own money
for expense while he tried to pry his due out of the Exchequer, he was
being hounded by creditors for minor debts. Some suits pursued Chaucer
du ring the nearly two years it took to ge t most of his money back," and
beyond into semiretiremcnt, when he lived in a house in Westmin ter.
Howard sugges ts that it may have crossed Chaucer's mind that the nearby cathedral door represented sanctuary from creditors, if necessary. 30
The wife Chaucer created in The Shipman's Talc, who looked to personal
friendship with a monk to re cue her from financial trouble, was repreentative of the large r cultural expectation that financial relief, either in
the form ofloans, sanctuary, or liquidation money, was to be found at the
monastery.
Lorraine Stock has explained how the word chevyssaunce had a
double meaning for Chaucer and his contemporaries. While chevyssaunce
in the sense of obtaining a loan had connotations of usury, its other meaning was milder. Chevyssaunce also meant 'a device by which one extricates
one elf from a difficult situation'. Stock demonstrates how this less judgmental fo rm of the word could be applied to the wife, who borrows money
from the monk to get out of one difficult situation, and then, when she
appears to be in another with no resources at hand but her wit and her
body, he uses those to escape once again. 31 Although the merchant does
not seem to be in a difficult situation, he is worried about his financial
standing when he embarks on his journey. As he points out to his wife,
people apparently well-off are often really in debt and are just trying to keep
up appearances; in his own mind, perhaps, the si tuation eemed desperate,
and his complicated financial dealings were desperate measure to keep his
household out of danger.
~Howard, Chaucer p 201.
D[bid p 386.

"Chute, Geoffrey Chaucer p 225.
" Howard, Chaucer p 484.
"Stock, 'The M ean ing of Chroyrsaunre' pp 245-9.
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In a sen e, the monk also extricates himsel( If he perceives that hi
close friend's wife is making advances toward him, what are his options? If
he simply refuses her, he will hurt her pride, embarrass her, and make a
'strangeness' between them that might affect his friendship with the merchant. If he directly tells the merchant, the situation can only be worse. The
merchant, like Phebus in The Manciple's Tale, might lash out at both his
wife and the one who brings him the bad news. It is impossible to tell conclusively from the tale whether Chaucer imagined the monk acting from
impulsiveness, intuition, or a reasoned plan that included a scenario of confrontation between husband and wife, but the latter must at least be
considered as a possibility. Regardless of hi intentions, the outcome (on
the surface) seems almost a calculated maximum of benefit to everyone.
If the wages of in on which the increase is based remain hidden for the
time being, however, it is due to the monk's subtlety as well as the wife'
quick wit and the merchant's good-humored obtuseness.
Given the way he earned his income and lived his life, Chaucer
certainly witnessed such expedient dealings with others and may have u ed
an occasional trick himself to escape from a difficult situation. Like his monk,
Chaucer 'was in the habit of living comfortably and seems to have pent
money with abandon'." He too was probably often in the position of
keeping money circulating to smooth relations with others who were greedier, more concerned with appearances, and less morally upright than he was.
His monk is a more amiable and sophisticated example of the perpetrator
of the 'lover's gift regained' than those found in the analogues, and the harm
resulting from his trick is negligible, even if the potential moral instruction
is lost on both the characters within the tale and the pilgrim audience.
Although Chaucer's monk does not behave morally in any conventional
Christian sense, he has greater moral complexity than a stereotypical
villain. It is possible to imagine Chaucer having a degree of sympathy with
the monk as someone continually maneuvered into playing roles and keeping up appearances in his interactions with others--someone who is,
moreover, a little better at such materialistic prescriptions than is good for
his vocation or his soul.
If the moral is not, as Herry Bailly said, 'draweth no monkes moore
unto youre in', is there a message at all? Most critics have si ngled out the
tale for it amorality because there are no apparent consequences of sin.
Others insist that biblical references and iconography would firm ly guide
medieval audiences (at least tho e more perceptive than the Host) to an
understanding that punishment is merely postponed for these sinners. If one
" Howard, Chaucer p 386.
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accepts the possibility that the monk's trick was intended as a gentle
chastisement, an additional indirect lesson can be taken: the futility of
subtle tricks and playful nudges in reforming behavior. Chaucer's tales are
themselves such tricks at times; despite the warnings not to 'chese amis' many
readers will indulge in the 'solas' and avoid the 'sentence' until another day,
and, like Herry Bailey, most readers cannot take in both in a single tale.
In addition, The Shipman's Tale illustrates how difficult it is for
relationships based on keeping up appearances to continue to be honest. The
wife's concern for her 'array' and the merchant's anxiety about keeping up
the illusion of sound finances are obviously and firmly tied to the expectations of their contemporaries that they play certain social roles. Less
obvious, but no less a factor, is the monk's portrayal of the role of the
wealthy, sophisticated, libidinous cleric, a pervasive medieval stereotype that
Chaucer's audience of pilgrims is reluctant to abandon for a more realistic
'Rochester'.

Divergent Journeys:
Devils, Readers, and the Narrator's Art in
'pe Deuelis Perlarnent'
Gary D. Schmidt
Calvin College

I

n 1509, Wynkyn de Worde published a five -hundred-line poem
that he, in defiance of the poet's own suggestion that the piece be
called 'pe Deuelis Perlament' (l 490), entitled 'The Parliment of
Fyendys'. It would remain known by that title - ifit can be said to have
been known at all - for the next three centuries, when the Roxburghe
Club reprinted de Worde's text about 1820 for private distribution. ' A
wider audience would wait almost another half-century for Furnivall's
EETS edition in 1868. 2 But still ano ther century would pass before 'pe
Deuelis Perlamcnt' began to be taken seriously as a work of literary
moment, becoming the stuff of dissertation and analytical comment.3
The effect of five centuries of neglect has been stultifying; to deal
with this poem is to deal with a fossil most critics, by choice or simple
igno rance, have not bothered to unearth. Or is it to deal with the
damna tion of insignificance? This charge was levelled by Thomas
Wharton when he suggested in his History of English Poetry that the
poem was 'too minute to be formally considered in the series of our
poetry',' leaving it to his readers to puzzle out whether the poem was
'Wynkyn de W ordc, ed, The plyament of dt uylles, reprinted for Richard H eber, as
hi, contribution to Roxburghe Club, but never circulated, London, 1820(?). See the
Briti,h Museum Gmeral Catalogue of Printed Booh for the conjectured date. The poem is
listed as item #3 14 in J. Burke Sevcrs's A Manual of the Writi11gs in Middle English:
1050-1500 (Connecticut Academy of Arts and cicnces 1970) vol 2.
'Hymm to the Virgin and Christ, ed FrederickJ. Furnivall, EETS OS 24 (London
1867) pp 41-57. Furnivall prints the version in Lambeth Palace Library MS 853.
' Patricia Silber, 'An Edition of "l>c Deueli s Pcrlament"' (PhD diss, State
University of New York at Stony Brook 1975). Silber, like Furnivall, edits Lambeth
Palace Libra.ry MS 853.
'Thomas Wharton, l-liu ory of English Poetry from the Twelfth to the Clos, of the
Sixtu nth Century (London 1824) 3:34 n. In this edition, Wharton considers only that
ext edited by de W ordc; a revised edition of Wharton's text edited by W . Carew Hazlitt
(1871) considers also the editions of Julian Notary and Richard Faques (also Fakes),
though it accords the poem no more literary significance.
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'minute' because ofit length or because of its relative lack of importance;
the implication, especially to a reader who did not know the poem, was
that both applied.
Certainly at first glance to attack the artistry of this anonymous
poet of the early fifteenth century hardly seems difficult. The subject i a conventional one, and though the tale of Christ's life is told
from an unconventional point of view - that of the Devil - the poet
does not exploit that point of view in terms of the humor of the piece,
in terms of the poem's characterization, in terms of a potential for
skewing the events in the Devil's narration so as to show his unreliability as a narrator, in terms of investing the tale with a completely different kind of energy than the reader might have generally experienced.
The language is at times stilted, and, it would appear, so highly conventional as to imply a complete lack of poetic artistry on the part of the
poet.
Yet certai nly ' j:le Deuelis Perlament' was not a poem lightly dismissed in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries. It exists in two fifteenthcentury manuscripts: L ambeth Palace MS 853 (c1430) and MS BL
Additional 37492 (1450-1500). In the early ixteenth century the poem
was printed by de Worde (1509), Julian otary (1520), and Richard
Faques (1521-1523).' A Jacobean manuscript, MS BL Additional
15225, sugge ts that the poem continued to enjoy so me popularity
into the seventeenth century;' this version was probably copied inro this
collection of ballads and songs from the de Worde edition, and it is the
only medieval work included in the manuscript. But such early interest
is often a poor indicator of how later centuries wiJI view a work.
Patricia Silber has sought to revive interest in this poem by arguing
that it is informed by the same kind of dramatic sense that informs the

'Copies of de Worde's text arc owned by the University Library, Cambridge, and
the Huntington Library. A eopy of otary's text lies among the Loscley MSS of the
Guildford Munimcnt Room. A copy of Faques's text is held at the Yale University
Library, the Beinecke Rare Book Collection. All three editions use frontispiece s that
show a curious lack of relevance to the poem itself. Those of de Worde and otary
depict the death of a man who is surrounded, on the one side, by devils and, on the
other, by angels and Christ. Faques uses the lurid scene of a man covered with £lames,
surrounded by devils and held behind the gates of hell. Though the p em's title might
suggest such a scene, neither image is actually germane to the poem.
' This version of the poem was printed by Hyder E. Rollins in hjs Old Engliih
Ballads, 1553-1625, Chiefly.from Mtmusrripts (Cambridge 1920) pp 384-404. For a discussion of MS BL Additional 15225 and its dating, sec C. W. Marx, Bibliographic
otes, 'The Devils' Parliament', The Library: A Quarterly joumal of Bibliography, 6th ser
2 Uunc 1980) pp 199-202.
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cycle plays.' She suggests that the poem antedates the plays and that it
might have been u ed in a recitative performance. Some of the parallels
that exist between the poem and the plays might be explained by a
pillaging of the recitative piece for the dramatic piece, and she adduces
evidence from the characteri zation of the devils in the plays to support
the conjectural pillaging. Silber concludes her argument by according the
poem's Devil the position of one of the language's first unreliable
narrator .
To seek in this work a poetic greatness - a deft handling of language, a fusion of form and substance, a sentiment ne'er so well expressed
- is to seek its merit in the wrong place, and one reason that the poem
has been con igned to the oblivion of the footnote is that it has been
asked to be something it is not. The originality of its poi nt of view has
perhaps led to expectations of originality in other areas of the poem's
construction, though a medieval artist will not necessarily prize originality.
At every turn one finds a movement towards the conven tion al, away
from the unconventional. And though this might be decried by a contemporary reader, it is actually at the heart of what the poet is attempting in 'pc Deuelis Perlament'.
Here is where Silber's argument - which has no direct support
and presupposes a chain of event that are not particularly likely meets a rather enormous difficulty. Aside from superficial similarities
ea ily explained by an appeal to cultural assumptions about characterization , the devi ls of 'l>e Deuelis Perlament' are striking not because
they are similar to those of the cycle plays, but because they are so different. They lack the rollicking bawdiness of the dramas, the scatological
obscenity, the coarse gestures; in short, they lack the animation of the
dramatic figures. Though it might be argued that the poet simply lacks
the kill to establish characterization of this kind, the tone and construction of the poem suggest something else: that the poet is interested in
using effects like those of the plays, but not in making those effects central to his poetic effort.
The poet i manipulating narration, but he is not in the position of
creating an unreliable narrator, as ilber suggest ; the narrational strategy
is much more complicated than that. Everything that Satan recounts is
true. There is no narrative distortion that the poet's audience must peer
through; that audience will readily recognize all of the events and their
implications. But wha t is striking is that Satan and his immediate
'Patricia ilber, '"The Dcuclis Perlamcnt": Poetic Drama and a Dramatic Poem',
Mtdiarualia 3 (1977) pp 215- 28.
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audience - the other devils who have gathered to listen to his counsel arc completely baffled by that which seems unutterably apparent. The
poet's narrative strategy suggests an increasing level of mystification
among the devils as the poem advances. Con currently, that strategy
also sugges ts th e reader's abso lutely clear-eyed vision of what is
goi ng on.
For Satan and his devils, this movement represents a journey from
ignorance to partial revelation and subsequent co nfusion to awarene s
and denial to absolute sclf-dclution . For the reader, the movement represents a journey from the unfamiliar to the absolutely conventional and
expected. For Satan and his companions, the end of the journey is
banis hmen t, expulsion from the matter of th e poem . For the reader,
the end is devotion. The poet's conscious handling of the simultaneous
journeys and his use of different narrative stances to provide the impulses
fo r those journeys mark this as much more than a 'minute' poem.
For what the poet has done here is to wed two very different traditions, albeit in an uneasy marriage. On th e one hand the poet has
employed clements of the rollicking, animated devils of the dreams; on
the other he has employed the stasis of the devotional lyric. The latter
tempers the fo rmer, so that the devils of this parliament are uncharacteristi cally still, al mo t sedate. But in contrast, the reader's stance in
th e devoti onal lyric, which is one of a viewer called to view actively a
static scene hrist on the cross, the sorrowing Mary, the wound of
Christ - is disturbed by making the narrator of such scenes not one
who is calling a reader to reflection and repentance, but a confused and
somewhat bewildered D evil.
The two gen res seem as if they would be exclusive, but in 'l>e
D euelis Perlament' there is not effective separation between the two.
T he poem is thus a hybrid, where the poet has fused the experience of
the actor-devils with the viewer-reader. It is an imperfect fusion , perhaps due to the co nflicting impulses of the two genres, leading to the
somewhat confused structure of the poem. But the poet uses that fusion
to craft a conventional character - Satan - into an unconventional
mode in order to have that character lead the reader into highly conventi onal responses which that narrator would not share. This is not the
Satan of lurid wall paintings or lewd miniatures; it is a Satan emasculated
and bewildered into playing a role similar to that of the narrator of a
devotional lyric.
The poem begins conventionally, establishing a speci fic temporal
setting - 'Whanne Mary was greet with G abriel / and had co nceyued
and boren a childc' (111-2) - though using an opening line ambiguous
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enough to allow for a heretical reading.' But instantly the poet shifts to
Satan, who accosts Hell's fiends, asking them to explain the advent of
this child. Baffled, the fiends cite prophecies about such a birth, though
confused by the meaning of those prophecies. When they conclude that
'we chulen ordeyne bi oon assent/ a priuey councell al of tresoun / and
clayme The u fo r oure rent' (11 29- 31), Satan decides that it lies with him
to capture Christ. The temptation in the wilderness follows, and
when the Devil is thwarted he laments, 'Alas .. . where has pou pat witt?'
(193).
Upon this defeat, the Devil calls a parliament, which is held 'in pe
myst' (I 98). To the assembled fiends he recounts the events of Christ's
life. Concentrating on the miraculous signs of Christ's identity, Satan
begins with the nativity, proceeds through the temptation again, through
the fir t miracles, to the transfiguration and crucifixion. This brings the
account to th e immediate present and elicits th e lament 'Ihesusis soule is
wente y woot not where / so priuely it dide from me passe' (11 233-4).
Almost at that word the fiends recognize that 'pe spiri t of him is now
hidi r come/ fo r to worchen us alle woo' (11 247-8).
The harrowing of hell follows, preceded by a strong affirmation by
Christ of his identity. A dispute with Satan leads to the Devil's claim
that he hopes to mount to heaven again. Christ rebukes him and Satan
is defeated. Thereupon the gates of hell open and the Old Testament
prophets, accompanied by John the Baptist, step out of hell into heavenly
bliss. Hell abuses the D evil for his weakness - 'To me pou art a
schrewide captayn, / a combrid wretche in cowardise' (11 395- 6} - and
atan returns the abuse, accusing Hell of not being able to retain the
prey that he had lured down.
Leaving Satan and Hell to murual acrimony, the narrator recounts
scene of Christ's resurrection appearances, the sending out of the disciples,
and the a cension. Following a description of the Virgin's assumption,
the poem concludes with an affi rm ation of the poem's title (I 490), a
devotional sentiment, and a prayer: 'Crist kepc us out of harmc and hate
I for pin Hooli pirit so special' (11 503-4).

'Unless otherwise ind ica ted , the text used throughout this piece is that of
Lambeth Palace MS 853. Silber argues that the opening line suggests that the poet is
already establishing ata n as the narrator, one who twists words and their apparent
meanings. 'Whanne Marye was greet with Gabriel' (1. 1), following this line of thought,
could be skewed to connote a less than doctrinal unders tanding of Gabriel's role in the
birt h of Christ. Such a rendering could be an answe r to the devils' questioning of Christ's
parentage. The poet could have chosen this route, but the opening is not meant to charmeriu: atan or his colleagues, for the lines arc not spoken by that cast of characters.
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For most of the poem, the narrative stance the poet constructs
keeps the reader's eye on Satan and the fiends as they react to the events
of hrist's life. Almost all that occurs in the poem - the notion of a
parliament, the use of dialect to establish character, the particular event
that are narrated - is traditional; it is the point of view that is striking.
The use of Satan's perspective allows the poet to exploit yet another conventional understanding: the failure of Satan to understand fully the
implications of Christ's identity until the harrowing, when it i too late.
This last traditional element of the tale is elevated to such a degree that
it becomes the central focus of the poem, a focus that established the
beginning point for the parallel journeys that atan and the reader will
undertake.
Both the reader and the devils begin at the sa me point in 'J>e
Deuelis Perlament', and the poet's skill here can hardly be overestimated.
'pc cloop is al of another hew' (I 24), complains one of the devils about
the mystery of Christ's identity, and his proverbial lament is at the
center of this poem's strength. By shifting point of view and employing
a novel narrator, by drawing his characterizations and tone from substantially different genres, by using the device of the parliament and
then unde rcutting the structure which that device seems to es tablish, the
poet has made the best-known story of the medieval western world
unfamiliar, or at least the reader can assume a stance of unfamiliari ty
with some ease.
The reader - or listener, for the poet intended this work to be read
'on pc first Sunday of clene Lent' (I 492) - is plunged very quickly into
unusual circumstances: a devilish rendering of the story of the Gospel .
The devils too are faced with the unusual circumstances: a child born of
an unknown fa ther; mystifying prophecies that foretell strange covenants
between God and man, covenants that evoke obscure foreshadowings;
a man of enormous spi ritual powe r despite the fac t that 'i n Adam's
grounde was he sowen' (I 36). The poet does not press hard enough to
make the reader identify with the devils - he blocks this by detailing
the devils' aggressive responses and stereotypin g their language but the reader finds the conventional devotional terrain cast und er
a strange light.
What the reader and the devils do wi th this unfamiliarity - or
what the poet has them do with it - is what invests the poem with its
meaning. Following their sheer ignorance, the devi ls will, in their
attempt to appre hend the momentous events occurring before them,
move to a startled unawareness, as though the fact that something might
be hidden from them suggests a new and fearfu l view of the cosmic
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hierarchy. From here they will rush towards the bastion of those who
fear what they cannot understand and cannot prevent: self-delusion in the
face of sheer fact. When the reality of that sheer fact becomes so overpowering that they cannot resist it, they turn to the final refuge: a simple,
stubborn, blind rejection of that which they wish not to believe. It is
this that leads to the poet's banishment of the devils from the poem's
conclusion.
For the reader, the progression is quite different. From the unusual
and unfamiliar the reader moves to something rather unexpected: a
retelling of the wilderness temptation and an account of the miraculous
life of Christ leading to the Passion and Harrowing. But the retelling
i not quite the usual formula; the Devil is narrating, and if this poem
were read to an audience at the beginning of Lent (there is no evidence
it ever was), then that audience might well have been surprised at the
choice of narrators. From here, though, the reader will eventually move
to a very conventional retelling of the Harrowing, with the stylized
voices of the prophets hanging weightily in the air at Hell's gates. The
final passage is almost excessively conventional, as though the poet
wishes to stress the familiarity of this terrain. The reader ends on a note
as expected as an eastern dawning.
To emphasize the divergence of the two journeys in the poem, the
poet mingles his genres. The poem begins with the establishment of a
parliament, a forum that gives a fair degree of order to the Devil's
inquiries. Borrowed from romance, the notion of a parliament carries
with it some degree of serious, structured debate. And though this is
undercut at times, for the most part the opening preserves the conventions of the parliament. By the conclusion, however, the devils'
experience has devolved into banality and comedy, and as the parliament's decorum breaks down under the battering of hell's harrowing, the
poet will draw from humorous and farcical dramatic traditions in
the final images of Satan. The reader's experience, however, is quite
different; the reader will end not in banality, but in the devotional lyric.
Throughout the poem the poet is at work maintaining the tension
between dramatic comedy and lyrical devotion, the tension that gives so
much force to this poem.
The first four lines of the poem are a clear narrative statement:
Whanne Mary was greet with Gabriel
and had conceyued and borcn a childe,
alle pe deuelis ofj)e eir, of erj)e, and ofhelle
helden per paralamcnt of pat maide mylde.
(ll 1- 4)
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The lines are spoken by an objective, neutral narrator who is using
exposition to establish a temporal setting, a cast of characters, and a
conflict. The tone is flat; these are simple statements of fact, and the
narrator makes no attempt to insert any kind of comment upon the
proceedings.
The narrator here is significantly different from the narrator that
will come in at the end of the poem. That narrator will be ironic, exhortative, and earnest as events are described for the reader. Here though,
the narrator holds down any potential emotion that might affect the tone
and, in addition, holds back information, so that this opening, which at
first seems so conventional, in fact begins to establish the un fami liar territory within which much of the poem will be played out. Mary, the poet
notes, is greeted by Gabriel, but other than the conjunction opening the
second line, there is no hint of the nature of that greeting. Mary conceives
and bears 'a childe' (I 2), not, as might be expected 'Ihesu', so that the poet
reveal neither the child's name nor his divine nature. The poet has u ed the
tone of the devotional lyric and the plot situation of the mystery drama .
As much as possible considering his audience, the poet is here
uniting the experience of the reader and the devils. The devils, confused
and ignorant, will initiate a parliament to debate the identity and nature
of that child whom they perceive to be a threat. The reader also finds
some details missing in this opening; it is not what might be expected,
given the substance of the lines. The poet's preservation of the child's
anonymity is the first indication of the poet's sophisticated union of the
genres that inform the poem .
The next section of the poem chronicles the discussion benveen the
Devil and lesser devils, a discussion that wiU lead to the temptation in
the wilderness scene. This section too begins with a complex narrative
stance:
What man made her wombe to swelle)
To tempten hir pe tenden to secldc.
Her childis fudir who can telle?
Who dide with hir j)o werkis wielde?
(ll 5-8)
The e four somewhat bawdy, irreverent questions come from no explicit
questioner, and the first reading implies that they come hugger-mugger
from a group of devils, who are gathering together to hold the parliament.
The brevity and rapidity of the questions suggests a confused rabble, each
devil vying to be heard in a kind of panic welter.
In fact, however, the next line abruptly negates the implications
posed by the absent narrator by establishing atan as the questioner: 'In
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Helle pc fecndis poo answcridc' (I 9). The poet thus has it both ways:
there is the suggestion of a confused crowd as well as the establishing of
atan's character. For throughout this poem, Satan is always on the edge
of knowledge, though here he is on its far edge: he is truly un aware of
the implicati ons of the birth, and the bawdy stance is bravado, convering
the concern that is already beginning.
For the next thirty lines the devils, in reponse to Satan's inquiries,
recount what they do know about the birth, and here follows the unusual
narrative device of having devi ls proclaim the O ld Testament prophecies
that arc expected in both the mysteries and medieval religious lyrics. 'W e
knew neuere fadir pat he haddc, / but amongis prophetis we haue lee rid /
pat God with man hap couenaunt maade' (II 10- 12), acknowledge the
devils, and though they can list the sign of the covenant, they cannot
under rand its meaning. 'pese prophetis speken so in myst / what pei
mentc we neuere knewe' (II 16-17); the repetition of 'neue re knewe'
suggests thei r bewilderment, and the 'myst ', here used as a metaphor,
will be used later in a less abstract sense to sugges t the ex tent of
their bewilderm ent. Confused because 'Marie's sone hi3te lhesu' (I 20)
instead of 'Crist', and because the Christ was prophesied to be part of
the god head 'but pi s Ihesu neucrc in pe godheede grew' (122), the devils
conclude that 'W e ben bigilid alle wip oure lyst' (123).
T hi s is an honest assess ment and it does show some aware ness of
the ign ificance of the 'ch ilde', of the fact that some movement ha been
made towards fulfilling a covenant. But it is significant that that honesty
leads not to greater self-awareness, but to a deter minatio n to act in the
face of ignorance. They will 'clayme Ihesu for oure rent' (I 31), fo r he is
a man no matter what his name might be:
[F]or pou3 he be come of straunge seed
3it in Adam's grounde was he sowne.
Whanne he is ripe do we oure dedc.
Loke we pat we him bope repe and mowen.
(U 35-8)

This extended harve ting metap hor i typical of the devils' speech, dominated by fol k sayings and diction. But the metaphor also suggests the
response of the devils to those things that lie outside th eir perceptions:
they subordinate the mysterious, supernatural elements of Christ's birth
to the natural elements they presume they can control - ' it in Adam's
grounde was he owen'. The temptation scene will demonstrate the usele snes of that kind of dichotomy.
In the contex t of th eir ignora n ce, or perhaps despite their
ignorance, the devils ma ke an as toni shi ng claim : '[F]or pou3 God
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himsilf oure rollis redc, / bi ri3t we chalenge lhesu for oure owne
(U 39- 40); MS BM Additional 37492 reads more directly: 'Be ry3t lesvs
ys owre owyn'. Line 39 suggests a kind of arrogance, for despite their
acknowledgment of th eir inabili ty to hide their parliament from the
knowledge of God, the devils assert their presumed prerogatives. But line
40 suggests the beginnings of self-delusion, a state the devils will enter
into fully by the end of the poem . Ignoring the signs of Christ's birth,
ignoring the prophecies, which are, admittedly, shrouded in 'myst', the
devils fas ten onto the one element of Christ's birth they can understand
and they elevate it to primary importance. According to th at single
element, Christ is their own by righ t. Their self-delusion comes in their
unwillingnes to recognize that this single element is not the only one at
play here.
This assertive postition leads to Satan's response, and for the first
time he acknowledges himself as the 'Maistir D euel' (I 41 ). Determining to tempt Christ, Satan proclaims confidently that
.. . !Jou3 !Jat he be neuere so wijs
3it out of !Je wey y wole him lcde
and make of him bo e fool and nyce
and in Helle his soule brede.
(11 45-8)

To 'brede' here refers in one sense to the process of roasting or broiling
(The Oxford English Dictionary cites the text from de Worde's edition as
an illustrative quote). But it also refers back to the harve ting metaphor
used just a few lines earl ier, connecting Satan to the others' line of
thought. More significant, though, is Satan's acceptance of his minions'
assess ment. '[O]ut of pc wey y wole him lede', he claims, but this as ertion smacks of vain confidence. H e too neglects the su pernatural in favor
of the natural, assuming that he can do to Christ what he can do to any
other man, 'pou3 pat he be neuere so wijs'. atan will be loathe to give
up this position, though events will give lie to it.
In following this section, the reader has been aware of the implications of the quoted prophecies and has most probably not fallen into the
trap of anticipating that Satan will successfully tempt Christ and 'in
Helle his soule brede'. And in this awareness, the reader has begun the
divergent journey. The devils have, in the face of the unfamiliar, chosen
to act in way that will only increase their ignorance. The reader, despite
the point of view of the narrator, has already begun to recognize and
affi rm familiar elements in the story, though they might be beclouded by
'myst'. T he narrative stance will, by the end of the poem, completely
burn off that 'myst' for the reader.
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At the temptation scene, the poet maintains a distance between
the experiences of the reader and the devils by increasing the pace at
which the devils move, both consciously and unconsciously, to their final
confusion at the Harrowing. The 'Maistir Deuel' begins the temptation
scene already perplexed: ' pe Maistir Deuel wondir pou3te / of Ihesu's
stalworpe complexioun' (II 57-8) but initi ates the three temptations
nonetheless. The isolation in which his monologue is carried out suggests
the uncertain position of the Devil, who is unwilling to report his failure
and bafflement to the parliament; later, he will couch his failure in terms
that will hide his own inabilities. In the monologue he expresses his own
wonder at Christ's resistance to temptation, yielding a kind of grudging
admiration for a strength that exceeds his own, although he is unable to
perceive the source of that strength. And his ignorance is balanced by
the growi ng fami liarity of the terrain for the reader, for despite the
unlikely narrator, the six stanzas on the wilderness temptation are a
rather conventional retelling of the story, with no surprises offered by
a unique narrative perspective.
But underneath a conventional recounting comes anothe r level of
meani ng. A reader might expect Satan as narrator to record his own
reactions, but these are not recorded. When Christ rejects the temptation of turning stones into bread, using a kind of diction foreign to the
devils - 'forsope' (I 65), 'verrili' (I 66), 'propir lyuyng' (1 66) 'coumfortynge' (I 68) - Satan shows no reaction at all but rushes to a description of his next strategy: 'Vpon an hi3 pinnacle panne y him brou3t' (1 69).
The same lack of reponse occurs after the failure of the temptation at the
temple (though atan himself never identifies the site of the pinnacle).
At this point - the beginning of the third temptation - the narrator breaks into Satan's monologue. It is significant that the narrator
specifically records the re ponses of the Devil, for he is using his narrative
stance to insert an appraisal of the situation that the Devil cannot provide. 'pc Deuel', the narrator suggests, 'sip is myght not geyn; / of lhesu
his purpos he gan mys' (II 81-2). And while it seems that this should
have led to a new kind of understanding and approach on the part of
atan, instead he enters into the first real beginning of self-delusion: he
continues the temptation with no significant change in strategy, almost
forcing himself to disbelieve the fact of Christ's 'stalworpe complexioun'.
When Christ, invoking the memory of Satan's fall from heaven,
demands 'Go, Sathanas' (I 89), the 'Maistir Deuel' fully recognizes that
he has been defeated, and he acknowledges that defeat: 'pi conclusioun
so soore me knyt, / I abood neuere so scharp a schour' (II 95- 6). Here is
atan's first absolutely honest observation in the temptation scene, and
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significa ntly it is spoken to Christ, though it remai ns in the context of
Satan's monologue. The implication here is that Satan has come to a
kind of understanding. The fulcrum of the rest of the devil scenes,
however, is that Satan will not act upon th is knowledge, nor will he
communicate it to the parlia ment. Consequently, the next scene - the
second parliament - will be dominated by superficial knowledge tainted
by a sometimes deliberate misunderstanding and ge neral ignorance.
The narrator's announcement of that parliament is set in significant
terms: 'pe deuelis gadriden per greet frame / and heelden per perlament
in pe myst' (II 97-8). T he reference to 'myst' suggests a physical state
t hat implies a spiritual state: the devils are beclouded by their ignorance.
The mist also refers back to the devils' assessment of the prophets (I 17),
again emphasizing thei r lack of discernment. So the two-line opening
sets the tone for the enti re parliament, a tone of rising panic. For the
devils know that 'Oon woldc rifle us at hame / and gaderc pc flour out of
ourc grys t' (II 99-100), but they are unable to do more than to articulate
thei r fea r in colloquial sayi ngs. Satan, meanwhile, is res tricted to cstablishjng the grounds for his own failure by emphasizing Christ's strength
and the inexplicable wonders that surround his life.
For the reader all is becom ing more and more conventional and
expected. D espite Satan's motivation fo r this recounting, the episodes
t hemselves are familiar either through the Gospel accoun ts or through
Christian folklo re. A reader of fifteen th-century popular life of Christ
would expect to find precisely what is found here. T he poet has subver ted the authority of Satan as a narra tor, fo rcing his narration to
convey ignorance to one audience and religious devotion to another
T he events Satan chooses to recount function in this same regard;
each is meant as a significant and mearungful sign to one audience but is
indecipherable to the devils. Satan speaks of the witness of the angels, who
'glorie gan relic/ in erpe to al mank.indc bope pees and rest' (ll 119-20). He
recounts miracles seen in Rome, the prop hecy of the Cumcan
Sybil, the journey of the three kings, who themselves fo llowed a sign:
'e Ii tnyngc of a stcrrc' (I 133). Satan's response is to destroy what he cannot
understand.
panne y counceUid Eroud withinne a while
to distroie pe former prophesie,
... all men-children in towne and pile
to slee, pat l hesus myght with hem die.
(11137- 40)

But Satan laments, God 'knew my pou3te and sip my gi le; / y myght not
hide me from hi s Y3e' (II 143- 4). This lament not only establishes
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ineffecrual guile - of Satan; it also gives the lie to the devils' earlier boast
that they would seize Christ 'pou3 God himsilf oure rollis rede' (I 39).
ata n's conclusion stresses his ignorance and for the first time
establishes the real source of that ignorance: 'I n werkis he is God, in paroone a man;/ lijk to him y neuere noon knewe' (ll 197-8). Here Satan
stumbles over a point of doctrine the medieval reader would recognize
and affirm, particularly at the season of Lent: the union of the mortal
with immortal. And Satan continues to respond aggressively as he had
responded after the ativity: 'To Jette pe prophesie soone y went; / pe
lewis to slee Ihesu y 3af hem chois' (11 209-10).
When Satan recogn izes his strategical error, he attempts to stop
the crucifixion, wailing that 'If he die on pe roode we schul be schent'
(I 211), a point about the Passion that a medieval reader would affi rm,
though with a different tone. When the crucifixion does take place, Satan
again emphasizes those signs that point to Christ's narure, noting that
because of their potency, 'my mynde failid, y loste my si3te, / I nyste how
soone y came per vndir' (11231-2). This failure of mind is emphasized by
an admission by Satan: 'Ihesus-is soule is wente y woot not where / so
priuely it dide from me passe' (11233-4).
Here it seems is the final ignorance, and perhaps a lesser poet
would have left it at that until Christ's revelation of his nature at the
Harrowing. But this poet includes an orthodox affirmation to which all
the signs have been pointing and which the reader is moving towards,
which a reader might indeed expect, though not from this narrator.
'Whanne his herte was pirllid with a spere', Satan notes, 'panne wyste y
wee) who he was' (IJ 235-6). The reader might have expected these lines
from the centurion or the blind Longinus, but neither are mentioned.
evertheless, it is the same sign that brings knowledge to the Devil as
to Longinus, though still the Devil will structure his admission so as to
avoid any direct identification.
T his point of revelation ends Satan's monologue. Though both
Furnivall and Silber attribu te the next eight lines to him, this makes
sense on ly if one assumes that the poet differentiates the persons of
Lucifer and Satan (which is unlikely, si nce the poet uses those names
interchangeably during the Harrowing) and if one assumes that Satan is
rebuking himself in line 246. The change in pronoun from y in line 236
to we in line 237, the insertion by the narrator in line 245 ('anne seide
Lucitfer anoone') at the end of the eight lines, and the change in tone
suggest instead that these lines are spoken by the collected devils, who
assert that they will defeat Christ should he come against them:
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For if j)at he wole hidit come,
we schulen foonde euerychoon,
alle togidere boj)e hool and some
to teer him from j)e top to j)e toon.
(11241-4)

MS BM Additional 15225 and de Worde's edition are even more
aggressive: 'and tere of hym bone from bone'. This recalls Satan's own
aggressive responses during Christ's life; it also recalls the unsubstantiated confidence of the devils at the beginning of the poem. But wherea
Satan had earlier supported that confidence, here in the face of his
new understanding, he has a decided ly different response: 'It is bur
waast to speken so; / pe spirit of him is now hidir come / for to worchen
us alle woo' (11 246- 8). Satan is resigned to defeat, though he will
not acknowledge this outside the context of the parliament. During
the Harrowing, he will move into self-delusion despite his earlier
understanding.
One of the ways in which the devils might say that Christ has
come 'for to worchen us alle woo' is the relief of their narrative stance.
From the beginning of the Harrowing until the end of the poem, the
devils will neve r again dominate the narrative, and even the poet's use of
their point of view will, for the most part, be over. With their defeat
comes the defeat of their narrative stance and the elevation of the kind of
familiar recounting of the Harrowing and resurrection appearances a
medieval reader might expect. The narrator will order the speeches with
short introductory phrases, Satan will speak only in response to the
longer speeches of Christ, and the narrator will supply the lines that
depict action. This dramatic shift in narrative stance signals the poet's
growing interest in the devotional aspects of his material and their
effects upon his audience.
The entire emphasis of the harrowing scene is not so much on the
actual harrowing as it is on the revelation of the deity of Christ, a revelation working, on one level, to dismay the devil characters of the poem
and, on another level, affirming doctrine and inspiring devotion in the
reader. When Christ demands entrance, the devils respond with the
reference to Psalm 24 which the medieval reader would anticipate: 'Who
is pc king ofblis 3ou doost of telle? / Wenest pou to make us alle agaste?'
(11 255- 6). This defiance, reflecting a kind of self-delusion, comes from
the gathered company of devils, and not from Satan himself; who has
already conceded that such defiance is wasteful.
Christ's reply is aimed at precisely the point Satan could not comprehend: the union of the mortal with the immortal. First he affirms his
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deity: 'Strong God and king of myght, / I am lord and king of blis'
(11 257-8). This identification as God is something that will later be
affi rmed by the narrator at the moment of the harrowing - 'God took out
Adam and Eue ful euene' (I 357) - and by the rescued souls - '''Aha",
seide Adam, "my God y se" ' (1 361). And afte r having established this
element, Christ moves to establish his human nature as well as his place in
the trinity:
For y pe soule oflhesu Christ am come hider,
witnes erof my body in erpe liep deed,
and pc Holi Goose with pe soulc togidcr
pat ncucre schal pane from pc godhede.
(11265-8)
This is the answer to the early bewilderment of the devils, who could not
understand the prophecy that 'Crist with God schulde be atwist', despite
the fact that '):>is lhesu neuere in J:>e godhede grew' (11 21-2). And as if to
affi rm this identity, Christ refers to the fallen state and lost bliss of the
devi ls, a story that an ordinary mortal would not be privy to.
For the reader, this focus upon identity has been of a piece with
the rest of the poem. The signs the reader has recognized, even in
unfa miliar terrain, are complete and from the harrowing on the narrative
stance yields nothing that is not conventional. The two journeys - that
of the devils from ignorance to self-delusion and that of the reade r from
the unfamiliar to the conventional - are completely separate now. The
fact that the narration ha s brought the reader to the point where
the same lines carry confusion to the devils, and doctrine and devotion
to the reader, suggests the poem's subtle yet unwavering attention to the
balancing of the devotional and broadly comic elements of the narrative.
After the harrowing, the narrator's presence becomes more and
more dominant, as the narrator begin to take up his function as an ulti mate revealer, a function he has, until this time, abrogated. The next
stanza, setting the scene in hell following the harrowing, is the first one
in the poem where the narrator alone has been present. Here he includes
not only narrative information - establishing the setting and dramatic
situation - but al o uses rhetorical contrasts and ironic commentary to
prepare the reader for the final devil scene.
This final scene is a confrontation between a personified hell and
atan; it is, for atan, the final descent into self-delusion. Hell reproves
atan for his cowardice in battle, and Satan retorts that since the beginning of the world he has brought many kinds of men, great princes as
well as 'J:>e false, foolis and J:>e wise' (1 400). He goes on to say that Hell
would have been greatly worshipped had it been able to restrain Christ:
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'I brou3te pee bope God and man in fere; / whi were pou so nyce to leete
him go?' (ll 403-4). Despite all the revelations, despite all the solid evidence of what he has just witnessed, Satan in unable or unwilling to
overcome the self-delusion at the core of his character. His belief that he
was responsible for Christ's appearance and that there was a real chance
for him to be challenged - whether Satan earnestly believes this or is
using it as a defense - demonstrates the final point to which his journey
has taken him. The poet includes this scene not for comic relief or
dramatic contrast alone, but as the fulfillment of the implications established at the beginning of the poem.
Not all the devils are so deluded; at least one recognizes the meaning that the harrowing holds for them . Beelzebub notes that 'it is to us
no bote to stryue with him. / Whanne pe dreedful doome is come and
paste, / oure eendeless pcyne is panne to bigyne' (11 414-6). With this
last accurate and honest observation, the devi ls are dispelled from the
poem and the narrator takes over as the dominant voice. And with them
goes the last vestige of terrain even mildly unfamiliar to the medieval
reader.
When the narrator turns to the post-resurrection appearances of
Christ, concen trating once again upon sight and revel ation, he has
divurged completely from the dramatic potential of the devils; the rest is
conventional religious lyric:
At J:>e dreedfol doom wij:>out lesing
boJ:>e qvycke and deede J:> ere schal he deme.
God 3eue us grace in oure lyuynge
to serue oure God and Marie to qwecme.
(U 461-4)

The exhortatory tone will dominate the rest of the poem, and the
encouragemen t to righ t living will comprise the substance around which
the tone plays.9
At the end of the poem, the narrator a serts his presence and even
his stance: ' ow schal y telle with ful good cheere' (I 473), he notes as
he begins the accou nt of the Assumption. He even begins to identi~•
himself with the poet, stepping out of the persona as a constructed
narrator: 'is song pat y haue sunge 3ou heere / is clepid "pe Deuelis
'It is undoubtedly this exhortatory matter that led to the inclusion of this poem
in Lambeth MS 853, which principaUy contains prayers, petitions, lyric hymns , and
exhortatory warn ings of pending judgment. Though Furnivall called it 'a jolly little
Manuscript' (p v), the tone and character of the poems hardly express jollity. In its tone,
'l>c Dcuclis Perlament' recalls that of the harrowing lyric of Harley 2253, where Satan
also plays a large speaking role.
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Perlament"' (11 489-90). This direct address reflects the final change in
narrative stance, where the narrator consistently reinforces the devotional
aspects of the poem. 'pere ben no triflis in pis tale' (I 498), the narrator
insists, and though this may not be completely true as far as the substance of the poem, it is, from the narrator's end, presumably, the poet's
point of view, quite the case.
All the stances that call for narrative information, ironic commentary, characterization, or transition are abandoned by the poem's end.
Alternate narrators, including Christ himself, are put aside. All 'triflis'
have been eliminated. The plot situations are completed and concluded.
Even the distinctions between the narrator and the poet are blurred, if
not erased. What remains is an intensely personal narrative voice invoking stock phrases to speak directly to a reader. For the reader, the parliament of devils has led not to a rollicking account of damnation, but to a
petition to devotion.
1n the end, the structure of 'pe Deuelis Perlament' suggests that for
this poet - and perhaps for the age - the boundaries between genres
are loose. Motifs migrate freely. And that migration brings with it the
possibility for using conventional motifs - and expected reponses - in
unconventional ways. To use a devil to proclaim the gospel in order to
inspire devotion on the first day of Lent calls for such a mingling of
genres, a creative balancing of contradictory impulses. Therein lies the
refutation to Wharton's charge.

Sir Edmund Spenser

Spenser the Borderer:
Boundary, Property, Identity in

A View ofthe Present State ofIreland
and Book 6 of The Faerie Queene

Eva Gold
outheastern Louisiana University
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n 1581(-82], Lodowick Bry kettwrote to Sir Francis Walsingham about
giving up his position as an administrator to take up the 'perillous'
life of a 'borderer', one who sought social and financial 'securitie' from
land on the borders of English settlements in Ireland: 'I meane to make
proofe (God willing) whether the lyfe of a borderer in this land be a lyke
pcriUous vnto all men, and to see if a just and honest simple lyfe, may
not even emong the most Barbarous people of the world breede securitie
to him that shall live nere them or emong them'.1 The concerns that Bryskett
raises here are common to his time and to his position as an Englishman
involved in the colonial settlement of Ireland. These concerns are shared
by Bryskett's friend, Edmund Spenser, also a 'borderer' in Ireland. Indeed,
the notion of the border, with its attendant anxieties and defenses, is of
key interest in Spenser's political and historical work, A View ofthe Present
State ofIreland. The View, presented as a dialogue between Eudoxus, the
English voice, and lrenius, the voice of the English official in Ireland, sets
out strategies and defenses by which the English can secure their claim to
Irish territory.
The emphasis on defense of te rritory in the View may have been
heightened by Spenser's own experience in Ireland. Spenser was an official
in Ireland for most of his adult life; there he was able to acquire estates confi cated from Irish 'rebels' agains t English authority. It is especially signifi cant that pcnser's possession of Ki lkolman was contested in a series of

'The Lift a11d Correspo11drnce of Lodowick Brysktlt, ed H enry R. Plomer and Tom Peete
Cross (University of Chicago Press, Chicago 1927) pp 32- 3. For discussion ofBryskett, sec
Alexander C. Judson, The Lift of Edmu11d Spemer, vol 11 of The Works ofEdmu11d Spenser:
A Variorum Edi1io11, ed Edwin A . Greenlaw and others (Johns H opkins University Press,
Baltimore 1945) pp 111- 12, and icholas B. Canny, Ki11gdom and Colony: Ireland in /he
Atla11/ic World, 1560-1800 {Johns H opki ns Universiry Pre s, Baltimore 1988) pp 27-8.
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lawsuits by his neighbor, lord Roche, forcing Spenser to defend his rights
to that property.' The lawsuits focus on what critic Pauline Henley calls 'the
question of boundaries'.' Thus Spenser's own history in Ireland is shaped
by questions of boundary markers and claims to property. Setting the details
of Spenser's biography alongside the View suggests a link between claims
to territory, asserted through border and boundary, and one's identity, a an
Englishman and a possessor of property.
Such an inquiry is illuminating but does not tell the whole story
about the intersections for Spenser among boundary, property, and identity. For that, we need to turn to book 6 of The Faerie Queene, which, like
the View, is filled with the language of border and boundary. Book 6
and the View may seem odd texts to speak of together: one is poetry, the
other prose; the one is considered his least historical book, enacting a deliberate turn from history, while the other is considered the most shaped
by the pressures of contemporary history.' But like the View, book 6 is
concerned with matters of identity, specifically with Spenser's identity as
poet. In both texts, the emphasis on boundary is for a similar purpose:
to mark out spaces for possession and to establish one's identity through
po session. 5
A comment by Lodowick Bryskett might clarify this link. In his
'Discourse of Civil Life', Bryskett mentions that Edmund penser showed
members ofBryskett's circle 'some parcels' of The Faerie Queene. 6 'Parcel '
here simply refers to 'parts', yet it is also used to denote divisions ofland,
' For derails of pcnscr's life in Ireland, see J udson, Life of Edmund Spenser
pp 78-137, 156- 65, 192- 201, and Pauline H enley, Spemer in Ireland(Cork University Press,
Cork 1928).
' H enley, Spemer in Ireland p 62.
• omc attention recently has been paid to the relevance of Ireland for book 6. ee
Julia Reinhard Lupton, 'Home-making in Ireland: Virgil's Eclogue I and Book 6 of The Faerie
Queene', Spenser Studit< 8 (1990) pp 119-45; Lupton mentions the importance of'bordcr'
for book 6 and the View p 132. Sec also Patricia Coughlan, "' omc secret scourge which
shall by her come unto England": Ireland and Incivility in pcnscr', and Anne Fogarty, 'The
Colonization of Language: arrative Strategy in A View ofthe Present State ofl rela11dand
The Faerie Q11ee11e, Book 6', both in Spenser a11d l rela11d: A11 Interdisciplinary Perspecti'11e,
cd Patricia Coughlan (Cork University Press, Cork 1989) pp 46-74, 75- 108 respectively.
For a useful statement of Spenser's turn away from history in book 6, see l\1ichacl O'Connell,
Mirror and Veil· The H i1torical Dimensio11 of Spe11ser's Faerie Qiieene (University of orth
Carolina Press, Chapel Hill 1977) p 162.
' Stephen Greenblatt briefly comments on the relationship of identity and property for
penser in Ireland in Re11aissa11ct Self-Fa1hio11i11g: From More to Shakespeare (University of
Chicago Press, Chicago 1980) pp 185-6. Hi s assertion that 'Ireland is not only in book 5
of The Faerie Q11u11e; it pervades the poem' (p 186) has led the way for many recent
studies of the View.
' Lodowick Bryskcrt, Literary Works, ed ).H.P. Pafford (G regg International Publishers,
England 1972) p 28.
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actual property. That the same term can be used to mark divisions of
land and divisions of a poem might alert us to the similar conceptual
underpinnings of the two. For as Spenser was trying to make a place for
him elf in Ireland, as an official and 'undertaker' of estates, he was also
trying to make a place for him elf with poetry. Book 6 contains Spenser's
mo t sustained inquiry into the place of poetry and the poet - indeed, of
the poem itself a a kind of place. It is not surprising, then, that there
are parallel in Spenser's treatment of boundary, property, and identity in
book 6 and in the View.
In the View and in book 6 penser plays out a host of resonances
implicit in the position of the borderer, especially as it pertains to the
fo rms of possession, both colonial and authorial, in history and in poetry.
Attending to these Spenserian borderlands enables us to chart Spenser's
conception of place in all these senses: place as territory {both actual land
and the place that is the poem) and place as position {as official, as gentleman, and as poet). Spenser makes use of boundaries to mark off and define
places for possession, which in turn, define one's identity, one's position, one's
place. In both, further, the a sertion of boundaries or borders involves
the explicit displacement of those with a rival claim to what lies within the
borders: book 6 presents again and again the displacement of those that
threaten the territory claimed by the forces of civilization; in the View,
penser rehearses the English policy of displacing the Irish and planting
the English in their stead. Juxtapo ing the View and book 6 enables us to
tease out Spenser's conception of property, in the sense not only of actual
property but of literary property as well. In addition, we can see how Spenser's
notion of identity- as poet and as gentleman- is contingent on possession
of property.
Spen er's View is shaped by an emphasis on border and boundary.
A might be expected in a work whose subject is an on-going, as yet,
unsettled colonial enterprise, these boundaries have mainly to do with land,
with the English attempt to posses land claimed by conquest and with Irish
attempts to subvert that possession. It is helpful to remember that Ireland
was for the Engli sh truly a borderland, located on the edges of civilization.'
They per eived their ta k as one of civilizing - both the uncultivated
land and the uncultivated people. Although Spenser's anxieties and many
of hi specific criticisms of the Irish and of E nglish policy in Ireland have
' ec Loui s Adrian Montrose's comment: 'Spenser nevertheless always remained on
the social and economic as weU as on the geographic margins of that commu nity of
privilege whom he addressed' ('The Elizabethan Subject and the Spenserian Text', in
liltrary T heory/Renaissance T exts, ed Patricia Parker and David Qi.iint Oohns H oplcins
University Press, Baltimore 1986) p 318).
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counterparts in the texts of his precursors and contemporaries, these do not
share penser's emphasis on boundary and border. To my knowledge, no
other 'view' of Ireland has anything like the following discussion of the
'County Palatines' from the View: '[They] at first were granted upon
good consideration when they were fir t conquered, for that those lands
lay then as a very border to the wild Irish, subject to continual invasion'.'
And 'to have a County Palatine is in effect but to have a privilege to
spoil the enemy's border adjoining; and surely so it is used at this day
as a privi leged place of spoils and stealths, for the County of Tipperary
... so as it being situate in the very lap of all the land, is made now a
border' (p 30).
penser's focus on boundaries asserted, threatened, and often overrun i in part a characteristic English response to the Irish landscape in the
sixteenth century. The much-cited comment by W. B. Yeats - that Spenser's
thoughts were 'organized by the State' - is perceptive: Spenser, like the other
English in Ireland, saw an Ireland in need of the controlling structures
of English culrure. 9 Relatively little oflreland was actually inhabited. The
extensive forests were a particular ource of anxiety to the English,
Spenser included, for they served to shelter rebels. And much of the inhabited land was controlled by Irish lords (who were hostile not only to the
English, but to other lrish lords), making travel and even communication
difficult and dangerous. 10 The calls for enclosing land, voiced by Spenser
and others, stem from the English desire to impose form and order on what
to them seemed dangerously 'open', even chaotic spaces." Relevant here i
not only the increased importance of map-making as an instrument of
authority during the late sixteenth century, but also the fact that four estate
su rveyors were brought to the Munster plantation, where penser was
granted the estate he names Kilkolman, to provide for the first time 'exact
'A View ef the Present Stale eflrda11d, cd W. L. Renwick (Clarendon Press, Oxford
1970) pp 29-30. All further references will be cited in the text. Q\iotations from pcnscr's
poetry are from The Poetical Works efEdmund Spemer (1912; repr Oxford University Press,
London 1965), edJ. . mith and E. de clincourt, and will be cited in the te.xt.
'Vv. B. Yeat s, Essays a11d l11troductions (Macmillan, ew York 1961) p 372.
'°For a survey of the conditions of the Trish landscape in Tudor times, see icholas B.
anny, The Elizabetha11 Co11quest ef Irela11d: A Pal/em Established 1565-76 (Barnes and
oble, New York 1976) pp 1- 28.
"Most useful for an understanding of the issue of land in lrcland during Spenser's
time is 'Land and People c1600', chap 5 of A N ew History ef Ireland, vol 3, 1534- 1691,
ed T . W . Moody and others (Oxford University Press, London 1976). See also J. H . Andrews,
'Geography and Government in Tudor Ireland', in Irish Geographical Studies in Honour of
E. Esty11 Evans, cd icholas tephens and Robin E. Glasscock (Department of Geography,
Q\ieen's University, Belfast 1970) pp 178-91. On enclosure in the View, in particular as
it relates to issues of private property, see Lupton, 'Home-making in Ireland' pp 129-30.
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admeasurement' of property.' 2 Such measures indicate the desire of the
English to impose on Ireland English systems of division and organization.
The language of boundary that pervades the View is symptomatic of
anxiety, revealing the way in which and the extent to which the English
colonists perceived Ireland as a threat to them.
Again and agai n, Spenser represents this threat - to the place of the
English in Ireland, to the English claims to territory - in terms of boundaries. Ireland is in need of boundaries imposed by the English both to
keep the Irish in places subject to E nglish control and to protect the English
settlers from the Irish. First, the boundaries relied on by the Irish to maintain power against the Engli h must be breached or dismantled. lrenius,
penser's voice in the View, speaks against the Irish custom of tanistry (control of land by election rather than inheritance) because it enables the Irish
to 'defend the country, either against the next bordering lords ... or against
the English which they think lie still in wait to wipe them out of their lands
and territories' (p 8). Second, because the Irish 'overrun' and 'break down'
boundaries imposed by the English, they must be 'shut .. . up within those
narrow corners ... by building strongholds upon every border' (p 15). And
third, the English must establish boundaries for their own self-protection:
for the good of landlord, tenant, and commonwealth, the land should be
'enclosed and well-fenced' against 'outlaws', 'rebels', and 'thieves' (p 83).
When Spenser considers the blurring or outright dissolution of a
boundary of another sort in View - the boundary between the English and
the Irish - he reveals what is really threatened by Ireland and the Irish:
identity as an Englishman. Much of Spenser's harshest criticism is directed
to the Anglo-Irish, the descendants of the English families long settled in
Ireland.13 The English in Ireland 'degenerate from their fi rs t natures' (p 63).
This is due, Irenius explains, to 'evil customs' that violate the boundaries
that determine identity - of the family and of the self: 'licentious conversing

"On the importance of the map for an understanding of the View, see Bruce Avery,
'Mapping the Irish Other: Spenser's View of the Present State ofIreland' ELH 57 (1990)
pp 263- 79. On the surveying of the Munster Plantation, with attention to the hostility
of1he Irish and the Old English to the su rveying, see Robert D unlop, 'The Plantation of
Munster 1584-1589', English H istorical Rwiew 3 (1888) pp 253-6; D avid B. Q,inn,
'The Mu nster Plantation: Problems and Opportunities',journal of the Corl,. H istorical and
Archeological Society 71 (1966) p 28; Judson, Lift of.Edmund Spenser p 117; J. H. Andrews,
'Appendix: The Beginning of the urvcying Profession in Ireland - Abstract', in English
Map-Mo/,.ing, 1500-1660, ed Sarah Tyacke (The British Library, London 1983) pp 20-1;
Michael Maccarthy-Morrogh, The Mumter Plantation: English Migration to Southern Ireland,
1583-1641 (Clarendon Press, Oxford 1986) pp 60-3.
" ee icholas B. Canny, 'Edmund Spenser and the D evelopment of an Anglo-lrish
Identity', YES 13 (1983) pp 1- 19.
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with the Irish, or marrying and fostering with them' (p 66). ln other words,
th e English amid the Irish must somehow maintain their identity inviolate.
In addition to not cro sing over to become Irish through intermarriage or
fos tering, the English must hold on to their own language and to their own
names. To take on an Irish name is shocking and repugnant to Eudoxus, who
expresses his horror in language evocative of the violation of boundary: to
do so is to 'grow out of frame' (p 64). 14
The corollary to the retention of English identity is, for the English
in Tudor Ireland, the obliteration oflrish identity. 15 This becomes clear in
a telling instance when Spenser uncharacteristically advocates the breaking
down of the boundaries separating the English and the Irish: Eudoxus suggests that it would be 'better to part the English and Irish than to mingle
them together'. Irenius replies that the aim should rather be 'to bring them
to be one people, and to put away the dislikeful concept both of the one and
the other, which will be by no means better than by this intermingling of
them' (pp 152- 3). This is an interesting and illumjnating moment. Irenius
objects to the boundary that E udoxus proposes because such a boundary
would allow Irish identity to survive intact. When Irenius speaks of his hopes
for 'one people', he means th at Irish identity be obliterated, that the Irish
become civilized - that is to say, Engljsh.
Through the voice of Irenius, Spenser seems willing to risk the
mingling of English and Irish in order that the Irish may take on English
identity. To accomplish this Spenser advocates separating the Irish from
contexts that support Irish identity by isolating them from their clans and
settling them among the English:
All the lands I will give unto Englishmen whom I will have drawn
thither . . .. Under every of those Englishmen will I place some
of those Irish to be tenants ... that in no place under any landlord there shall be many of them planted together, but dispersed
wide from their acquaintances, and scattered far abroad through
all the country. For that is the evil which I now find in all Ireland,
that the Irish dwell altogether by their septs and several nations,
so as they may practise or conspiie what they will. (pp 124-5)
In other words, the English are to put the Irish in place, a place to be
determined by the English. Further, the Irish are to be forced to take on

''This linkage of property, 'proper place', and 'proper name' is explored provocatively
in Wuthering H eights by Patricia Parker, in Litera ry Fat Ladies: Rhetoric, Gm der, Property
(Methuen, London 1987) pp 155- 77. As the subtitle makes clear, many other essays in that
collection explore notions of property.
"Greenblatt, Renaissance Self-Fashioning p 187.
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the English relationship to land. For Spenser, Ireland and the Irish are
characterized by a dangerous 'looseness', a term frequent in the View. 16 This
loo eness has it prime manifestation in 'wandering', a practice Spenser
decries not because it is a sign of 'error', as readers of book 1 of The Faerie
Queene might expect, but because those who wander are not tied to a
pecific area, that is, to a particular piece of property. For instance,
penser objects strongly to the Irish practice of grazing cattle in the mountains, because the Irish then followed the wandering herds. He proposes
'that whatsoever keepeth 20 kine should keep a plough going, for otherwi e all men would fall to pasturage and none to husbandry, which is . . .
a cause of the usual stealths now in Ireland' (p 158).
Spenser's proposals for the Irish seem to reflect his own fears of loss
of English identity, which is always at risk because, according to Spenser,
the Irish infest 'the good subject' (p 96). Fears about the fragility of his own
identity are latent in a revealing sequence from the View. lrenius discu es
how the English are 'degenerated and grown almost mere Irish' (p 48);
Eudoxus chides lrenius: 'In truth lrenius ye do well remember the plot
of your first purpose, but yet from that me eems ye have much swerved
in all this long discourse' (p 48). lrenius promises to speak of'families and
septs of whom I will al o in their proper places make mention' (p 49). From
this lrenius moves to a discussion of 'bolleying', the practice of pasturing
herds in the mountains, then to a cri ticism of mantles, whose wearers may
be 'outlaws', and who move from 'place to place' (pp 50-1). The sequence
of thought and the linking of topic here are signincant: the greatest danger
to the English in Ireland is losing their identity, and this is linked in Spenser's
pre cntation to both the wandering Irish and the wandering text. The anti dote to the wandering Irish is to tic them to a particular piece of property,
whether by fo rcing them to the plough or encouraging them to take longer
leases than Irish custom dictates (p 81), or to give them land 'to occupy and
live upon in such sort as shall become good subjects to labour ... and to
apply themselves unto honest trades of civility' (pp 123- 4). The Irish, in
short, must be put in their proper place. imilarly, the antidote to textual
digression resides in the orderly presentation of narrative, putting one's
material in the 'proper places'. Irenius's tendency to digress signals his own
difficulty in remaining in the proper place, within the bounds of English
identity.
pen er' anxieties - his own included - about the English tendency
to 'degenerate' into the Irish may also account for the use of the dialogue
" oughl an discusses the language of'looscncss' in the View, '" Some secret scourge'"
p53.
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form in the View. 17 Why Spenser chose this form has occasioned some
puzzlement, for it is not entirely clear why Spenser's material requires two
voices. What may be important, however, is not so much the relation between
what Eudoxus and lrenius say, but rather the mere presence of Eudoxus.
Eudoxus may be there to keep lrenius from losing his mooring to English
identity. It is Eudoxus, after all, who repeatedly points out to lrenius that
he is digres ing: 'I wonder, lrenius whither you run so far astray, for whilst
we talk oflreland, methinks you rip up the original of Scotland' (p 38). 18
In reminding lrenius to return to the proper place of his discourse, Eudoxus
also reminds Irenius of his proper place - as an Englishman. Such proximity undergirds identity; Spenser notes in this connection that the 'Engli h
pale hath preserved itself through nearness of their state in reasonable civility, but the rest ... are degenerate and are grown to be very patchocks as
the wild Irish' (p 64). 1•
This conception of place - of property and of identity - is supported
by the facts of Spenser's biograp hy. In his poetry, Spenser speaks of himself in terms of ambitions thwarted, the 'idle hopes and expectations vaine'
of'Prothalamion'. But Spenser did not seek a place only in poetty. ln going
to lreland, he was among those who sought social advancement that they
could not hope for in England, in particular through the acquisition of estates.
Because of this, the appeals to Englishmen to settle in Ireland were directed
especially to younger sons, who would not be in line to inl1erit land. 20 Spenser
too was able to acquire estates in Ireland. These lands were available for settlement because they had been confiscated from those 'disloyal' to the queen.
Indeed, much of what we know of Spenser's biography is gleaned from the
records of his dealings in land. Spenser's property- Kilkolman, for instance
- was part of the Mun ter Plantation, a large-scale English settlement made
possible by the confiscation of the lands of the earl of Desmond!'

"Coughlan surveys the various t radition of dialogue available to Spenser, ibid
pp 59-68.
"'Fogarty, 'The Colonization of Language' pp 79- 81.
''It seems significant that the View is believed to have been written while Spenser was
in England (sec Rcnwick's comment in his edition of the View p 171)-perhaps fo r him
the 'proper place'. See the comment by Kenneth Gross on 'Colin Clouts Come H ome Agrune':
'Even if it were only in Ireland that the middle-class Edmund Spenser could fashion himself into a landed English gentleman, his literary career remained tied to the imagined axis
of the court of Elizabeth, so that the poet could only publish his account of his persona Colin
Clout's saving return to an Irish home when Spenser in fact returned to London', Spenserian
Poetics: Idolatry, I,oncla,m, and Magi, (Cornell University Press, Ithaca 1985) p 79.
"'Judson, Life ofEdmund Spenser p 125; Qi inn, 'The Munster Plantation' p 25; Dunlop,
'The Plantation of Munster' pp 255-6.
" The most detailed study of the Munster Plantation is that of Michael MaccarthyMorrogh, The Munster Plantation, previously cited.
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In Ireland, then, Spenser became 'landed' and, as the lease to ew
Abbey and, later, his grant to Kilkolman put it, a 'gentleman'.22 The issues
of property and identity converge. But penser's claims to property- and
hence to the identity contingent on that property- remained insecure. The
Irish and Anglo-Irish displaced by the confiscations of land after the
Desmond Rebellion initiated lawsuits in protest. Spenser's possession of
Kilkolman wa vulnerable to the suits brought by his neighbor, lord Roche,
concerning penser's rights to Kilkolman. For Spenser in Ireland, an
insecu re boundary mean an insecure identity.
When we turn to book 6 from the View, we find a similar emphasis
on boundary and border as well as a similar emphasis on contested
territory. The language of boundary and border in Spenser's book of Courtesy is used to chart the process of civilizing. Book 6 explores the nature
of spaces, civilized and uncivilized; the goal of courtesy is to enclose everyone in the 'bands of civilitie' (6.1.26). And again, as in the View, the
preoccupation with border and boundary is a response to a sense of vulnerability, to forces that threaten both from within and without imposed
boundaries.
The book proceeds with episode after episode of borders asserted and
transgressed. The various functions of boundary we saw in the View have
their counterparts in book 6. In the View, Spenser spoke against the way
the Irish concealed their 'crimes' in protected spaces. Similarly, an early
episode in book 6 has Calidore, the Knight of Courtesy, enter the ca tie of
Briana, who has been exacting humiliating tolls of those who pass through
her territory. Later in the book the Brigands, who violate the pastoral landcape, convey those they have kidnapped to their 'dwelling', '[c]ouered with
shrubby woods' (6.10.41) . As in Spenser's depiction of Ireland, reformation involves having the forces of civilization, here CaEdore, the Knight of
Courtesy, break into spaces controlled by the 'uncivilized'.
Spenser also illustrates the need to enclose in a controlling structure
those who threaten 'civilization'. Briana, for instance, must acknowledge
her elf 'bound' (6.1.46) (this word or a cognate of it appears in each of
the last three stanza of this episode) by the 'bands of civility' (6.1.26) .
imilarly, the end of Calidore's quest is to enclo e the Blatant Beast in
'straunge bands' (6.12.36). Spenser further asserts the need for borders to
protect the civilized from the forces that would threaten them. So we see
erena and Calepine enter a 'couert glade' (6.2.16) in order to express their

"Judson, Life efEdmund Spenser pp 104, 128.
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love . And Colin Clout's vision of the Graces, which is the realization of
Courtesy, takes place on Mount Acidale, 'bordered with a wood' (6.10.6),
a place separated from what surrounds it by nature and by art. The structures that protect the civilized must be reinforced agai nst those, like the
Savage ation of cannibals, who violate their 'neighbours borders' (6.8.35).
Jn book 6, as in both the View and Spenser's life, the use of boundary
registers a threat to property and identity. At the end of book 6, Spen er
links the poem with the other imperiUed spaces of the book; the space of
the poem itself becomes 'property' to be defended by the poet, whose
identity as poet is at risk. In the final stanzas of the book, the Blatant Beast
escapes from the bands in which it has been contained and threatens 'the
gentle Poets rime'. Then we are brought up short by the presence of a 'mighty
Pere', whose 'displeasure' with the poem leads to the bitter ending of the
book, where Spenser promises to 'seeke to please' (6.12.40-41) the courtly
reader. T he 'mighty Pere' is usuaUy identified as lord Burghley, one of the
queen's most trusted advisors and one of the most powerful men in England.
Situating the 'mighty Pere' at the border of the text aligns him with the brigands and cannibals of book 6 and reveals that the poem itself is bordered
territory, subject to threatening forces from without. And that position on
the border is also the position of the 'outlaws' of Ireland, who threaten to
encroach upon territory marked out by the English coloni st .
The positioning of the 'mighty Pere' suggests that if Spenser conceive
of the poem a a kind of property, it is property to be defended against the
competing claims of courtly figures. This fo rmulation is very different from
our customary picture of Spenser as a writer who, for all his moments of
criticism of queen and court, is generally seen as striving for recognition by
the court. Indeed, in spite of the similar use of border and boundary in
book 6 and the View, the e works prove to have different conceptions of
property and identity. To see the important differences between book 6 and
the View, we need to look at the place of the queen in both works. In the
View, Spenser's claims to property and identity are contingent on the claims
of the queen to Ireland; in book 6, Spenser seeks to fas hion a sen c of identity apart from his relation to the queen.
In the View, Spenser's identity is explicitly underwritten by the queen'
claims to Ireland. Much of the text is given over to buttressing those claims
and to indignation that she is being deprived of revenue by the Irish: 'For
all the whole land is the Qyeen's' (p 134). Since, as pcnser notes, the
'grievous puni hment' for rebellion against English rule was 'to forfeit all
their lands to the Prince' (p 27), the Irish developed variou trategies to
retain control over their land and the income derived from it. Spenser decries
this 'concealment' and the way that 'traitors' are 'maintained and enabled
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against Her Maje ty' (p 28). Spenser docs not need to assert directly his
claims to his own property in Ireland; rather, those claims arc subsumed under
those of the queen. In fact, though, Spenser does protect his claims to his
Munster property in the View. There, he surveys vulnerable territory and
pre ents a plan for garrisoning soldiers to defend the English settlers.
Discussing this plan, Rudolf Gottfried, an editor of the View, observes,
' penser does not neglect the region in which his property lie '."
Richard Helgerson and others have written about the ways in which
penser sought to establish a laureate identity in poctry. 2' Through most
of The Faerie Queene, as in Ireland, Spenser's identity is underwritten by the
queen. So too is Spenser's possession of territory- both his estates and his
poem. All these come together in the Dedication to the 1596 Faerie Queene
(published the year that most scholars believe the View was written): 'TO
/ THE MOST HlGH, / M1GHTTE / And / MAG IFICE T I EMPRESS£
RENOW- / ED FOR PIETTE, VER-/ TVE< AND ALL GRATIOVS / GOVE ME T ELIZABETH BY / THE GRACE OF GOD QVEE E / OF E GLAND
FRA
CE AND/IRELAND AND OF VI RGI-/ IA, DEFE DOVROFTHE /
FAJTH, &c. HER MOST/ HVMBLE SERVA VNT / EDMVND SPENSER/ DOTH
I ALL IIV-1 MlLITTE DEDI - / CATE, PRE-/ SE TI A D CO SECRATE
THESE / HI LABOVR TO LIVE/ WITH THE ETERNl - / TIE OF HER /
FAME'. Spenser links his own poetic labors, specifically his poem now
expanded by three additional books, with the expansion of the queen's
territory. Thi i the reciprocal, mutually defining relationship between poet
and queen that characterizes most of The Faerie Queene. 2'
But book 6 hints at a change in Spenser's conception of hjs work
and its relation to queen and to court.26 Rather than a reciprocal relation
between poet and queen, book 6 is characterized by a competitive one.
Thomas Cain's comment suggests this latent competition: 'As encomium of the queen becomes less and less evident in the books added
in 1596, Spenser brings the role of the poet increasingly into focus' .27

" Spenser's Prose Works, ed Rudolf Gottfried, vol 10 of The Works of Edmu11d Spenser:
A Variorum Editio11

p 406.

" Richard Helgerson, Self-Crow11ed Laureates: Spe11ser, j o11so11, Milto11 and the Literary
System (University of California Press, Berkeley 1983), and D avid L. Miller, ' pen er's
Vocation, Spenser's Career', ELH 50 (1983) pp 197-231.
" Montrose notes that poet and queen reciprocally define each other, 'The Elizabethean
ubjcct' p 318. See also D avid Lee Miller, The Poem's Two Bodies: The Poetics of the 1590
Faerie Oi1eene (Pri nceton University Press, Princeton 1988) pp 29-31.
" ome of the material on the place of queen Elizabeth in book 6 is drawn from my
essay 'The Qyeen and the Book in Book 6 of The Faerie Queene', South Atlantic Review
57 (1992) pp 1-19.
"Thomas Cain, Praise i11 The Faerie Qyecne (University of Nebraska Press, Lincoln
1978) p 156.
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Book 6, in fact, reveals an effort to deny the queen what has been her
proper place in the text. With this, the poem itself is revealed to be contested territory. °-11een Elizabeth is implicated in the pattern of border and
boundary, place and displacement, in book 6. Although the queen is
addressed in the Proem to book 6, book 6 is the only book that has no
'mirror' of the queen in the narratjve - no Bel phoebe, for instance." This
is true, but the queen is not - as is sometimes assumed - imply absent
from book 6. Rather, we see the poem enact the displacement of the queen
from a central position in the text. Early in canto 10, the poet excuses
Calidore's pastoral truancy from quest:
For what hath all that goodly glorious gaze
Like to one sight, which Ca/idore did vew?
The glaunce whereof their dimmed eies would daze,
That neuer more they should endure the shew
Of that sunne-shine, that makes them looke askew.
e ought in all that world of beauties rare
(Saue onely G/orianaes hcauenly hew
To which what can compare?) can it compare.
(6.10.4)

Spenser here asserts that the 'goodly glo rious gaze' i less important
than the vision of the Graces that Calidore is to see on Mount Acidale.
The word glorious contains a subtle reference to Gloriana, who figures
queen Elizabeth. Yet this praise of the vision to come provokes almost
immeruately an acknowledgment of Gloriana and, through her, the queen:
nothing can compare to what Calidore is to see '(Save onely Glorianaes
heauenly hew I To which what can compare?)'. Since the word glorious
suggests Gloriana, the queen is at once subtly evoked and rusplaced by
the 'one sight' Calidore is to view. But the displacement of the queen is
followed by explicit prai e of her. This praise is set within parentheses.
Parentheses are literally boundary lines in the text, which is why they are
classed by G eorge Puttenham as a figure of'trespass', a word that evoke
the issues of boundary, possession, and threats to 'property' central to
book 6. 29 Like the walls and fences Spenser advocates for Ireland in the
View, parenthesis is a figure that both reflects and attempts to control
disorder.
A second instance of Spenser's efforts to control the place of the
queen in the text occurs later in the same canto. We witnes with Calidore

" lbidp 155.
" The Arte ofE11glish Poesie, cd Edward Arbcr (1906; rcpr Kent State University Press,
Kent 1969) p 180.
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Colin lout's vision: the Three Graces dancing around a female figure.
When Colin interprets the vision for C alidore, he suddenly apologizes to
Gloriana for not putting her at the center of the vision. The apology at once
gives the queen a place in the text and reveals - retroactively - that she
ha been displaced by the central figure of the vision .30
These two instances dramatize Spenser's effort to control the place of
the queen in the text. They are reminiscent of the strategies by which discourteous figures are controlled in book 6: they are placed within a bounded
space controlled by the forces of civilization or they are set outside the margi ns of civilization. These are also the strategies Spenser advocates for dealing with the Iri sh in Ireland, to 'shut up' those that threaten the English
or to relegate them beyond the defended borders of civilization.
T he place of queen Elizabeth in book 6 remains unsettled, subject
to a continuing effort to displace her or to contain her presence. Such a
process is agai n reminiscent of the efforts to deal with the discourteous
figures of book 6. The Blatant Beas t is set within bands only to escape again
and again: ~be that long time after Calidore, I The good Sir Pe/leas
him tooke in hand,/ And after him Sir Lamoracke of yore' (6.12.39). Like
the Blatant Beast - and like the Irish of the View - the queen in book 6
resists con tainment. This is not to say that Spenser perceives the queen as
a force of evil like the Blatant Beast. But it does suggest that as Spenser's
place in Ireland is dependent on the containment or the displacement
of the lri h, so his claims to the territory that is the poem become depen dent on the displace ment of the queen. The placing and displacing of the
queen in canto 10 of book 6 suggest that Spenser is beginning to define
the poem as a place apart from the queen - that, in fact, the queen has
become a kind of trespasser in the poem . With this, Spenser also suggests
that he i beginning to define his identity as poet apart from his relation
ro the queen.
T his survey of Spenserian borderlands might help us begin to define
penser' place in a hi tory of literary property. One recent srudy of this issue
tentatively characterizes pen er's place in this way: while Ben Jonson's
engagement in the literary marketplace suggests a 'groping forward toward
later autho ri al property rights', Spenser was 'so much more insulated from
the chaos of the late Elizabethan urban economy, so landed, that he never
his displacement is noted by M auree n 01,illigan, Milton'r Spmrer: The Politicr of
Rtadi11g {Cornell University Press, Ithaca 1983) p 208; H umphrey T onkin, Spenrer'r Courteous
Pastoral: Book 6 ef Thc Faerie 01,ecnc (Clarendon Press, Oxford 1972) p 141. Cain
norcs of this episode that the queen 'does not have pride of place', Praire i11 The Faerie Q,cen
p 159.
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developed Jonson's "market" mind'. 31 Spenser's treatment of queen Elizabeth
in book 6 suggests a similar groping toward a modem sense of authorial identity. T hough the fact that Spenser became 'landed' led him to endor e the
queen's claims to Ireland, his book most concerned with issues of authorial
identity is marked by an effort to displace the queen from the 'place' that is
the poem. We can postulate a move by Spenser towards defining poetry as
a kind of property, but property distinct from other kinds. Book 6 and the
View seem to have different stories to tell about Spenser's place and the place
of queen Elizabeth. The View rehearses the need to displace the Irish so the
English can consolidate their possession of territory; the poet of book 6, by
contrast, seeks to displace the queen in order to lay claim to the pace of
the poem . o, too, with the issue of identity: Spenser's identity as poet in
book 6 is in competition with the queen. In the View - and in his li feSpenser's claims to his 'place' - in the sense of his job, his estates, and the
identity contingent on them - are underwritten by the queen's claims to
Ireland. Thus literary identity in book 6 seems underwritten by conditions
different from those that underwrite social and legal position. The pre entation of the queen in book 6 suggests that Spenser is seeking to move beyond
the conditions of patronage, whereby the work is a gift to the powerful patron,
and seeking a way to claim the space of the text as the poet's own.
I have been focusing on the underlying differences between Spenser's
works on Faeryland and Ireland. Yet the importance of firm and fixed boundaries in both works reveals the vulnerability of the very borders they seek
to assert. Borders are designed to protect and to control; they are fundamentally defen ive structures. In fact, the View and book 6 might be said
to be as much about the eventual breaching of boundaries as about their
necessity. The reformation oflreland remains unrealized in the View, and
all moments of resolution in book 6 are undone. Spenser offers his 'view'
of Ireland because the Irish 'now lately [have) quite shaken off their yoke
and broken the bands of their obedience' (p 4), just as the Blatant Beast
breaks free of the bands in which Calidore has enclosed it. The Irish continue, penser says, to 'overrun' the boundaries imposed by the English, ju t
as the Brigands of book 6 (who like the Irish 'outlaws' of the View prey on
the borders) lay waste to the pastoral landscape. In book 6, Spenser attempts
to displace the queen only to have a figure usuaJJy identified as lord Burghley
emerge as a threat on the very border of the book. Both works then bespeak
the threats to the boundaries they rely on more than their realization.
"Joseph Loewenstein, 'The Script in the 1arkctplace', in Reprtser1tir1g th, English
Reuaismr,ce, ed tcphen Greenblatt (University of California Press, Berkeley 1988) pp 273-4.
Original emphasis.
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Spenser's own history rehearses these threats in small: his claims to
land and to his identity are vulnerable to the constant threat of Irish
uprising and to his legal battles with lord Roche over K.ilcolman. The
hakiness of Spenser's claims to that estate is revealed by the fact that
though Spenser won the first set of legal battles, lord Roche won the
second. 3' Eventually, of course, K.ilkolman was attacked and overrun during the rebellion in Munster of 1598. Spenser and his family were themselve thus displaced, forced to flee to England, and returned to their own
'proper place'.
The treatment of the queen in book 6, along with the disturbing
pre ence of the 'mighty Pere' on its border, suggests that pen er in the last
complete book of The Faerie Queene is fashioning a sense of poetry and
of identity apart from the queen and court. Such an identity is never fulJy
realized in book 6 - as Spenser's possession of K.ilkolman was never
secure and as England's possession of Ireland remains contested. In
book 6, then, Spenser may attempt to assert possession of the place that is
his poem, but he does not pre ent it as a place secure from incursion. Ireland,
penser's e tares in Ireland, and Spen er's poem alike are threatened by the
disruptive forces of history - forces that overrun imposed boundaries
and borders. Thus the place that is book 6 is not a respite from Ireland from history or from Spenser's own history- but rather a mirror ofit. Those
that have been displaced do not, after all, si mply disappear: they remain on
the borders. Spenser reveals a desire for fixed boundaries - for Faeryland
and for Ireland. Yet the presence of the 'mighty Pere' at the end of book 6
and the Irish on the border ofK.ilkolman reveal instead the insecurity of
borders - of the colonial enterprise and of estates and of texts - and hence
of the identity of poet and gentleman that the boundaries are meant to keep
in place.

"Judson, Lift ofEdmund Sptnser pp 135, 162-3.
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T

he idea that most women condemned as witches during the classic
periods of witch persecution in Europe (between 1500 and 1700)
were in actuality unlicensed healers who were suppres ed by the male
medical establishment arose among feminist writers, historians, and religious leaders. This idea has been around for more than twenty years now
and has become a familiar strain in women's studies. It has been presented
often as historically valid by scholars of both genders. The theory is that
the midwife, the 'cunning woman', and the female fo lk herbalist were condemned as witches by male physicians in order to keep these women in their
places - that is, out of organized medicine. Consequently, according to these
claims, witchcraft persecutions were not just a religious phenomenon, but
in reality often a misogynist conspiracy with both societal and economic overtones. ln 1971 Thomas Szasz, in The Manufacture ofMadness, wrote:
Because the Medieval Church ... controlled medical education
and practice, the Inquisition [witch-hunts) constitutes, among
other things, an eady instance of the 'professional' repudiating
the skills and interfering with the rights of the 'nonprofessional'
to minister to the poor. '
There i no need to agree with this feminist interpretation of the witch
persecutions. In fact, the historical evidence concerning European witchcraft which is derived from accounts and transcripts of trials and other forms

'Thomas Szasz is quored in Barbara Ehrenreich and Deirdre English, Witchcraft and
Medicine in the MiddleAger (Feminist P ress at the City University of New York, New York
1971) p 6.
This rather amazing small study was written by two nurses whose points of view reflect
very strong feminist opinions. They admit that their sources were 'usually sketchy and often
biased', bur I do not believe that the authors realize the extent of rheir own biases as they
wrote. This study is typical of the strident feminist position toward the supposed conspiracy
of male medical professionals.
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of primary literature fails to support such a theory. On the contrary, the actual
historical evidence shows that female healers, with the exception of midwives, were rarely those denounced as witches. While the belief that
midwives were witches was widespread, evidence indicates that even the
number of practicing midwives that were tried and condemned is not particularly large. Thus, the concept that midwives were witches or witches were
midwives appears to be as reliable as the concept that witches flew to sabbaths on the backs of goats or on broomsticks.
T he time for a serio us and unbi ased scholarly discourse on the question of female healers as witches is considerably overdue. In this essay I will
discuss several cases of female 'healers' who were persecuted as witches in
the period of classic witch- hunts - the period some feminists call 'the
Burning Times'. Thee women's stories appear both in contemporaneous
literature and art. 1 will also briefly review the historical record and the opinions of some contemporaries of the 'witches'.
Historical data does not support an interpretation such as the following:
Witches lived and were burned long before the development of
modern medical technology. The great majority of them were
lay healers serving the peasant population, and their suppression
marks one of the opening struggles in the history of man's suppression of women as healers.... The women's health movement of today has ancient roots in the medieval covens, and its
opponents have as their ancestors those who ruthlessly forced the
elimination of witches. 2
To posit that there were such organizations a 'medieval covens' or that
there was an ancient 'women's health movement' is highly speculative at best
and specious at wor t. l The evidence that survives of reputed organized
group of witches comes from trial accounts and confessions. These accounts
were regularly coerced from the accused via torture and were suggested to
her or him through a list of leading questions routinely asked all suspected
witches. T here is little reason to believe anything that the accused reported
as a result of such treatments. To extrapolate from such confessions that
' Ibid.
' Certainly it was believed that there were groups of organized satanist witches, and sometimes these groups bore the title of'coven'. For example, a trial accou nt ofrhe Scottish witch
Bessie D unlop from 1576 discusses the group of witches to which she belonged; however,
it does nor include the word tO'lll!ll. Another trial account for Isabel Gowdie, also a Scot, dates
from 1662. This account does use the word <O'lltll to describe witches groups. However, the
evidence given in witches' confessions is always subject to considerable doubt as to its actual
validity, so while the word <ovm entered the English language it did not necessarily mean
that such organizations were extant. ( ee Thomas D . Davidson, Rowan Tree and &dThmd
[Edinburgh 1949], for examples of the uses of the term coven in cotland.)
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there were such things as witches' covens, witches' meetings, witches who
worried about women's health, or even witches at all is to create very flimsy
history indeed. It does no good to quote the Malleus Malejicarum concerning
evi l midwives unless there is evidence to demonstrate that these midwives
were indeed killers of mothers and children; without such evidence it is pointle s to write:
The witch-hunts left a lasting effect: An aspect of the female has
ever since been associated with the witch, and an aura of contam ination has remained - especially around the midwife and
other women healers. This early and devastating exclusion of
women from independent healing roles was a violent precedent.'

It is true that there were statutes such as the English act of 1512 that
limited the practice of medicine to persons who had graduated from Oxford
or Cambridge. Such statutes are routinely refere nced as examples of
officially sponsored suppression of women healers. But it is also true that
in 1542 Parliament passed another act which stated that 'divers honest men
and women' could practice medicine. 5 The operative requirement here was
'Ehrenreich and Engli sh, Witchcraft and Mediti11, p 6.
' Sec, for example, H ilary Bourdillon, Women as Healers:A History ofWomen and Medicine
(Cambridge University Press, New York 1988) p 19, for such a discussion of various acts
of Parliament. Bourdillon writes from a feminist perspective, but one much more balanced
than that of Ehrenreich and English.
The myth of the female witch healer also affects the thinking of many non historians
who write about the classic period of witchcraft persecutions. I th ink that this phenomenon makes all the more interesting a study of how widely spread this theory has become.
For instance, the theory of women healers being persecuted as witches has permeated the
thinking of many wiccans. 1t is a belief commonly held among those wiccans who are strong
feminists . lt is also occasionally found in the writings of other modern wiccans who may
not profess to be feminists. W iccan members consider themselves modern pagans and sometimes call themselves \vitches'. There are a large number of different groups of wiccan , not
all of whom are satanists. Some of the groups are all females and arc strongly feminist,
others arc confined exclusively to members who are male homosexuals, others admit members of both genders. There arc also wiccans who do not belong to any organized group.
Their literature, made up of amateur history and fol klore, frequently discusses the persecutions of historical witches who were believed by their contempora ries to be satanists.
It is common in wiccan literature to read about the terrorism practiced against the historic witches whom wiccans generally believe to have been their religious predecessors.
Many wiccans maintain that these old witches were pagans, but not satanists. They sometimes also state that the old witches were folk healers being persecuted by the church
and the legal establishments of various European states. T hese persons tend to inveigh
ogainsc the persecution of witches by Christian religious authorit ies and not to center
cheir discussions on the notion of medical profcssiona.ls who were intent on defending
cheir territory against women. However, it is not unheard of to find feminist literature
such as the work of Ehrenreich and English for sale in wiccan bookshops. A recent catalog put out by Enchantments, a wicean bookstore in ew York City, contai ns a listing
for a pamphlet written by Barbara Ehrenreich entitled Witches, Midwives and N11rses. T his
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that the persons who could practice medicine had to be 'honest'. The act
i inclusive of women, not exclusive.
If the witches were in reality fe male healers whose only cri me was
that of economic confiict with the male medical establishment, then
where in this scenario should the case of a male physician who was condemned as a witch be placed? In other words, what should we do with
Dr Lambe?
T he infamous Dr. Lambe started life as a teacher of English, his
pupils be ing the children of gentlemen. It is possible that he possessed some powers of clairvoyance and thought-reading, and was
reputed to be an entertaini ng juggler, whi lst also practici ng as a
physician. He became in fact the typical wise man or wizard, helping people to find los t goods, advising them in family troubles
and foretelling the futu re.'

There arc several extant legal documents and a contemporary popular pamphlet concerning the case of Dr Lambe. Dr Lambe was indicted
fo r witchcraft several times between 1607 and 1610. H e was imprisoned
in Worcestershire but was removed to King's Bench Prison in London,
apparently because it was felt that he had bewi tched the jailers, the
sheriff, the foreman of the jury that had convicted hi m, and even some of

pamphlet recapitulates the typical feminist propaganda about the persecution of women
healers throughout history. A strongly feminist wiccan book by Z. Budapest, The Holy Book
of Women's Mysteries (O akland, Cal 1989) also Lim Ehrenreich and English in its bibliography, although Budapest does not emphasize in particular the role of female healers as
persecuted 'witches'.
Vivianne Crowley, a modern wiccan who is not a fem inist, but rather has a Jungian
analysis orientation to her beliefs, writes that 'the Gods of W icca arc not jealous Gods. We
therefore worship the personification of the male and female principle, the God and the Goddess'
UVian [Aquarian Press, 1989] p 11).
H owever, Crowley goes on to djscuss historical witches in E ngland in a manner that
makes clear she believes some female medical practitioners had been persecuted: 1n England,
while large-scale organized Paganism had been fairly successfully suppressed by the Church,
the craft of magic was preserved in the villages of England by pamcular famil ies of "witches•,
"cunning men" and "wise women"' (p 48).
The interesting thing about this last statement concerning English witches is that
Crowley mentions both male and female healers. This inclusion of male healers obviously
touches upon the central issue of the validity of the female witch heroine myth . The
emphasis is thereby shifted from the traditional idea that male doctors attacked 'uppity'
unlicensed females. I have read extensively in wiccan literature, including feminist wiccan
literature. Tcannot find a specific cited example of the conspiracy of doctors versus unlicensed
women. It seems that the wiccans have focused on the idea of the folk healers' being
persecuted by the other establishments that I have mentioned rather than on a doctors'
conspi racy.
' C . L'E strangc Ewen, Witchcraft and D emoninnism (1933; repr Barnes and oble, ew
York 1970) p 202.
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the justices who had heard his case.' In the London jail Dr Lambe continued
ro see clients, who included the duke of Buckingham. Besides being identified as a witch, Dr Lambe had an equally bad reputation as a pederast and
a rapist. In 1628 he was attacked on the street by a London mob and beaten
ro death.
Dr Lambe's case is associated with that of an incident of a female healer
tried for witchcraft - the case of Anne Bodenham. Both servant and
mistress to Dr Lambe during his residence in London, she learned her
healing arts and supposedly her witchcraft from him .
Anne Bodenham, a clairvoyant who lived into her eighties, became
a cause celebre. She is the subject of two pamphlets published in 1653, immediately after her execution. Her infamy persisted and in 1688 she appears
in 1athaniel Crouch's The Kingdom of Darkness, a collection of fantastic
tales that concern, among other things, the supernarural. One might
compare The Kingdom of Darkness to today's tabloid journalism. Crouch
(1632?-1725?) tells stories of witches, ghosts, and demonic possessions. He
repeats the stories of Anne Bodenham's deeds as told by the pamphlets. Anne
is described as being engaged in much the same occult occupations as
Dr Lambe. She is depicted as a 'cunning woman'. She is accused of curing
diseases by means of witchcraft, utilizing charms and spells.• While these
tales do mention Anne's ability to cure disease, they maintain that she, like
Dr Lambe, apparently did this through magic or witchcraft rather than
through medical skill. She was condemned as a malefactor rather than as
a healer. o consideration is given to the fact that she was an unlicensed
healer.
Anne Bodenham is one of only a few witches who are specincally
described in historical documents as healers or 'cunning women'. The story
Crouch selected to emphasize tells of Anne Bodenham's conj uring of
devils and her attempt to entice her maid into witchcraft, not of her
'medical' ability. Crouch quoted almost directly from what he obviously considered a very titillating section of one of the 1653 pamphlets.

'Ibid. First published in 1933, this was a pioneering study of the documents concerning English witchcraft trials. I t is still useful for its many transcriptions of trial accounts.
E\'en though this is a very old source, I deliberately selected examples from it. I did this
10 show that the evidence that witches were not usually listed by profession or occupation
has been readily available for the last sixty years. Any number of more recent studies for the
British Isles and other nations in Europe, such as the works of Middlefort, M onter,
Kieckhefer, Larner, Muchembled, Henningson and Ankarloo, Dupont-Bouchat, and many
others, demonstrate the same types of data concerni ng the supposed occupations of female
witches.
'Ibid pp 202-4.
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[Anne Bodcnham) . .. took her staff and therewith drew a
circle about the house and then took a book carrying it over to
the ci rcle with her hands, after that she laid a green glass on the
book, and placed within the circle an earthen pot of coals wherein
she threw something which caused a very noisome smell, and told
the maid she should not fear whatever happened for now they
would come, and so calling Belzebub, Tormentor, Satan and
Lucifer appear, there suddenly arose a very high wind that made
the house shake, and presently the back door flying open came
five spirits ... [who looked like] great boys.'
The tria l account from the pamphlet runs this way:
he forthwith made a circle, and looking in her book, called
Beelzebub, Tormentor, Lucifer and Satan [to) appear, then
appeared two spirits in the likeness of great boys, with long
hagged black hair, and stood by her looking over her shoulder. 10
Anne's conjuring of the devils in the shape of shaggy-haired boys i
depicted in the frontispiece of The Kingdom ofDarkness and again in the text.
In the text illustration she is depicted standing near a magic circle with
her demons inside the circle. Oddly, in the frontispiece the situation is
reversed, and instead Anne is inside the circle. She holds a book of charms
and appears to be throwing something into a flaming cauldron, her 'pot of
coals', p laced inside the circle. This set of illustrations depicts acts of magic
and the conjuration of supemarural beings. Never is Anne Bodenham shown
in any activity even remotely associated with the healing arts.
If there were such a phenomenon as that of a cohesive group of learned
professional doctors persecuting female healers, there should be widespread substantiating documentary evidence, but there is no uch evidence.
Those who study the history of witchcraft in the classic periods of
European persecution will attest to the fact that there is a tremendous amount
of extant primary evidence concerning trials, as well as popular and learned
beliefs. Relatively modern historical research in this enormous amount of
material has been ongoing for at least the last one hundred years. Such a
concept as doctors 'ganging up' to persecute women healers, or even women
midwives, just does not appear in the many hundreds of examples of witchcraft literature published during the periods of cla sic persecution. omc
of this literature was written by doctors. The famous sixteenth-cenrury
German physician Johannes Weyer (1515-1588) took the opposi te stance
' Nathaniel Crouch, The Kingdom of Darkness (London 1670), probably published by
the author. The text is taken directly from Crouch.
" Ewen, Witchcraft and Demonianism pp 324- 9 for the text of the trial account pamphlet.
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and made fun of unlearned or poorly trained doctors who were so
ignorant of medicine and the normal courses of diseases that they proclaimed
witches to be at work whenever they could not cure an individual. He accused
them not only of ignorance and superstition but also of attempting to use
witchcraft as an excuse to avoid being sued for malpractice. He never
mentioned the concept that a male doctor might yell 'witchcraft' in order
to prevent a woman from practicing any type of medicine:
Meanwhile I do not deny that the one refuge of some incompetent persons who shamelessly and deviously boast of an understanding of medicine - the one refuge when they do not know
the nature of an illness, fa r less its cure, and are forced to make
their decisions like blind men judging colors - is to assert at once
that it is a case of witchcraft. Under this cloak they cunningly
cover up their own ignorance in matters pertaining to the hallowed art of medicine . . .. By referring to evil-doing or witchcraft as a pretext, they strive carefully to tum aside malicious
accusations, or rather legal actions justly instituted against
them - they who are truly the evil-doers"
Just as there is not historical evidence of a doctors' conspiracy, there
are also very few documented instances offemale healers who were condemned
a witches. Since the late nineteenth century, hundreds of trial records have
been examined and transcribed. Hundreds of women's names have surfaced;
however, only a small number of European witches were specifically described
a female healers. This number is expanded somewhat if one includes witches
who were midwives. Yet even here the vast majority of females accused of
wi tchcraft were merely listed by name or as the wife of so and so. Their occupations, even that of midwifery, were generally not given. It is bad historical procedure to assume that every female witch was either a healer or a
midwife when th ere is not evidence to establish this. To do this is equivalent to accepti ng the very beliefs about witches that were popularized in the
religious, legal, and medical literature of the times. These books demonstrate that ignorance and superstition were by no means excluded from such
forms of literature. Since beliefs about witches were held to be religious
dogma, many authors tended to accept them unquestioningly, at least in print.
Those who dared ·to doubt in public the validity of witchcraft were in danger of persecution themselves. While we may be able to deduce a specific
author's opinions about witchcraft from an individual piece of literature, it
is still bad historical scholarship to read Renaissance and seventeenth"Johannes W eyer, De Pr£stiqiis d£mo1111111 (1583) bk 2 chap 18. I am quoting the new
Medieval and Renaissance Texts and Studies edition (Binghamton, New York 1991) p 153 .
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century authors (who routinely cited previous 'au thorities' for their stories
about how witches behaved) and then assume that such writings reflect actual
historical facts concerning specific individuals who were brought to trial.
The 'cunning women' - that is, women healers who were not specifically
desig nated as midwives, but u ually as herbalists - are in fact a curious lot.
Briti h historian C. L'Estrange Ewen, who over sixty years ago compiled
hundreds of trial accounts for the British Isles, discovered that witches were
believed to have the ability to counteract each other's witchcraft; that is, some
did good witchcraft instead of bad witchcraft.
Generally speaking, neither in prison nor out had the witches any
skill to counteract mischief once accomplished, although sometimes one practitioner could nullify and amend the evil work of
another .... Thus Elizabeth Stile (1580) having turned back a
child's hand, Mother Dunen restored it to the normal position .
. . . The boy ofDroitwich recovered his speech, upon receivi ng
the blessing of the witch who had caused his dumbness ....
Goodwife Orchard (1659) partially cu red the ensorcclled maid
who accused her. ... A sick child recovered after Elizabeth Lambe
had asked her forgiveness ... and a confession forced from Agnes
Samuel resulted in the immediate relief to the Throckmorton
children."
When one examines the trial accounts of these women one finds that
with respect to the English cases cited by Ewen, Elizabeth Stile was not
listed as having an occupation, nor was Mother Outten. The elderly woman
who bewitched and then reversed her curse on the boy from Droitwich was
described only as an old woman whom the boy encountered. Goody Orchard
was a malicious old woman, but not referred to as a healer or midwife.
o occupation wa s listed for E lizabeth Lambe. And finally Agnes Samuel
comes closest in this group to having some role as a healer'. She was employed
in the Throckmorton hou se as a 'serving maid or nurse'. She possibly might
have had the opportunity to administer some sort of folk medicine, but the
trial account does not say that. It describes the woman pronouncing what
sound like exorcisms over one bewitched child, scratching another in o rder
to heal him, and so forth. It does not describe her as having given anyone
any medications or foodstuff "
The important point here is not that these witches were healer ,
licensed or otherwise, but that they could practice magic or witchcraft

''For rhe trial accounts of these witches, see Ewen, Witchcreft and Demoriianiun pp 104,
153,316,335,396, 170 respectively.
" ee n 12 above.
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for good or for evil. Such healers were being condemned for wo rking
charms rather than attempting to practice established forms of professional
medicine. Seventeenth-century Scottish criminal law comments upon such
cases:
[Healing with charms] cannot be produced without the Devil and
that he wilJ not employ himself at the desire of any who have not
resigned themselves wholly to him, it is very just that the users
of these [charms] should be punished being guilty at least of apostasy and heresy. 1•
ome feminist writers have agreed with this position and rightly pointed
out that the 'Church saw its attack on peasant healers as an attack on magic,
not medicine'. is This was a centuries-old position that went back at least
as far as the eighth century. A penitential that _may date from the eighth century and that is ascribed by some to the Venerable Bede, w ho speaks of a
pena nce of five years for a 'woman . .. who places her child upon a roof or
in an oven in order to cure a fever'. 16 The German cleric Burchard of
Worms (d. 1025) also speaks of the incorrect and si nful use of charms or
uperstitious beliefs in curing. Burchard's penitential, The C01nctorefBurchard
ofW01ws 1 was written about 1008- 1012 as part of a larger theological work,
the D ecretorum. It is rightly esteemed as a great source of both the religious
and the folk beliefs of this period. Burchard has the confessor ask the
following of his penitent:
Hast thou done what some do when they are visiting the sick person? When they approach the house where the sick person lies
if they find a stone lying nearby they rum the stone over and look
in the place where d1e stone was lying [to see] if iliere is anyiliing
living under it .... [If there is] then they aver that ilie sick peron will recover. ... Hast thou coUected medicinal herbs with
evil incantations not with the creed and the Lord's prayer that
is with the singing of the 'credo in Deum' or the paternoster?"

" ee a law from 1678 quored in Dan McKenzie, Thel11fi111cyefMedi<i11e (London 1927).
"Ehrcnrcich and English, Witchcraft and Medicine p 13.
"For the quotation ascribed to the Venerable Bede, see ]. T. McNeil! and H. M. Gamer,
Medieval Handbooh of Pename (New York 1965) p 229.
"For the quotations from the CorrectorefBurchard if Worms, see Mc eill and Gamer,
Medieval Ha11dbooh ef Pena11ce pp 335, 330. See also Mignc, Patroloqia Latina (1853)
vol 140 p 962 for the quotation concerning gathering herbs with proper prayers: 'Collegisti
htrbas mtditinales, rum aliis incantntionibus cum symbulo et Dominica oratio11e, id est cum Credo
i11 Deum el Pater nosier ctm/ando'. The passage from the Corrector in question may also be
this, Migne p 836: 'No11 licet in collectio11e herbarum medicinalium aliquas observationes vel
indi-uino, et Oratione Dominica, ut Deu1 et Domin us nosier honoretur'.
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But what do clerical attacks such as those of Burchard have to do with
the mythical conspiracy of doctors against women?
F ive hundred years after Burchard of Worms, Johannes Weyer again
comments stridently against those persons who used magical or superstitious
cu res for disease while working with charms or magical sounding sayings:
Here we shou.ld mention the monstrous employment of superstitions and unknown words wherein you cannot tell whether you
are praying for good or for evil. . .. I know a gentleman of high
station who is famed for a similar type of cure. He writes 'hax
pax max Deus adimax' upon an apple slice and then gives it as
food to a person infected by a rabid dog.... These words are
corrupted because of ignorance ... . The nobleman probably
read a piece in German and discovered that the Latin words
hoc+po+mo+ Deus adiuvet+ ['May God help you by means of
this apple'] were effective for a cure of this sort."
W eyer went on to explain that the man was so ignorant of Latin that he
misunderstood an indication to make the Sign of the Cross at the end of
each word fo r the letter x.
To ascertain whether there was a doctors' conspiracy against women
who wanted to practice healing arts is a slightly different research problem.
Witchcraft literature from the period of the persecutions indicates that the
idea that witches murdered children was a widely held belief and undoubtedly a part of both learned and popular culture. Often, these witches were
believed to be midwives. One finds this concept in the Ma lieus Malificarum
(bk 1 q 9), where the subject of midwives has a whole chapter, and in earlier witchcraft literature. Johannes ider's Formicarius, written between 1435
and 1437 during the Council of Basle and printed about 1475, states that
witches killed infants and ate their flesh (chap 5 c 3). Martin le Franc's poem,
Le Champion des Dames, written about 1440, also states that witches killed

See also Mignc p 965 for the quotation concerning divination of rhe patient's
future health by means of finding a fly or an ant under a stone: 'Fcci,ti 'luod 'luidam
ftuiunl, dum viJitant aliquem infirm um: cum appropi11quaveri1Jt domui ubi i,ifirmu.s decumh it,
si inveneri11t ali'luem lapidem juxta jarentem, revolvun/ lapidem, t i requirunt in loco ubi
jaubat lapis, si ibi sti ali'luid ,ub/us quod vivat, t i si invtrenint ibi lumbricum, aut muscam,
aut farmicam, auf aliquid quod se moveat> lune affirmant aegrotum colvalescere. Si auttm
nihil ibi invenerenl 'luod se moveal, dicunt eut moriturum'. In this same Decrelorom, Burchard

of W orms also discusses the superstitious practice of placing one's sick child in an oven or
on the roof. (See Migne p 835): 'Ex poenilentiali Beda, pmbyteri. Mulier si f/Ua jilium SI/Um
ponit supra tectum au/ in for11acem pro sanitateJebrium unum annum poe11iteat'.
" Sec W eyer, De Pr-rstiqiis d-rmonum (MRTS ed) bk 5 chap 8 pp 387, 388.
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infants. " But I have already noted that in spite of such literature, there are
few documented examples of midwives tried as witches.
However, we can identify some witch midwives from historical
documents. One of these was Walpurga Haussmannen from Dillingen,
Germany, who was put to death in 1587. She was accused of killing many
chjldren, as well as of bewitching numerous fa rm animals, chiefly cattle. A
contemporaneous pamphlet tells of her trial and the accusations made against
her. (Although uch pamphlets were popular in Germany at the time, few
have survived.) But even when we consider that she was by profession a midwife, the pamphlet is not illustrated with Walpurga's d eeds as a healer or a
midwife, but rather with a scene in which she is shown meeting the devil
for the first time. The artist and the publisher emphasized her ensuing pact
with the devil rather than her later deeds of malijicia. lfit were so important to suppress witch midwives, would it not have been more logical for
the printer of this pamphlet to have shown Walpurga killing babies?
What do such examples as the previous cases of witches indicate? The
answer is imple. If one looks at the historical record for a medical conspiracy
against women healers, such a conspiracy is not there. On the contrary some
recent scholarship demonstrates that in fact women did play a recognized
and an accepted role in medicine during the seventeenth century in England.
An example is Doreen G. agy's Popular Medicine in Seventeenth-Centwy
E11gland, which focuses an entire chapter on 'Women's Role in Stuart
Medicine'. More studies like this one are needed, studies in which facts
backed by solid historical procedures are presented. agy writes:
Since most medical historians of the early modern period have
written from the perspective of professional medicine, they
have either completely ignored the role of ordinary women in the
provision of medical services, or dismissed them with patronizing terms such as wise women, herb women, white witches, or
simply old women, often implying that they were little better than
quacks .... By contrast, it will be demonstrated that women
played a central role in Stuart health care. Because of their
gender, women were only very rarely found amongst the ranks
of professional surgeons and physicians. As a result academic

1
artin le Franc was a secretary to the anti-pope Felix V. Le Champion des Dames,
le Franc's poem, is easier to retrieve in modern transcriptions of French literature than are
the works of Johannes Nider. Original and early editions of idcr's published works may
be found at various rare books collections, including those of UCLA, Cornell University,
and the University of Pennsylvania. For the comments of ider and le Franc, the reader
may readily consult transcriptions in C. H. Lea, Materials toward a History of Witchcraft
(Philadelphia 1939; repr New York 1986) vol 1 passim.
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studies have focussed on plotting the linear development of the
medical profession .. .. A case study of the role of women sheds
considerable light upon the topic of popular medicine.'°
1agy

discusses documented instances of women medical professionals and
a number of cases of un)jcensed women healers. Many of these examples
are of gentlewomen who, unlike unlettered peasants, were able to write down
and thus pass on medical formulation s. Also, these women often treated
persons of either gender. agy writes that the 'medical literature from the
period indicates an acceptance of women's roles as nonprofessional medical practitioners and in some cases approval and encouragement from the
professionals themselves'. 21 This she can demonstrate from the data. This
interpretation is in direct opposition to the theory that male medical
professionals were trying to eradicate female healers by calling them witches
and hauling them into court. In fact (just as I do not), agy does not be)jeve
that this conspiracy existed. She has written, 'While the general response
of the typical physician was one of acceptance with regard to female nonlicensed practitioners . .. a small group of medical reformers adopted a more
positive atti tude toward women healers'. 22
agy's study is obviously important in that it does derive from the
historical record, clearly reinforcing the evidence that can be taken from trial
accounts. The problem with the woman's studies approach discussed in this
e say is that the e writers are applying a modern theory to the historical
evidence, without paying the needed atte ntion to what that evidence itself
indicates.

"'Doreen E. agy, Popular Medicine in Seventeenth-Century England(Bowling Green
rate University Popular Press, Bowli ng Green, Ohio 1988) p 54.
" Jbidp 74.
" Jbidp 75.

Inventing the Middle Ages

Glenn W. Olsen
University of Utah

N

orman Cantor seems to have decided, as a kind of perpetual
outsider (in spite of his Princeton and O xford education), that he
has nothing to lose by telling it all. Of his Inventing the M iddle
Ages: The L ives, Works, and Ideas ofthe Great Medievalists ofthe Twentieth
Century (William Morrow and Company, ew York 1991), Lee Patterson
ays accurately on the dust jacket: 1ntriguing, informative, irritating, and
vastly entertai ning, Inventing the Middle Ages will rattle lots of cages'. I am
not su re that this book has raised Cantor's status in the eyes of very many
practicing medievalists, and indeed one review concludes with the words
'The widespread circulation of this mean-spirited and tendentious work is
a grievous blow to medieval studies' .1 'Grievous blow' or not, undeniably
the book has its fascination. C antor's idea, after a pretty dreadful opening chapter that should alert the reader of trouble ahead without causing
the book to be laid aside, is to encapsulate the life and thought of twenty
medievalists to abo ut 1965. This selection seems somewhat capricious,
fo r the book considers medievalists who should be on a 'top 20' list but
hardly mentions others whose contributions have been of the first order:
Gerhart Ladner is barely mentioned, and his name does not appear
in the unreliable index - but then neither do Jean L eclercq's nor Gerd

' Richard W . Pfaff, in Speculum 69 (1993) pp 122-5. A much more favorable review
by Brian Patrick McGuire in Cistmian Studies Quarterly 27 (1992) p 8587 at 87, comes to
a different conclusion: 'perhaps the best argument for reading history and studying the Middle
Ages that l could ever find for my students'. The present essay (see n 18) took form through
my panicipation in a session of the Annual C onference of the Rocky Mountain Medieval
and Rena.issancc Association, Flagstaff, Arizona, 10 April 1993, devoted to consideration
of Cantor' book. l have especially profited from the 'Response' provided during this session by teven Epstein of the University of Colorado. Epstein noted that for an introduction to academic hiswry in general in the United States, the book to use is Peter Novick,
That Noble Dream: The 'Objectivity Question ' and the Amerira11 H istorical Profession
(Cambridge 1988).
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Tellenbach's.' Cantor does not observe his cutoff date with any consistency
and in fact often brings the story to the present, thus raising the further
question of why some medievalists who have been central to the development of medieval studies in the last generation, such as David Herlihy, are
not mentioned at all. But it is a good rule to be grateful for what a scholar
has done, rather than lament what remains undone. In any ca e, it was
not Cantor's goal to form a top 20 Ii t, and the merit of his election is that
it illustrates very different ways history has been pursued in our century.
Cantor often successfully shows how our present ideas about the
Middle Age were constructed by viewing the past through the prisms of
various twentieth-century intellectual movements.3 The first chapter tries
to et the stage by taking up 'The ~est for the Middle ges'. ln a sketch
of the whole period, Cantor, the author of arguably the worst available
textbook of medieval history in English, shows he has not lost his touch.
Getting Christian theology straight has never been one of an tor's strong
points, and there are many inaccuracies. The Church is de cribed (p 25) a
the institutional form of the Holy pirit (sec Body of Christ?). I gather from
his misinterpretation of the New Te tament later (p 415) that Cantor does
not under tand the difference between optimism and the theological virtue
of hope. A subsection on 'Discovery and Learning' make useful comments
about the modern construction of the Middle Ages but strangely peaks
of Victorian culture or a Victorian mind as if it were a useful label for
nineteenth-century historical studic in Europe generally. One would have
thought a label coming from a country where historical studies were mo t
advanced, that is, from the continent, more appropriate. Cantor's later
description of the amateurishness of the English and the professionali m
of the Germans, which in individual cases needs qualification, show that
he understands that in many ways England, though not without its continental contacts, was a scholarly backwater.' In 1988 Cantor published
the book Twentieth- Century Culture: Modernism to D econstruction, and in
Inventing the Middle Ages he illuminates his medieval-modern comparisons.
' Robert Bartlett, 'The Cantorbury Tales', Ntw York Review of Book1 {NYRB] 39.9
(14 May 1992) pp 12- 15, at p 12, observes that Cantor's 'selection is not so much idiosyncratic as strictly limited in range .... What we have here is an Anglo-American view of
historians working on the central parts of western Europe in the central Middle Age '.
' Compare for German medieval historiography, Gerd Althoff, ed, Die D eullrhen und
ihr Mille/alter: Them,111111d F1mktio11e11 moderner Gmhicht1bilder vom Mille/alter (Darmstadt
1992).
' l thank Derek Baker, the moderator of the session mentioned in n 1, for convincing
me to qualify- although probably not as much as he would wish - an even stronger original comparison. omewherc I have read the not completely unfair comment that if Bede
had been born in Germany whole historical institutes would have been dedicated to him,
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But there is also much glibness, vacuousness, and pointless showing off:
'Peter Abelard . .. tried the radical neo-Freudian approach of high eroticism (copulation makes you free) a la Wilhelm Reich, Norman 0 . Brown,
and Herbert Marcuse' (p 42). 5
Chapter two is devoted to the great legal historian Frederic William
Maitland . Here the quality of presentation and analysis improves. Yet, there
is only a brief bibliographical note for each chapter, and therefore one's
wish for documentation of specific statements is frequently unsatisfied.
Cantor sees Maitland as a moderni t pursuing 'a Durkheim-like structural
and functional sociology' (p 57). Following a summary ofMaitland's study
of the common law, Cantor recounts Maitland's critiques since the 1960s
and gives reasons for the present prominence oflegal scholarship in the U.S.
in contrast to Britain. He relates Maitland's impact in the U.S. to the fit
between his functionalism and the relativism and pragmatism embodied first
in legal realism and now in the common law structuralism of the 1990s.
Without informing the reader that John G. A. Pocock's 'Machiavellian
moment' ha come under criticism, Cantor gives an interesting exposition
of American history in which the dominant tradition is that of the common
law. This has led to adversarial competitiveness against which a tradition
of republican virtue, with its ideal of a cooperative and consensual public
discourse, struggles. Even more interesting is the argument that Maitland's
pursuit of the common law was a quest for the deep structure that makes
civil society possible, and thus was an attempt to place medieval study in
service to contemporary problems. Against the romantic views of William
tubbs, who saw parliament as the bearer of the national heritage,
Maitland's modernism stressed that parliament itself was 'an administrative and judicial instrument of the crown', that is, of ministerial and lawyerly
enterprise (p 77).
Richard W. Pfaff discerns three books in Cantor's volume, one on 'the
for runes .. . of a number of eminent Jewish scholars who happen to have
been medievalists'.• Chapter three, on 'The Nazi Twins', Percy Ernst
chram m and Ernst Kantorowicz, introduces this book within a book and
but in England one would be glad for a reliable text (of most of the corpm). The great sendup here is the portrait of Edward Casaubon in G eorge Eliot's 1Widdlemarch, a scholar who
has spent his li fe amassing notes for an unpublishable book but cannot read the language
of the most important research on his subject, G er man : sec Jaroslav Pelikan , The Idea ofthe
Univmily: A Reexaminatio11 ( ew Haven 1992) pp 3-4.
' Compare the comments of D avid Abulafia, 'Institutes and Individuals: Some Medieval
Historians of the Twentieth Century'JoumalofMedieval History 18 (1992} pp 183-201, at
pp 189- 90.
' Review in Speculum 68 (1993) p 123. On page 124 Pfaff describes the treatment of
P. E. chram and Ernst Kantorowicz as 'a hatchet job and a half'.
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gives a fascinating view of German university life and German idealism
from the 192Os. The support, passive or active, of the majority of professors for the Nazi Reich is asserted.' Cantor remarks on the lack of candor
among Jewish exile professors as to why they had departed Germany: many
claimed it was their political opposition to Nazism, when in fact the racial
laws were determinative. Nevertheless, the amount of Cantor's speculation
throug hout the book on things such as the state of mind of various people
is bothersome. People who knew Kantorowicz warn against the reliability
of this chapter and take exception to the Nazi label. 8 ln any case, facrual
impreci ion continues. Cantor says that in the time of Constantine 'toquestion or resist the Christian emperor was a si n as well as a crime' (p 105).
This very imprecise statement of the law as it was later in the fourth cenrury {is Constantine confused with Theodosius?) misleads: the notion that
'question ing' was either sin or crime is wrongheaded. any statements cry
out for qualification: 'resistance to kings was unnatural' {p 105). { o Cicero,
natural law, or Widerstandsrecht?) Again, the biblical texts are 'contradictory'.
( ot 'unsystematic'?) Even if one does not know Innocent Ill died in 1216,
one puzzles over phrases such as 'Finally, in 1218, initially with the assistance of Pope Innocent III' (p 109). Calling the followers of St Franci
'freaked-out' (p 110) has an odd ring in a chapter that dwells on Christian
insensitivity to Jews (later Cantor actually writes of 'a clerical claque of
smooth-cheeked Jesuits' p 336). A Catholic reviewer of this book has noted
that, fairly, Cantor has an unstated theme which focuses on his chosen
medievalists' attitude toward Jews: unfortunately, Cantor's attitude toward
athol.ics is not unstated. 9 David Abulafia has remarked, in regard to Cantor's
omission of discussion of the work of Robert I. Burns SJ, on Cantor's failure more general ly to address the question of 'the existence, or otherwise,
of a Catholic historiography among American medieval ecclesiastical
historians'. 10
I would like to know how Cantor knows menopause came at age
thirty in the thirteenth century - there are many misleadingly assured
'I n his review, Speculum 68 (1993} p 124, Pfaff notes the lack of precise documenration of such assertions.
' Robert L. Benson has expressed some of his reservations in a letter with Ralph E. G iescy
and M argaret B. Sevccnko to NYRB 39. 14 (13 August 1992) p 65 (with a tangential response
by Robert Bartlett - see n 2 above). See also the review by Bennett D . Hill in American
Historical &view {AHR) 97 (1992} pp 1499-1500, at p 1499. David Abulalia, referring to
his own 'Kantorowicc~ and Frederick II', History 62 (1977) pp 193- 210, has described this
chapter as 'fundamentally misconceived': 'lnstirures and Individual s', p 188 n 17.
' Hill, AHR 97 (1992) p 1499.
0
' Abulafia, 1nsritutes and Individuals' pp 194-5, in a longer list ofunaddressed major
issues.
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statements in thjs book. Toward the end we get one worthy of Jacques
Le Goff. Page 415 tells us that 'after about 1280 medjeval intellectuals were
painfully aware that there were plenty of wrong and cruel things in their
world': in fact it would be hard to think of any merueval intellectual at any
date not painfully aware of such obvious facts. " On page 110 the papacy
in the time ofFrederick II is described as 'turning political with voracious
ambition', certainly a sloppy portrayal of the papal predicament at the time;
but then on page 115 the popes are, rightly, described as using 'every
resource . .. both material and moral, to withstand ... [Frederick's] pursuit of hegemony in Italy', with a comparison to the German situation of
the 1930s, in which there was no institution to block Hitler in the same
way. Cantor institutes a new, perhaps bizarre, form of comparative study
in his description of Karl F. Morrison as 'the greatest medievalist who failed
to get tenure at Harvard' (p 424).
Chapter four, The French Jews', treats Louis Halphen and Marc
Bloch. Cantor here prefers Halphen's benign portrayal of Charlemagne
over the later debunking by Heinrich Fichtenau and J. M. WallaceHadrill. Yet he does not seem to grasp the limitations of Halphen's positivism. Donald A. Bullough, for instance, has pointed out that Halphen's
dismissal of Einhard as a historian rests on 'narrowly positivist' criteria. 12
Cantor makes interesting criticisms of Bloch's influential Historian's Craft
and argues for the limitations of giving economic factors or physical
environ ment dominant causal significance in explaining such things as the
medieval sense of time or Gothic architecture: 'This amended environmentalism ofBloch's results in little better than a tautology when we come
to explain the emergence of a particular cultural marufestation' (p 144).
Leaving aside the fact that tautologies have their usefulness, I question
whether this is an accurate portrayal of Bloch's project. This in general
I understand to be more about a description of the web of relationships that
makes up a society than an explanation according to some si ngle category,
such as the economic.
'
Cantor relates a decline in the influence of the historical profession
co the replacement of narrative with structural writing modes; but later,
11
! have complained before of a certain false precision in Jacqucs Le Goff's rhetoric.
A favo rite example is noted in my review of The Medieval lmagi11atio11, trans Arthur
Goldhammer (Chicago 1988); Le Goff begins a sentence on the thirteenth century,
'Happi ness, a new idea in Christendom .. .'. Describing 'Foucault's Life and Hard
Times', in NYRB 40.7 (8 April 1993) pp 12- 17, at p 12, Alan Ryan notes 'a talent for
stating ... [ideas] in such extreme terms that they were literally incredible'. This could be
said of a rather large number of French intellectuals, many historians among them.
"Donald A. Bullough, Carolingian Renewal: Sources and Heritage (Manchester and
cw York 1991) p 148 n 5.
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omewhat inconsistently, he attributes the immense popularity of Anna/es
cholarship to its showmanship. All these questions are much more complicated than he indicates, as comparison to Philippe Carrard's analysis of
themes such as 'The "Revival of arrative"' shows. 13 Cantor argues that what
he takes to be Bloch's ideology, for instance his claimed 'peasant populism'
(p 175), mutes the possibilities of his methodology and also is a form of
backward-looking nostalgia. Here he seems to miss the larger point, that
much that Bloch did, rather than being the result of the 'soft-Marxism',
which Cantor claims to find in the great French historian, was the result
of his development of the nineteenth-century tradition of French sociology. Thus Cantor's criticisms of Feudal Society can be at once acute and
myopic. By noting that in this book 'the wonderful learning, wealth, and
imagination of monastery, court, cathedral, and university never come closely
into focus', Cantor shows that Bloch fe ll short of'total history'. The claim
i to picture an entire society, but the fact is that 'the feudal wo rld [is seen]
from the level of the upper stratum of the peasantry or lowest stratum of
the knightly order' (p 146). It is perfectly true that Bloch's book presents
far less than the whole of society. Yet Cantor fai ls to realize that in comparison with what had gone before, Bloch's book, whi le not 'total', wa a
real expansion of both an earlier social-economic history disconnected from
intellectual history, and an intellectual history disconnected from social and
economic context. ''
If Cantor had used Carole Fink's biography of Bloch, he might have
noted that Marx is not mentioned in the entire book: this could have led
him to wonder about the appropriateness of calling Bloch even the softest
ofM arxists; but for Cantor Marxism is an undefined term of abuse." Steven
Epstein correctly points out that 'Bloch rejected class analysis and historical materialism ... and his Feudal Society is far removed from Marx's
labor theory of value, as well as his other opinions on alienation, primitive
accumulation and the feudal mode of production'." If this false issue of
Bloch's alleged Marxism had been cleared away, the suggestive point that
there might have been a relation between Bloch's secularized Jewishness and
" Philippe Carrard, Poetics oftbe New History: French Historical Discourse from Braudtl
lo Chartier (Baltimore 1992) esp. chap 2. Carrard provides a good entrance into the bibliography on the Annales and the ' ew History' ('Nouvelle Hisloire?.
"Carrard, Poetics oftbe New History pp 59-61, makes sensible comments about the limitations of total history.
" Noted by Epstein (n 1 above), to whom I am grateful for having corrected some of
my initial reaction to Cantor's treatment of Marc Bloch. Carole Fink, Marc Blorb: A Lift
i11 History (Cambridge 1989). Carrard, Poetic, ofibe New History pp 43-4 , 186-8, 196-8,
202-3, traces the relations between the ew History and Marxism.
" Epstein (n 1 above), citing Fink, Marc Bloch p 37.
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what he leaves out of Feudal Society could have been pursued. For instance,
in pite of very illuminating statements about such things as 'time' and
'nature', Bloch omjtted almost all that had fallen under his contemporary
Christopher Dawson's rubric 'Christian culture'. These things appa rently
were not a part of 'total hjstory'. Cantor skewers in turn the great Anna/es
medieva]jsts co the present. Some will be outraged at his impiety, or unfairness, toward publications such as New York R eview ef"Books, but his jabs at
books like Montail/011, undeveloped as they may be, often have their point. 17
Cantor wants to find in Jewish intellectual life until the present a rift between
the alternatives ofHalphen's liberalism and Bloch's 'Marxism': though the
rift may be there, clearly Bloch cannot be one of its sources.
Cantor, I suppose because he works with the stereotype 'Catholicrepressive' and sees an Enlightenment notion of 'freedom' as a sine qua non
of both good scholarship and a good life (see the anachrorustic discussion
of freedom in medieval Europe pp 395 ff), tends to describe those few
Catholic scholars he approves of as 'liberal'. E tienne Gilson receives this
label (p 123), and later Hubert Jedin is similarly approved (p 288). Jedin
did describe himself as 'progressive' during the Second Vatican Counci l,
but I take it Cantor is unaware of his subsequent letter or memorandum
of September 1968 to the chair of the German Episcopal Conference,
Cardinal Dopfner, in which, aghast at the fal l-out from Vatican II, Jedi n
proposed such things as withdrawing canonical mission from any Catholic
professo r who plainly was teaching error. " Many will find Cantor's portrayal
of'The Mandarins', that is of the (p 124, another example of his fa lse precision) 'between two and ten people' 'in every country' who control merueval
studie a caricature. an to r guesses that 'perhaps a third of the people of
the cathedral towns in the eleventh century, before the pope cracked down
on clerical continence, were actually bastard children of the resident clergy
or descended from such' (p 129) - I suppose in the sense that 1 am a descendant of Charlemagne.
'The Formalists', Erwin Panofsky and Ernst Robert Curtius, next
receive a chapter. Cantor's clear but simpli fying description of formalism
" Bartlett, 'CantorburyTalcs' pp 1-15, discusses the unfairness of the treatment of Bloch.
Of recent scholarsh ip on the 011110/istes, sec Brian tock, Liste11i11gfar the Text: 011 the Use,
ofthe Past (Baltimore 1990), and Carrard, Poetiu ofthe New H istory.
"1 thank William Doino Jr for pointing this out to me .Jed in's letter was published as
' Hubert Jedin's 1968 Me111ora11d11111', trans Joseph \1/altcr, in Homiletic and Pa,toral R<'l!iew
92.2 (November 1991) pp 22-8. This is a translation of l-lubert Jedin, Lebembericht (Mainz
1984) pp 266-72. ln response to an earlier and briefer form of the present essay, Thomas
Carson sent me his translation of chap 15 of Jedin's just-mentioned autobiography (Carson
is considering a full translation), which leaves no doubt about Jeclin's attitudes, containsJedin's
self-description, and describes the background of the document referred to in the text.
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overcommits it to a single elitist social agenda, but in the process he make
illuminating remarks. Cantor also has a keen eye for weaknesses in well known studies by Panofsky, such as that of Suger of St-Denis. Yet hi knowledge of the history of western education is deficient, and in criticizing
Panofsky' Renaissance and Renascences in Westem Art, he fai ls to sec that aero
early modern Europe the das ics were not necessarily transmitted in the form
the Renaissance humanist had intended. As Dawson showed in his Crisis
of Westem Education, both the Protestant academies and the ratio studiorum
of the Jesuit colleges synthesized the medieval and humanist traditions, rather
than si mply pa ing on the latter.
Chapter six omewhat implausibly- Cantor is aware of this - place
F. . Powicke (misspelled in the title) among 'The Oxford Fantasi ts',
C. . Lewis and J.R. R. Tolkien. For the most part, I find that Cantor'
running comment about people's sexuality are more tiresome than interesting or clarifying. Yet his treatment of the Fantasists is appreciative and
his observations about the significance of the loss by both Lewis and Tolkien
of their mothers is illuminating. In add ition, Cantor argues for the com patibility of the principles of midcentury neo-Thomism with Lewis's clai m
that the essential components of high medieval literature were the courtly
love tradition, the learned conception of co mic order, and the primitive fee lings of a warrior culture. All th.is means is that both Lewis and the Thomist
were interested in the yntheses and a tendency toward unity of the high
Middle Ages. C an tor, by pointing to Lewis's further claim that medieval
culture combined 'generalizing visions of unity with an intense concentration on the particular' (p 215), rightly observes that 'Lewis saw more deeply
into medieval culture than the neo-Thomi ts did' (p 216). Decade
ago Dawson made a similar point. " The digression on 'Lewi 'medieval
Manicheanism' (p 220) agai n reveals Cantor's lack of theological sophistication: for him to see the devil as an enemy i Manichean.
A chapter on 'American Pie' discusses Charles Homer Ha ki n
and Joseph trayer. Haskins, who accompanied Woodrow Wilson to th e
Paris Peace Conference at the end of World War I, is credited with the political foresight that explains why Yugoslavia existed for such an extended period
of time. Though appropriate to its subjects, this is the most boring of antor'
chapters. Throughout the book present concerns intrude, with a piecemeal pre entation of Cantor's own views, some of which are mi generis:
" I have prepared a srudy that takes up this que stion, 'Theology, Qyeen of Science :

From Origcn to the ratio studiomm'. I note that Laurence K. Shook, Etienne Gilson (T oronto
1984) p 343, gives documentation to show that Gilson himself held that the 'scope [o
T oronto's Pontifical I nstitute of M edia:val Studies] was the whole of Christian culture
in the Middle Ages'.
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'Taxation ... is an unnatural condition' (p 266). I doubt his notion that by
1200 the 'best and brightest' university graduates became royal lawyers or
bureaucrats rather than pursuing ecclesiastical careers or commonly saw
careers in royal service as 'more socially useful' (p 265). Cantor writes of
Strayer's 'contempt for Roman Catholicism ... convincingly presented'
(p 278) in an essay he wrote on the crusades. In the notes to the same chapter Cantor writes 'There was never the gli mmer of a sign that Strayer
was .. . prejudiced against anyone' (p 435) and goes on to specify C atholics
among those who worked with him. This is not very clear. When I fir t met
Gaines Post, Strayer's close - but never-mentioned in this book - friend,
to begin my graduate studies, he immediately asked ifl was a Protestant
(which I was at the time). When I said I was, he replied with app roval to
the effect 'we see things differently'. Post too accepted students without
regard to religion, but this does not mean that non-Protestants we re not
marginalized in various ways. I did not know Strayer well enough to have
formed a judgment on his attitudes in this area - most of his writings seem
to me very evenhanded on religious questions. But Cantor, where other than
Jew are involved, does not seem very alert to the midcentury academic prej udices against which the attacks, si nce the death of Strayer, on Protestant
male ascendency in the name offeminism and multiculturalism have been
predictable reactions.
Chapter eight, 'After the Fall', is on D avid Kn owles and Etienne
Gilson. Cantor never defi nes or differentiates the 'modern culture' that
the nineteenth-century papacy opposed. Thus, while seeing all that is anti intellectual in ni neteenth-century Catholicism, he misses the heroism and
'counter-culturalism' of some- certainly not all - papal stances. Elsewhere
he sometimes appreciates such thi ngs. Silly things are also said: 'the church
was not interested in the scholarly study of the Middle Ages' (p 288). That
nineteenth-century scholarship has had its day does not mean it was never
scholarship. 20 ne wou ld have thought that in preparation for a chapter on
Knowles, Cantor would have read Knowles's Great Historical Enterprises and
thus would have have realized that groups like the Bollandists, in spite of
the devastation wreaked by the French Revolution, had regrouped and were
still doing their work." T he commen ts on John Paul II, who is said to have
"'Andrew Taylor, 'Removing Medievalists from Their Pedestals', The Globe and Mail
(Toron to 11 January 1992), remarks that Cantor 'shows little recognition of our enormous
debt to 19th-ce ntury edi tors and archivists or the extent to which their principles continue
to govern us .... When Cantor tells us, ' o book w1ittcn about the European Middle Ages
before 1895 or so is still worth reading except for curiosity's sake', it is tempting to re ply that
he should read his own book more carefully'.
" Subtitle: Problems in Mo11astic History (London 1963).
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'partly reimposed' earlier 'repressive intellectual guidelines' (p 290) are
both uncomprehending and confused - uncomprehending in the light
of John Paul's own 'modernist' training and writing and his extraordinary
attempts to reopen and resolve such things as the Galileo controversy, with
the concomitant convening of meetings of scientists to advise the papacy;
confused in seeing theology and sexual ethics as examples of'reimposit.ion'
when the argument had been about the church's attitude toward historical
scholarship. onstantly the terms of Cantor's arguments shift to suit his
purposes.
Cantor says 'all' Catholic writing about the Middle Ages is about three
'falls', the first of which is that of Adam. Because this is a teaching common
to all Christianity, it is difficult to see what the point is here. T he analysis
of the second fall, that of Rome - something again problematic fo r many
more than Catholics - collapses into rhetorical questions of the 'are you
still beating your wife' variety: 'Why did the church believe that preserving
Roman despot.ism and inequality after the fall of Rome was central to its
social mission?' (p 292). I suppo e that Cantor's reading of the reasons for
the relative absence of 'interpretive work' (p 294) at the University of Toronto's
Pontifical Institute of Medireval tudies a a kind of self-censorship is
possible in some cases, but two comments are in order. First, the obviou
superiority of the Institute (with the Center for Medieval Studies) to any other
program in medieval studies in orth America is largely due to its excellence
in all the ancillary disciplines needed by the medievalist: editing texts does
not necessarily lead to 'interpretive work'. Secondly, when one calls up even
a few of the names associated with the Institute over the years, one sees there
has been no lack of bold interpretation: Gilson himself, Joseph Owens, Anton
Pegis, James Weisheipl, J. N . 1-lillgarth, Brian Stock, to the present.
I note the irony of Cantor's praise ofHalphen's careful technical work,
which, according to Cantor, resulted in a much sounder view of the
Carolingians than that of the bold interpreter Bloch; but his coolness toward
Toronto (perhaps the only school in North America to have retained high
standards of technical training across a diverse faculty to the present). The
demand for more interpretive work seems to use one standard for the Jew,
Halphen, and another fo r 'Catholic' Toronto. Cantor, who admi ts to his
own 'weak Latinity' but does not think this disqualifies him as unfit for
medieval studies, clearly is himself an 'interpreter' (p 439). I have the impression that Cantor retails anti-Catholic stereotypes in lieu of research and
has very little sense of what Toronto has been or is today. He speaks of a
'clerical freezing of the mind at the Pontifical Institute' (p 351). I know where
my money would have been or would be in a battle of wi ts between Cantor
and, say, Fr J. Reginald O'Donnel, the dear departed Fr M ichael Sheehan,
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or Fr Leonard Boyle (whose criticisms of Mo11tai!lou are much more acu te
than Cantor's). 22
Cantor's treatment of the Medieval Institu te at otre Dame is of a
piece with hi treannent of Toronto. He appare ntly does not understand
the civil or canonical status of schools like otre Dame, which he calls 'sponored by the church' (p 294). But this is a small point again; apparently because
he has not done much serious research, he has very little straight. Here,
becau e I have had various forms of unofficial contact with the school and
l nstitute for two decades, and taught (not in the Institute) as a visiting professor at otre Dame in 1990, I have at least a lot more gossip available than
ap parently does Cantor, who seems primarily to have talked to one disenchanted former institute director. Whether Bernard McGinn (described as
'cu rrently the leading Catholic medieval historian in the United rates',
p 436) would tand behind all the judgments (with some of which I sympathize) attributed to him by Cantor, l do not know. The harsh criticism
attributed to MeGinn by his dissertation di rector, Cantor, gives only a very
partial view of the Institu te, which has attached to it, if not on the scale of
Toronto, a fin e grou p of medievalists. Comments that 'scholars find the
atmo phere ... too clerical, partisan, and confining' (p 294) perhap mean
anyone who stays at otre D ame is no scholar: in any case they again seem
to evidence a bigotry that stands in for research. Cantor absolutizes freedom of expre sion so that, where Christianity is concerned, only those forms
of Protestantism that have no 'center' are seen by him to foster scholarship.
Although I would not want to detract from Knowles' great achievement in his four volumes on the history of the religious orders in England,
Can tor 's superficiality is manifest in hi comment that this 'is the outstanding ac omplishment in medieval studies by a Catholic in this
century' (p 296; compare pp 318, 324). Greater than Gilson's or Ladner'
accomplishments? Cantor gi ves a meandering, gossi py, construction of
Knowl es's life. Here I would raise a moral question. Cantor calls prominen t medievalists 'reticent' for having written accou nts ofKnowles's life
which do not develop his relation with Elizabeth Kornerup. T hen he offers
pages of speculation and reconstruction that lead to no firm conclusion,
as fa r as I can see. Is not 'reticence' thus in order?2.i Cantor offer half-baked
" Sec Leonard Boyle's 'Montaillou Revisited: Mentalitc and M ethodology', in James
Ambrose Raftis, cd, Pathway, to Mediroal Pearantr (T oronto 1981).
"ln an interesting review of Christopher Brooke, Roger Lovan, David Luscombe, and
Aelrcd illem, David Know/er R emembered (Cambridge 1991), Ben nett D . H ill, Catholic
Historical R eview 78 (1992) pp 262-4, at p 263, remarks that Cantor gives 'no evidence at
all' of a sexual relationship with Elizabeth Korncrup. In another review Hill (a Benedictine),
AHR 97 (1992) pp 1499- 1500, lists mistakes in the treatment of Knowles.
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specu lations about all manner of things sexual and psychological:
Knowle , he says, uffered from 'retarded O edipal maturation' (p 312).
ore Can tor's way of approaching the question of whether Knowles and
Kornerup had sexual relations. He asks, 'Did that include sexual intimacy?'
and answer , 'There is no reason to doubt that occurred' (p 316). This doe
not eem to me to fo llow from his own analysis, which, rather, plants the
su picion that sexual intimacy may have occurred, but certainly does not
place this beyond doubt. Cantor elsewhere impugns the integri ty of
pu blications such as the N ew York R eview of Books, but l do no t see
that his track record in such things is !es dehumani zing. 2' I also fai l to
ee how laying bare Knowles' exuality, if possible in a responsible way,
illuminates Knowles's contribution to medieval studies. What one think
of Cantor' de cription of Knowles's alleged homoerotic development will
depend in part on what one thin ks of Freud and (if thi s is a di fferent
que ti on) in part on whether or not one i impressed with a kind o
p yc hological impressionism."
While givi ng an extremely favorab le reading of Knowles's contri bu tion, an tor sees him as failing 'to develop {as has everyone else) a historical
sociology for the fall of the medieval church' (p 325). lt is possible that Cantor
is posing the wrong question here. Fi rst, a good deal of recent scholarshi
suggests that the late medieval church had not lost popul arity and vitality
in the degree Cantor seems to assume. ln addition to the importan t work
of Penelope D. Johnson, in his recent unpublished Harvard PhD dissertation , Bruce Venarde suggests that if we look at women's monastici sm
(something Knowles rarely did) we often find growth and enthusiasm, nor
dec li ne. 26 Caroli ne Bynum has given a much more sympatheti c reading
of women's piritua li ty than usually found in an older scholarship.27 John
Van Engen has shown th e ways in which the D evotio Moderna wa a viral
response to a new hi storical situation.21 Thus the Protestan t and po tReformation notion - fou nd still in full flood in Cantor's book - th a
there had been a 'fall of the medieva l church' may be questi oned. Indeed,
since Can tor wrote his book, Eamo n D uffy has presen ted a riveting study,
The Stripping ofthe Altars: Traditional R eligion in England 1400-1580, th a

"See also Abulafia's comments, 'I nstitutes and Individuals' pp 198-9, on Cantor'
sclc tive quotation of Knowlcs's memoir.
' n his review in Spuulum 68 (1993) pp 124-5, Pfaff expresses similar reservation .
" Penelope D. Johnson, Equal i11 Mo11astir Prufissio11: ~ligious Women i11 M,dieval Fran.e
(Chicago 1991).
''For example, in Caroline Bynum, H oly Feast and Holy Past: Th, Religious Sig11ifiranr,
of Food to M edieval Wom,11 (Berkeley 1987).
"Devotio moderna: Basic Writings ( cw York 1988).
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calls in question almost all the conventional perspectives Cantor takes
for granted." According to Duffy, late medieval Catholicism was generally
vigorous rather than in decay: the laity, for instance, were closely involved
in the structures of the church and the Latin liturgy was widely understood.
C learly many thi ngs were wrong with the late medieval church, all symbolized by the very visible agony passed through by the papacy again and
again, yet it has increasingly been suggested that the situation was not as
desperate nor as prolonged as in earlier periods of medieval history. Whatever
turns this debate on the nature of the late medieval church still has to take,
antor's views on the matter are sadly out of date.
I take it that Cantor would be unable to make sense of Donoso Cortes's
nineteenth-century claim that every political error is first of all a theological error: at least Cantor finds it 'hard to understand what he is talking about'
(p 326) when Gilson remarks that the early twentieth century was lacking
an idea of theology sufficient to its problems. This of course reflects on
antor, and his treatment of Gilson is very perfunctory. Cantor makes
imperceptive comments, such as that Gilson 'was untouchable by Rome'
because his career was wholly in secular universities (p 326). Apparently we
are to accept the Pontifical Institute ofMedireval Studies as at once a focus
for 'clerical freezing of the mind' and as a secular institution. Of course in
fact the Insti tute is licensed by the papacy, but at the University ofToronto. 30
Cantor says Gilson's growing benignness toward Jacques Maritain and
the nco-Thomists in the 1960s and '70s 'may be attributed to loneliness
and senility' (p 328). Amusing as this notion is, I have serious doubts that
Cantor has read much of Gilson. The notion that Gilson, who continued
to take up new subjects and write important books such as his study of
Darwinism almos t to the end, was senile in the 1960s - no one denies his
powers were declining - is particularly absurd. Cantor docs not seem quite
to understand that Gilson was first a historian of philosophy and theology,
not a philo opher or theologian. His description of Gilson's 'extreme
confusion' and difficulty in being pinned down, more aptly describes
himself (p 328).

" Eamon Duffy, The Stripping ofthe Altars: Traditirmal Religion i11 England, 1400- 1580
cw H aven 1992}. Cantor is not alone: I note that the familiar picture of the late medieval
church is found even in James Hankins's portrait of humanism in the catalog of the exhibition at the Library of Congress, Washington, DC, ed Anthony Grafton, R ome Reborn:
Tix Va1i,a11 Library and Renaissa11u Culture {New Haven 1993) and, with much else, is uncritically accepted by Garry Wills, 'Popes and Pagans', NYRB 40.4 (11 February 1993) pp 29-31.
There is an ONLI , E version ofrhe Vatican exhibit at the Library of Congress on Internet
available by anonymous ITP from segl.loc.gov. (140 .1 47.3.12)/pub/vatican.exhibit.
"' hook, Gi/ron, describes its origins.
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In this chapter, Dawson receives a few sentences that equally show
Cantor's uncomprehension. Cantor attributes to both Gilson and Dawson
a 'unifying, synthesizing vision of the medieval church' (p 330). T here is
obvious truth in this, but Cantor conveys virtually no sense of how complicated and variegated both men's portrait of the Middle Ages was, of how
they lay bare many of the medieval subcultures and showed their interaction. He mi ses how innovative Dawson's idea of 'Christian culture' was,
that is of seeing culture as embodied religion and Church history as much
more than the history of popes, councils, and doctrine. In some ways,
precisely the things lacking in Bloch's earlier criticized wo rks were found
in Dawson, who also had sat at the feet of the sociologists. Cantor's
Twentieth-Century Culture already had made Dawson seem to be a minor
writer. But what is one to expect from a historian who, apparently unaware
of the hift in volumes 7 to 10 ofA Study ofHistory, thinks of Arnold Toynbee
as 'although not a Catholic, nevertheless [someone who] thought in line
with Catholicism'? (Twentieth-Century Culture p 292, speaking of the first
six volumes).
Cantor portrays Gilson as holding that Thomas Aquinas had
achieved a 'cultural synthesis'. This lacks precision. As I read him, Gilson
held that Aquinas achieved an intellectual synthesis of many ideas within
the history of Christian culture. This is quite different from holding that
the culture acn1ally embodied Aquinas's synthesis in any very fulsome way.
When Can tor writes of 'Gilson's view of the centrali ty of Thomism in
medieval culture' (p 331), he apparently misreads Gilson, who held that
Thomas's ideas were intrinsically of the first rank, but who understood
that Thomas never dom inated even medieval thought, let alone medieval
culture. But Cantor's hostility is incoherent. He dismisses Gilson's claim for
the importance of Greek phi losophy and Christianity in the Middle Ages
and for the continuing fecundity of this tradition as 'highly optimistic'
(p 330) without showing anything factually off-base in Gilson's claims.
Cantor seems to have no sense of how revolutionary Gilson's assertion
of the meaning of 'esse' in Thomas's thought was; and he completely misses
the point of Gilson's admittedly sensationalist labelling of Aquinas as an
existentialist. In relating the judgments of certain scholars on G ilson's use
of the term 'Christian philosophy', Cantor makes it clear that neither he
nor they understand the use Gi lson came to make of this historical label.
R . W. Southern receives a very appreciative chapter of his own, in
which his importance in legiti mating the study of twelfth-century 'romanticism' (a polyvalent word in this chapter) and individualism is clearly seen.
Again Cantor docs not appreciate that scholars he neglects, such as Dawson,
had paved the way here. Many, if they are not weary of playing Cantor's
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games, would dissent from his judgment that Southern's Making ofthe Middle
Ages, is with Schramm's Kaiser, Rom, und R enovatio, 'the best single volume
on medieval history in this century' (p 348). The book, important and enduring as it has been, is too frothy for such an accolade." But from it follows
a lament on the lack of the right kind of ambition in Southern. The world
of medieval studies would be a much better thing, according to Cantor, if
Bloch had failed and Southern had been interested in institutional aggrandizement." Throughout the book, what might be called C antor's ideas about
'professional ethi cs' seem to me deeply contradictory. Some scholars are
criticized for lack of ambition, for not building schools around themselves:
others like Carl Erdmann are praised for a lack of careerism. As it turns out,
Southern's students have been an 'anal-retentive lot' (p 349).
Cantor attributes to Southern a 'hymn of praise for the medieval world'
(p 368). I have myself criticized the rationalism Southern exhibits in M edieval
Humanism. 33 Yet, any close reading of that book, even more of Western Society
and the Church in the Middle Ages (imperceptivcly described p 438), reveals
that Southern has a fairly developed sense of the dark side of life, of irony.
Cantor remarks on Southern's 'anxiety' but does not forge a settled picture
of the man or his achievement. I am not sure how many return invitations
Cantor gets, but he does for Oxford what he has done for Toronto, seeing
the slumbers of the nineteenth century as continuing to our own day. From
this follows his approval of Margaret Thatcher, who 'knew what was going
on in those hallowed halls and why O xbridge must be shaken and its best
humanities dons dispersed overseas if Britain was to awake from its long
slumber' (p 349). Even were this true, the logic of improving one's schools
by expatriating one's best scholars is hard to follow.
Cantor rather frequently accuses scholars of not having addressed dumb
problems he sets them. In a section on the 'Knights of the Southern Round

1
' 1 note, however, that Abulalia, 'Institutes and Individuals' p 196, considers it 'masterly'.
" Bartlett, 'Cantorbury Tales' p 14, makes useful observations here. There seems
to me a slight tendency in the essay of Abulafia, 'Institutes and lndividuals', to recast Cantor's
analysis on some points, making Cantor's points more crisply than Cantor was able to make
them. I suppose Abulafia's comment that Cantor's 'fundamental point is that research has
Aourished where there have been real graduate schools, whereas some eminent scholars have
managed to damage the discipline by an apparently selfish lack of interest in creating viable
institutes of medieval research' p 188 (see also p 200) was meant to apply to R. W . Southern,
because outhcrn is the prime example in Cantor's book of failure to create an institutional
matrix, but Cantor's accusation is not selfishness but lack of ambition. Arguably for the
profession in general, Abulafia's point is more important than Cantor's, but it is not the same
po_int (~ee also Abulafia pp 195-7, which is a better account than Cantor's ofSouthern's
failu re.
" C. Stephen Jaeger has informed me that he will cite this analysis against Southern's
views in a forthcoming book.
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Table', for instance, after what seems to me misdescription of Colin Morris's
views on twelfth-century individualism, Cantor describes Morris as 'left
with the problem ... of explainjng why, if this ideological individualism
developed, it did not turn into a liberal political revolution, in the eighteenthcentury manner' (p 361; sec pp 394-5 for another list of dumb questions).
Even were there an 'ideological individualism' - Cantor's, not Morris's
term - in the twelfth century, to think of'a liberal political revolution' as
possible i very wrong- headed. I find Cantor's treatment of Peter Brown
somewhat murky, beginning with the unworked- out suggestion that
Brown should be placed as a krught of the outhern round table. It certainly
is true that Robin Lane Fox presented a challenge to Brown's views, which
Brown decli ned to take up in his N ew York R eview efBooks review of Fox's
Pagans and Christians. Yet the suggestion that Brown's review lauds Fox
uncritically in order to 'reduce him to imbecility' (p 363) as ks for a certain
suspension of belief on at least this reader's part. I, a great admirer of
much Brown has written, have been troubled by what seems increasing selfreversal and willfulness in his recent work: Cantor passes over the
opportunity for more sustained criticism on such matters. I am uncertain
that Malcolm Lambert, whom C antor not surprisingly praises, belongs at
the outhern round table. The same might be said for Caroline Bynum,
whose work is fleetingly and misleadingly described and who apparently i
cha tized for lac king Cantor's anachronistically fo rmulated interest in the
mistreatment of women. Bynum has the temerity to show 'women's creative
role in medieval civilization' (p 409).
The last chapter is a miscellany on a number of 'Outriders' - Johan
Huizinga, Eileen Power, Michael Postan, Carl Erdmann, and Theodor
Mommsen. Unconvincingly, C antor argues against most of his own earlier presentation that by the 1960s 'there was solidified a cultural structure
that comprised the fundamentals of the Middle Ages' (p 374). aturally
he does not tell us what this was. Yet the vignettes themselves are sometimes well done in spite of the running illogic that leads, for instance, to
seeing .Postan's somber sense of the economic constraints of medieval life
as somehow 'discomfiting to enthusiasts of the Middle Ages [admirers of
'medieval government, religion, literature, and art')' (p 393). 34 As if admirers had to admire what no human could control! Cantor actually writes 'that
the failure of medieval society to break out of the premodern Malthusian
cycle brings into question everything else in the medieval world' (pp 409-10;
compare the very different judgment on pp 416- 17). One could have more
" Abulafia, 'Instirutes and Individuals' pp 197-8, expands and corrects Cantor's
treatment of Michael Postan.
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easily concluded the opposite, that, given the economic constraints, the cultural achievements, the building of Chartres or the University of Paris, are
amazing. Cantor's ignorance of the present state of social and economic history is obvious in his comment that 'conventional historical research is not
likely to alter the contours of presently perceived medieval government,
society and economy' (p 161). As if any branch of study stands still! Not
unexpectedly, he has little sense of how new fields are developing, for
instance of how important the environmental history of the Middle Ages
is becoming."
Sometimes Cantor's ignorance of recent scholarship is surprising: after
a useful synopsis of Huizinga, we are told that 'no one has seriously addressed
the issue of the late medieval decline of symbolic capability that he raised'
(p 409). This is wrong on several scores. To name three: First, many think
that Huizinga was simply wrong, and that the symbols, as they always do,
merely transmuted. Huizinga at best was simply studying a specific symbolism in decline. Second, under the infl.uence of people such as Victor
Turner and Mary Douglas, students of sacred symbolism heavily populate
fourteenth- through sixteenth-century studies. Third, a field of study going
deep into the Middle Ages, sometimes oriented around the question of the
passage from oral to written culture, sometimes around the question of nonverbal modes of communication such as gesture, has happily been at work
on some of the very materials of interest to Huizinga. On page 409 we
are told 'The Germans have not been interested in the Middle Ages since
the war'! On page 396 the papal states are confused with the Patrimony of
St Peter.
Cantor saves the worst for last - a ranting, loose tirade comparing
medieval and modern 'totalitarianism' or protototalitarianism. Virtually all
the comparisons he draws are vitiated by his not coming to terms with the
most elementary fact of modern European history, that totalitarianism is
a specifically twentieth-century experience made possible by the mass movements and nationalism generated above all by the French Revolution and
that it is impossible without modern technology. 36 Clearly Cantor sees himself on the side of the Halphens, Erdmanns, and Mommsens of the world,
a defender of old liberal ideals against any 'blending of church and state'
(p 398). But in so doing he shows his inability to understand or be fair to
preliberal societies, which he portrays as the enemies of'civil society'. He
"The observation is Epstein's (see n 1 above), who especially condemns Cantor's
knowledge of economic history and treatment of Postan and points out how silly the last
quotation above from Cantor is.
" Zygmunt Bauman, M odernity and the H olocaust (Ithaca, New York 1989) provides an
antidote to a number of Cantor's perspectives.
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seems to understand 'civil society' in a European liberal or American
ncoconservative sense in that, while wishing the various levels of society
to Aourish in freedom, he does not orient these to a common good in the
classical sense of that term . The state is seen as something aggressive and
corrupt, which, it is hoped, can be kept at a distance. One can sympath ize
very much with the reasons that especially in the twentieth century have
led many to uch a 'politics of the outsider'." Yet so far as I can see, such a
politics, whatever the intentions of those who hold it, not only works against
a shared life in society but exacerbates the problem, making society a more
dangerous place in which to live, precisely because it dissolves shared
en ti men ts, habits, and any kind of consensus. From such a politics we may
end up with a new kind of W eimar Republic, a society of growing moral
anarchy and danger, caught now for America in such film s as Grand Canyon
and Falling Down. Above all, life may under such a politics actually be made
more perilous fo r the outsider, for the member of a minority. Whereas in
totalitarianism, patterns of civility, of hard-won accommodation between
majorities and minorities, are endangered by the crowding out of the
private and the individual by an imposed public life, in Cantor's form of
liberal society, the public sphere, the area of shared life, is so attenuated that
there will likely be insufficient agreement about the good to support patterns of civility. Cantor's politics do not seem to me to find their way between the Scylla of 'm ulticultural' disintegration and the Charybdis of the
totalitarian states, which attempt by fo rce a degree of cultu ral consensus
incommensurate with the accom modations between social subgroups
actually achieved by relatively more peaceful and legal give-and-take over
the centuries. Indeed such nineteenth-century Liberal politics seem to me
supremely egocentric and cla s centered, ordered to the interests of intellectuals, one of the last survivors of the nineteenth-century notable , but
not to the common person. T hey foster the kind of environment that makes
the li fe of what is left of the nine teenth-century privileged classes easy at
the expense of all the things the common man needs of government.
Cantor seems to me not to grasp the via media of those societies, the
more direct heirs of medieval and Catholic experience, whose ideal of civil
society is built arou nd the notion of the common good. Here the degree of
initiative and autonomy proper to each of the levels of human association
within society is determined in relation to the common good of society itself.
One does not have to know much about the history of Catholic political
" For a review much more favorable to Cantor's book and political prescriptions than
mine, see Robin Darling Young, 'Back co the Future', First Things #25 (August/September
1992) pp 5 6- 8.
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thought to know that it has been not just a main source of the idea of civil
society in this sense, but, in such principles as that of subsidiarity, its prime
expositor and defender. Who more than John Paul II is responsible for the
collapse of totalitarianism in our own day?" Cantor cannot see beyond
the bigotry or blindnes of one stream of old Liberalism or neoconservatism
against communitarian ideals. Thus he reduces a great range of historical
experience to 'totalitariani m'. With wild inconsistency he also writes that
'the medieval world wa one in which men and women worked out their
destinie with little or no involvement of the state most of the time' (p 416).
The book end in extraordinarily incoherent page on 'retromedievalism',
Cantor's vision of the future. In sum, Inventing the lvliddle Ages is a provocative, erratic, sometimes irresponsible, but also intriguing and sometimes
illuminating, book that holds one's attention .

" cc for Poland, Adam Michnik, The Church and the Left, cd and trans David O st
(Chicago 1992). More generally, see Augustin Hedberg, Faith under Fire and the &<uolutiom
i11 Eastern Europe (Princeton 1993).
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Ashley, Kathleen, and Pamela Sheingorn, edd. lnterpreting Cultural Symbols: Saint
Anne in Late Medieval Society. University of Georgia Press, Athens 1990. 243 pp.
30.00 I $15.00.
Blumenfeld-Kozinski, Renate, ed. Images of Sainthood in Medieval Europe. Cornell
University Press, Ithaca, .Y. 1991. 315 pp. $41.50 / 15.95.
A decade of renewed interest in the medieval cult of the saints and the
specificity of women's spirituality culminated in the publication of Rudolph Bell's
Holy Anorexia and Caroline Walker Bynum's Holy Feast and Holy Fast: The Religious
Significance ofFood to Medieval Women. Far from having the last word on the subject, these two works plowed ground that others in the collections of essays under
consideration here have seeded and harvested.
To find a collection of essays as internally coherent as that edited by Ashley
and Sheingorn is unusual. Read in its entirety, Interpreting Cultural Symbols:
Sai11tA1111e in Late M edieval Society conjures up medieval life in cross-section. Ashley
and Sheingorn's introduction includes a derailed historical su rvey, with bibliography, treating the evolution of St Anne as a 'constructed saint' in both eastern
and western Christendom. The question of Anne's biography, her relationship to
the Virgin, and the development of her cult from the second-century apocryphal
Protevangelium ofJames through the late medieval Legenda aurea of Jacobus de
Voraginc to eventual decline after the council ofT rent pronounces devotion to the
mother of Mary 'misplaced' and Martin Luther, exemplifying the attitude of many
reformers, points out that the existence of his one-time patron had never been
satisfactorily proven.
The 'multiple voices' of this collection arise from the multiple media they
examine (folk tradition, drama, polemic, statuary, miniatures, wall paintings, altarpieces, and genealogical charts) from France, England, Belgium, and Italy during
the late Middle Ages and early Renaissance. The essays insist, furthermore, on the
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multiple image generated by the veneration of St Anne (Francesca Sautman and
ail McMurray Gibson) and the appropriation of her image for purposes social,
political, and polemical (Kathleen Ash ley, Roger J. Crum and David G. Wilkins,
Pamela heingorn, Myra D . Orth). The text is generously illustrated and remarkable in its inclusion of sixteen exceptionally clear reproductions of panel
of the Saint Anne Altarpiece originally produced for the Carmelite church in
Frankfort.
lmageJ of Sainthood in Medieval Europe, originating in the 1987 Barnard
Medieval and Renaissance conference, is a much more heterogeneous ensemble of
essays, fourteen in all, many quite specialized in subject matter and all the product of established scholars. In spite of a wide variety of critical approaches, the volume taken as a whole, like Saint Anne, but without its perhaps forced insistence
on a grounding in cultural studies, works to represent the society generative of so
many and varied images of sainthood.
This is especially true in part 1, 'Hagiography and History', which treats
saints' lives as promotional material for monasteries (Magdalena Carrasco),
society's changing views of holiness (Andre Vauchez), the spiritual sanctions of the
Book ofLlandajfand other charters of southeastern Wales (Lester K. Little), and
the use of concrete images of everyday life and references to specifically English
and Irish historical details in the South English Legendary (Klaus Jan kofsky).
The second section, 'The Language of Religious Discourse', provides
analyses of the Golden Legend (Evelyn Birge Vitz), Christine de Pizan's affirmation of authorial voice in the Cittf des dames (Kevin Brownlee) and the illustrated
panio ofRomanus of Antioch with reference to language theories of St Augustine
and Prudentius (Cynthia Hahn). David Damrosch studies Bernard ofClairvaux's
portrayal of the alienation of women (and to a lesser extent Jews and heretics) as
emblematic of human exile from God.
Damrosch's essay leads naturally to part 3, 'Saintliness and Gender', predicated as thi s section is on difference. John Coakley and Richard Kieckhefer focus
on men, the former providing an anatomy of male piety and the latter an original
look at male confessors' interactions with female saints. Karl Uitti delineates
positive aspects of medieval attitudes toward women, while Elizabeth Robertson,
in her study of the Life of Saint Margaret, considers these attitudes to have imprisoned women in their physical natures, forcing them to seek the spiritual
world through the physical. Jo Ann McNamara's exciting and important contribution
situates female sanctity at the nexus of power and spirituality but finds women's efforts
to express themselves spiritually shaped and limited by the outlets society permitted
them.
Echoes, reverberations, and a well-done introduction by Brigitte Cazelles unify
this rich volume. Practically speaking, it is difficult to circulate papers among contributors but this work cries out for the intertextual acknowledgment of common
concerns and cross-disciplinary discoveries if only to avoid the recommendation
of fellow essayists' topics for 'future study'!
Susan Stake!
University of Denver
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Cole, Penny J. The Preaching of the Cnisades to the Holy Land, 1095-1270.
Medieval Academy Books no 98. Medieval Academy of America, Cambridge, Mass.
1991. xiv+ 281 pp. $35.00.
The Preaching of the Crusades to the H oly Land, 1095- 1270 is a straig htforward account of the sermons used to exhort men to go on crusade, as well as of
the preachers who preached them, and of the shifts in papal crusade policy reflected
in the sermon s. T he account begins with an analysis of the discussion concerning
Urba n H's controversial preaching of the First Crusade and carries on through the
disaste r of Louis IX's crusade at Tunis. The author shows clearly that the character of crusade preaching changed from the time ofln nocent ID, when preachers
began to encounter opposition. In response the papacy developed a theology of guilt
and sin to underpin further crusade preaching and began to place more emphasi
o n collection of money for the effort, often by cynical means. The accoun t is well
executed and the scholarship is impeccable.
Such a focused account of crusade preaching makes clear the important role
of the crusades - and of crusade preach ing - in undermining the reputation of
the church among the fai thful. As opposi tion progressed, an increasingly bureaucratized church structure used institutionalized crusade preaching by consistently
mi nor figures. Preaching became less inspired and more inclined to the moral blackma il of the fa ithful. The chu rch's unconvincing attempt to accounr for failure, its
consistenr mi srepresen tation of the difficulties of the expedi tion, and its inadvertent imputation of impotence to Cod (for example, the theme of C hrist's ejection
from his inheritance) combined to make crusade preaching an increasingly pointless exercise. I lerein lies a lesson evidently never learned by those who claim to speak
for Cod and to direct society wi th knowledge of his purpo es fo r man - failure
is inexcusable.
David Harry Miller
University of Oklahoma

D e Vries, Kelly. M edieval Military Technology. Broadview Press, Peterborough,
Ontario 1992. xi+ 340 pp. S14.95.
One of the most admired topics in medieval history is warfare, and a large
number of books for popular consumption have been written on the subject. Ir would
appear that the topic is overworked, at least on a superficial level, and scholars too
freque ntly have shied away from an area apparently tainted by reenactment groups,
wargamers, and chivalric idealists. This is unfortunate, because many topics are
poorly understood and need to be reexamined by careful scholarly scrutiny. Within
this framewo rk D eVries's contribution, Medieval Military Technology, is welcome.
De Vries says that his 'book is directed mainly at the general reader with the
intention of serving as a textbook and as a reference guide for medieval scholars'
(p x). Drawing on much recent scholarship concerning his topics, De Vries provides
quite good coverage of his subject. T he work is divided into four maip topics: arms
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and armor, artillery, fortifications, and warships. Each item has been examined in
relation to the development of numerous articles and devices &om antiquity through
the fifteenth century. The study is largely descriptive; De Vries enters into few
scholarly controversies, aside from outlining the debate on Lynn White's theory
that the advent of the stirrup was an important element in the creation of feudalism.
It is ambitious to attempt in a single volume to cover the entire form and function of armaments relating to medieval warfare, and the book suffers from several
weaknesses. While many studies in foreign languages are available, the work relies
almost exclusively on those in English. This limitation leads to an emphasis on
England and France to the detriment of the rest of the continent. DeVries has
not tapped numerous recent and very helpful classic enquiries. Such important
studies as Guy Francis Laking's excellent five volumes on medieval armor and works
by Charles Oman and Thomas Edward Lawrence on castles are neither cited nor
referenced in the book.
The work also suffers from poor editing, and there are problems with contradictions, imprecise language, and illogical statements. In referring to
Charlemagne's army, DeVries writes: 'The principal weapon, however, remained
the spear and it was to be carried by both infantry and cavalry troops' (p 11). But
later, alluding again to the same army, he states: 'In fact in many sources the sword
is reported to be the cavalry soldier's primary weapon' (p 23). In describing a spear,
De Vries explains: 1t was a particularly special weapon, ... not only special in its
design but also extremely special in its use in warfare' (p 10). Although overusing
special, the author never clarifies what he means by the term. While outlining the
development of the mace, De Vries argues: 'But beyond its evolutionary beginnings,
little more can be determined about its origins' (p 25). Certainly its 'evolutionary
beginnings' tell us something of its 'origins'.
Despite the book's deficiencies, De Vries presents an overview of medieval
armaments in a single, convenient volume that will serve as a valuable reference.
Albert Winkler
Brigham Young University

Frese, Dolores Warwick. An Ars Legendi for Chaucer's Canterbury Tales:
Re-Constructive Reading. University of Florida Press, Gainesville 1991. x + 238 pp.
34.95 I $17.95.
This work - convoluted in style, organization, and argument - has two
purposes: 'to demonstrate the originality and complexity of Chaucer's intertextual
practice' and to defend the Ellesmere manuscript as reflecting 'Chaucer's final authorial intentions' (p 1) for ordering The Canterbury Talcs. Although inventive, Frese's
demonstration and defense will produce few converts.
In the first two chapters of An Ars Legendi for Chaucer's Canterbury Tales,
Frese introduces and illustrates Chaucer's inter-textual practice with an effort to
show that echoes of the Romance ofthe R.tiu in Chaucer's Pardoner's Tale imply the
necessity, fi rst, of rereading both the Guillaume de Lorris and Jean de Meun
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portions of the Romance ef the Rose and, second, reconstructi ng the resulting
meanings. Beginning with the allusion ro Jean's relics-testicles debate in rhe
Pardoner's Tale, Frese comes to the interrextual conclusion that the Pardoner's
'long crystal stone ' must be symbolic testicles. This equation then points to two
addi tional inrerrexrually mediated conclusions, namely that the rwo crystals in
arcissus's fountain in Guillaume's portion of the Romance efthe Rost must also
have symbolized testicles and that arcissus's fountain contains a 'deeply concealed'
(p 33) allegory of masturbation. 1l1is rereading then leads back to a genitalized reconstruction of the Pardoner's Tale and, more important, ro a reconstruction of
Guillaume's,Jean's, and Chaucer's ar; legendi: a copulative and reproductive intertcx ruality/literacy as opposed to masturbatory and homosexual isolation/orality.
Frese's insistence on the importance of intertextualiry and recon trucrive
rereading rather than oral performance becomes especially important in the defense
of her remarkable proposition that Chaucer did nor leave The Canterbury Tale,
in fragmentary and unrevised condition. lndccd, Frese argues that Chaucer, after
a workshop disaster by his scribe Adam chat resul ted in the Hengwrr M , commissioned the Ellesmere 1S as his authorized version, even adding the Canon
Yeoman's Tale to suggest, by punning (a Frese standby) on canon, that this
manuscript repre sented the canonical version of his Canterbury Tales. Relying
throughout on intcrtcxtual rcreadings and reconstructions both from The Canterbury
Tales and ocher Chauccrian and medieval sources, Frese argues char incomplete
talcs, disconnected fragments, and other signs of incompleteness arc deliberate
pointers ro deeper coherence. Among her conclusions are these: the General
Prologue was wrirren last to be read fi rst; rhe twenty-four partial or completed tale
arc designed to correspond ro the hours in a day; the pilgrims, variously numbered
from twenty-eight to thirty-one, are designed to suggest days in the month; the
number of Lines in the Last poetic tale suggests days in a year; the seven pilgrims
without tales reflect those persons removed from the 'new literacy' (p 110); the four
in omplete tales, one from eacli of the three estates plu Chaucer the poet, are incomplete by design because each fails to achieve 'intertextually productive fusions'
(p 111); three strategically placed astrological allusions indicate talc order; the return
journey implied by the Prologue is a poetic ind ication of the necessity of reconstructive rereading.
Chauccrians of all persuasions can, with perseverance, find useful materials
here, but not many will grant more than a few of the fervid and often farfctclied
reconstructions based on Fresc's intcrtcxtual rcreadings.
Charle R. mith
Colorado rate University

Ki ser, Lisa J. Tmth and Textuality in Chaucer's Poetry. University Press of New
England , Hanover, .H. 1991. 201 pp. $35.00.
Ilill, John M . Chaucerian Belief The Poetics ef Reverence and Delight. Yale
University Press, New Haven, Conn. 1991. 204 pp. $27.50.

Kiser and Hill both approach the problem of truth in Chaucer's works in
different ways; each, however, asserts that the search for truth is inconclusive.
In Truth and Textuality ;,, Chaucer's Poetry, Kiser, covering most of the major
works, finds that Chaucer initially adopts a historical reality that authenticates each
work. In each case, Chaucer undermines the truth of that reality; he sacrifices truth
to suit his poetic needs and those of the audience. The Book of the Duchess, for
example, eulogizes an acrual woman, but real characters like John of Gaunt become
fictionalized and thus can be altered to suit the author's purpose. The House ofFame
and the Parliament ofFowls record supposedly true dreams in which the narrators
search for the truth about love and lovers. In shaping these dream visions, Chaucer's
narrators select material derived from visions of Dante, Scipio, Boccaccio, and Alain
de Lille. Chaucer implies that the visions in his sources are as subjectively derived
as his own and thus places doubt on the historical or revelatory truth of the sources.
The difference between Chaucer and his sources is that Chaucer does not make
a claim for truth.
Both the Legend of Good Women and Troilus and Criseyde claim origins in
history. Though Troilus and Criseyde professes to be a translation of another
work and is supposedly grounded in historical reality, the source is altered to suit
the narrator's purposes: some material has been added; other material, deleted.
The Canterbury Tales describes a fictionalized historical event. Chaucer's narrator
attempts to record true events, but these truths are ultimately undermined:
'history is openly sacrificed at the altar of art' (p 127).
Kiser concludes that it is impossible for a poet to claim with any validity that
his or her history is unbiased truth: authors of Chaucer's sou rces, like D ante and
Boccaccio and, by extension, most medieval poets, cannot assert poetic truth
because, like Chaucer, they must inevitably bend the truth as they bow to their
own needs and those of the audience. K.iser's book casts new light on Chaucer's
poetry, especially on his sources; however, some readers may find the chapter on
The Ca11terb11ry Tales too brief.
John M. Hill approaches the problem of truth from another angle in
Cha11ccria11 Belief The Poetic ofRevermce and Delight, asserting that organization
in The Canterbury Tales revolves around the earch for truth. Though many tales
touch on the same topics, each pilgrim's perception of truth differs from the next.
Hill discusses a number of talcs (including all of Fragment 7) in pairs, according
to their themes. He discusses love in the paired tales of the Squire and the Franklin,
noting that the Squire refuses to speculate on the meaning of love; he does not
mention feeling, nor does he question the truth of his tale. The Franklin is more
open to feeling; he has a sense of'utopia'; he reveals a truth about marriage that
covers the need to be patient and prudent and to avoid rash promises. Though the
Franklin has a more marure ou tlook on love and marriage than the Squire, he is
overly sentimental and unrealistic. either tale sorts out truth and falsehood, but
both imply that fiction suggests truth.
The Monk's Tale is paired with the un's Priest's Tale; both touch on the
problem of prudence. The Second Nun's ta.le of the work of Christian instruction,
salvation, and martyrdom can be paired with the Canon's Yeoman's tale of the labors
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of alchemy. The secular truths of the Canon's Yeoman's Tale (that alchemy involves
material.ism and is evil) contrast with the spiri tual truths of the Second I un's Talc.
Hill concludes that fiction does teU truth; some of the truths come from old
books, but comedy, common sense, and experience also reveal truth. The truth in
fiction, however, is usually mixed with falsehood. The pairing or grouping of tales,
which may compete against or even contradict others, is an anempt to arrive at some
broader truth, which a single tale cannot provide. Hill's first three introductory chapters provide a useful overview of past criticism. He can be faulted for too much
retelling of plots, and some readers will complain that he neglected some pilgrims
whose tales invite a discussion of truth - the Wife of Bath, the Pardoner, the
Merchant, and the Clerk, for example.
Though the problem of truth, c peciaUy the mul tiplicity of truths, has been
discussed by a number of schol ars, these two books explore the topic in more
comprehensive ways than does earlier critici m; their bibliographies and notes are
copious and comprehensive.
Katharine S. Gines
California Polytechnic State University, San Luis Obispo

Kugel, James L., ed. Poetry and Prophecy: The Beginn ings of a Literary Tradition.
Cornell University Press, Ithaca, .Y. 1990. 251 pp. 13.95.

Poetry and Prophecy: The Beginnings of a Literary Tradition contains paper
from a conference 'Poetry and Prophecy' held at Harvard University in 1986.
While focusing on individual works or questions within particular fields, contributing scholars were asked to address a set of larger, common questions: 'To what
extent were poetry and prophecy felt to be fundamentally similar activities, perhaps
even identified with each other? What sorts of similarities were conceived to exist
between the two, and how were these explained? How was poetic inspiration viewed
in the light of prophecy, and what effect did the existence of prophecy have on the
poet's self-presentation?' (p 2). The anthology coming our of this conference is interdisciplinary in per pcctivc with contributions by professors of biblical studies and
English, Hebrew, Greek, Latin, and Arabic language and literature. The book is
historically focused and chronologicaUy organized, beginning with Old Testament
literature and ending with the Renaissance.
The anthology includes three papers specifically on poetry and prophecy in the
Middle Ages, namely 'The Meaning of Mutannbbt, The Poet as Prophet in Medieval
Hebrew Literature' and 'The ature of Prophecy in Geoffrey of Monmouth's
Vita M erlini". These essays represent tlie Arabic, Jewish, and C hristian traditions
respectively. Medieval studies tend to focus on the hristian tradition, and this anthology is commendable for its religious and cultural breadth . Discussion of a medieval
Je\vish view of prophecy as belonging to the faculty of imagination is also tucked away
in an essay ostensibly on Old Testament prophecy- 'Imagining Prophecy'.
The book's subtitle, The Beginnings of a Litemry Tradition, might lead
potential readers to expect essays giving careful analyses of literary t~xts, and thi
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is certainly present. Indeed, there may well be a tendency ro review this book from
the perspective of literary scholarship, but it should not be regarded as of interest
only to literary scholars. Prophecy is essentially a religious phenomenon, and these
essays can also serve as springboards for exploration of topics in medieval theology.
For example, medieval stories describing the figure Merlin as a prophet raise the
theological issue of how to distinguish true from false prophets since Merlin's
personal life and prophecies do not fit the mold of the biblical prophets. Indeed,
five systematic commentaries assessing Merlin's alleged prophetic status had been
written by the end of the twelfth century (pp 159-60). Or again, the appropriation of biblical descriptions of Old Testament prophets by medieval Hebrew poets
to describe their own work (pp 145-9) says something about medieval views on
the thorny theological problem of the proper use and interpretation of biblical texts.
Contained in this anthology is one essay nominally devoted to the
Renaissance period - 'After the Middle Ages: Prophetic Authority and Human
Fallibility in Renaissance Epic'. Its content, however, is disappointingly thin with
respect to the theme of the relationship between poetry and prophecy.
The highly specialized and technical character of the selections makes this
book appropriate for use by graduate students as well as by scholars. Extensive notes
that can serve as a bibliographic resource for further srudy and research are appended.
Janine Marie Idziak
Loras College

Lerer, Seth. Literacy and Power in Anglo-Saxon Literature. University of ebraska
Press, Lincoln 1991. xii+ 268 pp. $35.00.
Literacy and Power in Anglo-Saxon Literature reviews itself. After a long
warm -up on the methodology to be used, the author repeatedly reminds the reader
of what he has just said, what he is saying, what he will say next, and how all will
fit into his full argument, which is restated once more in the conclusion: 'The theme
of this book has been that writing is a social practice and a cultural mythology in
Anglo-Saxon England and that Old English poetry and Anglo-Latin history draw
on both to represent the past to their readers' (p 195). Evidence for this view, however, seems narrow: ' cenes of reading and writing [that is, where 'literacy' itself
is discussed or central to the action) are the loci for that representation, as the past
of myth or history or Scripture is invoked in cryptic texts and their heroic or scholarly interpretation . In Hrothgar's moment with the hilt, Daniel's beholding of
the text, the student's decipherment of the riddle, or in Bede's and Asser's notions
of a charm or manuscript initial lie the venues for reflections on the se.lf, society,
and the created world' (p 195). One feels that Lerer is not writing his book, but
writing about the book he planned to write. The formidable romanticism of the
oral- formulaic school may account for this rhetorical caution and a style marked
by politic editorial timidity.
Lerer's thesis, however, that much if not most Old English literature is
literate, not oral, though hardly new, is undeniably correct, as the much better case
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he could have made by arguing from a broader basis would show. It is hard to
question hi s commonsense argument that works that implicitly discuss literacy
cannot very well be oral It is easy, however, to question the etiology, meaning, and
effects Lerer assigns to 'li terate' literature, as well as the validity and sufficiency
of his critical philosophy.
Lerer rem ains old fashio ned in spite of his eclectic debt to contemporary
criti ism. He pre erves a reader struggling with language as the ordering principle in a meaningless world. Even God survives as cryptic 'textuality'. Locating
meaning in my teriou sly autonomou linguistic mechan isms, however, verges on
verbal idolatry; and gratuitous 'new historical' debunking of yesterday's religion into
today's social mechan isms of desire and power does not advance his argument.
These philosop hical shortcomings entail methodological weaknesse , and
literacy engages the evolution of consciousness, what C. S. Lewis has called, in
The Discarded Image (Cambridge University Press, Cambridge 1964 p 42), 'the
psychological history of the West'. Literacy is first a result, then a cause; it cannot explain itself, or even the ideological uses ro which it might be put, since it is
on ly one of the many co-conditioned concomitants of rationalism-materialism; but
Lerer does nor draw upon the wide literature dealing with the complex cyclical
reappearance of literacy in western cultures.
Tn spire of it prolixity, technical defi ciencies, and impertinent cul rural
warfare, however, Lerer's book should - if any book can - resolve the questions.
Much Old English literature is about reading and writing and, th erefore, ought
to be literate.
Raymond P. Tripp Jr
University of D enver

Moore, R. f. The Formation ofa Persewting Society. Basil Blackwell, Oxford 1990.
viii+ 168 pp. $42.95 / 21.95.

The Formation ofa Persecuting Society contests a number of current scholarly
interpretati ons concerning the causes and significance of persecution in the
high medieval west. oore rejects outright the conventional characterization of
persecution as somehow inevitable or natural in medieval society, the product
of inheren t social fears or simply the random acts of private individuals. Rather he
sees persecution emerging after AD 1000 as a deliberate systematic repression of
specific categories of people targeted by the ruling elites of church and state. Prior
to the eleventh century, according to Moore, groups such as Jews, heretics, lepers,
and homosexuals were not subjec t to such concerted anacks.
Why the sudden change? The author locates the basic cause in a major shift
in the character of high medieval society, part of a general transition from local
feudalizcd ways of life to more centralized regimes that sought to legitimize their
political and religious authority by eliminating those defined as deviating from rigidly
formulated norms of belief and conduct. In short, the formation of a 'persecuting
society' is directly related to a far-reaching extension of power and influence by the
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bureaucratic state with its attendant cadscs of literate, reform-minded clergy in the
post-Gregorian age.
To buttress his thesis of an official 'persecuting society', Moore draws above
all on social theories of Max Weber and Mi chel Foucault. Weber had observed the
tendency of ruling classes to shape a 'superior community of faith' in order to promote the religious and social unity of rhe stare. T his in turn prompts the need to
identify those who do not meet this standard and punish them accordingly. M oore
finds a fertile insight as well in Foucault's analysis of power relationships, especially
in the tendency of authorities to rely on intimidation and persecution as primary
ways of controlling behavior and dissent in order to secwe their hold on the lever
of power.
Most persuasive are the segments on heresy. Least convincing is the
treatment of the leper as a persecuted class. Although recent literature on leprosy
is analy-.ied and su mmarized admirably, the sequestering of lepers from the tv,elfth
ce ntury on cannot, on the face ofit, be equated morally to the officially sanctioned
oppression of heretics and Jews. Lepers, because of their contagious afH.iction, had
long been considered a serious threat to th eir neighbors and had been segrega ted
accordingly in the ancient Mediterranean societies. The term persecution see ms in
this respect to be appl ied too loosely and ambiguously, thereby weakening somewhat the general argument.
Nonetheless, M oore has made an excellent case for viewing persecution in
the H igh Middle Ages from a much broader and more coherent perspective. Th e
premise of a calculated, often co-ordinated, assault on dissent and difference by
medieval 'power elites' could well be applicable to other topics. Issues of gender and
ethni city, fo r example, might be amenable to similar investigation in accordance
with the methods of historical sociology.
ln any ca e, the paperback ed ition will be welcomed by instructors looking
for provocative upplementary reading for their course .
Donald Sullivan
University of ew Mexico

Poly, Jean-Pierre, and Eric Boumazel. The Feudal Transformalio11, 900-1200. Trans
Caroline H iggin. H olmes and M eier, ew York 1991. 404 pp. $42 .95.
T he question of the nature of feudalism has plagued each generation of
historians since the term was coined during the French Revolution. During the
middle decades of the twentieth century, historians believed they had found
the definitive answer in the great synthesis created by Marc Bloch in his famou
Feudal Society (1939). However, nearly twenty years ago the synthesi created by
Bloch stumbled and fell before the advance of research. Although still a classic
of medieval history, Feudal Society lost its place as the definitive text concerning
feudalism . Lost, too, were many historians who, because they were not studen t
offeudalism, had come to rely on Bloch fo r an understanding of feudal society and
for teaching material. For a rime, historians labored without the benefit of a work
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of synthesis until 1980, when Poly and Bournazel published la mutation fiodalc,
X'-Xll' siiicles. This importan t book is now available in English.
Poly and Bourna7.el's book is actually less a work of synthesis than it is a
survey of research and a presentation of the cu.rrent state of knowledge concerning
feudalism. As such, it serves as a guide for the perplexed by providing an overall
view of the transformation of feudalism from the tenth through the twelfth centuries. The book owes much to the work of Jean-Fran~ois Lemarignier, Jean
chneider, Georges Duby, as well as many others.
What lay behind the demise of Bloch? Bloch's analysis was not comprehensive
enough and focused too sharply on the 'classic' feudalism that Bloch found between the Rhine and the Loire. Today, the e.xistence of a 'classic' feudalism is denied.
Ac ording to Poly and Bournazel, one single, changing movement covered all Europe
and began at the end of the tenth century to destroy the old independent peasant
society. Within a relatively short space of time - perhaps only a few generation
in most places- dependence had replaced independence. The agencies of this change
were the castellans who established local tyrannies in the environs of their castles
and ended freedom in the countryside. Everywhere the peasant fell under control
of the lord. This fact srands above all in the new understanding of feudalism.
In building their case, the authors review medieval society during three
centuries and, in doing so, present a great survey of contemporary scholarship. The
book is divided into rwo parts. The first - 'What Is Known' - surveys Europe
from the emergence of the castral system in the wake of declining royal power and
failing public instinttions to the spread of dependency throughout society. The
second - 'New Interpretations' - reflects on the consequence of chi change.
Poly and Bournazel have done a great service in writing this book It is badly
needed and it fulfills its mission admirably. Jn addition to providing the latest scholarship in its pages, the book is richly documented, contains an excellent bibliography {augmented for the English translation), and an adequate index. Although
at times crowded with facnial material, it is well written throughout. Above all,
The Feudal Tra11sformation, 900-1200 is very useful to the scholar and to the teacher.
Francis X. Hartigan
University of Nevada, Reno
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delman, Janet. Sujfocati11g Mothers: Fa11/asies ofMaternal Origin in Shaluspeare'J
Plays: Hamler to The Tempest. Routledge, London 1992. xii+ 379 pp, note on the
tex t, notes, author index, index to Shakespeare's works, subject index. $49 .50 I

SlS.95.
Janet Adelman, S11jfocati11g Mothers: Fantasies of Matemal Origin
Shakespeare'$ Plays: H amler to The Tempest is reviewed on pp 172-3 .
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Bartlett, Kenneth A., Konrad Eisenbichler and Janice Liedl. Love a11d Death i11 the
Renaissa11ce. Dovehouse Editions, Ottawa 1991. 219 pp. $28.00.
The twin themes of love and death form the focus of thirteen papers
gathered to commemorate a conference, sponsored by the Renaissance Society of
America, forming the third in a series, Dovehouse Studies in Literature. The
diversity of the texts studied in these essays offers an illuminating and captivating
discussion of the significance of these subjects in Renaissance literature.
Modest in dimension, Love and Death in the Renaissance suffers from the
apparently thoughtless way in which it was put together. Why the double theme
was chosen wou ld, in itself, have provided an interesting topic of introduction or
epilogue, allowing the editors to link its history in classical antiquity, the Middle
Ages, and the writings of Arabs and other non- European medieval scholars.
Conversely, the relation of love and death in a period in which theology shared an
equal importance with the revival of classical ideas might have provided the subject of a few provocative thoughts.
All these matters can be gleaned only in a fragmentary way from putting
together the various essays. And even that is made arbitrary and difficult. For there
is no apparent order to the essays. The sequence is neither thematic nor chronological. The reader is tempted to wonder why it took three editors to plot a
strategy that is merely alphabetical.
Among the very interesting essays contained here arc two that stand apart
for their brilliant insights: those of Daniel Martin, who studied Hermes as Mercury
as St Michael the Archangel as Montaigne, and of Olga Pugliese, whose analysis
of Castiglione's JI Cortegiano studies love and death as affecting each other in the
elegiac perspective of the treatise. The essay by Linda Austern, which seeks to relate
the twin themes of the volume to ideas of music in the English Renaissance, concentrates on exploring the theoretical link between love and music. William Bowen's
essay on Ficino's theory of love provides a very intelligent demonstration of the relation between the classification of intervals in harmonic structure and the degrees
oflove described by Ficino in De amore. The essay on J uan Luis Vives's I11structio11
ofa Christen Woman by Margaret Mikesell brings to light, though in a limited context, a little- known text focusing on the education of women. Most of the other
essays consist in explicatiow de texte.
The breadth and variety of the essays provide a fascinating document of the
diversity of literary energies devoted to these themes in Renaissance times. However,
lacking an overall intcllecrual direction that might have guided the interested layman and provided an essential background for the budding scholar, the volume offers
little more than a memorabilia for the initiated of a very special conference.
Christiane L. Joost-Gaugier
University of ew Mexico

Cholakian, Patricia Francis. Rape a"d Writing in The Heptamcron ofMarguerite de
Navarre. Southern Illinois University Press, Carbondale 1991. xiv+ 301 pp. S34.95.
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In Rape and Writing in The Heptameron ofMarguerite de Navarre, Patricia
Francis Cholalcian embarks on a search for 'the mark of the female body on women's
writing of the past' (p 219). She argues that the scene of rape in the fourth novella
of The Heptameron is based upon an autobiographical incident that rook place in
Marguerite de avarre's youth and that the fourth novella is thus the central generative story in the collection, the nucleus of a series of variations on the theme
of rape. The desire to tell this traumatic incident compels de avane to write,
and the risk of exposure and loss of honor are responsible for the complexity and
indirection of her telling.
Cholakian's approach is informed by psychoanalytical theory, new historicism,
poststructurali m, and also the feminist view that all literature is constructed by
ideologies of gender. Aware of the way po tmodernism has problem ati zed the disus ion of difference, she looks for evidence offeminine writing in the form as well
a in the content of a work. he argues that an examination of women's writing
must begin 'within rather than across history' and that feminine narratives should
be read as 'palimsests', a term she borrows from Gilbert and Gubar for texts in which
'the preexisting male narrative s have been written over' (p 5).
The male narrative th at de avarre 'writes over' is the traditionally bawdy
novella in which a woman is often the burr of the male author's humor. Cholakian
demonstrates how in the fourth novella Marguerite de avarre converts the
masculine narrative on seduction into 'a feminine discourse on masculine vanity'
when the re istant princess scratches and mars the face of her attacker (p 24).
witching between the point of view of the hero and the princess/victim, de avarre
destabilizes the novella form . Cholakian finds evidence of feminine writing in
the vocabulary as well as the narrative structure and brilliantly analyzes the differences in the way men an women define such words as 'honor', 'jouissance', 'rape' and
' eduction'.
In a chapter on 1arguerite de avarrc's interest in Protestantism, Cholakian
find s a connection between anticlericalism and de avarre's antima culini t
bias. While some femini t scholars have argued thar the Reformation marked a loss
of sexual freedom and spiritual power for women (see Joan Gadol Kelly, Was There
a Renais ance for Women?' in Women, Theory, and H istory: The Essays ofJoan Kelly
[University of Chicago Press, Chicago and London, 1984)), Cholakian shows
that the Reformation allowed women a space in which to challenge authority
and hierarchy.
This book makes an important contribution to the growing body of work on
women writers of the Renaissance. Cholakian's innovative critical approach, in which
she gracefully combines French feminism, new historicism, psychoanalytic theory,
and even film theory provides a guide for how ro approach a woman-authored
texr from the past. Despi te using rhis daunting list of critical schools, Cholakian
never sacrifices clarity or close attention to language and historical context. She
opens up new ways of reading and generously communicates her excitement about
women's writing.
Caroline McAlister
alem College

DuPlessis, Robert S. Lille and the Dutch R e-volt: Urban Stability in an Era of
Re-volution, 1500-1582. Cambridge University Press, Cambridge 1991. xv +
372 pp . S69.95.
In the past two decades, hi sto ries of medieval and early modern towns
have been popular. The authors of these studies have mined their largely archival
sou rces well, presenting quality examination of the people who inhabited urban
areas. These works have turned traditional social history upside down as they have
presented an almost entirely new view of town s in premodern Europe. To these
we mu t now add Robert S. DuPlessis' Lille and the Dutch Re-volt: Urban
Stability in an Era ofR e·volution, 1500-1582, truly one of the best of the se recent
urban societal studie .
An almost universal problem with most of these recent urban social
histories is their failure to combine the societal survey with political history. The
importance of the political narrative simply seems to have diminished, if not to have
been entirely discarded by these authors. Happily, DuPlessis is among the few who
combine the societal survey with the political narrative.
DuPless is's choi ce of town, Lille, is an important one if we are to better
understand the southern Low Countries during the Dutch Revoir; for while at
the outset Lilli sympathized with and participated in the revolt, by the end of the
sixteenth century, it, together with most of the other major urban areas of the outhern Low Countries, chose not to split with Spain and Catholicism.
DuPlcss is divides his book into two parts. The first, 'Forces of Revolt and
Stabilizing tructurc s', is devoted to Lille's society. It is here that he presents an
examination of the local governmental admi nistration, the economic role of trade
and the clothmaking industry, poverty and charity, and the struggle between
traditional Catholicism and Protestant reformers. Section two, 'Revolution and
Stabil ity', i DuPlessis's political study of Lille between 1566 and 1582. In thi s
section he traces the revolutionary unrest of the town first during 1566- 67, originating from dissatisfaction over the poor harvest, extreme cold weather, interruption
of grain imports, and extensive unemployment, and ending in almost complete urban
disorder. horn this DuPlessis follows history through the years 1567 to 1576, when
although Spain and WilJiam of Orange began to fi ght a war of secession, Lille
became a rather submissive entity to its panish governors and thus was less harshly
pun ished than most other sou thern Netherlandic towns. DuPlessis conclude
his political narrative by examining Lille's final submission to Spanish rule, 1576
to 1587. s DuPlessis shows, countering traditional theses, this was nor at the
rime a simple choice for the Lillois, who were torn between elements preaching
defiance again st panish rule and their own desire to restore peace to the southern Low Countrie .
Thus Lille took its place among the rest of the southern etherlandic towns
that would eventually split from thei r northern coun terparts. Thanks to Robert S.
DuPlessis, we can now more clearly understand why. This is an impressive study.
And while I was disappointed that the author chose not to take it through the
end of the cenrury, to also encompass the town's reaction to the defeat of
the Spanish Armada, l understand his reasons for stopping when he docs. Still,
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one must wonder: after the failure of the Armada, did the Lillois ever think that
they had backed a loser?
Kelly De Vries
Loyola College in Maryland

Gajowski, Evelyn. The Art of Loving: Female Subjectivity and Male Discursive
Traditions in Shakespeare's Tragedies. University of Delaware Press, ewark 1992.
153 pp. $32.50.
Evelyn Gajowski, The.//rt ofL oving: Female Subjectivity and Male Discursive
Traditions in hakespeare's Tragedies, is reviewed on pp 182.

Hardin, Richard F. Civil Idolatry: Desarralizing and M onarch in Spenser, Shakespeare,
and Milton . University of Delaware Pre s, ewark 1992; Associated University
Presses, London and Toronto 1992. 267 pp. S39.50.
In Civil Idolatry, Richard F. Hardin sets out to chart the 'demythologizing
of power' in certain literary works rangi ng from the end of the Middle Ages up to
and includi ng Milton. Drawing his title from M ilton's charge that Englishmen are
'prone ofttimes ... to a civil kinde ofldolatry in idolizing thir Kings', Hardin uses
Erasmus to establish that dislike of ceremony was an important component of
Christian hum anism and argues convincingly that More, Erasmus, Lorenzo Valla,
and George Buchanan in the next generation held deep reservations concerning
the mythologizing of kingship. Hardin's chapters on Spenser, Shakespeare, and
Milton argue that the desacralizing of monarchy is an important theme connecting the works of these English Renaissance authors.
H ard in takes on a formidable body of criticism by challenging the
importance of the idea of 'the kings two bodies', a concept explicated by Ernst I-I.
Kantorowicz in The King's Two Bodies: A Study in Medieval Political Theology (1957)
and extended by Marie Axton in The Queen's Two Bodies: Drama and the
Elizabethm1 Succession (1977). According to Hardin, confusion resulted from
tl1e uncritical exte nsion of a continental concept of sacred monarchy into English
political thought (pp 22-4). Hardin argues, for example, that in Spenser's well-known
Letter to Raleigh, Spenser's reference to E lizabeth as bearing 'two persons, the one
of a most royal! Qyeene or Empre e, the other of a most vcrruous and beautifuU
Lady', should be interpreted as an 'opposition between public and private person'
and not complicated by attempts to 'identify it with a continental theory of kingship from the earlier Middle Ages' (p 28). Hardin's reinterpretation of Shakespeare s
history play admirably supports his claims.
In his very successful chapte r on Erasmus, H ardin exhibits a broad
knowledge of the important texts of More and Erasmus and a sensitive grasp
of the need to differentiate the views of the younger More and Erasmus from the
positions rhey lacer adopted. His analysis of Erasmus persuasively ¥gues thar
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the great humanist had serious reservations concerning idolizing kings but
remained appalled at the thought of popular rule. In Erasmus's scheme of things,
a limited monarchy checked by the aristocracy most likely would preserve order and
peace. Hardin also demonstrates that Erasmus was bitterly opposed to warfare,
regarding it as 'antithetical to the spirit of Christianity' (p 71). He concludes this
chapter with the observation that Shakespeare offers 'a dear-cut case of direct contact with Erasmus's political thought; but Spenser and Milton certainly knew him
[Erasmus], and must have sympathized with his program for the reform of rule
through the assertion of Christian Liberty' (p 90). Harden's thoughtful and revealing discussion of Paradise R egained in chapter 5 illustrates the political elements
in the poem, demonstrating how Milton redefines conquest (pp 191-201). The
importance of this section in the book cannot be overstated.
In the chapter entitled 'Spenser's Anatomy of Tyranny', Hardin wants to revise
'the general acceptance of Spenser as courtly flatterer and enthusiast for empire
in the modern sense' (p 119) but fortunately stops short of arguing that Spenser
shared Erasmus's hatred of war. That Merci.Ila represents a criticism of the excessive mercy the historical Elizabeth showed to Irish rebels is probable (p 121), but
Spenser, who espoused the liberal Protestant politics of Sidney, Walsingham,
Leicester, and Essex, would hardly have idealized Mercilla's rusty sword.
The principle difficulty, however with the Spenser chapter arises from an
uncritical treatment of the texts of A View ofthe Present State of Ireland and 'A Brief
Note of Ireland' (pp 93-5). Hardin quotes an agreement error from Spenser's View,
'to see her majestic so abused by some whom they [sic] put in special] truste of those
greate affairs' and then comments, 'a revealing slip, "they" for "she": it means either
to identify the queen with her privy council, or to indicate her position as a corporate entity, a creation of the Law' (p 93). Since Spenser's View was not printed
until thirty-five years after his death, this kind of intentionality on Spenser's part
cannot be assumed. The editors of The Spenser Variorum do not even claim to have
collated all of the manuscripts that were extant when their text was prepared, and
additional manuscripts have since been identified in Peter Beal's Index ofEnglish
Literary Manuscripts (1980). In addition, Spenser's authorship of'A Brief ote of
Ireland' is by no mean certain. In The Spenser Encyclopedia (1990) Ciaran Brady
accepts Spenser's authorship of only the third of the three parts of 'A Brief ote
of Ireland', rejecting the second part containing a letter to queen Elizabeth upon
which Hardin bases hi s arguments.
Hardin's book is ambitious and challenges us to rethink our easy assumptions regarding the treatment of monarchy in penser, Shakespeare, and
Milton. This work will be very influential and merits the wide readership it
will attract.
Jean R. Brink
Arizona State University

Haynes, Alan. l11visib/e Power: The Elizabethan Secret Services, 1570-1603.
St Martin's Press, cw York 1992. 1790 pp. $29.95.
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Alan Hayne 's /11-visible Power, an important step forward in the study of the
Elizabethan 'secret services', provides historians with the first coherent overview of
the workings of Elizabethan espionage in discovering and defusing those major
con piracies aimed at reestablishing Catholicism and overthrowing Elizabeth and her
chief ministers. Focusing on the triumvirate ofBurgh.ley, Wa.lsingham, and Leicester,
H aynes compares and contrasts the scope and effectiveness of their individua.1 espionage organizations and concludes W a.lsingham was the greatest of the three spy masters. His secretaryship a.lone i known to have employed from 100 to 500 domestic
and foreign correspondenr . Add the large numbers of informants found in
Burgh.ley's, Leicester's, Robert Cecil' , and Essex's employ, and one begins to appreciate the scope of the Privy Counci.l's efforts to protect the Elizabethan settlement.
Together these men sized up the unfinished nature of that settlement, the
queen's unmarried status, and her lac k of a clear succcs or, concluding that a firstrate intelligence nerv,ork was not only the most certain bu t also the safest and most
economical defense weapon for protecting their vulnerable queen. Wedding rate
and ruler as one and the same, the Privy Council concluded that any threat to the
body of the queen was a rhrea to the nation as a whole.
The book begins with William Cecil's successful foiling of Dr John Story's
dreams of roya.1 murder and an invasion of England and ends with the fa.II of Essex.
Taking exception to some of Conyers Read and Penry Will iams's more recenr con clusions that the Elizabethan Privy Councilors failed to create anything resembling
a 'soph isticated' py system, Haynes concludes that Elizabeth's espionage underlay much that was centra.l to the policy formulations of the queen and her ministers.
Haynes cites additional reasons for this expansion of espionage, including the
efforts to fill the gaps created by a contracting diplomatic service that left England
with few resident ambassadors and a royal parsimony that saw spies as 'the cheapest, handiest subs titute for resident diplomats' (p 157).
H aynes's reliance on eighty- nine secondary sou rces, while referencing only
three original and ten calendared manuscripts, leaves one wondering what a
careful and systematic n,dy of aU the origina.1 manuscript sources would have
rcvea.led. Many paragraphs that arc filled with important conclusions fail to footnote any of the sourcl':s consulted. everthcless, this book lays a significant foundation for that brave soul who will someday spend half a lifetime shuffling through
the early modern manuscript collections of the British Isles and western Europe
in order to provide a more definitive account of Elizabethan espionage. Haynes
is to be thanked for preparing this well-summarized handbook on the longneglected Elizabethan secret services which he concludes made England 'a sou r
authoritarianism' rather than a 'truly secret state' (p 156).
F. Jeffrey Platt
orthern Arizona University

Heffernan, Thomas. Art and Emblem: Early Se-venteenth- Century English Poetry of
Devotion, Renaissance lonographs no 17. Renaissance Institute, Sophia University,
Tokyo 1991. 123 pp. $38.00 by subscription.
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The nature of the emblem book is such that it tends to tell you what you know
already, if you belong ro the same tradition as the author, but to put it so succinctly
that you get a fresh perspective on the whole tradition. Tmages and epigrams
and mottos are inserted in tl1e original emblem book of AJciar, in the root sense
of emballein, as though the 'hieroglyphics' ofHorapollo were interleaved with poems
from The Greek Anthology, and Bible verses are inserted in the devotional books char
developed on his model. Thomas Heffernan is concerned with the 'poetry of devotion' and u es me Jesuit emblem books of the early seventeenm century (along
with the theology of de Sales) much as Louis Martz used the exercises of Loyola
in The Poetry ofM editation. In add ition to the well - known Emblemes of Frances
Qyarle (1635), he d iscusses the Parthmia Sacra of Henry Hawkins (1633), whi h
treated two dozen emblems associated with the Virgin Mary. From th ere he moves
the great poets of the English church , George Herbert and John Donne. //rt and
Emblem is modest in scope, compared with the influential studies of Mario Praz
and Ruth Wallerstein , but his aim seems robe tl1at of the emblem book authors,
who give him his lead: to say much in little. Even his prose is epigrammatic.
Explaining tl1e Augustin ian attitude toward pagan learning, he write of H awkin s's
poems: 'rhetorical "Varietie" is used in the interest of devotional "Pietie"' (p 38).
Heffernan's monograph i a pleasu re to read and reread , fu.11 of fascinating
quotations and keen insights. The central chapter on the devotional poets is fi-amed
by chapters on the fiber mundus theme in Renaissance literature and the rhetorical figure as forming and unifyi ng pri nciple in the devotional poetry of the
age. Traditionally, God and (hu)man principle were immersed in each other: God
had made man ad imaginem suam (G enesis 1:27) and had written his law i11 corde
(Jeremias 1 :33), yet the Christian's life was absco11dita wm ChriJto in Deo
(1 Colossenses 3:3). The emblem books offered images and words ro help one
glimp e 'the divine image' in the little world of man and ro explore 'the divine
analogy' between God's will and his works in the great world of nature. (I should
note that l have taken the phrases 'divine im age' and 'divine analogy' from William
Blake, whose meditative method has long ago been traced back to the English
Ren aissance.) Indeed, m ey converted the very notion of the image as surely as their
author's hoped to convert readers, so that in the new mimesis of religiou reformation the imago agen.s of the Rhetorica ad H erennium became the jigum of pious
devotion, the still turning point where revelation could occur. The extent ro wh ich
this devotional tradition ended with the Enlightenment, as I leffernan contend ,
is of course open to interpretation. H cffernan's book may be hard to find, but it
pulls much together and should prove well worth me search .
Thomas Spauldi ng Willard
University of /\.rizon a

Holt, ack P. , ed. Society and Im titutiom in Early Modem France. University of
Georgia Press, Athens 1991. 242 pp. 35.00 / $15.00.
Society and lm t itutiow in Early M odem France, a welcome collection of essays
by friends and forme r students of]. Russell Major, addsesscs the questions that were,
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and continue to be, the focus of Major's long and productive career. Though the
eleven articles cover a range of topics, most center on monarchical institutions and
their development during rhc six"teenth and seventeenth centuries. The emphasis
is clearly upon political history, yet the discussion is always integrated into the larger
cultural and ocial framework.
James Wood explores the failure of the royal army ro achieve decisive
victory over the Huguenots during the Wars of Religion. The rea ons, he maintains, have to do with the strucn1ral weakness of the Renaissance monarchy, a concept that M ajor advanced early in his career. Sarah Hanky's contribution also relates
closely to Major's interest . She concentrates on representative assemblies, with an
eye co the emergence of political resistance theories. Donna Bohanan cakes up yet
another of Major's contentions, his skepticism toward the notion of conflict between
an old and new aristocracy in early modern France. Her survey of Brittany and
Provence concludes that the sword and robe nobility formed a cohesive elite. Gayle
Bruenelle challenges another recurrent image of the aristocracy in her study of the
Norman nobility's participation in commercial activities. Aristocrats, contrary to
a tradition view, pursued mercantile careers with little fear of derogation.
The crown's role in municipal affairs has long been an occasion for debate
among historians of ancien regime France. Annette Finley-Croswhite analyzes a
riot that took place at Limoges in 1602, and Henry IV's subsequent attempt to
curb the town's privileges. She elaborates upon Major's speculation rhar the king
used the revolt as an excuse ro extend royal control over municipal government and
thereby promote the emerging absoluti t monarchy. ack Holt scrutinizes the mayoral elections ar sixteenth-cen tury Dijon, suggesting char, for the many winegrowers
and artisans who participated, these elections were a civic ritual with obvious affinities to what Major characterizes as the 'popular and consu ltative' nanire of the
Renai s ance monarcl1y. Two essays touch upon the place of judicial magistrates
during the F ronde: Orest Ranum shows that the great princes depended upon support from the judges of the Parlement of Paris in their uprising. And William Beik
argues that the .frondezm in the Parlement of Toulouse were actually ardent 'absolutist • bent on assu ring their position within the hierarchy of royal authority.
No collection of this sort would be complete without specific discussion
of absolutism, the subject of the three final contributions. Ellery Schalk find s
in Moliere's plays the expression of a traditional notion of absolutism, which
emanated largely from fear of returning to the chaos of the sixteenth cenrury. D onal
Bailey reevaluates the career of Michel de Marillac, Louis Xlll's garde des sceaux,
g iving substance to Major's suggestion that Marillac had more influence than
previou ly recognized in shaping absolutist policies. Finally, Albert Hamscher examines the judicial system and the practical limits that the courts placed upon royal
authority.
Altogether, these articles are a fitting tribute. They not only enhance
our knowledge of early modern France but also make obvious our intellectual
indebtedness ro Russell Major.
Raymond A. Mentzer Jr
Montana State University
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Kastan, David cott, and Peter Stallybrass, edd. Staging the R enaissance:
Reinterpretation of Elizabethan and Jacobean Drama. Routledge, London 1991.
293 pp. $45.00 / $14 .95.
K.'lstan and Stallybrass's anthology, Staging the Renaissance: Reinterpretatiom

ofEliwbetha11 andJacobean Drama, is based on the premise that 'for thirty years,
no new, wide-ranging anthology of essays on non-Shakespearean Renaissance
drama has appeared ... [despi te] a remarkable quanity of new work' (p 1). From
that perspective, the editors have offered up a sampling of interesting new interpretations of traditional dramas and Elizabethan/Jacobean conventions that, when
combined, represents a valuable, convenient resource to the interpretive artist
and scholar.
Nineteen of the twenty-four articles are reprints and as such, certain articles
such as Jonathan Goldberg's interesting research on the case of Christopher Marlow
entitled 'Sodomy and ociety', arc now widely considered; however, most scholars will fi nd that the pe rspectives offered in the an thology viably expand on
trad itional works, like Tillyard's treatment of the Elizabethan world picture. ertain
recent trends in scholarship and criticism, particularly the feminist perspective and
gay/lesbian awareness, are included to make the anthology, at the least, a comprehensive supplemental text and, at the most, an exciting tool for artists and
scholars seeking to create new, varied approaches to the ulture and its drama.
The book is divided into two sections. Part one, 'The Conditions of Playing',
offers new ways of viewing d1e culture, while asserting that the collaborative process
of making plays with au thors in the middle, now considered the norm, was also
the norm in Eliwbethan/Jacobean England. The purpose of this section is to register the e collaborations, emphasizing the ways in which theatre is 'at once responsive to and constitutive of the social formations of Re naissance England' (p 2) .
Part two, by fa r the more val uable as ct to the theatre director and dramatic
scholar if on ly by offering new perspective on written-over scri pts, treats individual dramas from the host of Shakespeare's contemporaries. A number of the essays,
like ara Eaton's criticism regarding Middleton's The Changeling: 'Beatrice-Joanna
and the Rhetoric of Love', reflect how changes in our culture have altered the way
in which a drama speaks to a society. Others, like LisaJardine's 'Boy Actors, female
roles and Elizabethan Erotici sm', an essay th at suggests the use of young boys in
female roles was something other th an simply a dramatic convention of the day,
are based on reevaluations of historical and/or descriptive data.
Mac Groves
orthern Arizona University

MacCaffrey, Wallace T. Elizabeth I: War a11d Politics, 1588-1603. Princeton
University Pres , Princeton, .]. 1992. 592 pp. $65.00.
o review can do justice to the scope, elegance, and intuitive grasp of issues
W allace T MacCa.ffrey provides in this the last volume of hi s magisterial trilogy
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on Elizabethan political history. The excitement created by its publication is
enhanced by the fact char the original manuscript sources from which this
work was created come from that period of Elizabethan history char has yet to be
adequately calendared. As in his previous nvo volumes, MacCaffrey's new srudy
deals with yet anothe r set of short-term foreign and domestic issues. These issues
arise from the queen's reluctant entry into war with pain, the sudden emergence
of Anglo-Irish relations from the back burner of domestic policy to the forefront of England's foreign policy, and the appearance of a new generation of
counciUors, including the dangerous ly powerful and volatile earl of Essex, whose
vaulting ambitions and ungovernable pride revived the specter of faction and even
threatened the securiry of the crown , Purpo ely written from the limited scope of
Westminster, it igno re the perspectives of othe r European capitals in a successful effo rt ro explore how Elizabeth and her privy councillors defined and realized
their goa ls.
Through close examination of Elizabeth's diligent and constant exercise of
power much is revealed about the techniques of her statecraft, uncluttered by the
magnetic attraction of the numerous myths that su rround her. Forever battling
the processes of change, she not only sought to be informed of and in control of
aU events and individuals close to her but also co avoid the restless personal and
martial ambition of her father as weU as the rcligiou extremism of her brother
and si ter. Authorizing few initiatives, yet constantly forced to respond to pressing events, Elizabeth emerges with a steadiness and consistency of policy that would
do her cau tiou grandfather proud, a policy that ultimately worked to England's
advantage. ot surprisingly, her government rook a giant step away from the
dynastic past with its traditionally aggressive pursuit of royal ambition toward a stillborn creation of the early modern bureaucratic state. Her establishment of a
rationalized, compact, efficient, and highly successful bureaucracy not only set
England apart from its own past but also from its royal neighbors, whose sixceenthenrury struggles for power were governed by the overpowering pass ions of repu tation. England's insular security provided Elizabeth a freedom of diplomatic
maneuver unavailable to her European neighbors. he therefore cook as mu h or
as little of any war as she Liked. All commitments were tentative, no alliance
irrevocable, and with each shuffle in the diplomatic game the otl1er playe rs had to
bid all over again for England's friendship or neutrality.
MacCaffrey's book has no equal fo r this period of English history. Bursting
with insights, discovery, and judicious conclusions, Elizabeth I: War and Politics,
1588-1603 will force all Tudor historians ro rethink their conclusions. Certainly
no Elizabethan hi storian will dare ignore its contents.
F. Jeffrey Platt
orthern Arizona University

Marshall, Cynthia. Last Things and Last Plays: Shakespearean Eschatology. Southern
lllinois Universiry Press, Carbondale 1991. xv+ 142 pp, appendixes, works cited,
index. $24.50.
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Adelman,Janet. Suffocating Mothm: Fanta.ries efMaternal Origin in Shakespeare's Plays:
Ilarnlet to The Tempest. Routledge, London 1992. xii+ 379 pp, note on the text,
notes, author index, index to Shakespeare's works, subject index. $49.50 / S15.95.
These two books reflect different ways the new orthodoxy in Shakespeare
sntd ies rejects a disinterested formalism for a charged contexnialization that seeks
to find the meaning of texts in the culrure and language tlmt underlie their
history. Last Things and Last Plays: Shakespeare's Eschtology by Cyn th ia Marshall
examines Shakespeare's alterswerk (last works) th rough a new historicist consideration of Pen"cles, Cymbeli11e, The Winter's Tale, and The Tempest, while
Suffocating Mothers: Fantasies efMaternal Origin in Shakespeare's Plays: Hamlet to
The Tempest by Janer Adelman employs F rcud ian oed ipal premises (she refe rs to
this a 'preoedipal anxiety' [p 247)) ro claim that male psychic fantas ies create and
transform Shakespeare's plays. Adelman holds that in Hamlet and the plays that
follow, central male characters try to escape from their maternal dependence and
their problematic encounters with the contaminated and sexualized mothers'
bodies in order to find and free their male identities.
Mar hall's purpo c is to examine Shakespeare's final works against the themes
of closure, recapitulation,judgment, and death, while the co re of Adelman's book,
based on psychoanalytic essays she has published cl ewhcre (p xii), discusses
the ostensible fan tasies of the major male characters who sec the central female
characters as psychically split as they are transformed by the male fantasies from
mothers, lovers, and virgins into whores, bawds, and strumpets, when the virginal
and maternal body, through sexual union, is so iled by the defining sexual act.
Marshall contends that escatological themes represen t an active concern in
Renaissance culture, which is heavily imbued with apocalyptic though rs, and, indeed,
Anglicans, Puritans, Roman Catholics, an d millenarians d id share an abiding
concern fo r last things. Her book, however, deals wi th two subjects: the mortality consequent for humanity in the last plays and the strong generic resemblances
between Shakespeare's late romances and the medieval indigenous d rama.
Apocalypticism is, therefore, the subject of six chapters that comprise the main text,
while the eschatological implications of the medieval drama are rhe subjects she
takes up in the appendices, which discuss 'Cymbeline and the Medieval Doomsday
Plays' and 'The Winter's Tale and the Corpus Christi Re u.rrection Plays' (pp 119-9).
Adelman, on the other hand, in order to develop the thesis that Hamler,
Troilus, Othello, Angelo, Lear, and other male protagonists arc unable to rentrn
to the contaminated sacred female space, claims that male flight from the repository of sexual soiling accounts for the major characterization of the central male
characters as they try ro escape from the contaminated female body. Eight chapters (pp 1-238) are fortified with 124 pages of notes (pp 239-363) through which
Adelman explores the uneasy relations that Shakespeare's male characters have with
their unconscious psychic fantasies .
Arthur F. Kinney has wrinen a laudatory forewo rd to Marshall's book in which
he stares that Marshal's examination can place Shakespeare's last plays 'in different shades oflighr, at once revealing d1eir obscurani rist leanings towa rds darkness
and watching their more open attempts to confront mortality itself' (p x).
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Marshall's approach does provide an especially insightful way to examine the
final works of hake peace's dramatic career because eschatology, by definition,
attempts to connect the personal experience of death and last things to the universal concept of an ending. he is particularly helpful in chapters 2 and 3, which focus
on the subjects of judgment and afterlife, and in chapters 4 and 5, which examine
the destructive attitudes people develop toward rime, the amorphous raw material which eschatology attempts to give shape and definition .
I nsofar as readers arc prepared to accept Adclman's premises, this book can
be considered as a good iUu tration of psychoanalytic feminist criticism. It is rigorous in its readi ngs and original in its effo rts to reexamine traditional ideas and
interpretations. he seeks to reconceptualize and reinterpret the female body in relation to the loss of idealized masculinity from a fem inist perspective. But this book
is also a frontal attack on Shakespeare him elf, who is een as sharing complicity
with the dominant male characters' fanta sies by rewarding them with power at the
end of the plays throug h the resumption of the patriarchal order, even though
Adelman imp lie that hakespeare attempts to separate himself from the bearers
of these impossible fantasies of escape. He is seen by Adelman as intolerably e.xploiting women , paying them back for their sexual wholeness as he imaginatively shares
with the male characters their revulsion at the fully sexualized woman .
T hese oedipal readings are, in many instances, high ly questionable (in
Adelman's reading of King L ear, she says that 'G loucester is transformed into a
wom an', and the 'pun itive female power of the storm - the power of the dark
and vicious place - is given a local habitation and a name' [p 112)). The evidence
is selectively and flex ibly util ized to suit the author's preconceived thematic inten tion to demon strate that power has devastating consequences, both for masculine
selfhood and for the female characters who oppose it. Adelman's psychologized
account is likely to provoke strong responses, critical questions, and controversy by
those who do not accept the doctrines of Sig mund Freud as the definitive way to
interpret Shakespeare's plays as demonstrating the son's fru strated desires fo r their
mothers' exclusive sexual attention and by those who do not think d1at all males
think that all female s are inescapably sexual.
M arshall's book, however, i well argued, interesting, and informative, one
whose significance is confinned by die clear patterns it draws between its central eschatological thesis and the dramatic romances that demonstrate hakcspeare's concern
with last th ings. Marshall makes exceUenc use of the sources, grounding her claims
on substantial documentation. H er study represents an insightful contribution to
the cholarship on hakespeare's concern with the prevailing ideas in his culture,
and she provides a new depth of understanding to these last bittersweet plays.

University of

Richard G. Barlow
evada, Las Vegas

McIntosh, M arjorie Keniston. A Community Tramformed: The Manor mid Liberty
of Havering, 1500- 1620. Cambridge Sn1dies in Population, Economy, and
Society in Past Time. Cambridge University Press, Cambridge 1991. 489 pp. $74.95.
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The royal manor and Liberty of Havering-ane-Bower in Essex con rained some
16,000 acres extending from marshes on the Thames nonh to Romford, fourteen
miles east of London. In 1964 Marjorie Keniston McIntosh began working in
extensive primary sources for a doctoral thesis on the manor's prominent Cooke
fa mily ofGidea Hall. In the early 1970s she turned to study the relationship be tween the crown and the manor. Tn Autonomy and Community: The Royal Man or
of Havering, 1200-1500 (Studies in Medieval Life and Thought, Cambridge
Univer ity Press, Cambridge 1986) she traces the emergence of a local aristocracy,
a commercial and individualistic society, and the process by which the tenants developed responsibility for local government. The vigorous, socially cohesive community
actively resisted crown encroachments, especially in judicial matters.
In the volume under review, McIntosh continues her analysis in greater detail
for the period of 1500-1620. Her point is that by 1620 the close- knit community
had fallen apart. The decline of the manorial court charted the collapse of resistance to crown advances. In 1500 the court, as a major agency of community life,
punished crimes and enforced community standards fo r personal behavior; in 1620
that historic role had vanished, and litigious residents took their cases to the Essex
quarter sessions and the impersonal central courts in Westm inster. Many factors,
McIntosh suggests, promoted the change: Proximity to London facilirated an influx
of new political, economic, and religious ideas and practices. Over time the gulf
widened between town and country, rich and poor, educated and unlettered. Women
found themselves squeezed out of economic activities and limited to their households. Political and social power subtlety moved from a group of over one hundred
famil ies to a few privileged landlords.
The preceding summary cannot do justice to the content of six very long chapters, eight appendices, and fifty-three table that detail the composition and dynamics of Havering's community structure. McIntosh compliments broad developments
with vignettes of the manor's incidentally interesting persons (Beatrice Davis, the
eleven-year-old serva nt who became an occupational casualty when she drowned
in a watering trough in 1560 while on an errand for her master fp 99]) as weU as
major figures (Sir William Ayloffe, who complained in 1610 that he djd not have
a pew in the parish church appropriate for his station as head of one of the community's leading families [p 199]). Researchers will find these and similar details,
as well as general theme s, quire accessible through the table of contents and index,
although persons unfamiliar with Havering should begin with the overview of the
manor in the Victoria County House of Essex (1978). The infrequency of comparisons with other manor or larger questions of community identification and auto nomy is a disappointment. On its own terms, however, A Community Transformed
is a major contribution to manor and village hi story and should be in every major
resea rch library.
Wm. Kent Hackmann
University ofldaho

Piccolomini, Manfredi. The Brutus Revival.· Parricide and Tyra1111icide during the
Renaissance. outhem lllinois University Press, Carbondale 1991. xiv+ 142 pp. $24.95.
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In this slim volume, lanfredi Piccolomi ni traces the figure of B rutus as it
appears in Renaissance literature from Dante to hakespeare. The image of the historical Brutus was transmitted to po terity by such classical authors as Lucan, Seneca,
and Plutar h, who saw Brutu ' assa ination of Julius Caesar as a noble but futile
deed, doomed to fail despite its high moral purpose. This apparently fixed image
went throug h ome notable transformations between the fou rteenth cen tu ry and
the seventeenth . Dante condemned Brutus to be gnawed in Lucifer's mon strou s
jaws for betraying hi benefactor and rebelling against God's historical design.
Leonardo Bruni redeemed Brutus, lauding him as a defender of the Roman republi c against a tyrann ical usu rper: from the most despicable of sinners, Bru tus suddenly be amc the greatest of heroes, a role he played repeatedly on the Renaissance
stage. For hake peare, Brutus was the lone moral actor in the brutal world of Roman
politics, a per on of such high principles that even his encmie recognized him as
'the noble t Roman of the m all'.
All this is well known, of cour e, and Piccolomini' brief remarks on these
major writers are neither novel nor penetrating. Even when he turns to more obscure
dramatizers of Brutus' deed - Marc Antoine Muret and Jacques Grcvi n in France,
Orlando Pescetti in ltaly - he is not particularly incisive or informative. H e gen erally remains descriptive rather than analytical, talking grandly and vaporously about
Brutus as a figure 'caught in the struggle between free will and destiny, expedie ncy
and morality, freedom and absolute power, the real and the ideal' (p 116), and in
the end he tells us rather less than we already know about Brutu in the Renaissance.
This fai lure is due in part ro a refusal to ponder what might have caused the
transformations he describes, adopting instead 'a view of culture and human events
interlocked in a ci rcularity where cause and effect arc practically in terchangeable'
(p xi ii). T hus, to cite on ly the most conspicuous example, Piccolomini offe rs no
explanation other than 'fashion' (pp 62-4) for Brun i's tran figuration of Bru tus
from inner ro hero. Though he includes Hans Baron in his acknowledgments,
Piccolomini says not a word about Baron's explanation of chi revaluation of Bru tus
as part of a new defense of civic values and republican libe rty, articulated by
Bruni and other civic humanists in the course of the long and bitter confuct between
the Florentine republic and the duke of Milan.
Baron's approach, which insists that ideas arc the product of particular
historical setti ngs and respond to identifiable events and concerns, runs contrary to
Piccolomini's intent to show 'how often life imitates art' (p xi). To support this
claim, Piccolomini merely describes a number of assassination plots, whether or not
Brutu was invoked by the conspirators as an inspirational model. Such lipshod argumentation and cavalier disregard for evidence is characteristic of a work in which
we are told that Bruni's D ialogi ad Petrum Paulum Hi.strum (composed 1401- 1405)
'found an alma t immediate echo' (p 61) in Cristofaro Landino's Commentary on
the Divine Comedy (written in 1481) and that the revival of classical antiquity, identified by Burckhard r as a hallmark of the Italian Renaissance, 'has been overlooked
or forgotten by his many followers in the revival of Renaissance studies' (p 63).
David Bornstein
Texas A&M U niversity
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Rabil, Albert Jr, ed, trans. Knowledge, Goodnen, and Power: The Debate O'Uer Nobility
among Quattrocento Italian Humani.sts. Medieval and Renaissance Texts and Studies,
Bi nghamton, .Y. 1991. 410 pp. 530.00.

Knowledge, Goodness, and Power presents, in English translation, the text of
th irteen treatises on the nature of nobil ity, written by nine humanists of quat tro·
cento Italy. T he issue of true nobility was basic to mucl1 of humanist discour e
because it related to how they perceived good and evil, truth and error, wisdom and
ig norance, as well as valor, wealth, birth, and activity. The Renaissance placed a
high premium on the h ierarchy of values and thus on the defi nition and ranking
of qualities such as nobility. T he texts presented here initiated discussion that con·
tinucd to have an impact on European though t for centu ries.
W hile all of the treatises focus on the nature of nobilicy, they reveal a great
diversicy of opinions. The pivotal treatise is Poggio Bracciolini's dialogue On Nobility
because it underlines the ambivalence both of Poggio's personality and of humanist thought. Couched in a discussion be tween Lorenzo de' Medici, who sees the
importance of wealth as crucial for true nobility, and I iccolo iccoli, who argues
against it, the dialogue opened a Pandora's box of options that elici ted a Aurry
of controversy, as in the discou rse On True Nobility against Poggio the Florentine
by Leonardo of Chios and in Lauro Qyirini's On Nobility agaimt Poggio the
Florentine. Although Poggio affirms, through Lorenzo, that nobility comes from
achieving honor and glory through great deeds, he has iccolo make a stronger
case for virtue bei ng the basis of true nobility. The issue that seemed to arouse both
Leonardo and Qyirini most was Poggio's implicit exalting of Floren tine nobil ity
above all others.
The lengthiest discussion is C ristoforo Land ini's On True Nobility, wh ich
develops the view - more unequivocally than did Poggio - that nobilicy come
from virtue, especially vi rtue of mind and soul, that is, from the card inal virh1es of
wisdom, justice, temperance, and courage. Baptista Platina concurs in his dialogue
On True Nobility, adding the virtue of poverty. Tristano Ca racciolo's Defame of
Neapolitan Nobility expands a more traditional view of nobility deriving from good
birth, superiority of mind and body, and fame and property attai ned through the
application of industry and courage in performing services to great princes and pon·
tiffs. He particularly defended the highborn eapolitan nobles against charges of
indolence and incompetence made by Poggio, and by the Venetian ambassador.
Albert Rabil is to be commended for producing this excellent collection of
humanist writings. They wiU be u eful resources for students and established sch olars alike. The book is made even more valuable by its general introduction, wh ich
places the selections in the contc.xt of the classical tradition from which they emerged,
and by introductions of each author and text. Jn addition , Rabil provides at the end
of the collection a marvelous th irty-four-page glossary of cla sical wri ters and persons mentio ned in the texts, a useful bibliography, and a carefully made index.
D e Lamar Jensen
Emeritus Professor of H istory
Brigham Young University
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Ri che, Barnabe. Farewell to Military Profession. Publications of the Barnabe Riche
ociety no 1. Ed Donald Beecher. Medieval and Renaissance Texts and tudies.
Vol 91. Binghamton, .Y. 1992. 336 pp, bib. 28.00 / S12.00.
Thi first publication of the Barnabe Riche Society, a series devoted to early
English prose fiction, provides the first modern edition of a collection of novellas
important in the literary history of prose fiction and, as the editor argues, of significa nt merit itself. Donald Beecher uses as his copy text the first edition of 1581,
surviving in a si ngle copy in the Bodleian L ibrary, reaffirming the con ensus of
previous scholars that, with the exceptions of several minor changes to the fourth
t!dition of 1606, thi s edition ha the most authorial integrity. However, Beecher
doc not include a list of variants, sending scholars to Thomas Mabry Cranfi.ll's
facsimile edition of l 959 for variants differentiating the fi rst five editions.
The value of this edition is the novellas themselves, fo r, with the exception
of 'Apolonius and ilia', the second story in the collection, which was lud.-y enough
to serve as a major source for Shakespeare's Twelfth Night, these stories have remained
relatively inaccessible to a large reading public. Anthologies of early prose fiction
generally overlook Riche; other than Collier's 1846 edition and Cranfill's fac simile edition, until now only microfilm copies of the Farewell were available.
Equally valuable is Beecher's extended introduction to the author and hi
work. While Beecher relies on Cranfill and Bruce's biography of Riche for the
accou nt of his life, he breaks new ground in his discussion of Riche's artistry especially his use of sources, his treatment of the novella, and his relationship with
hi. audience. This analysis is needed, since recent overviews of Renaissance
fiction - Paul alzman's English Prose Fiction 1558-1700, David Margolies's Novel
and Society in Elizabethan England, and Asthur F. Kinney's Humanist Poetics virtually igno re Ri che's work.
One probable reason for the critical neglect of the Farewell is the perception
that Riche merely plagiarized his stories from various translators of the ltalian originals. Beecher counters this assessment by showing, in significant detail, how Riche
forged his source (Riche's own word), as a blacksmith does, 'by beating [his] parts
together', creating original works of art 'through a program of allusion and interrefcrcntiality' (p 470). Beecher's close examin ation of Richc's creative press provides
insight in to that conundrum of the humanist regimen, the practice of imitation.
Riche's u e of the novella is likewise original, not derivative, Beecher argues.
T he novella is primarily a 'a brief and witty tale of social intrigue' (p 34). Riche
marries the noveUa and the conventions of romance, so that 'each story [i ] a laboratory in which values are tested according to the mediations of wit or forrune,
and arbitrated by the orde r of closure' (p 42). As the stories invariable ru m on the
is ue of desire as a socially de tab il izing force, the result is social comedy in which
mythic strucrures interface with realist ic issues and satiric comment.
Beecher uses the discussions of imitation and genre as a foundation to address
he issue ofRiche's relationship with his 'gentlewomen readers'. Given the erotic
content of the talcs as well as Richc's explicit stance as a storyteller cager to please
the ladies, the relationship between male autl1or and female readers may be reconfigu red as that of su itor and mistress. Male readers, not formally addressed as an
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audience, are of necessity placed on the outside of the process and become reade
watching readers. This genderizarion of the act of reading thus become 'part of the
rhetorical design', an extension of the cross-values in the tories themselves (p 60).
Beecher's edition of Riche's Farewell to Military Profession is a significan
contribution to Renaissance studies, prov iding a text heretofore virtually inaccessible as well as a provocative and intelligent excursus into that text.
ancy A. Gurierrez
Arizona Stare Univer ity

ebald, Hans. Der Hexenjunge. Fal/studie eines Inquistiomprozmes. Diagonal-Verla
Marburg J 992. 115 pp.
O ver the last decades rhe study of wi tchcraft has been of major concern for
h istorians, theologians, and cultu ral anthropologists alike. Particularly Carlo
Ginzburg's various analyses of inquisition reports have led the way toward a more
comprehensive understanding of fundamental concepts involved in witchcraft. In
Der Hexenjunge, Hans ebald approaches the question in a similar manner by investigating a document from 1629, located in the Cornell University Library (Witchcraft
Documents from Bamberg), containing the confc sions of a nine-year-old boy about
his alleged association with demon s and witches. He ,vas accused by the inquisitional authorities in Bamberg, Germany, where during his reign archbishop Joh ann
Georg II pursued an extraordinarily brutal and inhumane witch-hunt.
ebald paraphrases the confessions from its seventeenth-century G erman
into modern G erm an, although a simple transliteration would have been preferable and would have satisfied both the lay audience and the scholarly community.
The author provides access to the manuscrip t and offers an interpretation of
the boy's possible motives in coming up with some of his statements. Many of the
boy's claims fit stereotypical images prevalent at hi s time, sucl1 as having been
baptized by the devil, having travelled through the air on a fork to the witches'
sabba th, or having enjoyed sexu al contacts under the protection of rhc devil.
Others, such as his report that on one of the rides his friend fell off into water and
was transformed into a mou e, are unique. Apparently rhe boy reflected the general perception of witches prevalent in his society. Some claims, however, rum
our to be simple crimes committed by the accused and other membe rs of a gang
to which he belonged.
For Sebald, the key to a proper understanding of the fanciful statements
rest in the typic.'11 myrhomania often found among prepubertarian children. Taking
into accou nt the boy's long imprisonment before his process, h is obvious fear of
torture, and his total subm ission unde r the authorities, the fabulous natu.re of his
confession might be easily explained. But the adult inqu isitors shared the same
prejudices and superstitions and thus promoted, through their behavior, the boy's
perception of the alleged events. In the last chapter, Sebald, analyzing on a different
level, notices that variou s memories from the boy's childhood, as well as hi s experiences in the gang of young boys before he was apprehended, might have formed
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the basis for the boy's account. In further examining these phenomena, the author
presents a number of theories as to why the boy believed in his own words. He
was certai nly, as Sebald comments, an amazi ng actor and large ly in control of his
own interrogation .
T his is a wel l-written and fa cinating study that sheds new Light on witchcraft and the witchcraze in seventeenth-cenniry Germany. ebald develops a host
of potential avenues for approaching the confession, including the psychological
concept of mythomania, but he shies away from working towards concrete conclusions. These could have been derived by way of comparisons, but Sebald is almost
too fascinated with this one case to widen the basis for his study and to present it
in it exemplary nature.
Albrecht Classen
University of Arizona

Del Sera, Beatrice. Amor di v irt1i: Commedio in cinque nlli, 1548. Ed EEssa Weaver.
Longo .Editore, Ravenna 1990. 286 pp.
T his carefully prepared edi tion of a sixteenth-cen tury convent play wiU
interest Renaissance scholars for at least two reasons: (1) it brings to light a fine
example of a neglected Italian dramatic tradition, the 'teatro claustralc', and
(2) it offers an intriguing psychological view of fem inine religious experience. In
the same years that Ariosto, Machiavelli, Bibbiena, Trissino, and Aretino wrote
their well-known secular plays for educated, courtly audiences, behind the waU
of monasteries and convents flourished an equally vital tradition of sacred and
religious drama. Largely unpublished, these plays have drawn linle attention from
modern scholars. EEssa W eaver's critical edition of Amor di virhi by the Dominican
ister Beatrice del Sera helps to fill this lacuna.
lntended for performance by the nuns of San iccolo a Prato in Tuscany,
Amor di virt1) draws its story and most of its characters from Boccaccio's Filocolo.
l n her excellent introduction (pp 9-73, in Itilian), Weaver explains Del Sera's killful reduction and reorganization of Boccaccio's long narrative to adapt it for the
stage. The play's origi nal title, Amor di virh), opera fattn da 11110 dom,n jiorentinn sopra

ii 'Filoco/o ', 11cl/o comidernzio11e d'11110 animo valoroso nelle virtuose impre1e; ii quote
dcliberndomente cercando iljiue dell'aurata beatitudi11e, pcrviene a/lo cognizione di D io,
tares clearly the intended Christina allegory. Weaver's sensitive reading of the play's
additional themes, however, reveals an autobiographical subtext that mixes
worldly, secular concerns with the spiritual. In the motifs of imprisonment and the
power of money, Weaver finds a strong criticism of the forced vocation of young
women. Del era was herself a victim of this practice, common among Florentine
fa milies who cou ld not maintain their wealth and social station and at the same
ri me provide adequate dowries for their daughters. l n the love story of Aurabcatrice,
Del era's niter ego and the play's protagonist, Weaver finds both an allegory of the
oul' unison with Cod and a dramatic, psychological exploration of the romanic experience impossible to the author in real Efe.
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Weaver's ' ota al testo' (pp 78-86) includes a description of the unique
manuscript of the play, a li st of obvious manuscript errors, and explanations of
her regularization of spelling, usage, and abbreviations. Copious footnotes explicate obscure passages and grammatical constructions found in the text and compare scenes, actions, and characters of the play to their cou nterparts in Boccaccio's
Filocolo. Indices of historical and mythical names and of terms that appear in the
footnotes follow.
One may choose to read Amor di virtzi as an example of Renaissance imitatio,
as an introduction to a relatively unstudied area of early European drama, or as a
document of F lorenrine social history. In all cases, its publi ation is a valuable
contribution to the Renaissance stud ies.
Robert M. Johnston
orthern Arizona University

Sommerville, John C. The Discovery of Childhood in Puritan England. University
of Georgia Press, Athens 1992. 211 pp. $35.00.
Although the title of this study leads the reader to expect something along
tl1e lines of Philippe Aries' Centuries of Childhood, some of the most original observations have a slightly different focus: the family and Puritanism.
John C. ommerviUe wishes to demonstrate that the Puritan preoccupation
with children can be derived from the dynamics of the Puritan movement itselffrom its attempt to build a future in the face of Elizabethan opposition. In structuring th at ideal future, children became the natural focus of Puritan efforts,
resulting in an acute ensitivity to the nature of cl1ildhood itself. Only later, after
the fa ilure of the great experiment and after tl1e Restoration, did Puritanism evolve
into a D issenting survival mentality.
l n the seventeenth century, a reali tic depiction of childhood emerged,
allowing tl1c Puritans to see cl1 ildren as they really arc. In the process, covenant theology and the central doctrine of human depravity were softened and even transformed
into an effort to produce a milder paradigm of the cl1ildhood experience.
Although ommerville may at times exaggerate the degree to which theology
was bent to accommodate a perceived cllildhood reality, the Puritan image of childhood, 'warts and all', docs seem to differ significantly from the establishment view.
Sometimes, however, the definition of Puritanism employed in this study is so
inflexible and static that Little recogn ition is given to recent interpretations of more
elastic, mythic dimensions of Puritan sensibility {in Bercovitch, for example). This
somewhat rigid view of Puritanism later resul ts in que tionable statements: 'The
concept of Pu.ritan humor is virtually a self-contradiction' (p 111); Namaniel Ward ,
author of The Simple Cobler ofAggawam, would not agree.
ommerville's analysis of Puritan educational writing is more iliought-provoking
than his treatment of humor and entertainment. Jr is directly committed to the
Puritan ideal of respect for the individual and for that individual's right to achieve
salvation without mediation. This observation permits an importan t distinction:
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Puritan education writing is revolutionary because ir is the first to make a clear
contrast between education and indoctrination .
The Disc()'IJery ofChildhood in Puritan England concludes wirh an analysi of
rhe inescapable ten sion between movements and famiJies - a tension thar can be
traced back to the inception of Christianity itself. Thi tension was submerged for
a rime through co-oprarion by an official Christian establishment, but then at last
reemerged in Purirani m. Here, the individualist focus threatened the cohesion and
authority of the family, which could constitu te, at times, dangerous, unwarranted
mediation between the individual and God.
Finally, thi Reformation attitude toward family is traced through Dissenting
seer into the English Jacobi n radicalism of the 1790s as Sommerville connects the
earlier religious empha is to later political reform efforts in Thomas Paine and
William Godwin in an effective, per uasive manner. The centrality of childhood
and family as dynamic agents of progres ive, ignificant change is convincingly established. And through that change, far- reaching soc ial and political currents continue
to influ ence contemporary culture. T his secular heritage of an over.vheLningly
religious perspective further clarifies our complex debt to the Puri ran experience.
Daniel W . O 'Bryan
Sierra cvada College

Wayne, Valerie, ed. The Matter of Difference: Materialist Feminist Criticism of
Shakespeare. Cornell University Press, Ithaca, .Y.1991. x + 227 pp. 48.95 I 18.95.
Gajow ki, Evelyn . The Art of L oving: Female Subjectivity and Male Discursive
Traditions in Shakespeare's Tragedies. University of Delaware Press, cwark 1992.
153 pp. 32.50.
Two new feminist studies employ very different approaches to Shakespeare's
work. The Matter of Difference, a stimulating collection of ren essays with an
inrsoduction by Valerie Wayne and a theoretical after.vord by Catherine Belsey,
is motivated by a political agenda (generally arxist and indebted to the new
theoretical stance of Louis Althusser). Ir emphasizes what the contributors call
'cultural materialism', or the study of culture as it materializes belief: through actual
behavior. In onrrast, Evelyn Gajowski's study, The Art ofLbving, offers a more conventional modem (rather than Ren aissance) view of sexual love and of female superiority in the realm of feeling. Both volumes properly criticize the 'new historicist'
pos ition as once again 'marginalizing' the female characters of Shakespeare and
female audience responses by its critical concern with masculine power politics.
Although The Matter ofDifference often disturbs the reader by its reliance on
the academic jargon of an outworn Ma.rxism, the essays in it ofrcn reveal sound
historical scholarship and teach new material relevant to our understanding of
Shakespeare and his contemporaries in the Renaissance context. omc of the author
di scuss popular ropoi of the period, while others examine the laws concerning rape
and theatrical performances at the time. In respect to topoi, Valeri,e W ayne argues
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in her important essay, 'Historical Differences: Misogyny and Othello' , tha
the tragedy 'articulates three different ideologies of women and marriage .. . : the
residual ideology of misogyny and the dispraise of women, the dominant ideology
that advocated marriage and praised women, and the emergent ideology that emphasized the likeness between the sexes, especially in relation to desire' (p 16). Perer
Stallybrass offers an interesting discussion of the world-turned-upside-down topo ,
although he does little to relate his observations to Shakespeare, while Carol
Leventen focuses on The Merchant of Venice in her study 'concerned with the
relationship between patrimony and patriarchy, and with ways in which the play'
mimetic strategies serve to encode patriarchal values' (p 59).
In respect to Renaissance law, Jean Howard discusses the laws regulating
public performances of plays, the presence of women as judgmental spectators at
such performan ces, and the fact that female spectators were not only gazed at
by males in the theater but also that they gazed back as well. Marion WynneDavis offers an equally interesting discussion of Titus Andronicus in the light of
Renaissance legislation concerning rape.
Evelyn Gajowski makes a number of significant observations on the rhetoric
of love in her book The Art ofLoving, which examines Romeo and Juliet, Othello,
and Antony and Cleopatra. The author indicates how Shakespeare manipulates the
two major discursive traditions on love that were popular during the Renaissance:
the 'antiromantic' tradition of Ovid, and the 'romantic' trad ition of Petrarch, both
of wh ich situate the female as an object. She also d iscusses a third tradition that
involves cultural differences, in this case the 'Oriental.ism' expressed by the Roman
characters in Antony and Cleopatra. In any case, the heroine becomes a subject rather
than an object in the drama when she speaks out and actively begins to educate the
male in the art of loving well. Through this process, according to Gajowski,
the male protagonists begin to reconstruct themselves and finally achieve selfrealization. 'For Shakespeare, ... in the love tragedies as in the comedies, the emphasis falls on female protagonists who are profounder in feeling, more realistic, and
more marure in love than are the male protagonists' (p 25).
Unfortunately, Gajowski's thesis on love and feeling reactivates and again
makes legitimate the ancient patriarchal dichotomy between male and female: men
think, and women feel. Moreover, in comparing the love tragedies to the comedies,
the author fails to obse.rve that the female protagonists generally succeed in the comedies through their patience and their cleverness (rationality) rather than through
giving in to their sexual desires and rushing into hasty marriages or relationships
that are fatal to both partners. Shakespeare's strategy in the comedies, in direct contrast to the love tragedies, is often to have a secondary character advise the female
protagonists to behave more like men and to provide them with a suit of masculine clothing with which to disguise their feminine vulnerability. In Shakespeare's
dramatic world, girls in breeches triumph; passionate women, although often
admi rable as Gajowski insists, usually destroy both their lovers and themselves.
Peggy Munoz Simonds
Independent Scholar
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Wickra m, Jorg. The Golden Thread [Der Goldfaden]. Trans Pierre Kaufke.
Univer ity of West Florida Pres , Gainsvi lle 1991. ,rv + 167 pp, bib. $24.95.
Pierre Kaufke's translation, The Golden Thread, of Jorg Wickram's D er
Goldfaden, is a welcome addition to the list of editions available for those who wish
to study and reach Medieval and Renaissance works in English translation. The book
begins with a six-page introduction (pp vii - xii) by Ronald Salter, briefly setting
the work in its critical and histori cal context and placing it as part ofWickram's
oeuvre: the novel, he tells us, fits into the traditions of Volksbuch and Schwank and
stands as an 'early prototype of the German Entwicklunguoman' (p xi). A shorter
translator's note (pp xiii--v) provides Kaufke's rationale for the edition (this is the
fi rst English translation of the novel) and the criteria used in tran lation of the work:
Kaufke ci tes the critical edition upon wh ich his translation is based (the 1968 edition by H ans-Gert Roloff), states his intent 'to retain the flavor of the older text'
(p xiii) by using some archaic language and fairy-tale motifs, and enumerates several stylistic devices of the origi nal th at he does not try to replicate, for example,
certain types of repetitions, redlmdancies, paired synonyms, and formulaic phrases.
The novel contains sixty-eight chapters, each provided with a two- ro-four
lin e summary of that chapter's plot: T he son of a Portuguese shepherd, working
as a kitchen helper in the castle of the local count, falls in love witl1 the count's daughter. The daughter gives Lionel (the translator's version of Wickra m's Lewfried) a
golden thread, which he sews underneath his skin near his heart as 'a clever symbol of the preciou bond which henceforth ties their hearts together' (p vi ii). When
found out, Lionel must Aee the wrath of the count and thus encounters adventures,
hardships, and tribulations before the young lovers are happily reunited.
This Engl ish version of the novel is entertain ing and reads very well; Kaufke
succeeds in capturing the tone and Aavor of the original German, characterized by
an apparent and sometimes deceptive si mplicity of language, a straightforward
narration of plot, and a naive acceptance of the improbable (sewing a thread under
one's skin, for example). The reader is unaware of any break in style or slip of the
pen. The volume is extremely free of printing errors.
The translation is followed by a select bibliography of approximately
forty works - most in German (pp 161-3), the bibliographic information for
'Jorg Wickram's Collected W o rks' (p 165), and a list of eighteen 'Editions of
Der Goldfaden' (p 167). Lacki ng are any attem pts at a truly critical apparatus; the
few footnotes relate to embedded song texts (nn 21, 25) or corrections of factual
informatio n contained in the novel (n 106). One finds no index, no critical no tes.
What does greatly enhance this edition is the inclusion of twenty-six woodcuts taken
from Riitten and Loening's 1963 reedition of Clemens Brentan's adaptation of
Der Go!dfaden into modern German (p xii i).
This book is not recommended fo r, nor is it intended to serve as the basi
or, critical research; it does provide a view of life and love in the sixteenthcentury German social scene for those for whom the original is nor acce sible.
Ronald W . Walker
Colorado tate University
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